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About the Compendium

This is a monthly compendium of news reports and judgement pieces published in the Western media
during June 2017 on issues related to Islam and Muslims. The Western media is generally found to
be painting Islam and Muslims as a global threat and danger for the world peace. It has launched an
unethical smear campaign against Islam and Muslims, which is becoming intense by the day and from
the standpoint of the Western media audience such an unfair portrayal of Islam is likely to be highly
Islamophobic and conflictual.
To monitor and catalogue the ever-increasing frequency of the Western media’s negative packaging
of Islam and Muslims, the Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) collects
within two covers the news stories and leading articles carried in the Western press every month. The
articles are culled based on the known indicators of Islamophobia. and found abundant negative
contents, highlighted, and published them in a bound form. CRIGM is not only observing western
media on issues concerning Islam and Muslim societies but has an eye out for the entire array of the
Western media including the electronic, broadcast, online and the social media as well. Shortly, we
shall start publishing separate medium-specific reports as well.
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Editorial
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Introduction

Department of Media and Communication Studies (DMCS) of International Islamic University
Islamabad (IIUI), Pakistan, under its Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM)
publishes a monthly report on western media’s negative framing of Islam and Muslims under the title
“Islam and Muslims in the Global Media”. The present compendium in hand is 6th edition ‘June
2017’.
Islamophobia industry with the help of media is actively proliferating hate among the western nation.
It is widening the differences among the religions, races and minorities which were very close to each
other in their teachings in the recent past. Historical rise in islamophobia has legitimated hate crimes
against Muslims such as burning the worship places (Mosques), snatching the hijabs, throwing the
animals dead bodies in the holly places, wall chalking aganist Islam and Muslims, Killing the innocent
and peaceful citizens, stereotyping the men having beard as terrorists, stabbing the students, acid
attacks on innocent Muslim girls, hitting the cars to Muslim worshippers and blowing up the houses
of Muslims, have become very common in the western societies.
The situation has gone so intense that Muslims are trying to hide themselves under some precautions
for their survival, even in the countries of human rights protection act’s stakeholders. The Council on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) issued an alert to all mosques and Islamic organizations
nationwide, warning them to be vigilant after incidents of violence against Muslims in recent weeks
and a year punctuated by an increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes, hate incidents and rhetoric. CAIRLA has also issued a similar alert for all mosques in Southern California, said executive director
Hussam Ayloush. "We're asking mosque administrators to make sure the areas are well-lit and there's
adequate security available," Ayloush also is asking Muslims not to engage with people who target
them through hate speech. "Don't respond to racial slurs because you don't know the state of mind of
that person," he said. "The best thing to do is to ignore. If you feel unsafe, call the police and move
to a safe place immediately."
Two recent incidents - the murder of 17-year-old Nabra Hassanen of Reston, Va., who was killed
after leaving her mosque Sunday morning, and an incident outside a mosque in Finsbury Park,
London, where a man plowed a rented van into worshipers, leaving one dead and nine others injured
- have left American Muslims shaken." It has been told everyone to be alert and have especially
warned girls and women wearing hijabs not to walk by themselves," "It's unfortunate that Muslims
have to do this, but these are precautions we have to take under current circumstances." Muslim
communities have been calling for increased action to tackle the growth in hate crime for many years
and transformative action must now be taken to tackle not only this incident but the hugely worrying
growth in Islamophobia.
Recent reports state that more than 100 mosques have been targeted and attacked in the UK since
2013, that anti-Muslim hate crimes increased by 500 per cent since the Manchester Arena bombing
in May, that since the London Bridge attacks in June, authorities have received 50 reports a day
Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia and this is
the most violent manifestation to date.
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The present compendium of June 2017 consists of the media discourses circulated across the world
after President Donald Trump issued an executive order largely fulfilling the banning of seven
Muslim-Majority countries (Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen) entering the United
States and then second version of an executive order excluding Iraq from the list. Now the President’s
executive order have got a legal form with little modification and adding the ‘Bona Fied’
relationship’s article.
CRIGM has also published many stories from the European and Australian newspapers as anti-Islam
and Muslims. The beginning of the new year 2017, remained potentially Islamophobic around the
western world. That is why the compendium documents variety of media reports and leading articles
and highlights the polemical approaches and negativities by highlighting and making them appear as
bold. These identified media reports and opinion pieces have been retrieved using LexisNexis and
websites of various news organizations for the month of June 2017. The search (key) words were
Islam and Muslims and media from United States & North America, Europe & United Kingdom and
Australia & New Zealand were selected for data retrieval. A total of over 4500 pages of news reports
and leading articles from print media were retrieved in the search on our given key words. Out of
them, some of the reports are made part of this compendium as being highly negative in nature. The
reports with minor tendency of negativity towards Muslims and Islam were excluded to avoid this
compendium becoming huge enough to handle.
A summary analysis of media negativities has been made to provide a glimpse of how media have
been treating Islam and Muslims in their reports and leading articles.
For this initiative and other associated tasks, the Centre is highly indebted to Professor Dr. Suliman
Abdullah Aba Al-Khail, Pro-Chancellor IIUI and the Rector Al-Imam Muhammad Ibn Saud Islamic
University, Riyadh, KSA; Professor Dr. Masoom Yasinzai, Rector IIUI and Professor Dr. Ahmed
Yousif Ahmed Al-Draiweesh for their relentless support and guidance and making this initiative
possible.
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How to read it
Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) has compiled this book having the
ease of readers in mind. For quick readers the anti-Islam and Muslims contents have been bolded and
underlined. The Summary/round up of each region has been presented separately. To read negative
contents in its context, the whole news stories are given region wise. The negative contents against
Islam, Muslims and Muslim Societies have been picked up and placed separately in the beginning of
this compendium with the name of Highlights, references have also been placed at the end of every
highlight, one can approach the story by the reference on the website of particular news organization
to get its exact location on the newspaper to check the agenda of certain newspapers regarding Islam
and Muslims. To stay in touch with Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) one
may subscribe Youtube channel, Facebook page, Whatsapp group and website of CRIGM, Centre
keeps its readers updated on daily basis. The detail of Social media links is given at the end of the
book. In the social media chapter at the end of this monthly compendium readers may read whole the
stories remaind viral in the months of June 2017 with its originating date and time, reader may also
visit the link given at the end of the story.
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Methodology of Data Collection
The Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media (CRIGM) has adopted a comprehensive
strategy to monitor the Islamophobic content in the Western media as we see that Islamophobia has
been on rise critically in the West and at times it turns violent as in the case of US Presidential
elections 2016 and furthermore on Friday 27 January by Donald Trump’s Executive order of Banning
entry from seven Majority-Muslim countries – Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen
and then revised version of Executive order excluding Iraq from the list of seven countries, it remained
halted over six Muslim-Majoritity countries and now Court’s approved exective order having an
article of ‘Bona Fied’ relationship is most likely to be the part of US indefinite strategy against the
Muslim countries.
Whereas, so many hate related incidents, have been reported against Muslims because of their faith
and identity. This situation demands an extensive and thorough approach to counter prejudice against
Islam and Muslims in the West. We need multi-faceted approach for this purpose, by keeping the
situation in view the CRIGM has initiated the most important and the basic one by observing and
monitoring the Islamophobic discourse in the Western globalized media, this will help us to
comprehend the prevailing state and level of hatred and hostility towards Islam and Muslims.
CRIGM has developed a mechanism to monitor and observe the Western media regularly to obtain
relevant content, CRIGM team closely watches Western media and emphasizes on news stories and
contents related to Islam and Muslims to collect the data. We examine all the news contents in the
Western media on Islam and Muslims and focus on those stories where Muslims are being portrayed
negatively or reported as victims of bigotry and prejudice. We have categorized Western media into
three regions, United States & North America, Europe & United Kingdom and Australia & New
Zealand. CRIGM maintains daily media watch by monitoring all forms of media including Electronic
media, Print Media, online and Social Media. CRIGM is also utilizing the corporate data
dissemination services like LexisNexis to get the most relevant content. Data of this very monthly
compendium has been collected through online data service provider LexisNexis by searching news
contents related to two words Islam and Muslims for the period of June, 2017 and comprising of
regions of United states, Australia and Europe & UK. This has provided hundreds of news stories
related to Islam and Muslims and we have read each story thoroughly and used those stories as our
data where hatred and negativities have been found against Muslims and Islam. We have highlighted
and underlined the Islamophobic content in news stories also give whole text to provide full context
of stories so that readers can have clear idea about the perspective and background of news stories of
prejudice and bigotry against Muslims and Islam in the Western media.
This very monthly compendium consists of only print media news contents of three regions, USA,
Australia and Europe & UK and stumilatng social media discourses against Islam and Muslims. We
have collected data from diverse news websites of main stream newspapers as well as regional
newspapers of those three regions through LexisNexis, this will provide us more detailed views and
picture of Western media. We collected this data by monitoring content of news stories, opinion based
stories, special reports and letters to editors.
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Summary Analysis of the US Print Media Contents Against Islam and Muslims
(June 2017)
In the U.S., several key polls have indicated that not only does Islamophobia exist but it also continues
to rise on a yearly basis. According to the U.S.A. Today/Gallup poll, 39 per cent of Americans felt
some prejudice against Muslims. Almost the same percentage favoured requiring Muslims, citizens
and non-citizens alike, to carry a special ID as a “means of preventing terrorist attacks in the United
States”. Some 22 per cent of the respondents of the U.S.A. Today/Gallup poll would not want
American Muslims as their neighbours.
It has been said that the West’s depiction of Islam and the Muslims as the ‘other’, derives from
centuries-old stereotypes of Muslims as violent, oppressive and intolerant. Moreover, prejudice
against Muslims has increased since the September 11, 2001 incidents. The Western media’s
portrayal of Islam and Muslims are Islamophobic. The Western media has consistently been using
value-loaded and inaccurate language to portray Islam as a dangerous religion rooted in violence and
irrationality. The media is the most accessible and indiscriminate disseminator of Islamophobic ideas
at the local and global levels. Barring some “responsible” media publications, certain specific and
often predictable sources have been attributing to all Muslims, the entire spectrum of negative
characteristics that are fundamental to Islamophobia.
Recent reports state that more than 100 mosques have been targeted and attacked in the UK since
2013, that anti-Muslim hate crimes increased by 500 per cent since the Manchester Arena bombing
in May, that since the London Bridge attacks in June, authorities have received 50 reports a day. The
Muslim Council of Britain has called for extra security around mosques, describing the Finsbury Park
van attack as "the most violent manifestation" of Islamophobia. The council has made an 'Urgent' call
for extra security around mosques after 'senseless and evil' Finsbury Park attack.
Moreover, burning synagogues and mosques, blowing up churches, shooting up schools, painting
swastikas on walls, defacing cemeteries, gay bashing, sending threatening emails to women because
they disagree with you; these are the tactics of white, native born Americans rather than dark-skinned,
foreign born "bad hombres." These self-righteous weekend warriors have no sense of irony as they
commit their outrages. They have little real understanding of the religion many of them claim they
fight for. They can quote scripture, but can't speak from their heart; they know anger, but no love;
resentment, but no compassion.
When it is discussed it is often done so hypocritically. If a Muslim person commits a crime we are
quick to label them a jihadi out to destroy America. We want to know how they were "radicalized."
If a White person murders a church full of black people or walks into a fast food joint with a machine
gun or stabs people on a train we talk about his mental problems. Even when the perpetrator
themselves say they did it because they are doing God's work we play that angle down. We don't ask
how American-born terrorists were radicalized at their local church. We don't ask which right wing
radio or television host they were radicalized by. There are no calls to ban Caucasians from coming
into this country. An individual Muslim represents all Muslims while a white native-born American
individual does not represent all white, native-born Americans.
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Summary Analysis of the European Media Contents against Islam and Muslims
(June 2017)

After the incident of 9/11, the religion of Islam and its followers Muslims are being portrayed as
negative in the Western media. Muslims are much concerned about their portraying of negative
stereotypes in the Western media. As a research centre of the Public Sector University in the capital
of Islamic Republic of Pakistan, CRIGM (Centre for Research on Islam and Global Media) aims to
become a voice of these Muslims by highlighting the negative image of Islam and Muslims that is
being shown in the Western media. Due to this, the Muslims are also experiencing the issues of antiIslamic rhetoric, hate crimes, religious discrimination, shouting on Muslim hijab girls etc. in the
countries of Europe as well. So the CRIGM tried to find out the Islamophobic discourses in the
European newspapers. The published material in the European newspapers of the month of June 2017
have been collected and analyzed for this purpose. The news stories, features, columns etc. were
analyzed by matching the indicators of Islamophobia.
The Islamophobic terms that have been found in European print media like 'One refugee down,
millions to go', 'Muslim wan*er, send them all back, all they are is trouble! Go and bomb each other
in your own country', "kill the Catholics and all the Muslims, burn the churches", 'all the Muslims
entering the country, we are going to war over this, look how serious I am', "I'm going to kill all
Muslims", Islamist terrorists, Islamist extremism, Salafist, Islamist and Barelvi-inspired extremism,
time to put Islam "in the dustbin, where it belongs", "this is what a radical Muslim feminist looks
like", anti-Islam 'Identitarians', anti-Islam and anti-immigrant "Identitarian" movement,
Islamofascism or Islamophobia and someone goes nuts. lampooning the tenets of the Prophet, just
lately abused the name of Islam and Allah, "ranting and raving" about Muslims, anti-Muslim
outbursts, 'all your family are going to be Muslim. Your grandchildren are going to be Muslim and
live under Sharia law'.
The Islamophobic content has been highlighted by using the bold and underlined options to make it
prominent for the readers. Daily Mail (London) June 30, 2017, published the story i.e. Jameel
Muhktar, 37 and aspiring model Resham Khan, 21, were in a parked car when a man threw a corrosive
substance through the window, leaving them with life-changing injuries.' Mr Muhktar spoke out as
police released a picture of a tattooed man, John Tomlin, 24, wanted in connection with the incident.
The police said they were keeping an open mind' as to the motive of the unprovoked attack but added
there was no information to suggest it was racially or religiously motivated. But Mr Muhktar told
Channel 4 News: It's definitely a hate crime. I believe it's something to do with Islamophobia. Maybe
he's got it in for Muslims because of the things that have been going on lately. I don't know if people
are trying to retaliate. We're innocent people. We didn't deserve that. I've never seen this guy in my
life. Why would anyone do that to us?' An emotional Mr Mukhtar described the moment the attacker
knocked on his car window on the morning of June 21. I opened the window and he had a clear bottle
from what I can remember and he squirted it at us. I thought it was water to begin with. I thought it
was a practical joke. Until my cousin started to scream. I was watching her burning. Next thing you
know, I'm burning. The guy's run off.' Mr Muhktar and Miss Khan, who was celebrating her 21st
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birthday, tried to drive away after the attack in Beckton, east London, last week but the car crashed
into a barrier. He said: I'm burning, my seat's burning, my trainers are burning. The skin on her face
is peeling. This is happening within seconds. I've put the window up... driving blind I decided to drive
into the barrier. It was a really bad accident.' The victims tried to strip off their clothes and were
helped by members of the public who threw water on them. They were driven to a nearby hospital
where they received skin grafts for severe injuries to their faces and bodies. The public are advised
not to approach Tomlin, who is described as 6ft tall and of stocky build with tear drops tattooed on
each cheek. Miss Khan said on Twitter she hoped the suspect was found and that she feared she will
never look the same again'.
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Highlights of Negative Contents from US Media
(June 2017)
1. It remains clear that President Trump's purpose is to disparage and condemn Muslims," said
Omar Jadwat, director of the ACLU's Immigrants' Rights ProjectCritics assailed that first
order as a veiled attempt to make good on Trump's campaign promise to impose a "Muslim
ban." After courts blocked it, the president issued a modified order directed at six countries,
not including Iraq. That order was blocked as well, with federal appeals courts ruling that it
discriminated based on religion, in violation of the First Amendment, and exceeded the
president's statutory authority. (The Boston Globe June 30, 2017).
2. Critics immediately denounced the administration, accusing the White House of violating the
Supreme Court's directive to exempt anyone with a "bona fide" family connection to the
United States. Civil rights groups vowed to challenge what they said was a renewed attempt
by Trump to keep Muslims out of the country.(The Daily Gazette (Schenectady, New York)
June 30, 2017).
3. For their own inscrutable reasons, Virginia law enforcement officials claim that road rage, not
hate, was the motive in the Muslim teen's killing. Last Sunday morning, Hassanen and a group
of friends were returning to a mosque when they got into a verbal dispute with a motorist, a
man whom police identify as Darwin Martinez Torres.
Chasing the teens, the motorist drove his car onto the curb, authorities say; when Hassanen
tripped, the man reportedly knocked her unconscious with a metal baseball bat and dragged
her into his car.
She was later found dead in a pond. Police say she suffered blunt-force trauma to her upper
body, and there have been reports that she may have been sexually assaulted.(The Boston
Globe, June 25, 2017).
4. Across the world today, we have not learned how to live together in terms of ethnicity and
religious faith. Most of the world's 85 million refugees are fleeing religious persecution. In
Yemen, a Muslim group with arms from Saudi Arabia, U.S., France and the UK wages war
against another Muslim group. In Egypt, Muslim subgroups and the Coptic Christians engage
in often violent confrontations. In the U.S., Muslims are frequently identified as "terrorists."
The U.S. has engaged in some 15 years of warfare in the majority-Muslim countries of
Afghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Iran and now Syria. Economic assistance from the U.S. and
other wealthy countries to help recipients to achieve a higher standard of living for the people
is being reduced and eliminated. In Burma, the Muslim, Rohingya minority is violently
persecuted and driven out of the country by the Buddhist majority. The idea "My God is better
than your God" is a key cause of global instability today.( Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier (IA)
25 June 2017).
5. Ayloush said two recent incidents - the murder of 17-year-old Nabra Hassanen of Reston, Va.,
who was killed after leaving her mosque Sunday morning, and an incident outside a mosque
in Finsbury Park, London, where a man plowed a rented van into worshipers, leaving one dead
and nine others injured - have left American Muslims shaken.
The community is certainly more concerned this year, said Ahsan Baseer, board president of
the Islamic Society of Corona-Norco.
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"We have told everyone to be alert and have especially warned girls and women wearing
hijabs not to walk by themselves," he said. "It's unfortunate that we have to do this, but these
are precautions we have to take under current circumstances."(San Bernardino Sun
(California) June 24, 2017).
6. The attack unfolded Monday when the alleged assailant, identified by British media as Darren
Osborne, 47, drove a rental van into a crowd of Muslim worshippers outside a mosque in the
north London neighborhood of Finsbury Park, an area with a significant Muslim population.
The larger Finsbury Park Mosque, which was once associated with several extremist preachers
before it was shut down and reformed, is located nearby. Nine people were injured in the
attack.
One man also died after slipping outside the Muslim Welfare House as evening prayers
concluded for the holy month of Ramadan. Makram Ali, 51, died at the scene in his daughter's
arms. She told neighbors that the van had "run over his legs." (The Baltimore Sun, June 21,
2017).
7. As an example of an overly loose immigration policy, German Chancellor Angela Merkel,
attempting to demonstrate her global noblesse oblige, recently allowed over a million Syrian,
Iraqi and Afghan refugees into Germany with minimal vetting. This group included large
numbers of young unattached males.
Thanks to Merkel's blazing stupidity, approximately 1,200 German women were raped on
New Year's Eve, 2016, primarily by young male immigrants. Granted this is not the same as
killing large numbers of people, but rape is both its own atrocity and a warning of worse to
come.(Daily Record (Ellensburg, Washington) June 20, 2017).
8. The Metropolitan Police reported 120 Islamophobic events, compared with 36 the previous
week. Similar increases were recorded after the terrorist attacks in March on Westminster
Bridge in London, and in May at the Manchester Arena(The New York Times, June 20, 2017).
9. Earlier this month, an I-465 billboard drew attention by calling out "The Perfect Man" - a
reference to the Prophet Muhammad - as a rapist who had multiple wives and beheaded 600
Jews in one day. Muslim leaders spoke out against the billboard, which was owned by a
Virginia-based businessman who sold the ad to a group he did not disclose.( The Indianapolis
Star (Indiana) June 18, 2017).
10. On July 14, 2015, Felix and several other D.I.s entered the squad bay in the middle of the
night. It appeared they’d been drinking in the small office, or ‘‘D.I. hut,’’ at the far end of the
barracks, where drill instructors on night duty sometimes slept. Felix was so drunk ‘‘he might
not have known what he did the next day,’’ according to one member of Platoon 3054.
‘‘Where’s the terrorist?’’ Felix said. He approached Bourmeche’s rack. ‘‘You a terrorist?’’
‘‘No, sir!’’
‘‘You a Muslim?’’
‘‘Yes, sir!’’
‘‘Attention!’’
Bourmeche jumped down.
‘‘Column left!’’ Felix and another D.I. marched him into the shower room, where, as
Bourmeche would later tell investigators, the drill instructors turned on the water and made
him do push-ups, high-knees and crunches. Then, when he was thoroughly wet, they
marched him into the laundry room.
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‘‘Get in the dryer.’’ Bourmeche folded his six-foot, 157-pound frame into the Speed Queen.
Felix said that the Marine Corps has ‘‘a way of weeding out spies.’’ He continued: ‘‘I’m going
to find out who you really are.’’ Then he closed the door.
‘‘Who are you working for?’’ Felix called.
‘‘Nobody, sir!’’ Bourmeche answered.
Felix ran the dryer for half a minute and opened it.
‘‘What’s your religion?’’
‘‘Islam, sir!’’
In the squad bay, Weaver and the others, ordered out of their beds, were pushing a recruit
around like a scuzz brush. They heard Bourmeche’s body thud as it hit the bottom of the
dryer. ‘‘You’re going to kill us the first chance you get, aren’t you, terrorist? What are your
plans?’’
Inside the ryer, Bourmeche began to cry. His neck and shoulder were burned.
Felix opened the door. ‘‘Are you still a Muslim?’’
‘‘Yes, sir!’’
A half an hour later, it was over. Bourmeche, damp and shaken, was told to go back to the
squad bay. As he was standing by his bed, a D.I. approached him. ‘‘It’s pretty effed-up what
they did to you back there,’’ he said. Bourmeche agreed. ‘‘You’re not going to tell a senior
drill instructor about this, though, right?’’
‘‘No, sir,’’ Bourmeche answered.
The next night, it happened again. Felix told Bourmeche to hand him his martial-arts belt. He
tied Bourmeche’s shoelaces together, then took the belt, wrapped it around Bourmeche’s
neck, strung it under his laces and tightened it so Bourmeche bent at the waist. ‘‘Are you a
terrorist?’’ Felix held the end of the belt like a leash. He began to walk him like a dog. ‘‘Are
you a spy?’’
Bourmeche, in pain, began screaming. ‘‘No, sir!’’
‘‘Yell ‘Allah akbar.’ ’’
‘‘Allah akbar!’’
While the rest of the platoon looked on, Felix crushed the platoon’s flagpole into
Bourmeche’s toes. Then he handed him a scuzz brush. ‘‘Cut off his head,’’ he said, pointing
to another new Marine. ‘‘Show us you’re a terrorist.’’
Bourmeche struck his platoonmate in the neck with the brush several times. Felix seemed
pleased. ‘‘This is how the Taliban would do it,’’ he told the platoon. ‘‘And he’d cut your head
off just as quick as his brethren.’’
Another D.I. shook his head. ‘‘We let a full-blood terrorist join the corps,’’ he said. Afterward,
no one said a word. What happens on Parris Island stays on Parris Island — that had been
the message all through boot camp.(The New York Times, JULY 6, 2017).
11. U.S. President Donald Trump said Monday he wants a quick Supreme Court ruling to reinstate
his ban on travel to the United States from six majority-Muslim countries where terrorist
attacks have occurred.
"We must stop being politically correct and get down to the business of security for our
people," Trump said Sunday. "If we don't get smart it will only get worse."
He mocked London Mayor Sadiq Khan, who was elected last year and is the first Muslim to
lead a major Western capital.
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Trump tweeted, "At least 7 dead and 48 wounded in terror attack and Mayor of London says
there is 'no reason to be alarmed!"( Voice of America News, June 5, 2017).
12. If a Muslim person commits a crime we are quick to label them a jihadi out to destroy America.
We want to know how they were "radicalized." If a White person murders a church full of
black people or walks into a fast food joint with a machine gun or stabs people on a train we
talk about his mental problems. Even when the perpetrator themselves say they did it because
they are doing God's work we play that angle d
An individual Muslim represents all Muslims while a white native-born American individual
does not represent all white, native-born Americans.
Muslim terror affects mostly Muslim people outside the U.S. You have a better chance of
being struck by lightning than being involved in an Islamic terror attack inside this country.
You are much more likely to be on the receiving end of white nationalist violence here.( The
Star-Ledger (Newark, New Jersey) June 4, 2017).
13. President Trump's final hope to implement his temporary travel ban targeting six majority
Muslim countries now rests with the Supreme Court. And luckily for him, the justices may
prove to be the most receptive audience
Trump's national security justification was outweighed by a clear intent to discriminate against
Muslims.
During his campaign, Trump called for a "total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the United States." Opponents of the ban believe that statement, combined with others made
by Trump and aides before and after he became president, is proof that the ban was nothing
more than a "Muslim ban."( Daily Advertiser (Lafayette, Louisiana) June 3, 2017).
14. One message called for banning Islam, another for banning the Quran. Some crude imagery
was employed. Many people who engage in hateful speech would never consider harming
anyone. But over time, as intolerant comments rain down on us from our social media feeds,
from talking heads on cable news, and perhaps even from people we encounter in our everyday
lives, they lose their power to shock. This leaves a safe space for those with truly ill intent,
like the Portland attacker, to occupy. In Pearland, the anti-Muslim posts appeared on the
personal Facebook page of Woody Owens, 69, an engineering firm executive who faces a 30year-old Muslim pharmacist, Dalia Kasseb, in a June 10 runoff for a City Council seat. (The
Houston Chronicle, June 2, 2017).
15. The 4th Circuit held that the Trump administration couched its travel ban in the cloak of
national security as a pretext to fulfill its goal of barring Muslims from entering the U.S.
The murders of Sikhs, Muslims and others in recent years and the victory of a presidential
candidate who has been flanked by advisers and members of his administration who view
Islam as an ideology rather than as a protected religion, is nothing short of a direct attack on
our nation's efforts to promote and protect religious freedom
Last week's brutal slaying of Taliesin Myrddin Namkai Meche and Rick Best for defending
two teenage girls against the anti-Muslim terror of an armed white supremacist on an Oregon
commuter train provides stark evidence of the forces unleashed by the mainstreaming of that
proposition.( The Baltimore Sun, June 1, 2017).
16. The lawsuit filed last Thursday makes a strong case that rejecting the mosque violated the
rights of Muslims.
We've seen how this played out in Bernards Township, which just settled a similar lawsuit
this week, and Bridgewater, which paid $7.75 million for blocking a mosque out of "antiMuslim bias."
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And while it's not the legal linchpin, the bigotry was alarming. Residents chanted "Trump!
Trump!" at hearings and publicly ranted about Islam, ISIS and Sharia law. A Bayonne man
charged with a hate crime vandalized a former Catholic school where the Muslims then prayed
in a cramped basement, with vulgar, anti-Muslim graffiti.
Fliers referenced Sept. 11 with the word "remember," and called for boycotts of Muslim
businesses. They were even stuffed into the mailboxes of Muslim schoolchildren(Jersey
Journal (New Jersey) June 1, 2017).
17. The numbers say that Muslims, in particular, have seen an uptick in incidents targeting them,
according to a report by the Council on American-Islamic Relations. In 2016, during the
presidential campaign, anti-Muslim incidents increased by 57 percent, the report says
As an ordinary citizen, Trump for years engaged in a campaign spreading the false claim that
Barack Obama was a Muslim born in Kenya. During his campaign for the presidency, Trump
falsely claimed that a group of Muslims in New Jersey danced in celebration as the World
Trade Center fell in the Sept. 11 terror attacks. He appeared on CNN and quoted a widely
debunked poll from an anti-Islam group that claimed a quarter of Muslims in the U.S. believed
violence against Americans should be part of a global holy war.
But Trump didn't stop with false statements and fake research. He has also issued a stream of
statements that promoted violence against Muslims, and he did so when Americans were
particularly vulnerable to the language of hate.
Never mind that killing the families of suspected terrorists is against international law. Trump,
in his own words, believes Islam itself is the problem. That's why, in December 2015, he
called for banning Muslims from the country.
"Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United
States until our country's representatives can figure out what is going on," Trump said at a
campaign rally in South Carolina(Linn County Leader (Brookfield, Missouri) June 1, 2017).
18. Witnesses said the attacker yelled "Muslims! Die!" at the women, one of whom was wearing
a hijab. The women reportedly tried distancing themselves from Christian, who persisted with
his insults. The men then intervened fatefully
According to the SPLC, anti-Muslim hate groups tend to treat Islam, the world's fastestgrowing religion, as a monolithic and evil political ideology. Forget that Muslims have two
distinct sects and never mind Christianity itself has more than 33,000 denominations. Many
of the hate groups identify as Protestant, despite their obviously non-Christian tenets(The
Ottawa Herald (Kansas) June 1, 2017).
19. The Bayonne Muslims' lawsuit takes issue with the zoning board's reasoning for its denials
but also lays out the anti- Muslim attacks they were faced with after proposing the community
center.
They say that included flyers calling for boycotts of Muslim-owned businesses with references
to the Sept. 11 attacks and anti-Muslim graffiti on the walls of the church they rented for
prayer services. Signs saying "Save Bayonne" and "Stop the mosque" were displayed in
town(Telegraph Herald (Dubuque, IA) June 1, 2017).
20. A group of San Diego parents are suing to try to stop the school district's campaign against
bullying of Muslims, saying that officials' plans go beyond anti-bullying and end up actually
promoting Islam.
"In San Diego, the local Muslim community brought its concerns to the school board. Their
testimony included parents and students who had been reduced to tears by the taunts of their
peers,"
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But the lawyer for the parents said singling Muslims out for special protections against alleged
bullying is just a false pretext.
Mr. LiMandri said his clients believe the curriculum is "going to be biased in favor of Islam
and give a distorted picture of Islam." He also said the pubic school district should not be
working with CAIR because of the organization's purported ties to terrorist groups(The
Washington Times, 1 June 2017).
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Highlights from the European Newspapers’ Stories
21. IT WAS A HATE CRIME, SAYS MUSLIM VICTIM OF ACID ATTACK, THE victim of a
horrific acid attack says he and his cousin were the random targets of a hate crime' because
they are Muslims. Jameel Muhktar, 37 and aspiring model Resham Khan, 21, were in a parked
car when a man threw a corrosive substance through the window, leaving them with lifechanging injuries.' Mr Muhktar spoke out as police released a picture of a tattooed man, John
Tomlin, 24, wanted in connection with the incident. The police said they were keeping an
open mind' as to the motive of the unprovoked attack but added there was no information to
suggest it was racially or religiously motivated. But Mr Muhktar told Channel 4 News: It's
definitely a hate crime. I believe it's something to do with Islamophobia.( DAILY MAIL
(London), June 30, 2017).
22. US Supreme Court set to rule on Trump's travel ban; If the judges rule to allow it to proceed,
its implementation would begin within just 72 hours and put a stop to travellers from Syria,
Libya, Iran, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen
The US Supreme Court is set to make a ruling today on Donald Trump's controversial travel
ban on the last day of its current term. The executive order had put a halt to all travellers from
six Muslim-majority countries - Syria, Libya, Iran, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen - entering the
US for 90 days. White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer has maintained his message from
January 2017: "It's not a Muslim ban. It's not a travel ban ... It's a vetting system to keep
America safe." However, on 5 June Mr Trump tweeted that it was in fact "a travel ban".( The
Independent - Daily Edition, June 26, 2017).
23. Politics; Politics this week, A van driven by an anti-Muslim extremist rammed worshippers
leaving a mosque in London's Finsbury Park neighbourhood. Several people were injured and
one subsequently died. The assault is the latest in a string of attacks in Britain's capital. (The
Economist, June 24, 2017).
24. Islamophobia & the Catholic Media, Why give a platform to anti-Islam polemics?
When I went to Catholic elementary school in the 1960s, the Crusades were taught as a
glorious fight against the "Mohammedans". One teacher said the next great war would be
about religion, which presumably meant that we boys needed to be ready when called on to
storm the bastions of atheistic communism. The Georgetown study covers a lot of ground, so
I'll focus on just one aspect: The attention it gives to the prolific author Robert Spencer, who
runs the hardline website Jihad Watch. Spencer's argument is essentially that Islam is
inherently violent.(La Croix International, June 24, 2017).
25. We should all be British first - leave religion out, SO yet another atrocity is perpetrated by a
coward, driving his van into a crowd of individuals in London who had just left their place of
worship. It probably is too late, but nevertheless the message needs to go out from all areas of
the media that anyone living in this country (legitimately) is British. Not British Protestant,
British Catholic, British Muslim, British Methodist, British Athiest etc etc, just British. This
is not Islam versus Christianity. Then a revenge attack by Christianity on Islam. Because that's
the way these cowardly attacks are being reported, and that is dangerous.(Evening Gazette,
June 23, 2017)
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26. Woman told to remove black hijab because it 'made her look like a terrorist'
A Muslim woman is suing her former employers after allegedly being ordered to remove her
black headscarf because the garment had "terrorist affiliations". The estate agent, who did not
want to be named, had been working for Harvey Dean in Bury for almost a year when she
says managers took issue with her hijab. A complaint filed at the Manchester Employment
Tribunal says the woman was told that moving from a back office into public view meant
"that it would be in the best interest of the business for her to change the colour of her hijab,
due to the supposed terrorist affiliation with the colour black". A colleague allegedly claimed
that the predominantly white and non-Muslim community around the company's office would
"feel intimidated and scared if they saw the claimant". (The Independent - Daily Edition, June
23, 2017).
27. 500 pc surge in Islamaphobic crime; POLICE FIGURES REVEAL RISE IN ATTACKS,
THREATS AND VANDALISM AGAINST MUSLIMS IN THE WEEKS AFTER
MANCHESTER ARENA ATROCITY
ISLAMOPHOBIC crimes and incidents in Greater Manchester increased 500 PER CENT
after the Manchester bomb attack, according to police figures. Hundreds of complaints about
attacks, threats, vandalism, and other incidents directed against Muslim residents were
received by GMP in the wake of the Arena attack on May 22.
The new figures obtained by the M.E.N. come just days an attack on London's Finsbury Park
Mosque which saw one man killed and 11 injured. According to official GMP figures, there
were a total of 224 reports of Islamophobic crimes in the four weeks following the Manchester
bomb attack, until June 19. Some of these complaints were later classed by police as hate
'incidents', meaning that while not categorised as criminal the events were disturbing enough
to be recorded. In the same period last year, there were only 37 hate crime and hate incidents
reported - equal to a 500pc increase. Tell Mama, an organisation which records Islamophobic
crime, earlier this week reported a UK-wide increase in incidents. A senior GMP officer has
acknowledged the spike in hate crimes directed against Muslims in the immediate wake of the
attack, but says that in recent days the volume is now returning to similar, more expected
levels.( Manchester Evening News, June 22, 2017).
28. Jo Morris: Condemn all forms of extremism, FINSBURY Park terrorist attack: 'It's a shame
they don't hire out steam rollers or tanks, could have done a tidy job then.' World Refugee
Day: 'If Germany had won WWII, I wonder how long it would have taken the SS and Gestapo
to get rid of the Muslim vermin? NOT LONG!' The murder of a Muslim teenager: 'She had it
coming. Good muzzie = dead.' Syrian refugee dies in Grenfell Tower fire: 'One refugee down,
millions to go.' Muslim councillor urges his community to report potential terrorists: 'Muslim
wan*er, send them all back, all they are is trouble! Go and bomb each other in your own
country.' These are genuine comments gathered online in the wake of recent incidents,
comments that represent the tip of the iceberg in terms of the anti-Muslim, anti-refugee
sentiment that is growing at an alarming rate. Recent reports state that more than 100 mosques
have been targeted and attacked in the UK since 2013, that anti-Muslim hate crimes increased
by 500 per cent since the Manchester Arena bombing in May, that since the London Bridge
attacks in June, authorities have received 50 reports a day. The Northern Echo (Newsquest
Regional Press) June 22, 2017).
29. Whether terrorists or not they are all common criminals, EVEN in the bright sunshine the
scourges of extremism cast their shadow. This week's lethal anti-Muslim attack in Finsbury
Park follows a trio of savage jihadist assaults in recent months, including the bomb massacre
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at Manchester in May that killed 23 people. As the catalogue of atrocities mounts the public
sense of foreboding is compounded by the inadequate reaction of the political class. The
security forces may have done a sterling job but the truth is that they are overwhelmed by the
sheer scale of the problem, with at least 23,000 jihadists in our midst in addition to far-Right
extremists.( Scottish Express, June 22, 2017).
30. Man armed himself with knives and body armour for 'war' with Muslims, AN East
Renfrewshire man armed himself with knives and body armour for the "war" with Muslims
he believes is coming. David Kerr also spouted bile about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the
Irish in front of shocked members of the public. He threatened to kill Catholics and Muslims
and burn down churches in a rant while on a bus in August last year. And, in January, he made
inappropriate remarks about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish to a woman in the street.
Police investigating his shameful antics went to his home on January 10. And, once inside,
Kerr showed them a drawer full of knives and body armour he had bought, saying he'd
gathered the items in preparation for the war he believes is coming. Procurator fiscal depute
Frank Clarke said the incident on the bus involved Kerr saying phrases such as "kill the
Catholics and all the Muslims, burn the churches." Officers later attended Kerr's home in
Busby and he showed them his 'war drawer.' Mr Clarke explained: "In the presence of police
officers, he ranted - this was the word used by police officers - stating 'all the Muslims entering
the country, we are going to war over this, look how serious I am.' "At this point, he opened
a drawer, revealing to police officers body armour and knives."( Barrhead News, June 21,
2017).
31. Far-right extremists flagged to government terror unit soar by a third in a year
The dramatic rise can be revealed after Muslim worshippers were mowed down outside a
north London mosque in the early hours of Monday morning by a man driving a van in what
police described as a terrorist attack. The suspected attacker has been named as 47-year-old
Darren Osborne, a father-of-four from Cardiff, who was arrested on suspicion of terror
offences and attempted murder and remains in custody. One man died at the scene and a
further 11 were injured, but the attacker was not previously known to security services.
Eyewitnesses claimed he shouted: "I'm going to kill all Muslims," before making "taunting"
gestures and laughing. "While all the rhetoric from the Conservative government has been
about Islamic fundamentalism, it has largely ignored the rising threat from white extremists
who are every bit as dangerous and depraved as any other terrorist," he said.(The Independent
- Daily Edition, June 20, 2017).
32. When are we going to ask who radicalised the Finsbury Park mosque attacker?
Islamophobia was portrayed as a nonsense term: for some it was deemed logical and rational
to fear Islam and Muslims, to portray Muslim communities as the "other", the threat within.
After yesterday's terrorist attack outside a Finsbury Park mosque, in which Muslims leaving
Ramadan prayers in the early hours of the morning were mowed down by a van, we saw what
can happen when Islamophobia is allowed to go unchecked. This attack didn't occur in a
vacuum. For years there has been a rise in anti-Islam sentiment. After the London Bridge
attack, the London Mayor's office released a statement that said there had been a 40 per cent
increase in racist incidents compared with the same day last year, and a five-fold increase in
the number of Islamophobic incidents. Similarly, Muslim leaders reported a worrying rise in
Islamophobic incidents following the Manchester attack.(The Independent - Daily Edition,
June 20, 2017).
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33. 'It felt like a war zone' Finsbury Park Muslims reel at targeting of community; For some locals,
the attack was a result of rising anti-Muslim sentiment
"They were worshippers coming out of the prayer. A man took ill and they were trying to help
him and support him. That's why there was a large crowd. They were clearly Muslims and the
guy was looking to kill as many as he could. So he saw a crowd of people and he drove at
speed towards them," said Toufik Kacimi, the Muslim Welfare House's chief executive. By
the time Kacimi arrived on the scene, the van's driver, a 48-year-old white man, had already
been restrained on the ground by passersby, while an imam told the crowd not to hurt him.
Kacimi described the scene, with bodies on the ground and under the wheels of the vehicle,
as one of madness. "It felt like a war zone. Lots of people, the crowd, nobody understanding
what's going on. A lot of police. It was like you were in a war zone. A terrible scene. I hope it
will never happen again and I hope Theresa May will come out strongly and do something for
us," he said. There has been a sharp rise in attacks on mosques and on Muslims since the
Manchester bombing last month and Yassin said he saw some signs of heightened security at
his local mosque. "What you do is that you push out the narrative that these attacks are actually
from Islam and that in its essence is radicalisation. You are radicalising young non-Muslims
to hate Muslims. We have been saying for so many years, every attack that happens, it is not
Islamic. Muslims have actually fought for this country. Muslims are in the police force.
Muslims are in the army. So it's crazy," he said.( The Irish Times, June 20, 2017 ).
34. 'Urgent' call for extra security around mosques after 'senseless and evil' Finsbury Park attack
The Muslim Council of Britain has called for extra security around mosques, describing the
Finsbury Park van attack as "the most violent manifestation" of Islamophobia. The council's
secretary general Harun Khan said he expected authorities to step up security "as a matter of
urgency", adding many would feel "terrorised" following the incident outside the Muslim
Welfare House in Seven Sisters Road. "Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have
endured many incidents of Islamophobia and this is the most violent manifestation to date.
"Muslim communities have been calling for increased action to tackle the growth in hate crime
for many years and transformative action must now be taken to tackle not only this incident
but the hugely worrying growth in Islamophobia. "Rampant Islamaphobia has been on the rise
for a number of years and those on the far right have perpetuated hatred against Muslims.
Brendan Cox tweeted: "Far right facists & Islamist terrorists are driven by same hatred of
difference, same ideology of supremacy & use same tactics. We'll defeat both. (Bradford
Telegraph and Argus, June 19, 2017).
35. One dead, eight injured after van driven into crowd near Finsbury Park mosque
A pedestrian has died after a man in a white van drove into worshippers near a mosque and
then shouted, 'I'm going to kill all Muslims'. The van driver, described by witnesses as a large
white man, was detained by members of the public after the attack in Seven Sisters Road at
12.20am on Monday. The attacker struck as the area was busy with worshippers attending
Ramadan night prayers at Finsbury Park mosque. One witness described being surrounded by
bodies in the wake of the attack outside the Muslim Welfare House, yards from the mosque.
Another witness, who wanted to be identified as Abdulrahman, which is not his real name,
told the Press Association: "I managed to get the driver of the van. He wanted to run away
and was saying, 'I want to kill Muslims'. "So he came back to the main road and I managed to
get him to the ground and me and some other guys managed to hold him until the police
arrived, for about 20 minutes I think, until the police arrived." Abdulrahman claimed the driver
said, 'kill me,' as he was held on the ground. He added: "I said, 'tell me why did you try driving
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to kill innocent people?' "When he went into the [police] van he made gestures, he was
laughing." (South Wales Argus, June 19, 2017).
36. Fear in Swindon communities following London mosque attack, Muslim community leaders
have spoken of Swindon communities in fear following the London mosque attack.
Mohammed Ishak Mogul, chairman of Swindon Muslim Council, said he heard the news as
he returned from midnight prayers. "I was shocked - very, very shocked. We've had incidents
of islamophobia and hatred reported across the country. But this is a very violent manifestation
of islamophobia, which worries us greatly. Our prayers are with the victims and their families.
Mr Mogul said: "This is an act of terror on British Muslims. People are right to be angry and
take precautionary measures. But you can't fight hatred with hatred. That doesn't resolve
anything. (Swindon Advertiser, June 19, 2017).
37. Fearing the "suicide" of Europe; Europe's futur"EUROPE is committing suicide," says
Douglas Murray in the opening words of his book. The British journalist thinks cities such as
London or Malmo in Sweden have been irrevocably changed by migration. European culture
has been diminished by a mixture of self-abnegation and political correctness, while declining
Christian values have left most western European countries unmoored. Strands of Islam, he
feels, are bringing with them the kinds of prejudices any liberal society should abhor.
Terrorism, sexual assault and female genital mutilation are, in his telling, all on the rise. The
book would benefit, however, from far more reporting. Meeting an Afghan asylum-seeker
who had been tortured and raped by the Taliban, Mr Murray momentarily seems to understand
the "generous instinct" that led European politicians to welcome refugees two years ago. But
in support of his idea that Islam has no place in Europe, he lets fear trump analysis. He cites
polls showing that voters worry about the number of immigrants, but not those showing that
people vastly overestimate those numbers. (The Economist, June 17, 2017)
38. Extremists aren't welcome already, The Koran says (5:32) "Whoever kills an innocent human
being it shall be as if he has killed all of mankind, and whoever saves the life of one shall be
as if he saved the life of all mankind." On the subject of saving lives, you may be interested
to know that in both Manchester and London there were many Muslim doctors and nurses
who worked alongside colleagues to treat the victims of these atrocities. Sadly, some of these
same Muslim heroes became the victims of racist and Islamophobic abuse. Ray Newcombe
makes simplistic and unhelpful statements on terrorism and Islam, pointing the finger at
mosques as breeding grounds for terrorists. Often the witnesses have reported hearing the
words "Allah hu Akbar" during an attack. This utterance is commonly interpreted as the
command from the holy book to kill.( Leicester Mercury, June 16, 2017).
39. Stop fretting over religious sensitivities. We must push hard against Islamists; It was fine in
theory to defend the right of extremists to free speech. But this left them widely uncontested
In this time of political uncertainty, we can be certain about one issue. The battle against
Islamist extremism is one we are losing. News of 23,000 jihadis living in Britain, each
considered to pose at least a "residual risk", indicates the breathtaking scale of the challenge
facing us. The horse, as they say, has well and truly bolted.
Our inability to recognise the ideological nature of the beast, in particular Salafist, Islamist
and Barelvi-inspired extremism, meant we never fully understood who the key extremist
groups, websites and preachers were. We lack the essential insight into the activism of these
groups and their influence among British Muslims.(The Observer (London), June 11, 2017).
40. Christianity is considered fair game for attack ... so why is criticism of Muslims always
'Islamophobic'?; It is time to put the Catholic Church "in the dustbin, where it belongs", LeftPage | 24

wing TD Brid Smith announced in the Dail last week. There are strong echoes here of former
US President Ronald Reagan, who once memorably said communism belonged in "the dustbin
of history". If Ms Smith had said it was time to put Islam "in the dustbin, where it belongs",
the denunciation of her fellow politicians and the commentariat generally would be ringing in
her ears. She would be asked on to radio shows to defend herself against her accusers. But she
would never say such a thing about Islam - and it would not be out of fear of retaliation by a
jihadist. It would be out of concern for the Muslim community as a minority. Catholicism is
not considered a minority - even in Britain, where Catholics are in a minority. It is considered
fair game (as is Christianity) for every kind of attack, no matter how extreme, whereas almost
any criticism of Islam is condemned "Islamophobic". Racial and religious minorities,
especially Muslims, are currently placed above almost all criticism and anything that might
subject these minorities to criticism is covered up and those who would throw a light on abuses
are silenced and demonised. But the terrorist atrocities carried out in London, Manchester,
Paris, Brussels, Berlin etc are linked to a particular religion, namely Islam. All of the terrorists
in these cases say that they were acting on behalf of Islam. Are Buddhists or Christians or
Hindus terrorising our cities like this? (Belfast Telegraph, June 10, 2017).
41. The dangerous myth of a single 'Muslim community' fuels Islamic extremism
This myopic perception of Muslims is part of the problem. How many times do we hear
politicians and others tell us Muslim terrorists are not "true Muslims", that they "don't
represent the Muslim community"? Yet this outdated language conceals the problem. We fail
to understand the battle taking place among Britain's Muslims between those who advocate
for a pluralistic humanistic interpretation of Islam against those who subscribe to a
supremacist, intolerant and anti-Western Islam. There are Muslims in our country who support
this hostile Islam; they represent the far-Right of British Muslims, and the unfortunate truth
is that they are pretty popular.( The Evening Standard (London) June 6, 2017).
42. Muslim feminists have their work cut out for them, The great social project of both Islam and
feminism has been putting an end to injustice. Feminism tackles a very specific form of
injustice based on sex, whereas Islam has a broader mission to tackle all forms of injustice.
Nobody likes Muslim feminism. I know this because I used to have a t-shirt that read "this is
what a radical Muslim feminist looks like" and I got my fair share of raised eyebrows and
challenging questions. The most obvious group that thinks Muslim feminism is oxymoronic
are those who we've started to call the "alt-right". They subscribe to Huntington's "clash of
civilisations" and hate Islam with the proverbial fervour of Shakespeare's thousand suns. (La
Croix International, June 5, 2017).
43. Far right raises £50,000 to target boats on refugee rescue missions in Med; Aid charities have
saved more than 6,000 from drowning this year. Now anti-Islam 'Identitarians' are
crowdfunding to pay for vessels to chase them down
Far-right activists are planning a sea campaign this summer to disrupt vessels saving refugees
in the Mediterranean, after successfully intercepting a rescue mission last month. Members of
the anti-Islam and anti-immigrant "Identitarian" movement - largely twenty somethings often
described as Europe's answer to the American alt-right - have raised £56,489 in less than three
weeks to enable them to target boats run by aid charities helping to rescue refugees. The
money was raised through an anonymous crowdfunding campaign with an initial goal of
(EURO) 50,000 (about £44,000) to pay for ships, travel costs and film equipment. On
Saturday the group confirmed they had reached their target but were still accepting donations.
A French far-right group hired a boat for a trial run last month, disrupting a search-and-rescue
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vessel as it left the Sicilian port of Catania. They claimed they had slowed the NGO ship until
the Italian coastguard intervened. Figures from the UN's migration agency, the IOM, reveal
that 1,650 refugees have died crossing the Mediterranean so far this year with a further 6,453
migrants rescued off Libya and 228 bodies pulled from the waters. Humanitarian charities
operating in the Mediterranean have helped save the lives of thousands of refugees, with
women and children making up almost half of those making the crossing.( The Observer
(London), June 4, 2017).
44. A war reporter treks through the Muslim heartlands of Britain, Mention the words Muslim,
Islam, Islamofascism or Islamophobia and someone goes nuts. It has become almost
impossible to discuss rationally the influence that Islam has had on the United Kingdom.
Severe criticism or, worse, lampooning the tenets of the Prophet or the Prophet himself, and
there's a real chance someone will want to kill you. The consequences for Britain's Muslims
have been disastrous. (The Evening Standard (London) June 1, 2017).
45. Keighley councillor at centre of anti-Islam comments row apologises but disputes Keighley
Town Council's response
A KEIGHLEY councillor who compared burqa wearing Muslim women to "walking black
post boxes" has apologised for his online remarks but is challenging Keighley Town Council's
response to his comments.
Town councillor Samuel Fletcher, who faced a storm of criticism after also saying that Muslim
in culture in Britain should be banned, has said he regrets writing these words on Facebook.
But he hit back at the town council's statement that he had breached its social media policy,
had brought the council into disrepute and failed to comply with the member's code of
conduct. "The fact is that the vast majority of British Muslims are moderate, honourable,
decent people who do not abuse their religion, certainly not in the way that the terrorist
attackers in Manchester just lately abused the name of Islam and Allah.(Keighley News, June
1, 2017).
46. Pub customers claim suspect thrown out of pub for rant on eve of attack
A GROUP threw the Finsbury Park mosque terror suspect out of a Cardiff pub for "ranting
and raving" about Muslims a day before he drove a van into worshippers, it was claimed
yesterday. At about 9pm on Saturday evening, terror suspect Darren Osborne was reportedly
forced to leave the Hollybush Pub in Pentwyn after three friends confronted him about his
anti-Muslim outbursts. Osborne, 47, has been named as the person arrested after a man drove
a hire van into people near the north London mosque on Sunday night.
A Pontyclun Van Hire vehicle was used in the attack which injured 10 and left one man dead
at the scene.
Jack said: "Darren was just ranting and raving about terrorism. "He was saying 'all your family
are going to be Muslim. Your grandchildren are going to be Muslim and live under Sharia
law'. (South Wales Echo, June 21, 2017).
47. An Attack on Muslims Shakes Cosmopolitan London, This proudly diverse and tolerant city
is now confronted with the tensions and ugliness that have been simmering on the fringes for
years and are boiling to the surface.
LONDON - Like many of London's Muslims, Mohammed Abdullah grew tired of defending
himself, and his religion, after Islamist terrorists carried out two attacks in the city and another
in Manchester during the past three months. Hostile glances followed him on the street, and
rising fury greeted him on social media. Then came last week's devastating fire at Grenfell
Tower, a citywide tragedy that killed at least 79 people inside the 24-story tower, including
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many Muslims. "Good riddance," one far-right forum commented. But early Monday, a white
British man rammed a rental van into a congregation of Muslims leaving prayers during
Ramadan, the holiest month on the Muslim calendar. One person was killed and at least 10
were injured. "It feels like you're under siege," said Mr. Abdullah, 23, a law student standing
outside Finsbury Park Mosque in North London on Monday morning hours after the attack.
"I wonder," he said, "is anyone going to write about a 'white Christian terrorist' this time
round?"
"Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia,
and this is the most violent manifestation to date," said Harun Khan, the secretary general of
the Muslim Council of Britain. Language matters, too. When The Daily Mail initially
described the assailant outside the mosque as a "white van driver" rather than a terrorist,
Muslims were not alone in their indignation. J. K. Rowling, the author of the "Harry Potter"
books, criticized The Mail, an influential right-wing tabloid, for the way it referred to him.
"The Mail has misspelled 'terrorist' as 'white van driver,'" she swrote, but later deleted, on
Twitter. "Now let's discuss how he was radicalised."( International New York Times, June 19,
2017).
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Highlights from the Australian Newspapers’ Stories
49. Efforts by well-meaning apologists to absolve Islam when Muslims in Australia turn to
violence are ultimately futile, Khayre was clearly sending (yet another) salvo across the bows
of the narrative that "this has nothing to do with Islam". Surely this has at least something to
do with Islam.
whatever social or personal factors drove Khayre's act it was, to some degree, also driven by
a traditional Islamic political theology
the main schools of traditional Islam have always embraced a theology of politics that
recognises the proper use of force in the name of religion.
It is a distinctive feature of Islam that it is inherently, not just incidentally, political. In short,
the traditional Islamic ideal is for any society to be governed by Islamic law. This implies that
various state apparatus - including the justice and law enforcement systems - would be
legitimately at the disposal of Islamic religion
the vast majority of ordinary Muslims do not fully embrace any sort of traditional Islamic
political theology at all(The Age (Melbourne, Australia) June 21, 2017).
50. A van attack on Muslims leaving a London mosque had "all the hallmarks of a terrorist
incident", police said last night, as Britain's Muslim Council described it as the "most violent
manifestation" of Islamophobia to date.
One man died and eight were injured when the rented van was rammed into them in Finsbury
Park, north London, about 12.20am (9.30am) yesterday after late-night Ramadan prayers. All
the victims were Muslim, Deputy Assistant Commissioner Neil Basu said, triggering fears of
a wave of reprisals.
Abdul Rahman told the BBC he saw the van "deliberately run over about 10 or 15 people".
He said he and another man wrestled the suspect to the ground and held him down for 20 to
30 minutes before police arrived. He said the -attacker had said "I want to kill all Muslims"
and "kill me, kill me".
One man was trapped under the van and people tried to lift it to free him. Mr Amin said that
when people seized the driver, "he was shouting: 'All Muslims, I want to kill all Muslims'.
Literally, he said that. Word by word."
Mr Khan said there had been a 40 per cent increase in racist incidents in the city and a
fivefoincrease in the number of anti-Muslim incidents following this month's London Bridge
and Borough Market atrocity. That Islamist-inspired attack killed 22, including Australians
Kirsty Boden and Sara Zelenak.
Muslim leaders immediately called for the violence against their community to be taken
seriously and said they were also under -attack from terrorists. "Over the past weeks and
months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia and this is the most violent
manifestation to date," said Harun Khan, head of the Muslim Council of Britain.( The
Australian, June 20, 2017).
51. I appeal to Waleed Aly: stop spinning for Islam and start demanding reform before more of
us get killed.
Start now, even if simply to save your beloved faith from seeming such a threat that we put
up bollards to save ourselves from being run down
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Islam's top religious leaders here have failed to reform their faith, drive out the extremists and
contradict the apologists.
Take our past three grand muftis. The first, Sheikh Taj El-Din Hilaly, called suicide bombers
"heroes" and the September 11 terrorist attacks "God's work against oppressors".
Not a word about Islam's failings. Talk about blaming the victim. So Islam's top religious
leaders have been worse than useless.
Waleed, step up. Be frank about how in the eyes of some the Koran licenses terror. Be brave
in demanding reform. Defy the apologists who turn terrorist attacks into debates on how the
West was asking for it.
Bring light to the debate, and fight the lethal culture of Muslim victimhood that has Hizb utTahrir spokesman Wassim Douheiri shouting: "Even if a thousand bombs go off in this
country, all it will prove is that Muslims are angry and they have every reason to be angry."
Lead, Waleed, because if you don't, who will?( The Advertiser (Australia) June 19, 2017).
52. The Saudi Arabian-funded Institute for the Study of Islam and Arabic in Jakarta has produced
some of Indonesia's terrorist leaders.
The hard-line Islam taught at LIPIA approves of death for homosexual people and
blasphemers, stoning for adulterers and the amputation of hands for thieves, reports Voice of
America.
All LIPIA students learn the teachings of Ibn Tamiyah, the 14th century Muslim reformer.
His iconoclastic medieval texts are said to be the dominant influence on al-Qaeda and other
jihadist groups.
Indonesia's Muslim population was once regarded as largely tolerant and open-minded.
However, fundamentalist Islam is on the rise, reports the Boston Globe, fuelled and funded
by mega-rich Saudi Arabia.
The Boston Globe describes Saudi Arabia's inroads into Indonesia as part of a "long campaign
to pull the world's 1.8 billion Muslims back to the 7th century"( The Chronicle (Toowoomba,
Queensland) June 15, 2017).
53. Don't leave Islam out of discussions on ending terror
Statements such as these indicate an inability or an unwillingness to understand that attacks
of terror committed in the name of God almost always have theological and ideological roots.
But as Clive Kessler, emeritus professor of sociology and anthropology at the University of
NSW, and an expert in political Islam, has argued, deradicalisation programs can amount to a
form of avoidance because they fail to take seriously the religious component of religious
violence.
Instead of regarding the issue of religious violence as merely a succession of individual
"problems", Kessler says we need to develop a "solidly grounded, well-informed and
knowledgeable critique of radical Islamist doctrine".
Acts of religious violence, especially those committed in the name of Islam, pose a growing
challenge for Western countries long accustomed to the conventions of tolerance and liberty.
everyone who is of concern. What is to be done?
We make a serious mistake if we persist with the idea that acts of terror committed in the
name of God have nothing to do with religion. It is a mistake that must be called out again
and again.
Multicultural Affairs Minister Zed Seselja did just that this week when referring to Islamic
extremism in a speech in Sydney. "Pretending that Islamist terrorists are simply mentally ill
and not driven by an extreme ideology is not only dangerous," he said, "it is insulting to all
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Australians, whatever their religious or cultural background." He called for an honest
conversation about the ideological roots of Islamist terrorism.(The Australian, June 10, 2017).
54. Federal Social Services and Multicultural Affairs Assistant Minister Zed Seselja should be
commended for his plain speaking when he argues we have tolerated extremism too often and
that the Muslim community should now do more to call out Islamic extremism ("Minister tells
Muslims to call out terrorism", The Australian, June 8).
55. Seselja suggested his colleagues should stop dancing around the issue and "call it for what it
is", saying it was an insult to suggest terrorism wasn't religiously motivated. "Pretending that
Islamist terrorists are simply mentally ill and not driven by an extreme ideology is not only
dangerous, it is insulting to all Australians â€¦
That's because when you don't call things by their real name, you insult the public by
pretending the jihadist violence we're seeing isn't coming out of Muslim communities.
Malcolm Turnbull was right to point out on Wednesday in an interview on Melbourne radio
that "we are facing a global threat, this Islamist terrorism. It is a disease and it is corrupting,
seeking to destroy from within the Islamic religion and of course, lashing out to destroy and
undermine our way of life." When our political leaders and
Killing innocents isn't condoned by any religion and our leaders shouldn't be cowed when
they call a spade a spade and talk about the extremist ideology linked to Islam.Anthony Bergin
is a senior research fellow at the Australian National University's National Security College
and a senior analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute.(The Australian, June 9, 2017).
56. With the deadly threat of Islamist extremism, we are expected to do the opposite. Politicians
and commentators urge us not even to utter its name lest somehow the very word Islamist
suggests all Muslims are to blame.
She noted that recent terror -attacks were "bound together by the single, evil ideology of
Islamist extremism that preaches -hatred, sows division, and promotes sectarianism".(The
Australian, June 6, 2017).
57. Political correctness has stifled meaningful debate about the true source of terrorism in the
West despite the extreme interpretation of Sunni Islam staring us in the face
"He looked like - I hate because, you know, I know the thing with Muslims and terrorism, but
he looked like a f***ing Muslim terrorist," Morrison says.
Simply mention the words "Muslim" and "terrorist" in the same sentence and even after all
these attacks, all these senseless deaths, you'll still likely to find yourself denounced as an
Islamophobe.
Call out Islamic terror for what it is and some will even accuse you for radicalising the
terrorists in the first place, in the way we'd never dream of blaming other victims of serious
crime.
"We talk about Islam, Islamist terrorism, jihadism; by using these labels, by calling out this
kind of atrocity at an individual level something that it is not, we are giving the people who
are perpetrating this violence a cause," he added
We've been misinterpreting their screams of "Allahu Akbar!" and, as in the most recent attack,
"This is for Allah!" before necks are slashed and people are run down as a clue that this is
something that is being carried out in the name of Allah.
This isn't just patently ridiculous, it's dangerous.
after he made the comments, Lewis admitted on ABC radio that the reason for terrorism was
the "violent, extremist interpretation of Sunni Islam." Now, that wasn't so hard, was it?
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Former prime minister Tony Abbott summarised it well yesterday: "All too often in
officialdoms' ranks there is this notion that Islamophobia is almost as big a problem as Islamist
terrorism." Thankfully, our leaders are finally waking up to this.
British Prime Minister Theresa May was typically no-holds-barred in responding to the latest
attack, saying there was too much tolerance of extremism in the UK.
While at home, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull called terrorism "a corruption, a disease
within Islam".
The first step to treating a disease? Diagnosing it properly.Caroline Marcus is a journalist with
Sky News(The Daily Telegraph (Australia) June 6, 2017).
58. A new study of One Nation's stance on racial issues has found that, while the party has shifted
its rhetoric from the "Asianisation of Australia" to the perceived threat of Islam, the party
remains broadly anti-Asian and increasingly anti-Chinese.
On her return to Parliament last year, she said the nation was now at risk of being "swamped
by Muslims".( Sydney Morning Herald (Australia) June 3, 2017).
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Travel ban begins; disputes continue; White House promises aggressive
rollout; critics call entry criteria arbitrary
Gardiner Harris and Ron Nixon, New York Times

WASHINGTON -- The Trump administration on Thursday moved once again to fulfill one of the president's most
contentious campaign promises, banning entry into the United States by refugees from around the world and
prohibiting most visitors from six predominantly Muslim countries the president deems dangerous.
BODY
WASHINGTON -- The Trump administration on Thursday moved aggressively to fulfill one of the president's most
contentious campaign promises, banning entry into the United States by refugees from around the world and
prohibiting most visitors from six predominantly Muslim countries.
Freed by the Supreme Court to partially revive President Trump's travel ban, administration officials said the US
border would be shut to those groups unless specific individuals can prove they have close family members living in
the United States, or are coming to attend a university or accept a job offer.
Officials said those exceptions would be defined narrowly. In a lengthy cable sent to embassies and consulates around
the world, officials said that extended family connections would not be sufficient to evade the president's ban on entry.
Parents, including in-laws, are considered "close family," but grandparents are not, for instance. Stepsiblings and halfsiblings will be allowed, but not nieces or nephews.
On Thursday night, Hawaii filed a court challenge to the limitations on the family relationships.
Critics immediately denounced the administration, accusing the White House of violating the Supreme Court's
directive to exempt anyone with a "bona fide" family connection to the United States. Civil rights groups vowed to
challenge what they said was a renewed attempt by Trump to keep Muslims out of the country.
"It remains clear that President Trump's purpose is to disparage and condemn Muslims," said Omar Jadwat,
director of the ACLU's Immigrants' Rights Project, adding that the government's new ban on entry "does not
comport with the Supreme Court's order, is arbitrary, and is not tied to any legitimate government purpose."
One week after taking office, Trump shut down travel from seven mostly Muslim countries, including Iraq, and
blocked entry by all refugees, saying that a "pause" was necessary to evaluate the vetting of visitors from places that
the government deemed dangerous.
Critics assailed that first order as a veiled attempt to make good on Trump's campaign promise to impose a
"Muslim ban." After courts blocked it, the president issued a modified order directed at six countries, not
including Iraq. That order was blocked as well, with federal appeals courts ruling that it discriminated based
on religion, in violation of the First Amendment, and exceeded the president's statutory authority.
The decision Thursday by the administration to revive and aggressively enforce another version of the president's
travel ban is certain to keep the intense debate about America's borders going into the Supreme Court's fall term, when
the justices are scheduled to decide the legal fate of Trump's efforts to restrict entry by particular groups.
Officials said they were determined to "meet the intent of the presidential directive" within the boundaries set by the
Supreme Court, which issued an interim opinion when it agreed to consider the issue in its next term.
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Hours before the new guidelines went into effect Thursday evening, officials predicted little of the chaos that engulfed
airports in January, when the president issued his original travel ban. This time, officials said, people already booked
to travel to the United States would be allowed to enter. And they made it clear that legal permanent residents were
not affected by the ban.
But the administration's newest move could prompt another wave of litigation as advocates for those trying to enter
the United States ask courts to halt enforcement of the ban. Already, lawyers in Washington have filed a lawsuit asking
the court to allow the entry of refugees with no "credible claim of a bona fide relationship with a person or entity in
the United States."
Other lawyers representing people who have been blocked from visiting the United States described the government's
actions as mean-spirited.
"Allowing a US citizen to bring their Syrian mother-in-law but not their Syrian brother-in-law doesn't make us any
safer, and doesn't even really make any sense," said Gadeir Abbas, a staff lawyer on the Council on American-Islamic
Relations.
Trump has said that his travel ban does not directly target Muslims, although the six countries on the list that the
president has deemed as dangerous -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria. and Yemen -- are majority Muslim.
Javad Zarif, Iran's foreign minister, condemned the administration's move, writing on Twitter: "US now bans Iranian
grandmothers from seeing their grandchildren, in a truly shameful exhibition of blind hostility to all Iranians."
For refugees fleeing civil wars and violence around the world, the administration's action on Thursday means that a
120-day ban on entry from all countries will likely bar many of them from finding safety in the United States.
As of Wednesday night, 49,009 refugees had been allowed into the United States so far this fiscal year, which ends
Oct. 1. Officials predicted that the new 50,000 cap would be reached by July 6, so refugees who are planning to travel
after that date will not automatically be allowed into the country.
Even after the 50,000 limit is reached, however, refugees with family ties who meet the new guidelines will be allowed
into the United States, officials said.
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Administration moves to carry out partial travel ban
GARDINER HARRIS AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR New York Times Service

WASHINGTON -- The Trump administration on Thursday moved aggressively to fulfill one of the president's most
contentious campaign promises, banning entry into the United States by refugees from around the world and
prohibiting most visitors from six predominantly Muslim countries.
Freed by the Supreme Court to partially revive President Donald Trump's travel ban, administration officials said the
U.S. border would be shut to those groups unless specific individuals can prove they have close family members
living in the United States, or are coming to attend a university or accept a job offer.
Officials said those exceptions would be defined narrowly. In a lengthy cable sent to embassies and consulates around
the world, officials said that extended family connections would not be sufficient to evade the president's ban on
entry. Parents, including in-laws, are considered "close family," but grandparents are not, for instance. Stepsiblings
and half-siblings will be allowed, but not nieces or nephews.
Critics immediately denounced the administration, accusing the White House of violating the Supreme Court's
directive to exempt anyone with a "bona fide" family connection to the United States. Civil rights groups
vowed to challenge what they said was a renewed attempt by Trump to keep Muslims out of the country.
"It remains clear that President Trump's purpose is to disparage and condemn Muslims," said Omar Jadwat, director
of the ACLU's Immigrants' Rights Project, adding that the government's new ban on entry "does not comport with
the Supreme Court's order, is arbitrary, and is not tied to any legitimate government purpose."
One week after taking office, Trump shut down travel from seven mostly Muslim countries, including Iraq, and
blocked entry by all refugees, saying that a "pause" was necessary to evaluate the vetting of visitors from places that
the government deemed dangerous.
Critics assailed that first order as a veiled attempt to make good on Trump's campaign promise to impose a "Muslim
ban." After courts blocked it, the president issued a modified order directed at six countries, not including Iraq. That
order was blocked as well, with federal appeals courts ruling that it discriminated based on religion, in violation of
the First Amendment, and exceeded the president's statutory authority.
The decision Thursday by the administration to revive and aggressively enforce another version of the president's
travel ban is certain to keep the intense debate about America's borders going into the Supreme Court's fall term,
when the justices are scheduled to decide the legal fate of Trump's efforts to restrict entry by particular groups.
Officials said they were determined to "meet the intent of the presidential directive" within the boundaries set by the
Supreme Court, which issued an interim opinion when it agreed to consider the issue in its next term. Administration
officials said their definition of a "family connection" was based on existing immigration law and directions from
the court.
Hours before the new guidelines went into effect Thursday evening, officials predicted little of the chaos that engulfed
airports in January, when the president issued his original travel ban. This time, officials said, people already booked
to travel to the United States would be allowed to enter. And they made it clear that legal permanent residents were
not affected by the ban.
But the administration's newest move could prompt another wave of litigation as advocates for those trying to enter
the United States ask courts to halt enforcement of the ban. Already, lawyers in Washington have filed a lawsuit
asking the court to allow the entry of refugees with no "credible claim of a bona fide relationship with a person or
entity in the United States."
Other lawyers representing people who have been blocked from visiting the United States described the government's
actions as meanspirited and said they made distinctions about family relations that did not make practical sense.
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"Allowing a U.S. citizen to bring their Syrian mother-in-law but not their Syrian brother-in-law doesn't make us any
safer, and doesn't even really make any sense," said Gadeir Abbas, a staff lawyer on the Council on American-Islamic
Relations.
Trump has said that his travel ban does not directly target Muslims, although the six countries on the list that the
president has deemed as dangerous -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen -- are majority Muslim.
Javad Zarif, Iran's foreign minister, condemned the administration's move, writing on Twitter: "U.S. now bans Iranian
grandmothers from seeing their grandchildren, in a truly shameful exhibition of blind hostility to all Iranians."
For refugees fleeing civil wars and violence around the world, the administration's action on Thursday means that a
120-day ban on entry from all countries will likely bar many of them from finding safety in the United States.
As of Wednesday night, 49,009 refugees had been allowed into the United States so far this fiscal year, which ends
Oct. 1. Officials predicted that the new 50,000 cap would be reached by July 6, so refugees who are planning to
travel after that date will not automatically be allowed into the country. Travel arrangements for refugees beyond
July 6 will not be allowed until an assessment is made by the State Department, officials said.
Even after the 50,000 limit is reached, however, refugees with family ties who meet the new guidelines will be
allowed into the United States, officials said.
"The U.S. government is once again unfairly changing the rules on refugees who, after fleeing for their lives, are
now struggling to eat and to stay alive while they try to follow those rules," said Mark Hetfield, president and chief
executive of HIAS, a refugee and resettlement agency.
No Americans have been killed by terrorist attacks on U.S. soil undertaken by anyone from the six targeted countries
since at least 1975, according to a Cato Institute study, and at a midday news conference top officials from the
departments of State, Homeland Security and Justice would not answer how the president's executive order would
make the country safer.
In a briefing later in the afternoon, Heather Nauert, the State Department's spokeswoman, said those officials were
career employees charged with carrying out the order, not defending its politics. When asked to defend the order
herself, Nauert, a political appointee, was halting in her response.
"With some of these countries, we would take issue certainly with the government of Iran, and some of the nations
there can be concerns," Nauert said. "And the American public could have legitimate concerns about their safety
when we open our doors. And we want to open our doors to people who are willing to go through proper screening
measures and who want to be here and want to be productive members of our society."
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Call hate crimes what they are
Renée Graham, Globe Staff
ABSTRACT
For persecuted groups, such charges publicly validate what they've experienced all along.
BODY
Family members cry during a vigil for Nabra Hassanen in Reston, Va., on June 21.
Why have police so quickly dismissed the possibility that Nabra Hassanen's murder was a hate crime?
For their own inscrutable reasons, Virginia law enforcement officials claim that road rage, not hate, was the
motive in the Muslim teen's killing. Last Sunday morning, Hassanen and a group of friends were returning to
a mosque when they got into a verbal dispute with a motorist, a man whom police identify as Darwin Martinez
Torres.
Chasing the teens, the motorist drove his car onto the curb, authorities say; when Hassanen tripped, the man
reportedly knocked her unconscious with a metal baseball bat and dragged her into his car.
She was later found dead in a pond. Police say she suffered blunt-force trauma to her upper body, and there
have been reports that she may have been sexually assaulted.
Yet authorities quickly ruled out hate crime charges against Torres. "It appears that the suspect became so enraged
over this traffic argument that it escalated into deadly violence," Julie Parker, a spokeswoman for the Fairfax County
Police Department, said at a news conference.
That just doesn't sound right. The level of violence seems disproportionate to an act of road rage. Fury might have
prompted the suspect to pursue the teens -- some of whom fled on foot, others on bikes -- but everything that occured
after Hassanen fell hints at a level of pathology beyond just an angry driver.
At a time when bias-based attacks are on the rise, authorities seem increasingly reluctatnt to use the term "hate crime."
Perhaps they find the words too incendiary, as if uttering the phrase were as damaging as the crime itself. Most hate
crimes target people of color, Muslims and Jews, and members of the LGBT community, and officials might prefer
to treat such acts as isolated incidents rather than as the product of deeper prejudices. A hate-crime designation has to
pass a gauntlet of qualifications -- unlike terrorism, a similarly provocative term that, all too often, is hastily deployed
based on the religion of the perpetrator rather than on the facts of the crime.
Calling Hassanen's death a hate crime won't change its pointlessness or brutality, but doing so would give it a
specificity that defining it as an act of road rage lacks. The very term "hate crime" brands a malicious act for what it
is and whom it targets, spurring greater vigilance and awareness. Under certain federal and state laws, hate crime
convictions can also lead to increased jail time.
For persecuted groups, such charges publicly validate what they've experienced all along.
As it happens, Islamophobia isn't the only form of hate that might have motivated Hassanen's killer. She may also
have been murdered because she was female -- reports of possible sexual violence may point in that direction -- and
that would also constitute a hate crime.
As defined by law, hate crimes are motivated by bias based on the victim's race, color, religion, or national origin. In
2009, the passage of Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr., Hate Crimes Prevention Act added actual or perceived
sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, or gender to that list.
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Still, even though gender is covered, crimes that target women, such as sexual or domestic violence, are never defined
as hate crimes -- even though women are regularly singled out as victims because of their gender.
Clearly, some have no issue with how hate crime laws are applied when it pertains to law enforcement officers.
Louisiana's "Blue Lives Matter" law gives police officers, firefighters, and EMS personnel protected status under that
state's hate crime law. One Louisiana police chief even asserted that anyone resisting arrest should be charged with a
hate crime, which could bump a misdemeanor up to a felony.
Yet being a police officer, who can change professions or take off his uniform, isn't the same as being a Muslim,
African-American or a woman -- groups who have been historically targeted for who they are, not what they do. That's
why in the streets, in the home, or anywhere else, a crime motivated by hate should always be called out for exactly
what it is.
Renée Graham can be reached at renee.graham@globe.com Follow her on Twitter @reneeygraham
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Waverly group shows what Americans can do
DAVID FREDRICK
Julius Nyrere was president of Tanzania from 1960-1985. His leadership out of the corridor of colonialism was
controversial, with forced collectivism and socialism. He made mistakes. He did insist the priority of priorities was
tolerance. Tanzania has many Gujarati from India, whites from Germany and the United Kingdom in addition to the
majority indigenous peoples. There are significant numbers of Christians, Muslims and Hindi. Nyrere preached the
first task was to learn to live together, still the cardinal order for Tanzania's political economy. Ethnic and religious
struggles have not dominated the national scene there.
Across the world today, we have not learned how to live together in terms of ethnicity and religious faith. Most
of the world's 85 million refugees are fleeing religious persecution. In Yemen, a Muslim group with arms from
Saudi Arabia, U.S., France and the UK wages war against another Muslim group. In Egypt, Muslim subgroups
and the Coptic Christians engage in often violent confrontations. In the U.S., Muslims are frequently identified
as "terrorists." The U.S. has engaged in some 15 years of warfare in the majority-Muslim countries of
Afghanistan, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Iran and now Syria. Economic assistance from the U.S. and other wealthy
countries to help recipients to achieve a higher standard of living for the people is being reduced and eliminated.
In Burma, the Muslim, Rohingya minority is violently persecuted and driven out of the country by the Buddhist
majority. The idea "My God is better than your God" is a key cause of global instability today.
What can we do about this darkness? An Iowa international voluntary organization, Self Help International of
Waverly, offers a hand up to rural communities in Ghana to encourage Christians and Muslims to live together without
strife. The villages of Beposo and Bedabour in Ghana are two examples of successful "mixed" communities.
On a quarter-acre parcel of land a wooden hut was built in 2014, and Beposo Islamic Primary school was started with
just five pupils: three boys and two girls. It had no toilet facility, no kitchen, no separation between the three
classrooms and the classrooms were dusty and without cement. In December 2014, Self-Help began supporting the
school by teaching farmers in the area how to grow quality protein corn and turn the harvested corn into a high-protein
breakfast porridge to feed schoolchildren. This led to a rapid increase in enrollment and daily attendance. Enrollment
quickly grew to 89 children: 40 boys and 49 girls. The need for a kitchen and a toilet became pressing. With local raw
materials, parents constructed a kitchen and toilet.
Each community now has both an Islamic school and a public school, and all four schools are now part of the Self
Help International school feeding program. The Islamic schools were the first to partner with Self-Help, and the public
schools followed. In fact, in Bedaabour, Christian families sent their children to the Islamic school when they saw the
school feeding program with Self-Help's support. Decreased enrollment at the public school prompted them to partner
with SHI to start the school feeding program. Parents want what's best for their children.
We all want the best for our children. This is a good example of what the United States can do, helping children to
get education, food and health services. And, as former Secretary of Defense Robert Gates said, "Economic
development assistance is a lot cheaper than war." Learn more at www.selfhelpinternational.org. It does not take much
to make a difference for peace.
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SoCal Muslims warned to be on alert during end of Ramadan
Deepa Bharath

On Sunday morning, June 25, about 20,000 Muslims are expected to congregate at Angels Stadium in Anaheim to
pray together and celebrate Eid al-Fitr, the day that marks the end of the holy month of Ramadan. This year, the biggest
concern for this event - and other end-of-Ramadan festivities - is security. On Monday, the Council on AmericanIslamic Relations (CAIR)...
FULL TEXT
On Sunday morning,about 20,000 Muslims are expected to congregate at Angels Stadium in Anaheim to pray together
and celebrate Eid al-Fitr, the day that marks the end of the holy month of Ramadan.
This year, the biggest concern for this event - and other end-of-Ramadan festivities - is security.
On Monday, the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) issued an alert to all mosques and Islamic
organizations nationwide, warning them to be vigilant after incidents of violence against Muslims in recent weeks and
a year punctuated by an increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes, hate incidents and rhetoric.
CAIR-LA has issued a similar alert for all mosques in Southern California, said executive director Hussam Ayloush.
"We're asking mosque administrators to make sure the areas are well-lit and there's adequate security available," he
said.
Ayloush also is asking Muslims not to engage with people who target them through hate speech.
"Don't respond to racial slurs because you don't know the state of mind of that person," he said. "The best thing to do
is to ignore. If you feel unsafe, call the police and move to a safe place immediately."
Ayloush said two recent incidents - the murder of 17-year-old Nabra Hassanen of Reston, Va., who was killed
after leaving her mosque Sunday morning, and an incident outside a mosque in Finsbury Park, London, where
a man plowed a rented van into worshipers, leaving one dead and nine others injured - have left American
Muslims shaken.
The community is certainly more concerned this year, said Ahsan Baseer, board president of the Islamic Society of
Corona-Norco.
"We have told everyone to be alert and have especially warned girls and women wearing hijabs not to walk by
themselves," he said. "It's unfortunate that we have to do this, but these are precautions we have to take under
current circumstances."
Baseer's mosque will host an Eid event this weekend at Santana Regional Park in Corona. About 4,000 people attend
each year, Baseer said.
"We'll have our usual security for that event," he said. "We've also requested additional police patrols."
The prayer at Angels Stadium will be held inside, on the grass, instead of out in the parking lot as was done in
September for the Eid al-Adha event, said Nicole Alhakawati, one of the event's organizers.
"In the past we've had hecklers and protesters at our events," she said. "We've never had any violence so far. But,
we're really taking steps to make sure everyone is safe."
In addition to moving the event inside the stadium for increased security, organizers are requiring free tickets to be
issued by mosques and organizations in order for participants to be allowed entry.
Alhakawati said members of three of the region's largest mosques - the Islamic Institute of Orange County in Anaheim,
the Islamic Society of Orange County in Garden Grove and the Islamic Center of Irvine - are expected to participate
in the mass prayer, in addition to several other organizations.
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Neighbors call alleged van attacker a drunken lout
Paisley Dodds and Maria Cheng

HIGHLIGHT: A schoolgirl leaves flowers Tuesday outside the Finsbury Park Mosque, site of Monday's fatal van
attack Monday.TOLGA AKMEN/Getty-AFP
LONDON - Neighbors and acquaintances of the man who allegedly attacked a group of Muslim worshippers
described him as an unemployed lout who was drinking heavily and making anti-Muslim remarks in the days before
the attack - details to be closely examined as the investigation widened Tuesday.
The attack unfolded Monday when the alleged assailant, identified by British media as Darren Osborne, 47,
drove a rental van into a crowd of Muslim worshippers outside a mosque in the north London neighborhood
of Finsbury Park, an area with a significant Muslim population. The larger Finsbury Park Mosque, which was
once associated with several extremist preachers before it was shut down and reformed, is located nearby. Nine
people were injured in the attack.
One man also died after slipping outside the Muslim Welfare House as evening prayers concluded for the holy
month of Ramadan. Makram Ali, 51, died at the scene in his daughter's arms. She told neighbors that the van
had "run over his legs."
Edward Gardiner, who lives in the alleged assailant's neighborhood outside the Welsh capital of Cardiff some 150
miles from where the attack occurred, said he called police early Sunday to report a man who appeared to be drunk
sprawled inside a parked rental van. He said the man appeared to be sleeping across the vehicle's front three seats with
the door open.
On Saturday, Osborne had been thrown out of the Hollybush pub after drinking heavily and getting into an argument.
"I could smell alcohol on him and he was grunting and groaning," Gardiner said. "I poked him, but he didn't respond
so I called (police). I didn't think anything about it but then I saw the news reports, and it was the same guy, the same
van."
British authorities have said the attacker, who is being held on terror charges, was not known to them or associated
with extremist groups, but investigators are exploring reported anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim remarks. Police are
also looking into a statement made by his family that he was "troubled for a long time."
Police, who haven't formally named him, said Tuesday they could not release details on whether the attacker was
drunk at the time of the attack or whether he was on other medication.
In a statement on behalf of the family, Osborne's nephew, Ellis Osborne, said they were devastated for the families of
the victims but said that his uncle was not a racist. Osborne's sister, Nicola, said her brother had been "troubled for a
long time."
The attack, which followed three Islamic State group-inspired attacks in Britain, drew criticism from the Muslim
community, which said police were slow to call the incident a "terror attack." They also complained that a recent spike
in hate crimes targeting Muslims has garnered little attention. Since the London Bridge attack earlier this month,
police say hate crimes against Muslims have increased five-fold.
The attacks, which have left 34 dead and scores wounded, have polarized some sections of Britain, already divided
over the decision to leave the European Union in a vote that was largely fueled by racist, anti-immigrant and antiMuslim rhetoric fanned by right-leaning tabloids.
During Monday's attack, witnesses described hearing the assailant shout that he wanted to kill Muslims. He was
detained by members of the public before police arrived.
Pub regular Phil Henry said Osborne was kicked out of the Hollybush pub Saturday after shouting about Islam. "He
came in here and he was just staring before he started shouting," he said.
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Left and Right: A 21st century immigration policy
Anthony Stahelski Central Washington University psychology professor

Perhaps the most controversial of President Trump's executive orders was the ban against travelers from six Muslim
countries. This ban reflected Trump's anti-Muslim immigrant campaign rhetoric. The massive outcry and backlash
against Trump's order and rhetoric make a fundamentally important point: The potential antisocial acts of a few cannot
be attributed to an entire group. The vast majority of any group want what most Americans want: peace, safety and
security, a decent standard of living, and opportunities for their children.
However, lost in the backlash outcry is the ominous reality of 21st century terrorism. Like other forms of technology,
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) have been miniaturized, without loss of
destructive power. It no longer takes missiles, planes or ships to deliver WMDs to targets. A single individual with a
suitcase bomb can destroy an entire city.
Added to this sobering fact is the continuing existence of many extremist groups that would love to inflict another
9/11 on the United States, with even worse consequences. These groups could use the camouflage of massive
immigration to infiltrate a WMD-armed terrorist into the United States, analogous to the infiltration of the 9/11
hijackers. Consequently the agencies responsible for the safety and security of our nation have a "needle in the
haystack" problem. The vast majority of immigrants are innocent, but a few are not. How do we find and disarm those
few without violating the rights of the many?
What follows is a data-derived potential solution to this problem, based on terrorism research. The vast majority of
those who carry out terrorist acts are young, unmarried males. Very few terrorist perpetrators are females, and very
few are married men with children. President Trump could have used this data to create a much more nuanced travel
ban and immigrant policy: Only allow married couples with children to travel to and to immigrate into the country.
Married men and women with children are much less likely to be seduced by extremist rhetoric because they are
focused on the practical realities of providing for their families.
As an example of an overly loose immigration policy, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, attempting to
demonstrate her global noblesse oblige, recently allowed over a million Syrian, Iraqi and Afghan refugees into
Germany with minimal vetting. This group included large numbers of young unattached males.
Thanks to Merkel's blazing stupidity, approximately 1,200 German women were raped on New Year's Eve,
2016, primarily by young male immigrants. Granted this is not the same as killing large numbers of people, but
rape is both its own atrocity and a warning of worse to come.
Of course this use of profiling in the vetting process is not a foolproof method of preventing terrorist attacks. Clearly
it would not stop attacks by individuals who are already citizens or residents of the United States, as demonstrated by
the Boston Marathon bombings. Nonetheless it is a data-based compromise between under and over vetting.
Unfortunately President Trump is not strategic enough to create or explain such a compromise policy. So instead he
proposes a "one size fits all" policy that of course arouses intense opposition, which leads to gridlock and a continuing
impasse on the immigration issue. The president needs to explain the immigration issue in the context of the needle
in the haystack problem, and, more generally, as a democratic tug-of-war between freedom and security, with
unregulated immigration at the freedom end and no immigration at the security end.
The immigration issue cannot be solved in an either/or, categorical fashion at either extreme end of the continuum.
Stopping legal immigration completely or allowing completely un-vetted immigration are equally bad ideas. A
solution has to be found somewhere in between these extreme positions.
The country is built on immigration and we still need immigrants, but in these dangerous times we must find the
needles in the haystack before we use the hay.
This column is provided by Central Washington University professors attempting to provide a variety of political
viewpoints.
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An Attack on Muslims Shakes a Proudly Cosmopolitan London
KATRIN BENNHOLD;
Dan Bilefsky contributed reporting from London, and Rukmini Callimachi from New York.
LONDON -- Like many of London's Muslims, Mohammed Abdullah grew tired of defending himself, and his
religion, after Islamist terrorists carried out two attacks in the city and another in Manchester during the past three
months. Hostile glances followed him on the street, and rising fury greeted him on social media.
Then came last week's devastating fire at Grenfell Tower, a citywide tragedy that killed at least 79 people inside the
24-story tower, including many Muslims. ''Good riddance,'' one far-right forum commented.
But early Monday, a white British man rammed a rental van into a congregation of Muslims leaving prayers during
Ramadan, the holiest month on the Muslim calendar. One person was killed and at least 10 were injured.
''It feels like you're under siege,'' said Mr. Abdullah, 23, a law student standing outside Finsbury Park Mosque in
North London on Monday morning hours after the attack. ''I wonder,'' he said, ''is anyone going to write about a 'white
Christian terrorist' this time round?''
London may be the most diverse and tolerant city in the world and is home to more than one million Muslims from
dozens of countries. The city's mayor, Sadiq Khan, is Muslim, and he enjoys broad support outside the Muslim
community, too. When Britain voted to leave the European Union, London voted to stay.
But this proudly cosmopolitan city is now confronted with the tensions and ugliness that have been simmering on
the fringes for years and are boiling to the surface.
As Hamdan Omar, another student who grew up in the area, put it, ''There are people on both sides who want the
clash of civilizations.''
The man under investigation for the mosque attack was identified by the police as Darren Osborne, 47, of Cardiff,
Wales. Prime Minister Theresa May, who has been criticized for her response to the Grenfell fire, denounced the
assault as an act of ''evil'' and ''hatred'' and promised to bolster security at mosques.
The authorities said they were treating the attack as an act of terrorism against Muslims, while many of the city's
Muslim leaders pleaded for calm and warned against a rising tide of anti-Islamic sentiment.
''Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia, and this is the most violent
manifestation to date,'' said Harun Khan, the secretary general of the Muslim Council of Britain.
In the week after the June 3 terrorist attack on London Bridge and at Borough Market that killed eight people and
was carried out by three men inspired by the Islamic State, the Metropolitan Police reported 120 Islamophobic
events, compared with 36 the previous week. Similar increases were recorded after the terrorist attacks in
March on Westminster Bridge in London, and in May at the Manchester Arena.
On Monday in Finsbury Park, one of London's many diverse neighborhoods, residents left flowers and messages of
solidarity outside the mosque.
''With love, sympathy and support to our Muslim neighbors, victims of this horrific act of terrorism,'' one handwritten
note read. ''This does not represent Finsbury Park,'' another read.
The children of a local school had drawn a colorful, even cheerful, sign: ''One Community. Standing Together.''
By late morning, the initial fear and shock over the attack had given way to anger -- anger at the government and at
the news media for too often amalgamating Islam and Islamists. But by the afternoon, another sentiment made itself
heard powerfully here: defiance.
''Things like this will only strengthen London,'' said Mr. Abdullah, the law student. His grandfather and father had
both been praying at the mosque before the attack and were inside when it happened. ''An event like this will be met
with resilience.''
Uba Osman, 20, a local business manager, concurred: ''There are some people who are trying to divide us,'' she said.
''But they won't divide us. Londoners are not like that.''
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There was a sense of relief here, carefully expressed, that the man suspected in the attack was not from the city.
''Somehow, it would have been even worse if he had been from our city,'' said Zahra Mounia, 45, a mother of two who
lives in South London but traveled here to see a friend after the attack. ''We are so proud of this city and what it stands
for.'' But some worried London's tolerance was fraying on the edges, too. Over the past three months, as Islamist
militants struck three times, several residents said they experienced small but unsettling episodes of hostility.
''In London, people feel they must tolerate you, so they won't say anything but you get the dirty looks, people avoiding
eye contact,'' said Suzanne Stone, 42, a convert to Islam and a writer of children's books. ''My friend outside of London
gets real abuse.''
Her husband, Omar Faruq, said he worried about some of the things in the news media. ''They say things on the radio
and are not held to account,'' he said, recalling one show in which a member of the far-right anti-Muslim English
Defense League ''was calling on people to form militias.''
Mr. Faruq was also concerned that the government might further stigmatize Muslims by expanding the country's
already powerful antiterrorism legislation. ''Now there is a lot of talk about nonviolent extremism,'' he said. ''What
does that mean? If you don't believe in a certain way, you are extremist? Everything is extremism now.''
He pointed out the way the news media had been quick to identify Finsbury Park Mosque as a former hotbed of
radicalization. He wondered if that was appropriate. ''It just takes away that little bit of sympathy,'' he said.
Details matter. That is something many people here said on Monday. It was Muslims, awake because of Ramadan,
who saved a lot of lives in Grenfell Tower by waking up neighbors and alerting the fire department. And it was an
imam of the Muslim Welfare House who helped form a protective ring around the van driver on Monday before the
police arrested him. ''How many people know that?'' asked Omar Hussain, a community worker.
Language matters, too. When The Daily Mail initially described the assailant outside the mosque as a ''white van
driver'' rather than a terrorist, Muslims were not alone in their indignation. J. K. Rowling, the author of the ''Harry
Potter'' books, criticized The Mail, an influential right-wing tabloid, for the way it referred to him. ''The Mail has
misspelled 'terrorist' as 'white van driver,''' she wrote, but later deleted, on Twitter. ''Now let's discuss how he was
radicalised.''
One answer, said Jacob Davey of the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, who analyzes extremist online narratives, is
that Islamist militants and far-right extremists have fed on one another's hatred to recruit people for their causes.
After the Grenfell fire, the English Defense League posted an image of the tower on Facebook (later removed) with
the caption: ''They say Ramadan saved Lives. It would be the first time Islam saves lives.''
In another Facebook thread about Monday's mosque attack, one comment read, ''What do you expect?'' Another,
''Civil war has begun.''
Meanwhile, on Ummah News, a forum that supports the Islamic State, commenters reacted to the Monday attack by
calling for Muslims to fight back: ''Oh Muslims you need to wake up the war is starting now in your own streets
outside your own Masajids. Your elders could be killed, your sisters could be attacked. They hate your Oh Muslims.''
Nazir Afzal, who was once the acting chief prosecutor for London and has lived in the city for 20 years, said it was
a powerful message to people ''on the cusp of radicalization.''
In Finsbury Park, some linked last year's vote to leave the European Union to a change in atmosphere in the country
that also left its mark on London, its opposition to the British exit notwithstanding.
''Since the 'Brexit' vote, things have been crazy,'' said Mr. Abdullah, the law student. ''The spotlight is on minorities.
The signal is, 'You're not wanted here.'''
Brendan Cox, whose wife, Jo Cox, a member of Parliament, was shot and killed a week before the referendum by a
right-wing extremist, urged the country to fight hateful ideology against Muslims, just as much as it was fighting
Islamist militancy.
''When islamist terrorists attack we rightly seek out hate preachers who spur them on,'' Mr. Cox wrote on Twitter.
''We must do the same to those who peddle Islamophobia.''
Mendy Korer, the rabbi of Islington, one of many local faith leaders who had come to Finsbury to show solidarity,
said he was confident the local community would beat hatred. ''We have a duty to break that cycle,'' he said.
Not everyone was so optimistic.
''I think it could escalate,'' said Shiraz Kothia of the London Muslim Community Forum, who helps the Metropolitan
Police to manage community relations during major episodes like this. ''We've got the right-wing extremists and we've
got the Muslim extremists.''
''I'm really worried,'' he added. ''Today outside a Muslim mosque. Tomorrow outside a church?''
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Professor offers grants to battle Islamophobia
Domenica Bongiovanni, d.bongiovanni@indystar.com

To combat Islamophobia, an IUPUI professor is turning to crowdsourcing, the arts and humanities.
Edward Curtis, a professor of religious studies who researches Islam and Islamophobia, is offering 10 $1,000 grants
to local artists, writers, musicians, religious congregations, linguists and others. For the Community Competition to
Prevent Islamophobia, he is looking for projects that tackle anti-Muslim prejudice through performance, social media,
dialogue and producing objects and other ideas.
The idea was born after Curtis learned about a colleague who hosted a similar competition to raise awareness about
environmental pollution in a river around Philadelphia. With a desire to battle Islamophobia, he tailored the idea to
Indianapolis. Citing reports from the FBI and others, Curtis noted that anti-Muslim violence has risen over the past
few years. "I wanted to do something to try to get the community involved in finding creative solutions," Curtis said.
"And sometimes the best way to do that is to not tell people what to do but to ask them."
Rima Shahid, executive director of the Muslim Alliance of Indiana, said she is thankful to Curtis and IUPUI for
coming up with the grants, and her organization plans to apply for one. Speaking engagements don't accomplish what
the arts can, she said. "Sometimes I can stand up and give people facts and figures and statistics and data, but it doesn't
really resonate," Shahid said of speaking engagements she has done about misconceptions on Islam.
Earlier this month, an I-465 billboard drew attention by calling out "The Perfect Man" - a reference to the
Prophet Muhammad - as a rapist who had multiple wives and beheaded 600 Jews in one day. Muslim leaders
spoke out against the billboard, which was owned by a Virginia-based businessman who sold the ad to a group
he did not disclose.
Religious leaders of different faiths gathered in opposition to the billboard June 9 at a news conference at the Indiana
Interchurch Center.
The next day, demonstrators with ACT for America came together for a "March Against Sharia" in Downtown
Indianapolis, an event that drew counterprotesters.
The grants will be funded by Curtis, the millennium chair of the liberal arts at Indiana University-Purdue University
Indianapolis. Through the endowed chair, he receives personal research funds as part of his contract, he said.
He said the arts and humanities can achieve problem-solving.
"Great art, whether it is writing or poetry or visual or sound, whatever that is, it can make us so deeply question our
prejudices and assault our senses and it can create enough safety within ourselves that we are willing to change, we
can be inspired to change," Curtis said.
"Art and humanities (do) that in a way I think that nothing else can."
Shahid agrees. The Muslim Alliance of Indiana's art exhibit "I Am Home," which was part of IUPUI's Spirit and Place
Festival in 2016, showed Muslims from all walks of life going about daily activities as Hoosiers.
"The arts are a great way to break down the misconceptions and stereotypes and really humanize Muslims," Shahid
said.
"We've almost become, like, aliens that have landed on these camel drones, you know?"
The Community Competition guidelines invite Muslims and non-Muslims to apply by writing proposals that include
the project's focus, whom it would include, a timeline and the intended audience, among other items. Applicants must
submit proposals by Sept. 1, and a selection committee will identify the winners by Sept. 15. Projects must be finished
by May 1, 2018. Specifics are available at go.iu.edu/1ASt.
Long-term plans for presenting the winners' projects depend on their outcome, and plenty of potential exists.
Preliminarily, Curtis said he plans to post them on a website and have a gathering for winners and the public.
Call IndyStar reporter Domenica Bongiovanni at (317) 444-7339. Follow her on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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How the death of a Muslim recruit Revealed a culture of Brutality in the
Marines
JANET REITMAN
Recruits at Parris Island have been subjected to severe hazing, far beyond that experienced in other U.S. military boot
camps. Is this really the only way to create a warrior?
It was late at night on March 7, 2016, when Ghazala Siddiqui heard the phone ring and hurriedly reached for it, eager
to hear the voice of her son. An indecipherable torrent of words spewed from the breathless caller.
‘‘This is recruit Siddiqui. I have arrived safely at Parris Island. Please do not send any food or bulky items to me in
the mail. I will contact you in 7 to 9 days by letter with my new address. Thank you for your support. Good bye for
now.’’
Silence.
‘‘Raheel?’’ she said. The phone was dead. The call lasted less than five seconds. In her darkened living room in Taylor,
Mich., a suburb of Detroit, Ghazala worried. The previous morning, Raheel, a 20-year-old Marine Corps recruit, left
for boot camp on Parris Island, S.C. He had promised to call his parents when he arrived, and Ghazala and her husband,
Masood, had been waiting by the phone. But the call, when it came, was strange, with an almost deafening noise in
the background. Ghazala couldn’t be sure it was even him. In the morning, she phoned Raheel’s recruiter. ‘‘No one
knows my son’s voice better than me,’’ she said. ‘‘That didn’t sound like my son.’’
The Siddiquis, who emigrated from Pakistan in the 1990s, hadn’t wanted their precious oldest child, and only boy, to
join the Marines. Slender and unathletic, Raheel had always seemed most content designing video games on his
computer. He graduated ninth in the class of 2014 from Taylor’s Harry S. Truman High School, a valedictorian with
his pick of colleges, including a full academic scholarship to Michigan State. After months of deliberation, he decided
on the University of Michigan’s Dearborn campus, where he enrolled in September 2014, lured by its new program
in robotics engineering. But the following July, after his freshman year, Raheel drastically changed course, announcing
to his family that he had decided to leave college and enlist in the Marines.
Ghazala didn’t understand. ‘‘You’re smart, you’re intelligent — why?’’ she pleaded with him. Raheel tried to placate
her. It was a ‘‘golden opportunity,’’ he told his parents. ‘‘After three years in the Marine Corps, I can do anything.’’
Over the next eight months, Raheel prepared for the rigors of boot camp, installing a pull-up bar in the basement,
drinking protein shakes, lifting weights, learning to swim. He told his parents he would still try to follow Muslim
dietary laws and stay away from anything haram. ‘‘It’s going to be good, Mom,’’ he told her, before saying goodbye
on March 6. ‘‘Don’t worry. I’m ready.’’That call was the last time she heard her son’s voice.
Raheel Siddiqui was born and raised about 20 miles southwest of Detroit, in the vast suburban-industrial wasteland
known as Downriver. There are three military recruiting stations in the area, once a hub of auto manufacturing which
is now, like much of the Rust Belt, a region of Best Buys, Taco Bells and Walmarts. Taylor, a city of some 61,000
people, is both the largest and one of the poorest of the Downriver communities: a pocket of mostly white and AfricanAmerican residents, nearly a quarter of whom live below the poverty line.
Raheel was raised in public housing and spent his high school years intent on escaping his shabby hometown. ‘‘He
always wanted challenges,’’ says Jerry Abraham, a former guidance counselor at Truman High whom Raheel
frequently enlisted to help him find the hardest classes. In pursuit of a perfect G.P.A., Raheel had virtually no social
life, though he had a naïve optimism unusual for a teenager. ‘‘He saw the world as nothing but a wonderful place,’’
says Karey Lee, Raheel’s supervisor at a nearby Home Depot, where he worked part time on the customer-service
desk. ‘‘I don’t think he knew that hatefulness existed, to be honest.’’
Military recruiters were fixtures at Truman High. The Marines, the most selective of the armed services, came to
campus twice a week. ‘‘They targeted the kids that were more college-oriented and capable of being successful,’’ says
Abraham, whose office was in the same building as the school’s R.O.T.C. program. They were also quick to reject
students who failed to meet their standards, which include scores in the top third on the Armed Services Vocational
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Aptitude Battery (Asvab) test and no history of serious drug use, crime or tattoos that the Marines consider
‘‘undesirable.’’ Like many of his classmates, Raheel took the Asvab and scored high. With his talents, drive and rigid
focus, he would very likely have struck recruiters as the ‘‘golden goose,’’ as one former Marine put it.
But the military never really interested Raheel. College was his goal. He polled his friends on Facebook: Where should
he go for the most challenging engineering program? Michigan Tech? Michigan State? The University of Toledo?
Raheel often crowdsourced big decisions. It wasn’t enough for him to choose; he had to make the best choice, says
his classmate and friend Gabriel Goforth, who recalls that from time to time a squeaky anxiety would creep into
Raheel’s voice. Failure seemed to terrify him. ‘‘He’d stress over the little things to make it perfect,’’ he says.
The University of Michigan-Dearborn was the most prestigious school to which Raheel applied, and in April 2014 he
was accepted and given a $2,000 scholarship. It was not the full academic scholarship he was offered by Michigan
State, but with the hefty financial aid he would receive, it was ‘‘technically a full free ride,’’ Raheel announced on
Facebook. The assistance, however, came with strings: Should his grades dip below a C average, he wouldn’t receive
any more money until they went back up.
Raheel enrolled in Michigan’s honors program, a special track requiring students to maintain a 3.2 G.P.A. He assumed
it would be easy. Lee, his boss at Home Depot, estimated that Raheel probably worked about 20 hours a week his
freshman year, though it never occurred to her to ask why he needed to work so many hours if school was paid for.
‘‘He never talked about what he did with the money,’’ she says. ‘‘I assumed he was doing well at school because, I
mean, he was a genius.’’
After high school, Raheel had told his mother she should stop working odd jobs and let him contribute to the family’s
income. Massood didn’t make much at an auto-parts factory, and Raheel was concerned about how the family would
pay for his 16-year-old sister to attend college. ‘‘Let’s face it,’’ he confided to a friend, ‘‘she’s not going to get a full
scholarship, and my parents can’t afford to send her, so I have to make sure she goes.’’
It was a lot for an 18-year-old. His grades began to suffer. By December, Raheel was getting Cs. Worried that he
might fail chemistry, he texted his friend Nathan Pykor, also a student at the Dearborn campus: ‘‘I just feel too
STRESSED over all of my classes because I haven’t dedicated enough time.’’
‘‘You’re fine,’’ Pykor, who had known Raheel since high school, replied. ‘‘You know that it’s nearly impossible to
get a 4.0 in college.’’
‘‘I’m not fine,’’ Raheel texted back.
His solution, he told Pykor, was to withdraw from his classes and ‘‘start fresh’’ in the spring, which he did, finishing
the semester with three As and a B. But as Pykor told me, withdrawing from his classes very likely meant Raheel
would owe the University of Michigan the money it had given him to attend classes in the fall. It also could have
jeopardized his aid package for the following year.
According to a recent Pew research study, millennials are the most educated generation in American history. They’re
also on track to carry the most debt. The Marine Corps understands this. Pitching the Marines as the smart alternative
to college debt is one facet of the corps’s annual $80 million marketing budget. Another casts the Marines as simply
the smart path to college itself. ‘‘Every Marine is a student,’’ reads one pamphlet, citing the many educational benefits
available to those who serve. Though other branches of the military use similar enticements in recruiting, for the
Marines, this approach is relatively new: For decades, the corps focused more on the prestige of being accepted into
its ‘‘elite’’ ranks. But the post-Sept. 11 generation doesn’t see military service as particularly prestigious, the corps’s
longtime advertising agency, J. Walter Thompson, concluded after conducting a study in 2012 on how to sell the
Marines to millennials. Continuing to sell the corps as gung-ho warriors wouldn’t entice recruits beyond the Marines’
traditional base of white, evangelical, Southern conservatives, they found. Presenting the Marines instead as global
do-gooders attracted kids across the political, racial and socioeconomic spectrum. Thompson described its new
marketing strategy as the merging of ‘‘Rambo and Bono.’’
On June 16, 2015, Raheel posted on Facebook for the first time in a while. ‘‘I’m thinking about joining the military.
Maybe the Marines.’’ Just three weeks later, on July 8, he signed his enlistment papers and entered the Marines’
Delayed Entry Program, which, lasting anywhere between a month and a year, is designed to stagger the number of
recruits the corps can train at any one time. It’s also intended to indoctrinate ‘‘poolees,’’ as they are called, into the
culture of the Marines. ‘‘The D.E.P. is all about selling the Kool-Aid,’’ says a lance corporal who also enlisted in the
Marines in 2015, after his freshman year. (‘‘I decided I didn’t like college enough to justify all that debt,’’ he told
me.) ‘‘You meet every Saturday, and they’ll tell you stories, do little workouts,’’ he says, ‘‘tell you some lies.’’ Like
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‘‘ ‘Yeah, I’m always in my room playing Xbox,’ ‘There’s all this time to party’ ’’ — anything that will appeal to
college kids.
Raheel spent close to eight months in the D.E.P. under the tutelage of his recruiter, who the Siddiquis said told them
that Raheel was his most motivated poolee. Ghazala marveled at the changes in her son, who now woke each day at
4 a.m. to spend hours at the gym. Any doubts his mother had about his education were assuaged by Raheel’s own
assurances: He said he had been told that he could continue his education while serving, and that, having chosen a
technical specialty, working on Marine aircraft, he might not even have to fight unless he wanted to. (In fact, Marines
I spoke to said it was nearly impossible to pursue an education during their first enlistment; once deployed, every
Marine has to be prepared to fight if suddenly under attack.) At Raheel’s urging, Ghazala visited the recruiting office
in Taylor, where she says that recruiters assured her that Raheel’s safety wouldn’t be an issue.
‘‘I feel like they’re really good at lying,’’ says the lance corporal, who was sold on the corps by recruiting videos that
presented the Marines as ‘‘badasses’’ on humanitarian missions to save refugees or deliver food and water. Raheel
told his parents that enlisting in the Marines would put him on the fast track to join the F.B.I., which, to their total
surprise, had become his life’s dream. A few weeks before he left for boot camp, Raheel stopped by Truman to tell
some of his old teachers about his plans. Abraham pressed him on his decision, but Raheel’s mind was made up.
‘‘Be careful,’’ Raheel’s friend Hussein Chehab, who worked with him at Home Depot, says he told him before he left.
‘‘Just . . . watch yourself. You don’t know what kinds of people are down there. You don’t know how other people
think.’’
There is an eeriness to Parris Island, particularly at night and early in the morning, when a dense mist rises from the
swamps, twisting through the Spanish moss and drifting out toward the flat expanse of the base. Lying just off the
South Carolina coast in Port Royal Sound, the island is four miles long and three miles wide, with 3,265 acres of dry
land, surrounded by salt marsh. The base, which is one of two official Marine Corps training depots (its West Coast
counterpart is in San Diego), is made up of a series of quads, each composed of identically nondescript barracks and
administrative buildings ringing manicured fields. Overhead, a snaking maze of aboveground iron pipes pumps out
whistling steam.
‘Inside the culture, you’re supposed to be able to take a punch and give a punch and crush a skull. Outside,
this is not something that’s valued.’
History, or what Marines call ‘‘knowledge,’’ lives on Parris Island. Everything about the place is an elegy to the corps,
from the statue of Marines lifting the flag on Iwo Jima to the street names, each one its own small lesson: Boulevard
de France, Cuba Street, Wake Boulevard, Saigon Drive. Inside the Recruit Chapel, a series of stained-glass windows
depicts chapters of Marine heroism and sacrifice. In one, a platoon of Marines rests in the hand of God. In another, a
ragtag band of soldiers and sailors stands before the gates of heaven guarded by stoic, crisply dressed Marines.
The Marines are America’s smallest conventional military force, with just 184,000 active-duty troops. They are also
the military’s most insular warriors — with the possible exception of Navy SEALs — whose tight bond, or ‘‘esprit
de corps,’’ grows out of the codes, traditions and reverence for suffering that Marines believe set them apart from
civilians and all other military branches.
Central to this identity is the uniquely miserable experience of boot camp, where since World War II, as the historian
Aaron O’Connell writes in his 2012 book, ‘‘Underdogs: The Making of the Modern Marine Corps,’’ ‘‘Recruits [have]
learned in ways they would not forget that what made Marines exceptional was their ability to endure more pain than
members of their sister services.’’ ‘‘Making’’ Marines, as the corps calls recruit training, is a three-part process, with
boot camp being the first and most grueling test. Its purpose, unlike Army boot camp, is not to train war-fighters; for
Marines, that comes in the second and third phases of training. Boot camp is meant to create the ‘‘warrior spirit,’’ as
the corps puts it, over three months of group indoctrination intended to strip recruits of individuality and, through
repeated exposure to pain and physical challenge, condition them to accept and perform violence.
In his 1984 memoir, ‘‘First to Fight,’’ the esteemed Marine brigadier general Victor Krulak, known as Brute, spoke
of the ‘‘almost mystical alchemy’’ that happens during boot camp, whose shared hardships he saw as ‘‘the genesis of
the enduring sense of brotherhood that characterizes the corps.’’ But the lines between hard training and abuse can
blur. Like every other branch of the military, the Marine Corps has official strictures against hazing, which it defines
as any unauthorized verbal or physical conduct of a ‘‘cruel, abusive, humiliating, oppressive, demeaning or harmful’’
nature. The Marines have nonetheless investigated hundreds of hazing allegations in the past five years alone. (The
particulars of the hazing incidents in this article were taken largely from redacted reports prepared by the Marines in
the course of their investigations. Details like names and dialogue were provided by eyewitnesses and other recruits.)
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‘‘There is a natural tension between an organization that trains people for lethality and the larger culture,’’ a Marine
reserve officer told me. ‘‘Inside the culture, you’re supposed to be able to take a punch and give a punch and crush a
skull. Outside, this is not something that’s valued.’’
The bedrock of Marine tradition is a long-ago era when buff, male and mostly white combat Marines launched
amphibious early-morning assaults on enemy beaches armed with M1 rifles and Ka-Bar knives. Today’s far less
homogeneous troops roll into battle in armored Humvees or tanks, with sophisticated high-powered weaponry and
thermal-imaging goggles. Many never leave their base at all, waging war remotely while operating a joystick or writing
code. In many ways, the Marines have become indistinguishable from the Army.
Adapting to these harsh truths hasn’t been easy for the corps, whose current and former officials, with some exceptions,
were reluctant to speak openly about these challenges except on condition of anonymity. ‘‘The Marines have a
purpose, and it’s a militant purpose,’’ one senior officer says. ‘‘We are an organization grounded on the physical, but
wars are not as physical anymore. The character of war has evolved a lot from the early 20th century. The question is:
Has our force evolved? I don’t think it has.’’
One misty night in December, I stood in front of a building on Parris Island called the ‘‘receiving barracks’’ and
watched as a group of new, exceedingly young-looking recruits debarked from a bus and were immediately thrust into
the alternate reality of the corps. A burly drill instructor in khaki, a wide-brimmed hat shading his face, approached.
‘‘GET ON THE YELLOW FOOTPRINTS!’’ he bellowed. The kids scurried to a long line of footprints painted on
the asphalt leading up to the entrance, where, as the instructor commanded, they stood at attention. Then they streamed
toward the building, up the few short steps and toward the silver hatches, a pair of large metal doors that only recruits
are allowed to pass through, and only once, the day they arrive on the island.
Once inside the doors, the mystical journey from civilian to Marine known as the Transformation begins. It’s
pandemonium. Drill instructors scream from every direction as the kids, scrambling to individual metal desks, are
ordered to fill out administrative paperwork, signaling their completion by raising their right hand, with pen, above
their heads. From there it’s on to the phone bank, where, with instructors bawling at them to finish, recruits are told
to make three- or four-second calls home, reading as fast as they can from a five-line script taped to the phone box:
‘‘This is recru. I have arrived safely at Parris Island. Please do not send any food or bulky item stome in the mail. I
will contact you in 7 to 9 days by letter with my new address. Thank you for yours upport. Good bye for now.’’
The rest of the intake process, known as ‘‘receiving,’’ follows over the next few days: buzz cuts, boots, uniforms,
shots. They are given physical-fitness tests, fed what most describe as truly awful food and ordered to perform
seemingly meaningless tasks, like standing at attention while holding their heavy gear in front of them until their arms
give out, or sitting cross-legged and motionless on the floor for hours. Some Marines I interviewed recalled being kept
awake for nearly two days after arriving. ‘‘All you can think about is sleep,’’ one said. ‘‘Those are the main tools:
fear and sleep deprivation.’’
Drill instructors, or D.I.s, are revered on Parris Island, where they roam the base with a special aura. ‘‘Nobody will
counter them,’’ one senior Marine official told me. ‘‘Without them, there is no Parris Island.’’ Some D.I.s are not
much older than the recruits. Only a small fraction have been to war. Almost all adopt the mien of an infantry grunt,
though in truth, most D.I.s, like most Marines, aren’t combat troops but rather part of the corps’s expanding cast of
supporting players: mechanics, air traffic controllers, technicians, clerks. Some Marines I spoke with described boot
camp as a performance: The lead actors are the D.I.s, men and women who for the first time in their professional lives
are embodying the macho warrior archetype they were taught to venerate as recruits.
To qualify for D.I. training, a Marine must have finished at least one term of enlistment and be given a clean
psychological bill of health as determined by what the Marine officials insist is rigorous testing aimed at weeding out
those Marines suffering from PTSD. They must also complete an 11-week drill-instructor school, where, as one former
officer puts it, they are taught to ‘‘mold these guys into killers.’’ D.I. school, by all accounts, is almost as intense as
boot camp. This is by design; every moment of a drill instructor’s schedule is tightly scripted and charted on what the
corps calls its ‘‘training matrix.’’ ‘‘The system is very unforgiving on the D.I.,’’ says Gary Lee, a retired Marine
sergeant major who helped design the training program in 1995. ‘‘They never get a break from their responsibilities.’’
During a 12-week training cycle, D.I.s spend almost all their time on their feet. Their voices croak with exhaustion
and strain. They barely sleep.
The stress of the job, coupled with the near-unbridled power given to drill instructors, creates a dangerous alchemy.
This has been particularly true on Parris Island, whose violent ‘‘shadow culture,’’ as it has been described to me,
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exceeds San Diego’s. Since 2014, there have been 24 official hazing investigations on Parris Island, half of them
substantiated. There is a perspective on the base ‘‘that somehow you can make a better Marine by beating the shit out
of him,’’ says the retired Marine general Charles Krulak, Brute Krulak’s son. ‘‘I have argued consistently that it’s not
true — you do not make a better Marine by treating them that way; in fact, it’s totally against what we as a Marine
Corps stand for. But it’s a mentality that has existed down there for so long.’’
In 1995, Charles Krulak became the commandant of the Marine Corps and decided this culture had to change. Krulak
and his team came up with what they called the transformation process, which overhauled boot camp to incorporate
an agenda based on the Marines’ ‘‘core values’’ — honor, courage, commitment — into every aspect of basic training.
The goal, Krulak says, was to create ‘‘a smarter, more selfless, more adept and more educated Marine.’’ It channeled
the violence of Marine Corps training into specific moments, the most important being the Crucible, a grueling 54hour physical and psychological endurance test that comes at the end of the training cycle, and was intended as the
final and, in Krulak’s mind, only arbiter of whether a recruit is ready to become a Marine.
The transformation process managed to curtail hazing for a few years, says Krulak, who retired from the corps in
1999. ‘‘As I recall, the number of courts-martial had a significant decrease during those four or five years when I was
commandant. Problem was, after I left we had a changing world. I think in all these years of war, we lost a bit of our
focus,’’ he says. ‘‘There are people who think war entitles them to behave any way they want.’’
As new waves of recruits passed through Parris Island after Sept. 11, the Marines rushed to meet the demands for
troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. Some of the reforms Krulak had put in place began to erode. Without the structure to
support them, it was easy for some drill instructors to fall back on the violent methods they themselves experienced
at boot camp. In 2005, a film crew from a South Carolina TV station inadvertently caught a terrified-looking recruit
named Jason Tharp being hit by a drill instructor at the Parris Island pool. The following day, Tharp drowned during
water-survival training; his drill instructor was charged with negligent homicide (and later acquitted). In 2011, a Parris
Island drill instructor was sent to the brig for more than a year after he was found guilty of ordering one of his recruits
to record a video of himself masturbating on the D.I.’s cellphone. The next year, a trainee received second- and thirddegree burns to his buttocks requiring skin grafts after his drill instructor ordered him ‘‘to perform unauthorized
exercises under an upside-down laundry bin on a floor covered in bleach,’’ according to Marine Corps documents.
The D.I. was court-martialed in 2014, having been turned in by his senior D.I., who himself would later be courtmartialed for ordering his platoon into the showers and making them run in place, while thickening the air by pouring
bleach down the drain. After these stories broke, some Marines recalled the routine nature of such punishments and
how infrequently they were ever brought to light. ‘‘Reporting it would have gotten nowhere,’’ a onetime Parris Island
recruit, who claimed that he was made to scrub the floors with pure bleach, wrote in a Reddit thread in 2014. ‘‘I saw
too much other stuff get swept under the rug.’’
In June 2014, Lt. Col. Kate Germano arrived at Parris Island to head up the Fourth Battalion, which trains the corps’s
female recruits. She found a culture badly in need of reform. Two of her female drill instructors were facing courtsmartial for mistreating recruits and, in one case, abusing other, lower-ranking drill instructors, a phenomenon known
as ‘‘hat hazing.’’ Abuses toward the recruits included ethnic slurs, so-called hard corrections like pushing and shoving
and refusing to give recruits bathroom breaks. Germano, who spent 2004 and 2005 as an adjutant and Marine Corps
legal officer in Iraq, was so alarmed that she decided to give her subordinates a PowerPoint presentation on Abu
Ghraib. ‘‘I saw a direct similarity between the culture in both places,’’ she says.
Germano believed that much of the failure rested with the depot’s regimental commander, Col. Daniel Haas, who had
been at Parris Island for several years. (The Marines declined to make Colonel Haas available for a response.) Haas
had a remote leadership style — ‘‘not the type of guy that will care and feed you,’’ one of his other battalion
commanders later said — that clashed with Germano’s more hands-on approach, which included impromptu walkthroughs and counseling her subordinates to demand more of the female recruits to help them compete effectively
with their male counterparts. While many of her Marines made changes, others perceived Germano as meddlesome.
In April 2015, less than a year after coming to Parris Island and 11 months before Raheel’s arrival, Germano received
the results of the battalion’s annual Command Climate Survey, in which lower-ranking officers and noncommanding
officers evaluate their commanders. In her survey, Germano’s subordinates described her as ‘‘hostile, unprofessional
and abusive.’’ Though Germano maintains she was none of those things, Haas relieved her of her command.
Across Parris Island, commanders of the different training battalions were contending with hazing allegations
ranging from abusive language to assault. In an internal memo from the spring of 2015, the commander of Parris
Island’s First Recruit Training Battalion noted that ‘‘staying on top ofD.I. hazing/misconduct’’ was his biggest
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challenge. ‘‘It’s never-ending,’’ he wrote. This was even more pronounced in the Third Recruit Training Battalion,
which, as one commander wrote, attracted ‘‘Type-A’’ personalities who may not ‘‘rebound from past mistakes.’’
Isolated in a remote corner of the depot, the Third had long been a rogue fief on Parris Island, its silent pact with
Marine officialdom being that it would create the most disciplined recruits but would do so in its own way. It had
operated in this manner for more than 60 years, and even in the era of values-based training, the Third was virtually
unchanged.
In 1998, a Navy chaplain, Thomas Creely, now retired, came to Parris Island to serve as chaplain for the recruit training
regiment and noticed a particularly stark pattern of abuse in the Third. ‘‘For example,’’ he later wrote in a paper
presented to the International Society for Military Ethics, ‘‘after lunch recruits were made to drink water until they
vomited. Then they were made to do push-ups in their own vomit.’’ Creely worked with the command until 2003 to
try to eradicate the problem, but the ‘‘blind loyalty of drill instructors,’’ who remained silent in the face of abuse,
stood in the way. ‘‘What you have in the Third Battalion is a cycle of abuse,’’ Creely told me recently. ‘‘And until
that cycle is broken, it doesn’t matter how much education you do.’’
Lt. Col. Joshua Kissoon, who commanded the Third Battalion while Germano was on the base, was a by-the-book
Marine who publicly took a hard stance against hazing. Shortly after assuming command, he instituted a zero-tolerance
policy on the touching of recruits by their D.I.s and put his staff on warning: Any violation of the rules would be
investigated. Between 2013 and 2015, 221 preliminary hazing investigations were conducted across the depot’s four
battalions; 69 of those were from the Third, and more were punished from that battalion than any other. This included
three D.I.s who were recommended for courts-martial after an investigation first reported by Wade Livingston at The
Beaufort Gazette in February 2015 revealed a ‘‘staggering level of misconduct and recruit abuse,’’ with recruits
reporting that they were choked, kicked and punched in the face, and that they had their heads slammed against walls.
Some junior officers felt the D.I.s were being punished unfairly, though they themselves were never in the squad bays.
(One later said his presence in the barracks ‘‘undermines’’ the drill instructors.) When Colonel Kissoon received the
results of his own Command Climate Survey in April 2015, they were not much better than Germano’s. That spring,
Kissoon began to take a softer line in some cases, according to Marines in the battalion. On his desktop, his
subordinates later said, he kept a redacted copy of the command investigation that led to Germano’s firing. ‘‘This
could happen to me,’’ he told colleagues.
It was into this environment of ‘‘inconsistent decision making,’’ as some of Kissoon’s officers put it, that a new group
of Third Batallion recruits landedin April 2015. Most were straight out of high school. A few had been college
students. Two had master’s degrees. Another had been living in his car. All now learned their survival depended on
how they handled the cognitive dissonance between what they learned as official Marine Corps policy and how that
policy was systematically ignored.
Jake Weaver, then 19, a new member of Platoon 3054, Lima Company, recalls that when he met his D.I.s, they gave
him and his fellow recruits a choice. ‘‘You want to be trained like Marines, right? Not like crappy ‘individual’
Marines?’’
‘‘Individualism’’ was a sign of what the D.I.s called ‘‘the new corps,’’ a place where ‘‘everyone can walk through
and become a Marine,’’ Weaver recalls, and drill instructors couldn’t get away with what they used to. ‘‘They’d
convince us to feel like it was wrong to be trained by the book,’’ he says, ‘‘and if we wanted to be trained right, the
old-school way, we had to let them beat us and haze us and not say anything, because that’s how you become a
Marine.’’
Weaver, who grew up in rural Interlachen, Fla., was the grandson of a Marine who fought in the Korean War. His
senior drill instructor was a squarely built Marine who told his recruits he’d served in Iraq. He also claimed he was
involved in a friendly-fire incident in which 10 Marine infantrymen were killed, though most officials I spoke with
say the story is doubtful. (‘‘There wasn’t an incident in that whole war where you had 10 or 12 people killed in one
swoop,’’ Krulak told me.) As Weaver saw it, his D.I. behaved like a person with PTSD. ‘‘He lost his temper like
crazy. Some days he’d be supermotivating toward us,’’ he says, ‘‘and then an hour later we’d be almost done for the
day, and he’d walk in the squad bay and just flip out.’’
During the day, platoons were put through the standard exhaustive physical and tactical training, interspersed with
classes or informal discussions on moral courage in battle. But the real making of Marines went on at night. When
darkness fell, a D.I. would sometimes dump a bottle of Gain detergent on the floor and order recruits, both hands on
their wooden scrub or ‘‘scuzz’’ brushes, to run across the length of the squad bay in a bear-crawl position, an exercise
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that they timed and called the Indy 500. Other nights, the drill instructors would create what they called a ‘‘hurricane’’
by dumping everyone’s things on the floor, sometimes covered with detergent, sunscreen or shaving cream. Over the
months, recruits in the battalion lost consciousness, were revived and never told a soul. A few developed lifethreatening rhabdomyolysis, a rapid breakdown of skeletal muscle tissue, often caused by overexertion.
Gunnery Sgt. Joseph Felix was one of Lima Company’s most aggressive D.I.s. Recruits knew to be scared of Felix,
even those like Weaver who weren’t in his platoon. ‘‘He was pretty frickin’ psycho,’’ one Marine recalls. Felix, a
swaggering man with a shaved head, enlisted in 2002 and served in Iraq and Afghanistan, working as a crew chief
maintaining aircraft and their weapons systems. He talked about his resentment toward Muslims, whom he blamed
for killing some of his friends in the war. (Felix’s lawyer did not respond to requests for comment.) Ameer Bourmeche,
a Muslim recruit from Brooklyn and Weaver’s platoonmate, soon became Felix’s target. ‘‘I remember him calling
Bourmeche a ‘terrorist,’ ’’ recalls the recruit in Platoon 3054, who asked not to be identified. ‘‘He used to mess with
him: ‘Where are the W.M.D.s?’ ‘Were you part of 9/11?’ ’’
‘Are you a terrorist?’ Felix held the end of the belt like a leash. He began to walk him like a dog.
Though Bourmeche, who declined to comment for this article, never talked about his faith to anyone’s recollection,
the platoon was made aware of it during their first week of training, when one of their drill instructors polled the group
on their religions. Weaver thought it was strange: ‘‘He was giving us this talk about how we’re all brothers in the
Marine Corps, and how we’re all in this together, no matter what race or religion we are. Then he was asking us:
‘What religions do we have here? I’m sure we have Christians. I’m sure we have an atheist. I’m sure you’re a
Baptist.’ ’’ He looked at Bourmeche. ‘‘What’s your religion?’’
‘‘Islam, sir,’’ Bourmeche replied.
The sergeant seemed intrigued. ‘‘There’s nothing wrong with recruit Bourmeche being a Muslim,’’ he said.Less than
one-fifth of 1 percent of the Marine Corps is Muslim. Across the entire United States military, there are fewer than
6,000 self-reported Muslim active-duty and reserve troops, or about 0.27 percent out of a total force of 2.2 million.
Many of the recruits had never met a Muslim in their lives. ‘‘I was pretty narrow-minded when I came in,’’ one of
Bourmeche’s platoonmates admits. ‘‘I was like: ‘Why is he here?’ ’’
Bourmeche seemed to be singled out nearly every day for punishment. ‘‘He was one of the smartest kids in the platoon,
scored really high on all his tests, but they just messed with him,’’ Weaver says. He remembers Bourmeche twice
being sent to the medical unit after punitive intensive training sessions intended, his friends figured, to force him to
drop out. He refused. In early July, Platoon 3054 took part in their final, 54-hour test, the Crucible, grinding through
90-degree heat. Each recruit finished the course and earned the precious eagle, globe and anchor pins and the title
‘‘Marine.’’
On July 14, 2015, Felix and several other D.I.s entered the squad bay in the middle of the night. It appeared
they’d been drinking in the small office, or ‘‘D.I. hut,’’ at the far end of the barracks, where drill instructors
on night duty sometimes slept. Felix was so drunk ‘‘he might not have known what he did the next day,’’
according to one member of Platoon 3054.
‘‘Where’s the terrorist?’’ Felix said. He approached Bourmeche’s rack. ‘‘You a terrorist?’’
‘‘No, sir!’’
‘‘You a Muslim?’’
‘‘Yes, sir!’’
‘‘Attention!’’
Bourmeche jumped down.
‘‘Column left!’’ Felix and another D.I. marched him into the shower room, where, as Bourmeche would later
tell investigators, the drill instructors turned on the water and made him do push-ups, high-knees and crunches.
Then, when he was thoroughly wet, they marched him into the laundry room.
‘‘Get in the dryer.’’ Bourmeche folded his six-foot, 157-pound frame into the Speed Queen. Felix said that the
Marine Corps has ‘‘a way of weeding out spies.’’ He continued: ‘‘I’m going to find out who you really are.’’
Then he closed the door.
‘‘Who are you working for?’’ Felix called.
‘‘Nobody, sir!’’ Bourmeche answered.
Felix ran the dryer for half a minute and opened it.
‘‘What’s your religion?’’
‘‘Islam, sir!’’
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In the squad bay, Weaver and the others, ordered out of their beds, were pushing a recruit around like a scuzz
brush. They heard Bourmeche’s body thud as it hit the bottom of the dryer. ‘‘You’re going to kill us the first
chance you get, aren’t you, terrorist? What are your plans?’’
Inside the ryer, Bourmeche began to cry. His neck and shoulder were burned.
Felix opened the door. ‘‘Are you still a Muslim?’’
‘‘Yes, sir!’’
A half an hour later, it was over. Bourmeche, damp and shaken, was told to go back to the squad bay. As he
was standing by his bed, a D.I. approached him. ‘‘It’s pretty effed-up what they did to you back there,’’ he
said. Bourmeche agreed. ‘‘You’re not going to tell a senior drill instructor about this, though, right?’’
‘‘No, sir,’’ Bourmeche answered.
The next night, it happened again. Felix told Bourmeche to hand him his martial-arts belt. He tied Bourmeche’s
shoelaces together, then took the belt, wrapped it around Bourmeche’s neck, strung it under his laces and
tightened it so Bourmeche bent at the waist. ‘‘Are you a terrorist?’’ Felix held the end of the belt like a leash.
He began to walk him like a dog. ‘‘Are you a spy?’’
Bourmeche, in pain, began screaming. ‘‘No, sir!’’
‘‘Yell ‘Allah akbar.’ ’’
‘‘Allah akbar!’’
While the rest of the platoon looked on, Felix crushed the platoon’s flagpole into Bourmeche’s toes. Then he
handed him a scuzz brush. ‘‘Cut off his head,’’ he said, pointing to another new Marine. ‘‘Show us you’re a
terrorist.’’
Bourmeche struck his platoonmate in the neck with the brush several times. Felix seemed pleased. ‘‘This is how
the Taliban would do it,’’ he told the platoon. ‘‘And he’d cut your head off just as quick as his brethren.’’
Another D.I. shook his head. ‘‘We let a full-blood terrorist join the corps,’’ he said. Afterward, no one said a
word. What happens on Parris Island stays on Parris Island — that had been the message all through boot
camp.
Weaver, one of the platoon’s highest-performing recruits, was shaken. During a family picnic just before his
graduation, he told his parents that ‘‘crazy stuff’’ happened during training. ‘‘I can’t talk about it here,’’ he said
nervously. ‘‘After we get off the island, we can talk about it.’’
Over the next few months, Weaver tried to push what he experienced to the back of his mind, but it was always there.
He had believed the Marines was an ethical organization. Then a D.I. bashed his head against a wall for seemingly no
reason. And another, after asking if he was a devout Christian, taunted him: ‘‘Say ‘goddamn.’ ’’ That fall, Weaver,
then in his last phase of training in Pensacola, Fla., suffered a breakdown and was hospitalized with suicidal thoughts.
Having lost his desire to serve, he received word he was being given an ‘‘other-than-honorable discharge’’ from the
Marines. His father, Troy, decided to phone his commanding officer and tell her what he knew. ‘‘The fact is, the abuse
would have never been reported had I not stood up and said, ‘Look, you’re not going to give him a bad discharge
because of what he went through at Parris Island,’ ’’ Troy told me. ‘‘Those kids weren’t talking.’’ (Weaver was given
an other-than-honorable discharge, which he continues to contest.)
On Nov. 5, 2015, Marine officials on Parris Island began an investigation into allegations of abuse based on statements
Weaver, Bourmeche and another former recruit from Platoon 3054 had given their commanding officer. Weaver
claims the investigators spent only 10 minutes talking to him. Kissoon, through his lawyer, maintains that during this
period, Col. Paul Cucinotta, who had replaced Haas as regimental commander in the fall of 2015, refused to brief him
on the inquiry as it was unfolding. Internal Marine reports later described the investigation as ‘‘suboptimal.’’
When the investigators submitted their findings to Cucinotta in January 2016, the training regiment’s executive officer,
Lt. Col. Christopher Lynch, found the evidence persuasive enough to recommend that those involved be ‘‘sat down’’
or suspended from their duties. Cucinotta later claimed he agreed. (‘‘We disagree with Colonel Cucinotta’s
testimony,’’ says Kissoon’s attorney, Colby Volkey.) As of February, however, none of those implicated in the
investigation had been suspended. Four months after the hazing reports, Gunnery Sgt. Joseph Felix returned to the
Third Battalion and assumed the title of senior drill instructor, this time for Platoon 3042, Kilo Company.
Raheel Siddiqui debarked from the bus on the night of March 7, 2016. It was late, and he was tired, unsure of what
came next. He moved onto the yellow footprints, through the silver hatches and into the chaos and sleep deprivation
that would define his first 96 hours on Parris Island. Four days later, a day traditionally known as Black Friday (even
though in this case it was a Saturday), Raheel was assigned to Platoon 3042, arriving with the 60 or so other newly
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shorn and outfitted recruits at Kilo Company’s three-story red brick barracks. His squad bay, a cavernous room with
beige-green walls and floors shiny from excessive scrubbing, was on the top floor.
As the recruits sat crossed-legged, Sergeant Felix stepped forward. ‘‘I am your senior drill instructor,’’ he said with
the signature barking cadence D.I.s use to exert their authority, and then began his scripted pledge. He promised to
treat them with ‘‘firmness, fairness, dignity and compassion,’’ and informed them that abuse would not be tolerated.
There wasn’t anything particularly unusual about that first day. The new recruits were ordered to perform hundreds
of burpees. They were told to dangle their rifles off the ends of their pinkies. They were ‘‘dog-piled’’ into a corner
and then ordered to run back and forth, over and over. One of Raheel’s platoonmates, who shared with me his detailed
recollections on the condition of anonymity, thought he was going to pass out. ‘‘And I was in pretty good shape,’’ he
says. ‘‘I remember one kid had a panic attack and started throwing up, and I think he peed himself, too.’’ The officers
stood in the back of the squad bay, he says. When they left, ‘‘that’s when the real hell started.’’
On the morning of March 13, less than 24 hours after being picked up by his platoon, Raheel announced to his D.I.s
that he’d rather die than continue training. He would jump out the squad-bay window if he had to.
When a recruit threatens suicide, everything stops. At first the D.I.s tried to reason with Raheel: What would his
mother think were he to come home without becoming a Marine? ‘‘I’d tell my mother goodbye and kill myself,’’ he
said. ‘‘The future does not matter.’’ The Marines took Raheel’s belt and boot laces to prevent him from strangling
himself.
Suicide threats are common during the early weeks of boot camp, though how many are serious is unclear. ‘‘Everyone
knows saying you’re suicidal is a ticket off Parris Island,’’ Raheel’s platoonmate says. Sickness or broken bones, on
the other hand, will get a recruit a long stint in medical, after which they will simply be assigned to another company
and start training all over again.
Base officials determined Raheel didn’t qualify for emergency transport to the hospital. Instead, he was ‘‘crossdecked’’: They moved him, still without laces or a belt, to another platoon’s squad bay. Over the next 24 hours, he sat
there cross-legged on a mattress in the middle of the room while a ‘‘shadow watch’’ of recruits shined a flashlight on
his face and took turns monitoring him around the clock. At some point during this period, Raheel, who had to request
permission to leave the mattress to use the bathroom, recanted his suicide threat and said he’d decided he wanted to
be a Marine.
The next morning, Felix escorted Raheel to recruit liaison services, an office set up to ascertain if recruits had enlisted
fraudulently (such as by failing to disclose a history of suicidal ideation), and to motivate struggling recruits to return
to training. Drill instructors who accompany recruits to these sessions usually sit in a waiting area, but Felix ‘‘stood
about 10 feet away,’’ according to the report, while Raheel provided what was referred to as a ‘‘voluntary statement’’
retracting his threat. ‘‘This recruit thought it was the only way to quit,’’ he said. ‘‘This recruit never meant that and
regrets it.’’ The base’s mental-health unit deemed him to be at a ‘‘low risk for harm,’’ and Raheel went back to
training.
It would be noted later, in the Marines’ report, that Raheel, shortly after saying he wanted to kill himself, confided to
the military police who were going to escort him to the hospital that he ‘‘could not handle’’ being hit by his drill
instructors. The allegation was noted and disregarded several times by what appeared to be several officials.
In reviewing the incidents of that week, the Marines made no mention of the four days after Raheel resumed training.
His platoonmate, though, recalls them as torture. As one report noted, Platoon 3042’s senior drill instructor ‘‘taught
his subordinate drill instructors that in order to be successful at training recruits, they needed to ‘hate recruits.’ ’’ They
were called ‘‘bitches,’’ ‘‘faggots,’’ ‘‘maggots,’’ ‘‘little bitches,’’ ‘‘pussies’’ and ‘‘retards.’’ A Russian-born recruit
was called ‘‘the Russian,’’ or ‘‘the cosmonaut,’’ and was asked if he was a Russian spy. Raheel was called a terrorist.
Felix asked on one occasion if he needed his turban.
Raheel’s platoonmate didn’t understand why Raheel had joined the Marines. Orders seemed to confound him. Rather
than simply following them, he thought about what he was asked. ‘‘Like a normal person,’’ the platoonmate says.
‘‘It’s not necessarily wrong, but it’s not how they wanted it. It’s wasn’t the Marine way of doing things.’’ This earned
Raheel, who always ‘‘looked like a scared animal,’’ as his platoonmate says, undue attention from the D.I.s.
‘‘Anything that’s not masculine — if you’re not six feet tall and built like a football player — that’s not what they
want. They want people who are the definition of Marines. Anyone else, you have to prove yourself.’’
Once, the platoonmate recalls, Felix stuffed a recruit in a footlocker. Another time, he made a recruit eat nothing but
Jell-O and mashed potatoes for a few days, and threatened that if he didn’t improve, he’d have to stuff him in a locker,
too. Choking recruits until they were gasping for air was common. Some of the D.I.s, the platoonmate suspected, were
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almost as terrified of their senior D.I. as the recruits were. One drill instructor, he recalled, became so ill that he
projectile-vomited all over the squad bay while simultaneously yelling at the recruits after he himself had been
screamed at by Felix moments before. ‘‘We never knew if it was blood or Gatorade, but he’s vomiting this red stuff
while screaming, and we were like, What is going on?’’
On March 17, Platoon 3042 received instruction on Marine Corps mixed-martial-arts punching techniques. According
to the Marines’ report, recruits in Lima Company were instructed to throw a ‘‘flurry of punches’’ as hard as they
could, and not to listen to their instructors’ directions but instead ‘‘just to keep punching.’’ It was routine, recruits
later said, for their drill instructors to pair bigger or stronger recruits against the weaker or poorly performing recruits.
During the March 17 drill, recruits were punched repeatedly in unprotected parts of their body, including their jaws.
One sustained two broken ribs. The abuse, according to the report, caused one recruit ‘‘to cry during the event.’’ The
platoonmate believed one of the targeted recruits was Raheel, but he can’t be sure. ‘‘It’s really all a blur,’’ he says. It
was only Day 4. Many recruits didn’t even know one another’s names. Terror caused them to avoid making eye
contact. ‘‘Lots of stuff happened while we slept,’’ he says. ‘‘Or in the dark.’’
At around 2 a.m. on March 18, Raheel woke up his bunkmate. He was in pain, he said. We’re all in pain, the other
recruit told him. Two hours later, the recruits awoke and prepared to sound off before leaving for chow. Raheel pointed
to his throat and silently mouthed words. When two D.I.s started yelling at him, Raheel handed one of them a note.
‘‘This recruit has to go to medical. This recruit’s throat has been swollen for three days and is getting worse,’’ it said.
‘‘This recruit also coughed blood a few times last night. And this recruit completely lost his voice and can barely
whisper. This recruit’s whole neck is in a lot of pain.’’
A D.I. told Raheel they would deal with the matter after breakfast. He sat silently through the meal, zombielike. Upon
returning to the barracks, the platoon set about cleaning, and Raheel was called to the front of the squad bay. He was
supposed to fill out a form so he could go to the medical unit. He stood before Felix but failed to greet him properly,
perhaps because he couldn’t speak. His silence seemed to enrage the senior drill instructor. ‘‘Get back!’’ he shouted.
Raheel ran 144 feet across the squad bay from one end to the other. ‘‘Siddiqui, run!’’ Felix continued. ‘‘Get back!
Run!’’
His platoonmate, who had been quietly making his bed and trying to stay out of the D.I.s’ line of sight, watched Raheel
running back and forth. Suddenly Raheel grabbed his throat, crying, and fell to the floor. Some recruits thought he
was faking. ‘‘I don’t know if he did it willingly, I don’t know if he was just exhausted, but he dropped,’’ the
platoonmate says.
‘‘Get up, Siddiqui!’’ Felix shouted. ‘‘I know you’re faking. Get up!’’
At this point, reports differ. Raheel appeared to be unconscious. A D.I. claimed he rubbed his knuckles across Raheel’s
sternum to revive him. Other recruits and drill instructors say that never happened. The platoonmate I interviewed
recalls seeing Raheel, on the floor, clutching his throat. Leaning over, Felix slapped him across the face. Five feet
away, Raheel’s platoonmate thought at first the D.I. was ‘‘acting like an emergency responder,’’ trying to revive him.
But then he slapped him again, so hard that the sound echoed across the squad bay.
‘‘And Siddiqui gets up, and he starts dead sprinting, which I thought was a logical thing to do: This is boot camp, he’s
running away,’’ his platoonmate says. But he was running too fast. ‘‘He is literally sprinting the fastest I’d ever seen
anyone sprint,’’ he says. Slowly it dawned on him what Raheel was about to do. ‘‘We were all still cleaning, kind of
dispersed around the squad bay.’’ The doors, he recalls, were open. ‘‘And he straight-up jumped.’’
He was alive when he landed, his body bouncing off the steel handrails and onto the concrete steps. A Marine passing
by phoned 9-1-1. The other D.I.s herded the platoon into the bathroom and instructed the recruits to face the wall.
They heard the ambulance show up and depart. Then they were herded to physical training as if it were any other
morning and told not to talk about what they’d seen. ‘‘They tried to put the blame on him,’’ the platoonmate says —
like, ‘‘ ‘We were trying to train him, and he took it wrong.’ But I mean, what the hell are we doing here? I just watched
a kid kill himself. I’m not here for that. We were all traumatized.’’
An air ambulance was requested to take Raheel to a hospital in Savannah, Ga., 40 miles away, but the request was
denied because of heavy fog. A second air lift was scuttled, and so Marines drove him to Beaufort Memorial Hospital,
where after an hour of sustained effort in the emergency room, doctors decided Raheel needed higher-level care. Three
hours after his fall, he arrived at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston. It was too late: At 10:06,
after more than an hour of attempts to save his life, Raheel was pronounced dead.
The following day, an autopsy was performed at the hospital. The medical examiner concluded that Raheel died of
blunt-force trauma sustained during his fall. But the autopsy report, details of which were shown to me by the Siddiqui
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family, also found evidence of petechial hemorrhaging, which can be caused by anything from heavy coughing to
vomiting or asphyxiation and strangulation. Several days later, J. Edward Allen, the Beaufort County coroner, wrote
a final autopsy report concluding that ‘‘in light of the history provided and the autopsy findings,’’ Raheel had
committed suicide.
A week after Raheel died, his body was sent back to his parents in Michigan. At the funeral home, the family stared
down in horror at their son. His arms, chest, stomach and legs were purple. There were ligature marks, not unlike the
ridges of a webbed military belt, around his neck, which had not been mentioned in the autopsy report. To Ghazala it
looked as if her son had been tortured.
In Beaufort, a city with three military installations that collectively pump over $1.5 billion into the local economy, the
news that a Marine recruit had died on Parris Island was met with studied silence. ‘‘Marine Corps boot camp isn’t the
Boy Scouts,’’ one reader posted on the Facebook page of The Beaufort Gazette, which broke the story on March 20.
‘‘Stay home if you can’t handle some hazing.’’ Hazing had not been mentioned publicly at this point, but in Detroit,
the Siddiquis’ Democratic congresswoman, Representative Debbie Dingell, heard through an anonymous tip that
religious bias might have played a role in Raheel’s death. In April, Dingell wrote to the Marine commandant, Gen.
Robert Neller, asking that an ‘‘unbiased inquiry’’ be made into the matter. Dingell recently told me that soon after she
wrote the letter, she received anonymous calls telling her to stay out of Marine business. ‘‘Some of my own colleagues
warned me, ‘You don’t want to challenge the Marines on their training methods,’ ’’ she said.
The official investigation into the death of Raheel Siddiqui lasted over a year and spawned two other investigations:
a more thorough examination of the hazing allegations in the Bourmeche case and a broader hazing inquiry requested
in spring 2016 by the Obama White House, after the president received an anonymous email from unnamed
‘‘concerned loved ones of innocent recruits’’ claiming their children were being abused.
On Sept. 8, 2016, the Marine Corps released the findings of these investigations. That same day, the corps announced
that 20 Marines — including, it was later revealed, three teams of drill instructors, several junior officers, Kissoon and
the depot’s new regimental commander, Col. Paul Cucinotta — had been relieved of duty and faced punishment
pending the results of further investigation. (In early June, Kissoon appeared before the military’s version of a grand
jury, and he is still awaiting charges. Six Marines, representing much of the chain of command, were granted immunity
or other considerations to testify against him, according to Kissoon’s lawyer.) The reports were heavily redacted; in
the 132-page command inquiry into Raheel’s death, the last 43 pages were entirely blacked out.
Of those involved in the three investigations, just six Marines have been formally charged with wrongdoing. Four
Marines — one of whom was acquitted at trial, another who pleaded guilty, a third who made ‘‘a pretrial agreement
with prosecutors,’’ according to a Marine spokesman, and a fourth who faces a general court-martial — had charges
levied against them for abuse-related incidents elsewhere in Lima Company. Felix and another drill instructor, Staff
Sgt. Michael Eldridge, were charged with a range of offenses including cruelty and maltreatment, drunk and disorderly
conduct and failure to obey a general order. In Felix’s case, the charges also included obstruction of justice stemming
from the dryer incident involving Bourmeche and the hazing of Raheel. Both face general courts-martial later this
summer.
A number of former and current Marine officials, including several high-ranking officers, say they are agonized by
the reports. ‘‘What I’m hearing makes my stomach turn,’’ the senior officer I spoke to says. ‘‘This isn’t rocket science.
We have procedures and policies and rules on the books against this stuff, and people have to enforce them. I mean,
who is in charge? If you are having a hard time controlling those drill instructors, you’re not a leader.’’
Though it would be tempting to blame the allegations of abuse on a few Marines — the ‘‘few bad apples’’ theory —
Raheel’s platoonmate told me that rough practices in his platoon continued long after Felix and his drill instructor
team were replaced, the very next day, with another team, and after that team was later replaced with another. The
message, he says, was ‘‘the D.I.s could pretty much get away with anything. Let’s say you did report something.
They’d change the D.I., and what happens after that? Another D.I. who presumably was friends with the prior D.I. is
going to make your life hell.’’
On Aug. 7, nearly a year and a half to the day that Raheel Siddiqui arrived on Parris Island, Gunnery Sgt. Joseph Felix
will stand trial, a proceeding expected to last at least two weeks. The charges against him are technically violations of
military discipline; he has not faced broader criminal charges like assault. The Siddiqui family thinks the charges are
insufficient. ‘‘We were advised that an assault charge was not brought because the [other charges] carried a harsher
penalty,’’ says Shiraz Khan, the family’s lawyer. ‘‘Well, the elements of assault are much different, and so are the
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implications. The systemic hazing, abuse and maltreatment suffered by Raheel Siddiqui while at Parris Island was not
the result of a single incident by one individual. We aren’t blind to what Raheel’s body and autopsy say.’’
When I visited the Siddiquis’ small apartment late last fall, Ghazala, wearing jeans and a sparkly blue hijab, showed
me photographs she took of her son’s body at the funeral home. ‘‘Why would they do this to my son?’’ she said,
distraught, pausing over a photograph of Raheel’s neck. Taking me upstairs, she led me into his room, which was
spotless, almost antiseptic, a shrine to a sometimes mischievous yet fundamentally obedient boy who prayed at least
four times a day, dressed in colorful shirts and smiled so much and so often that those who knew him could never
imagine him being depressed. Ghazala showed off Raheel’s academic awards and his orange Home Depot apron
inscribed with good-luck messages written by every one of his colleagues. The dress-blue uniform he would have
worn upon graduating boot camp hung in his closet, neatly pressed. The Marines had dressed Raheel’s body in it. ‘‘He
was brainwashed,’’ Ghazala said, wiping away a tear. ‘‘He’s smart, intelligent, beautiful, excellent boy. Perfect. I am
so proud of my son.’’ Ghazala spoke of him in the present tense.
No one from the family has agreed to be interviewed since last winter. ‘‘Their son is gone, there are no answers and
they’re suffering,’’ says Khan, who told me that his office has received only 20 or so of about 220 pages they’ve
requested from the investigation, and have had very little direct discussion with the Marines. For the most part, he
says, they have learned about any progress in the case by reading the newspapers.
Kate Germano, who retired from the Marines in 2016, isn’t surprised. ‘‘The last thing the Marines would want is
anyone connecting the dots,’’ she told me recently. ‘‘This is a cultural issue. The conduct that is considered acceptable
at Parris Island, from the failures in leadership to the hands-on methods the drill instructors use, would not be
acceptable anywhere else in the Marine Corps. But down there, for whatever reason, it’s considered a badge of honor.
Those who don’t see it that way are considered weak. But it’s not the kids’ fault.’’
The island’s new commanding general, Austin Renforth, known as Sparky, who took control several months after
Raheel’s death, insists they are rooting out the problem. Under his watch, officers play a more active role in supervising
drill instructors, something many officials believe is essential to reforming the culture. Renforth, though, insists the
problems on Parris Island aren’t cultural. ‘‘This place is such a fishbowl — when someone does something wrong it
gets national attention, but it’s not systemic,’’ he says. That said, he allowed, ‘‘I have to make sure it never happens
again.’’ Renforth doesn’t explain how he plans to do this, other than to say he wants everyone involved in making
Marines to have ‘‘buy-in,’’ as he puts it.
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Dismissed Breitbart Editor Blames Anti-Muslim Tweets
DANIEL VICTOR; Michael M. Grynbaum

A Breitbart News editor said on Monday that she had been fired from the conservative news site for the anti-Muslim
tweets she sent after a terrorist attack in London on Saturday.
The editor, Katie McHugh, who has written hundreds of articles for the site since 2015 and previously worked for The
Daily Caller, said on Twitter, ''Breitbart News fired me for telling the truth about Islam and Muslim immigration.'' A
Breitbart News spokesman declined to comment on Monday, leaving the precise reason for her leaving the company
unknown.
But Ms. McHugh said her dismissal from the news site was related to several Twitter posts on Saturday that drew
widespread attention, including a CNN report.
Shortly before 7 p.m. Saturday, Ms. McHugh tweeted, ''There would be no deadly terror attacks in the U.K. if
Muslims didn't live there.''
She further inflamed critics with her back-and-forth with the actor Pej Vahdat. After he replied to her by saying,
''You're a real moron,'' she responded, ''You're an Indian.'' (Mr. Vahdat said he was Iranian-American.)
On a crowdfunding page that said it would be used to pay for Ms. McHugh's medical bills and living costs during
unemployment, she was unapologetic.
''I said nothing wrong,'' she said. ''As President Donald Trump says, if we don't get smart, it will only get
worse.''
Dismissing a writer for professing anti-Muslim beliefs might appear out of character for Breitbart News, which has
often defended writers besieged by criticism from the left on free-speech grounds, considering them to be victims of
political correctness.
But it was the second time this year that a Breitbart employee had left the site after controversial comments. In
February, Milo Yiannopoulos, one of Breitbart's biggest stars who took glee in provoking liberals, resigned from the
site over his glib remarks about pedophilia.
The news organization, whose traffic spiked in the run-up to the presidential election, has looked to compete directly
with more mainstream publications. It hired John Carney, an experienced reporter from The Wall Street Journal, in
January to lead its finance and economics section, and it has talked of international expansion.
The news site was denied congressional press credentials in April but is accredited by the White House.
Ms. McHugh directed a request for comment to Charles Johnson, who formerly worked at Breitbart News. He
questioned why Ms. McHugh had been targeted.
''Why was she singled out for criticism or punishment when Milo Yiannopoulos and others said far worse things and
yet retained their jobs?'' he said.
Though Breitbart has been seen as a leader of the far right, some prominent conservative commentators condemned
the decision on Monday.
''Breitbart fired a journalist to appease fake news media,'' Mike Cernovich tweeted.
''Whatever the reason for firing, Katie McHugh is a great reporter,'' Ann Coulter tweeted.
This is a more complete version of the story than the one that appeared in print.
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Terrorism escapes simple solutions; Blanket restrictions would subvert our
freedoms and magnify Islamism's allure.
Cathy Young

When news came of the London Bridge terror attack, I was planning to be in London later this week - after a stay in
Berlin just a few blocks from the site of last year's horrific Christmas market bombing. The London trip ended up
being canceled for reasons unrelated to the attack (my traveling companion's health problems), but the prospect of
visiting a city so soon after a shocking act of terror made it hit all too close to home. How do we cope with terrorism
as the new normal?
In the days since three radical Islamists rammed a van into unsuspecting strollers and then used knives to attack others,
killing seven innocent people and injuring dozens, the usual polemics have raged. Some say it is craven political
correctness to refuse to name Islam as the problem; others say tolerance and respect, not hate, must be the answer to
terror.
The "call out Islam" response slides all too easily into vile, bigoted rhetoric - from British media personality
Katie Hopkins, who tweeted about the need for a "final solution" to the Muslim problem after last month's
attack at an Ariana Grande concert in Manchester, to now-former Breitbart News writer Katie McHugh, whose
Muslim-bashing on Twitter proved too much even for her stridently anti-P.C. employer.
But the "stop the hate" side has its own blind spots. Well-intentioned attempts to counter Muslim-bashing often
downplay the very real problem of radicalization in Muslim communities, candidly discussed by Muslim reformers
such as British writer and activist Maajid Nawaz. Efforts to cool down the terrorism panic can lapse into fallacies and
spurious comparisons. Is it a sign of irrational phobia or even prejudice that we fear terrorism more than "ordinary"
crime or car accidents, which kill far more people? Maybe not. Terror attacks are far more random than most crime,
making the personal safety measures that give the average American or European a sense of control virtually useless.
And even the trauma of random violence is vastly intensified when the motive is ideological and the attack is part of
a larger war on society.
When a driver with a history of erratic and aggressive behavior struck pedestrians in Times Square last month, killing
one and injuring dozens, it was a frightening reminder of how vulnerable we all are to sudden deadly mayhem. But
we were not left wondering whether the perpetrator had accomplices who were planning more attacks, or when and
where his brothers in arms would strike next.
Do we, as many commentators argue, focus too much on radical Islamism and not enough on white supremacists and
other far-right extremists? There is no question that the recent surge in racist and anti-Semitic rhetoric merits real
concern. In recent weeks, suspects with racist social media postings have been linked to killings in Baltimore and
Portland, Oregon (though neither alleged killer seems to have been part of a terror network). But taking white
supremacists more seriously should not be an excuse to downplay Islamist extremism and its dangers.
So far, answers remain elusive. Donald Trump's "Muslim ban," which he took to championing on Twitter after the
London attack, would penalize innocent visa applicants while doing nothing about the problem of radicalized secondgeneration immigrants, responsible for many of the attacks. Blanket measures against Muslims would subvert our
freedoms and make Islamism more attractive to would-be rebels, including ones with no Muslim background.
We need tough and smart strategies, at a time when we are woefully short on tough and smart leadership.
Cathy Young is a contributing editor to Reason magazine .
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Portland attack suspect made his life about hate
Gillian Flaccus

PORTLAND, Ore. - The suspect charged with fatally stabbing two Portland men who tried to stop his antiMuslim tirade against two girls built a life around hate speech and his right to use it. Jeremy Joseph Christian,
who has spent much of his adulthood behind bars, littered social media with erratic and menacing posts about his
hatred of just about everything and everyone. He made death threats against Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump and
ranted when Facebook deleted an anti-Semitic update.
"There is no feeling like being muzzled. Cut out your tongue," he wrote in one post. After years of spewing anger,
prosecutors say, Christian acted on his fury last week aboard a light-rail train. He's accused of screaming antiMuslim insults at the girls, ages 16 and 17, and then slitting the throats of three men who came to their defense.
Two of the men died, and a third was seriously wounded. Christian continued screaming about free speech in the back
of a patrol car, according to court documents. "Get stabbed in your neck if you hate free speech," he is quoted as
saying. "I can die in prison a happy man." The 35-year-old has not yet entered a plea, and neither his court-appointed
defense attorney nor relatives or acquaintances returned messages from the Associated Press. In a statement, his family
apologized and expressed horror at the May 26 killings. Rage at the world A review of court documents and social
media postings paints a picture of a young man who hardened as he spent years in prison. The violence and anger he
marshaled against prison guards morphed into a disciplined rage at the world upon his release as he struggled to find
a job and a purpose. After years of disciplinary infractions and self-imposed hunger strikes, Christian suddenly found
himself selling comic books on the street, where he was once mistaken for a homeless person. He grew increasingly
angry that people he met didn't want to talk about his views. "In my Portland you can have a serious conversation
about Politics Spirituality or Philosophy without being interrupted and informed you aren't being PC," he wrote shortly
after being released from his most recent stint in federal prison. "Where I come from PC people are in Protective
Custody where they belong so they don't get killed." Legal troubles Christian grew up with several older brothers in a
modest home in north Portland, obtained his GED and attended some community college. He was a prolific writer
both in and out of prison, and he penned a poem at age 18 titled "Prayers for Death." His first encounter with the legal
system came two years later when he was arrested on felony charges for robbing a corner market. At the time, he was
confused and scared and seemed like a softer person, his former defense attorney, Matt Kaplan, said. He thought his
client might be suicidal. Christian had ridden his bike to the convenience store near his parents' home, donned a black
ski mask and pulled a handgun on the market's owner. The owner recognized him as a neighborhood kid and at first
thought it was a joke, according to an article in the Oregonian at the time. He took about $1,000 in cash and cigarettes,
then handcuffed the owner's wrists to a pole before taking off. A police officer spotted Christian on his bike, gave
chase and shot at him three times, hitting him once just under the right eye. After getting out of the hospital, Christian
pleaded guilty to robbery and kidnapping and was sentenced to eight years in prison. During his incarceration,
Christian spent time in five Oregon prisons and, according to his own Facebook posts, was frequently in trouble for
disciplinary infractions. Just two months after his release in September 2010, Christian was in trouble again - this time
with the federal government. He pleaded guilty to being a felon in possession of a stolen revolver, was sentenced to
time served and placed under supervision. While under supervision, and free for the first time in his adult life, Christian
struggled to get his feet under him. 'Nobody likes me' In 2013, he messaged with a former prison friend and expressed
despair that he couldn't find a job. He was going to tattoo "unemployable sociopath" on his forehead, he said, or flee
to Brazil. The friend encouraged him to get a job as a dishwasher instead and find a girlfriend who could help him
stay straight. "Crazy talk. I'd be giving up my freedom either way," Christian wrote back. "Reading books in a single
cell is just as pleasurable." In April, he was videotaped at a pro-Trump rally with a baseball bat making the Nazi salute
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while wearing a metal chain and the American flag around his neck. Police confiscated the bat and hovered nearby as
counter-protesters surrounded Christian and pushed him away. Two weeks later, Christian posted a video of the rally.
In the background, a woman can be heard calling him "the dude who wrote all that crazy, ranting weird stuff." Christian
seems to approve: "That's me, the Lizard King," he wrote. "Nobody likes me."
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London's Muslim mayor ignores Trump's latest taunts, despite ongoing feud
Samantha Schmidt
Since London Mayor Sadiq Khan rose to become one of the most prominent Muslim politicians in Western Europe,
he hasn't been shy about his disdain for President Trump's rhetoric, particularly his remarks about Islam.
Yet on Sunday, as Trump criticized the mayor's attempts to evoke order in a city shaken by a terrorist attack that killed
seven people and injured dozens more, the fast-talking mayor was uncharacteristically restrained toward the president.
In an interview with the BBC, the mayor had told Londoners not to be "alarmed" by an increased police
presence in the city.
"There can be no justification for the acts of these terrorists and I am quite clear that we will never let them win nor
will we allow them to cower our city or Londoners," the mayor said in the interview. "Londoners will see an increased
police presence today and over the course of the next few days. No reason to be alarmed."
But Sunday morning, Trump posted a tweet presenting the mayor's words in a tone and context that were
entirely different: "At least 7 dead and 48 wounded in terror attack and Mayor of London says there is 'no
reason to be alarmed!'"
At least 7 dead and 48 wounded in terror attack and Mayor of London says there is "no reason to be alarmed!"
-- Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) June 4, 2017
The tweet revived the president 's long-running row with the mayor, who has time and time again spoken out about
the president's anti-Muslim policies and remarks. But in this instance, the mayor decided to take a quieter route. And
that, for some, created for an even sharper response.
The mayor "has more important things to do than respond to Donald Trump's ill-informed tweet that deliberately
takes out of context his remarks urging Londoners not to be alarmed when they saw more police - including armed
officers - on the streets," a Khan representative said in a statement.
Offensive jabs and inflammatory taunts are anything but new to Khan, a member of the Labour Party who
was elected last year as London's first Muslim mayor and the first Muslim mayor of a major Western capital.
Khan was born and raised in cramped government housing in London as the son of a Pakistani bus driver and
seamstress, immigrants who moved to London in the 1960s. He trained as a human rights lawyer before becoming a
Labour Party member of Parliament for Tooting, a south London constituency. As the Minister of Transport, he
became the first Muslim and first Asian to attend Cabinet.
And Khan -- the fifth of eight children -- slept in a bunk bed at his parents' home until he was 24.
Khan's rise to power came just more than a decade after Pakistanis in Britain faced huge public backlash after
coordinated terrorist bombings in London's transit system killed 52 people and wounded more than 700. The official
start of campaigning in the race also began the day before Islamic State-linked bombers attacked Brussels and killed
32 people.
And his remarkable win in May of last year -- six weeks before Britain voted to exit the European Union -- followed
a bitterly contested and frequently ugly mayoral race which centered firmly on Khan's religion and family background
rather than his politics. Khan's then-rival Zac Goldsmith wrotean article in the Daily Mail that said Khan had
"repeatedly legitimized those with extremist views."
Khan, who told The Washington Post he met with "unsavory characters" during his job as a human rights
lawyer, was forced to deny claims that he supported Islamic extremists.
Theresa May, then-home secretary, described the former transport minister as "unsafe" to run London at a
time when we face "a significant threat of terrorism," because of his history of defending extremists when he was
a human rights lawyer.
Boris Johnson, who repeatedly joined Goldsmith on the campaign trail, had said: "In Islam and the Labour party there
is a struggle going on, and in both cases Khan - whatever his real views - is pandering to the extremists."
In the buildup to his election, Khan warned against nativist populism, which he described in an interview with The
Washington Post's Karla Adam as the "Donald Trump approach to politics." Khan said "it seeks to divide communities
rather than unite them."
Shortly after he was elected, ending eight years of conservative leadership, Khan sharply criticized Trump's proposed
ban on Muslims from entering the U.S., which the candidate proposed after the terrorist attacks in Paris in November
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2015 killed 130 people. Khan called Trump's comments "divisive" and "offensive," saying in an interview with the
BBC, "I hope Trump loses - badly."
"I want to educate him," Khan said. "I want him to realize the follies of his ways," adding he hoped to teach Trump
how to be a "good citizen, a world citizen."
In a May 2016 interview with Piers Morgan on ITV, Trump responded to Khan's comments with ire, calling the new
London mayor "ignorant."
When asked how his proposal to bar Muslims from entering the U.S. would affect people like Khan, Trump told the
New York Times that "there will always be exceptions."
In a lengthy interview with Time magazine, Khan said the prospect of a Donald Trump presidency would potentially
force him to meet and "engage with" U.S. mayors - such as New York's Bill de Blasio and Chicago's Rahm Emmanuel
- before the inauguration, while he knew he still could.
"If Donald Trump becomes the President, I'll be stopped from going there by virtue of my faith, which means I can't
engage with American mayors and swap ideas," Khan said. Conservative tacticians thought those sorts of tactics would
win London and they were wrong. I'm confident that Donald Trump's approach to politics won't win in America."
"What I think the election showed was that actually there is no clash of civilization between Islam and the West," he
added in the Time interview. In reference to Islamic extremists, he said, "What better antidote to the hatred they spew
than someone like me being in this position?"
When Trump took steps to follow through on his promised travel ban on people from seven majority-Muslim
countries - which was later revised to six - Khan denounced the measure, calling it "shameful and cruel" and saying it
would affect many British citizens with dual nationality, including London residents born in countries affected by the
ban.
"While every country has the right to set its own immigration policies, this new policy flies in the face of the values
of freedom and tolerance that the USA was built upon," Khan said. Last week, Khan also criticized Trump's decision
to withdraw the United States from the landmark Paris climate agreement.
The president's tweet on Sunday was also not the first time a member of the Trump family took the mayor's words
out of context to criticize him.
In March, hours after an attack at Westminster Bridge in which five people died, Trump's oldest son, Donald Trump
Jr, tweeted: "You have to be kidding me?!: Terror attacks are part of living in big city, says London Mayor Sadiq
Khan."
Khan's actually spoke those words six months before the Westminster attack, calling terror attacks "part and parcel
of living in a big city" while also discussing the need to provide strong security for its residents.
"I want to be reassured that every single agency and individual involved in protecting our city has the resources and
expertise they need to respond in the event that London is attacked," Khan had said.
Trump for a second day lashed out at London's mayor on Twitter in the wake of a deadly terror attack in the city.
Trump stated on Twitter Monday morning that London Mayor Sadiq Khan had offered a "pathetic excuse" and "had
to think fast on his 'no reason to be alarmed' statement."
Trump's tweet renews his mischaracterization of Khan's statement to London residents following a vehicle and knife
attack that left seven people dead and dozens injured. The mayor had told London residents not to be concerned by a
stepped-up police presence in the city after the incident.
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Trump Renews Calls for Travel Ban
VOA News
U.S. President Donald Trump said Monday he wants a quick Supreme Court ruling to reinstate his ban on
travel to the United States from six majority-Muslim countries where terrorist attacks have occurred.
In a string of comments on his Twitter account, Trump attacked his own Justice Department for submitting a "watered
down, politically correct" version of the ban to the Supreme Court review that would affect travel from Iran, Syria,
Libya, Sudan, Yemen and Somalia. He said the agency should have stayed with an appeal of an earlier ban that also
included Iraq.
"In any event we are EXTREME VETTING people coming into the U.S. in order to help keep our country safe,"
Trump said. "The courts are slow and political!"
Trump and administration officials have insisted his executive order limiting travel to the United States was not a
travel ban, but he called it that in his latest barrage of Twitter comments.
"People, the lawyers and the courts can call it whatever they want, but I am calling it what we need and what it is, a
TRAVEL BAN.," Trump said.
Minutes later, he posted: "The Justice Dept. should have stayed with the original Travel Ban, not the watered down,
politically correct version they submitted to S.C."
He said, "The Justice Dept. should ask for an expedited hearing of the watered down Travel Ban before the Supreme
Court - and seek much tougher version!"
FILE - Protesters wave signs and chant during a demonstration against President Donald Trump's travel ban, outside
a federal courthouse in Seattle, Washington, May 15, 2017.
Several U.S. courts have blocked Trump's order aimed at travel from the six countries after earlier blocking his first
order. In part, the courts have ruled that his comments on Islamic terrorism and one-time call for a total ban on Muslims
entering the country show that even his more limited block on travel to the U.S. amounts to unconstitutional religious
discrimination against Muslims. He has appealed the lower court rulings to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In a string of Twitter comments Sunday, the U.S. leader vowed support for Britain in the aftermath of Saturday's
deadly attack in London, criticized London's mayor and took a tough stance on fighting terrorism.
"We must stop being politically correct and get down to the business of security for our people," Trump said
Sunday. "If we don't get smart it will only get worse."
He mocked London Mayor Sadiq Khan, who was elected last year and is the first Muslim to lead a major
Western capital.
Trump tweeted, "At least 7 dead and 48 wounded in terror attack and Mayor of London says there is 'no reason
to be alarmed!"
As news of the Saturday carnage spread throughout his city and the world, Khan condemned the attack, describing it
as "a deliberate and cowardly attack on innocent Londoners," later saying that Britons should not be alarmed to see a
greater police presence on the streets of London.
Khan's spokesman said the London mayor was too busy to respond to Trump, that "he has more important things to
do than respond to Donald Trump's ill-informed tweet that deliberately takes out of context his remarks." On Monday,
Trump called Khan's explanation of his remark a "pathetic excuse."
Within an hour after three attackers drove a van into a crowd of people on London Bridge and then stabbed people in
a nearby commercial area, Trump said, "We need to be smart, vigilant and tough. We need the courts to give us back
our rights. We need the Travel Ban as an extra level of safety!"
Trump said the United States will do whatever it can to help London and Britain combat terrorism. "WE ARE WITH
YOU. GOD BLESS!" he said.
In the United States, most mass attacks involve gun violence, which typically then starts a new debate on gun
ownership rights that are enshrined in the U.S. Constitution.
After the London attack, Trump noted, "Do you notice we are not having a gun debate right now? That's because they
used knives and a truck!"
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The terrorism we don't want to talk about
Brian Regal, Guest Columnist
homeland security
On a commuter train in Portland, Ore., a person began yelling racial and religious epithets at a couple of women he
thought were Muslims. When other commuters tried to get him to stop he stabbed three of them -- two of them died.
The accused attacker, who was captured, was seen giving the Nazi salute at an outdoor event in the past. We can learn
a number of things from this horrific incident. One of them concerns an aspect of terrorism we Americans are reluctant
to talk about.
Politicians, pundits, and cultural commentators are happy to go on about the threat of "Islamic fundamentalism" and
how we should keep an eye on those Muslims living in America, and keep any outside from coming in. The facts,
however, suggest this is the wrong population to focus upon.
That's where the reluctance comes in.
With few exceptions, the history of terrorism in America is a story of homegrown violence. From the Puritans
persecuting and executing Quakers, Native people, and witches, through the anti-Catholic movement, the KKK,
American Nazis and white nationalists, the lynching of African-Americans, the Tulsa Riot and Rosewood Massacres,
to Timothy McVeigh, Dylan Roof, and others in-between and since, the primary color of terror in America has been
white. And, it always has been.
Burning synagogues and mosques, blowing up churches, shooting up schools, painting swastikas on walls, defacing
cemeteries, gay bashing, sending threatening emails to women because they disagree with you; these are the tactics
of white, native born Americans rather than dark-skinned, foreign born "bad hombres." These self-righteous weekend
warriors have no sense of irony as they commit their outrages. They have little real understanding of the religion many
of them claim they fight for. They can quote scripture, but can't speak from their heart; they know anger, but no love;
resentment, but no compassion.
This is the history few want to discuss.
When it is discussed it is often done so hypocritically. If a Muslim person commits a crime we are quick to label
them a jihadi out to destroy America. We want to know how they were "radicalized." If a White person
murders a church full of black people or walks into a fast food joint with a machine gun or stabs people on a
train we talk about his mental problems. Even when the perpetrator themselves say they did it because they are
doing God's work we play that angle down. We don't ask how American-born terrorists were radicalized at their local
church. We don't ask which right wing radio or television host they were radicalized by. There are no calls to ban
Caucasians from coming into this country. An individual Muslim represents all Muslims while a white nativeborn American individual does not represent all white, native-born Americans.
The terrible events of 9/11, the D.C. shooters, the Boston bombers, and a few others do not change the fact that
America's terrorism problem is largely homegrown and Caucasian. Muslim terror affects mostly Muslim people
outside the U.S. You have a better chance of being struck by lightning than being involved in an Islamic terror
attack inside this country. You are much more likely to be on the receiving end of white nationalist violence
here.
Religious and ethnic terror are among the pressing issue of our times. The reasons for, and the answers to, this are
deep and complex and cannot be explained adequately in a short op-ed piece. Easier to understand is that terror of any
kind is something we should all fight against, whether it's Islamic, Jewish, Hindu, Pagan, Christian or whatever its
source. If we really want to protect ourselves here at home, however, we need to be honest and make sure we focus
on those actually doing it, and talk about it openly.
Brian Regal teaches world history at Kean University.
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Friendly ears for banning travel?; Supreme Court's conser- vative majority
may more readily embrace President Trump's national security reasoning
@alangomez

"There's this long line of immigra- tion law, of prece- dents at the Supreme Court," based on trusting presi- dents
when they say they are acting to protect national security.
Peter Spiro, a professor at the Temple University Beasley School of Law
President Trump's final hope to implement his temporary travel ban targeting six majority Muslim countries
now rests with the Supreme Court. And luckily for him, the justices may prove to be the most receptive
audience.
Federal judges in Hawaii, Washington, California, Maryland, Massachusetts and Virginia have ruled that two versions
of his ban, issued Jan. 27 and March 6, violate First Amendment protections of religion. They concluded that Trump's
national security justification was outweighed by a clear intent to discriminate against Muslims.
Now. Department of Justice lawyers, armed with dissenting opinions from the lower courts, will plead their case
before a more conservative court, with the prospect that a majority of justices may embrace their arguments.
In a court filing Thursday, the department argued that a candidate's statements on the campaign trail - in this case,
Trump's call for a "Muslim" ban - should not be considered when reviewing a president's actions. And they argued
that presidents are to be trusted when they say they are acting to protect national security.
"There's this long line of immigration law, of precedents at the Supreme Court, that are premised on that kind of
reasoning," said Peter Spiro, a professor at the Temple University Beasley School of Law. "If they want to uphold the
ban, the opinion writes itself."
At issue is Trump's plan to temporarily ban most travel from Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen for 90
days and suspend the entire refugee program for 120 days so the government can improve screening procedures to
make sure terrorists don't slip into the country.
One central question is whether a court is allowed to try and figure out the intent behind a presidential order.
During his campaign, Trump called for a "total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States."
Opponents of the ban believe that statement, combined with others made by Trump and aides before and after
he became president, is proof that the ban was nothing more than a "Muslim ban."
But Acting Solicitor General Jeffrey Wall has argued that courts cannot "psychoanalyze" Trump's motivations. If the
text of an order is legal, Wall says, courts are not allowed to "look behind" that text to determine intent.
The Department of Justice has pointed to a Supreme Court opinion in Kleindienst v Mandel, a 1972 ruling that found
courts cannot "look behind" an act performed by a government employee if there is a "facially legitimate and bona
fide reason" for the act.
Five judges from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco penned a dissent opinion asking how the
majority could ignore that precedent.
"Even if we have questions about the basis for the President's ultimate findings - whether it was a "Muslim ban" or
something else - we do not get to peek behind the curtain," Judge Jay Bybee, who was appointed to the 9th Circuit by
President George W. Bush, wrote for the minority.
While candidate Trump called for a Muslim ban, Justice lawyers argue that he never advocated a ban as president.
Instead, they say Trump focused on the national security threats from specific territories, not on religion. That's why
he selected specific countries, they say.
Christopher Hajec, director of litigation at the Immigration Reform Law Institute, which has filed briefs supporting
the travel ban, said he was shocked to hear liberal judges openly scrutinizing the national security justification outlined
in Trump's executive order.
"Courts are totally unequipped to do that," Hajec said. "I don't think the majority of the Supreme Court is going to
make that same mistake."
U.S. District Judge Anthony Trenga in Alexandria, Va., provided one of the only victories for Trump when he upheld
the travel ban in March.
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Trenga wrote that other courts were ignoring the fact that the administration made significant changes to the second
travel ban to offer a "detailed justification for the Order based on national security needs."
Contributing: Richard Wolf in Washington, D.C.
"There's this long line of immigra- tion law, of prece- dents at the Supreme Court," based on trusting presi- dents when
they say they are acting to protect national security.
Peter Spiro, a professor at the Temple University Beasley School of Law
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Greater Houston; Hate speech can be first step to some devastating
consequences
MIKE SNYDER

The "Pyramid of Hate" is an illustration created by the Anti-Defamation League to show how bias can progress from
harsh words to violent deeds. It's an educational tool consistent with the organization's mission statement: "To stop
the defamation of the Jewish people and secure justice and fair treatment to all." Anti-Muslim posts that appeared on
a Pearland City Council candidate's Facebook page, which I discussed in my column last Friday, are examples of the
pyramid's lower levels: stereotyping and name-calling, for example. And on the very day my column was published,
a dramatic example of the higher, more dangerous levels played out in Portland, Ore.
Two men were stabbed to death and a third was wounded when they intervened as a man screamed anti-Muslim insults
at two women on a commuter train. The attacker faces two counts of aggravated murder and other charges; the three
men he stabbed have been hailed as heroes. It's important to point out that none of the Facebook posts I wrote about
encouraged or sanctioned violence. One message called for banning Islam, another for banning the Quran. Some
crude imagery was employed. Many people who engage in hateful speech would never consider harming
anyone. But over time, as intolerant comments rain down on us from our social media feeds, from talking heads
on cable news, and perhaps even from people we encounter in our everyday lives, they lose their power to shock.
This leaves a safe space for those with truly ill intent, like the Portland attacker, to occupy. In Pearland, the
anti-Muslim posts appeared on the personal Facebook page of Woody Owens, 69, an engineering firm executive
who faces a 30-year-old Muslim pharmacist, Dalia Kasseb, in a June 10 runoff for a City Council seat.
Screenshots of the posts were featured in a video created recently by the Brazoria County Democratic Party. Owens
told me on Thursday that he did not share any of the posts featured in the video. He said Facebook had contacted him
to report that it was removing the video, which was posted on the party's Facebook page. "They said there was no
validity to it," Owens said. But Facebook has not removed the video; it was still online Thursday. The posts included
in the video appear to have been removed from Owens' page. A Facebook spokeswoman said the company could not
comment on individual users. Denial and skepticism Owens said he was unsure how the posts appeared on his page.
"I'm not a real Facebook person," he said, adding that the entire episode was an irritating distraction: "I was on City
Council from 2000 to 2013 and I'll stand on my record." Kasseb said she is skeptical of Owens' denial. And in any
event, this isn't the first time messages appealing to intolerance have surfaced in Pearland elections this year. I've
written previously about a letter warning that "gay rights Democrats" were trying to take over local government in
Pearland, and about a school board candidate's Facebook post that warned about Muslim candidates running for local
offices. Kasseb said it's not a reach to suggest a connection between such messages and the actions of the attacker in
Oregon. "I'm not insinuating that my opponent is trying to cause violence," Kasseb said. "But if this is part of our
norms, and this is something that we're used to, then where will it stop? When will it be enough?" After Germany's
defeat in World War I, a young rabble-rouser named Adolf Hitler made speeches blaming Jews for the problems of
his proud, struggling nation. Hitler's fiery rhetoric struck a chord with frustrated German audiences, laying the
groundwork for the human devastation that would soon sweep across Europe. "The Holocaust started with hateful
speech," said Dena Marks, the Anti-Defamation League's regional associate director. "There's a slow progression up
from the bottom of the pyramid, with the top being genocide." Backlash in Pearland A few ugly social media messages
are a long way from genocide, of course. And there are clear signs of a backlash against intolerance in Pearland. The
school board candidate who posted the item about Muslims, incumbent Rusty DeBorde, lost his seat to an 18-yearold high school senior who pledged to support students' rights to use restrooms consistent with their gender identity.
And the valedictorian of Pearland High School emphasized the importance of kindness and tolerance in his speech to
his classmates a few days ago. In Portland, "the three gentlemen who stood up to defend those ladies represent the
best of America," said M.J. Khan, the president of the Islamic Society of Greater Houston. In the same sense, perhaps
Pearland's emerging young leaders represent the best of that community. They have the chance to create a new
illustration: the Pyramid of Love. mike.snyder@chron.com twitter.com/chronsnyder
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Md. paved the way for U.S. religious freedom now under attack by Trump
Mark Shmueli
Last week, the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a Maryland federal District Court's decision that President Donald
Trump's most recent executive order, which bans from admission to the U.S. citizens of six majority Muslim countries,
is unconstitutional as its purpose and intent is to bar Muslims. The court held that the order, when seen in context,
"drips with religious intolerance, animus, and discrimination."
The Establishment Clause contained in the First Amendment of the Constitution prohibits the government from
declaring a national religion or prohibiting the free expression of religion. The 4th Circuit held that the Trump
administration couched its travel ban in the cloak of national security as a pretext to fulfill its goal of barring
Muslims from entering the U.S.
While the authors of the Constitution were guided by the Enlightenment and thus rejected much of the religious
zealotry of the Colonial era, they were also guided by by Maryland's bold action almost 150 years before.
Maryland stood out during that era as a beacon of religious freedom. Founded by Catholics under a charter granted by
the Protestant Crown of England, Maryland faced the increasing likelihood that it would have been yet another
casualty in the bloodshed between Catholics and Protestants taking place in Europe and in those places occupied and
colonized by Europeans.
The Maryland Toleration Act (1649) prohibited any Christian from being "troubled, molested or discountenanced for
or in respect of his or her religion nor in the free exercise thereof." Despite the fact that the act only protected Christians
and even called for the execution of and confiscation of property from those who rejected the Holy Trinity, it was
revolutionary in its day. The Maryland act served as the basis for later lawmakers to provide protection for religious
beliefs.
Throughout its history, the U.S. has relapsed into religious intolerance and thus directly threatened its own guarantee
of freedom of religion. It has invoked Christianity as a rationale for slavery and the genocide and forced conversion
of American Indians. The Ku Klux Klan crusaded throughout the U.S. for decades maiming, lynching and murdering
people of color with impunity under the banner of Christian nationalism. During World War II, Japanese Americans
were not only forcibly removed from their homes and interned, they were also prohibited from practicing the Shinto
religion and forbidden from possessing Buddhist texts. Instead they were encouraged to practice Christianity.
The murders of Sikhs, Muslims and others in recent years and the victory of a presidential candidate who has
been flanked by advisers and members of his administration who view Islam as an ideology rather than as a
protected religion, is nothing short of a direct attack on our nation's efforts to promote and protect religious
freedom.
In today's immigration "debate," the Federation for American Immigration Reform ("FAIR") - a hate group - has
ascended so far into the halls of power that its former director has been appointed by President Trump to the powerful
post of Ombudsman to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services.
While FAIR disputes that it is a hate group and contends that it merely supports "legal immigration and American
workers," the evidence goes elsewhere. John Tanton founded FAIR as he expressed his concern about the increased
"browning" of America. Today FAIR and other organizations have even returned to attacking the Catholic Church,
due to its attractiveness among Latinos and because of its call for humane immigration reform.
Almost 400 years after Maryland, in its modest way, lit the spark that ignited the Establishment Clause, we are now
confronted with the extremely dangerous proposition that Islam is not a legitimate religion but is rather a political
ideology to be feared.
This proposition not only mocks the Constitution but jeopardizes our security by forcing law enforcement to focus on
religious beliefs rather than on threats to the U.S. These views endanger our nation by turning neighbor against
neighbor and threatening not only Muslim families but also - as we have seen over the past two decades - Sikh, Hindu
and even refugee families from throughout the world. Last week's brutal slaying of Taliesin Myrddin Namkai
Meche and Rick Best for defending two teenage girls against the anti-Muslim terror of an armed white
supremacist on an Oregon commuter train provides stark evidence of the forces unleashed by the
mainstreaming of that proposition.
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While so far the courts have put a halt to Mr. Trump's discriminatory travel bans, we must raise our voices and fight
this travel ban and the targeting of anyone, including immigrants based on their religious beliefs.
What Maryland started and the authors of the Constitution enshrined, we must honor and defend today.
Mark Shmueli (mark@markshmueli.com) is an immigration attorney in Takoma Park, a former adjunct professor of
immigration history at the University of Maryland and a former member of the Governor's Commission to Study the
Impact of Immigrants in Maryland.
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Last chance to fix mosque mistake
Star-Ledger Editorial Board
A small group of Muslims blocked from building Bayonne's first mosque just sued the city, under a powerful federal
law that protects against religious discrimination.
City officials have not yet responded, but the lawsuit filed last Thursday makes a strong case that rejecting the
mosque violated the rights of Muslims.
We've seen how this played out in Bernards Township, which just settled a similar lawsuit this week, and
Bridgewater, which paid $7.75 million for blocking a mosque out of "anti-Muslim bias."
Yet the main point isn't that this can be costly. It's that it's shameful.
At a time when hate crimes against Muslims have soared to their highest level since 9-11 and even the president is
spreading vitriol, New Jersey should be going out of its way to be welcoming, to make clear that we stand apart from
this bigotry. Christians and Jews have nearly 40 houses of worship in Bayonne; Muslims deserve one, too.
Many people in Bayonne seem to feel the same way. A majority on the zoning board voted to approve the mosque,
and decent people spoke out on its behalf. But still, it wasn't enough, because a supermajority was required.
The three who voted "no" cited parking difficulties, traffic and "high density;" all non-issues, because experts from
both sides had agreed that there was plenty of parking and traffic would not be a problem. This is one of the least
trafficked areas of Bayonne, which is why the mayor's office had encouraged the group to locate its mosque here.
The Muslims chose a vacant warehouse on a dead-end street, strewn with trash and empty beer cans, that was most
recently used by a motorcycle club -- as its rented party house. So a motorcycle crew was acceptable, but not a mosque?
Then there's the lack of equal treatment. Two churches previously sought the exact same variances -- relief from
setback and buffer requirements -- and were treated much more favorably, this lawsuit says.
A Christian congregation that wanted to adapt a commercial building into a church in 2012 was approved; so was a
Coptic church that sought to expand an existing building to include a large prayer sanctuary in 2011.
Under federal law, plaintiffs don't have to prove that board members were influenced by bigotry, just that they treated
the mosque differently. That certainly seems to be the case here.
And while it's not the legal linchpin, the bigotry was alarming. Residents chanted "Trump! Trump!" at
hearings and publicly ranted about Islam, ISIS and Sharia law. A Bayonne man charged with a hate crime
vandalized a former Catholic school where the Muslims then prayed in a cramped basement, with vulgar, antiMuslim graffiti.
Fliers referenced Sept. 11 with the word "remember," and called for boycotts of Muslim businesses. They were
even stuffed into the mailboxes of Muslim schoolchildren.
The businesses targeted were owned by one of the plaintiffs, Khaled Aly, an Egyptian immigrant who started out as a
dishwasher at a well-known local bakery. Now, decades later, he owns that bakery, and co-owns a yellow cab
company. His fellow plaintiff, Abdul Hameed Butt, originally from Pakistan, has four sons who attended local schools
and all went on to earn advanced degrees.
These are immigrant success stories, just like those of the Irish, Italians, or Jews. Yet signatories on an anti-mosque
petition to be delivered to City Hall called their group "warmongers" and "savages who murder human beings."
The bigots are in the minority, but they won this round, and now everyone in town stands to pay for it. The longer this
is litigated, the higher the bill for Bayonne, which recently had to lay off hundreds of teachers. It may mean the
difference between a few hundred thousand in damages and a few million, as Bridgewater paid.
Let's hope they settle this now. Because Bayonne is facing a daunting legal fight, and this may be the last chance to
salvage its reputation.
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Current political climate likely radicalized attacker;

Who radicalized him? That question has been conspicuously absent from the discussion of the tragic stabbing deaths
of two Good Samaritans who tried to stop 35-year-old Jeremy Joseph Christian - an avowed white supremacist - from
harassing two teens of color on a Portland, Ore., train on Friday.
The stabbings, which occurred after Christian hurled ethnic and religious epithets at young women who appeared to
be Muslim, deftly illustrated two facts. First, not every white person is a racist, as evidenced by the brave actions of
Rick John Best, 53, and Taliesin Myrddin Namkai-Meche, 23, two white men who lost their lives while trying to stand
up for young women of color.
The second more troubling fact is this: White supremacists such as Christian who engage in terroristic acts don't face
the same question posed when the perpetrator is a religious minority or a person of color.
Who radicalized him? If we asked that question when it comes to white supremacists, we would have to point to the
leadership of our country, which seems content to protect religious freedom as long as that religion is Christianity.
We inevitably would have to point to the long record of Islamophobic statements both written and spoken by Donald
Trump, now and before he became president of the United States.
Trump - despite a Twitter statement condemning the stabbings and praising the Good Samaritans for standing up to
hate - has spent years spreading anti-Muslim rhetoric. Many activists argue that Trump's words have emboldened
white supremacists to engage in acts of violence against racial, ethnic and religious minorities. I agree.
The numbers say that Muslims, in particular, have seen an uptick in incidents targeting them, according to a
report by the Council on American-Islamic Relations. In 2016, during the presidential campaign, anti-Muslim
incidents increased by 57 percent, the report says.
While all of this can't be attributed to Trump, the man who now occupies the Oval Office has played a significant role
in exacerbating the hatred and bigotry that already existed. And he was doing so long before he became president.
As an ordinary citizen, Trump for years engaged in a campaign spreading the false claim that Barack Obama
was a Muslim born in Kenya. During his campaign for the presidency, Trump falsely claimed that a group of
Muslims in New Jersey danced in celebration as the World Trade Center fell in the Sept. 11 terror attacks. He
appeared on CNN and quoted a widely debunked poll from an anti-Islam group that claimed a quarter of
Muslims in the U.S. believed violence against Americans should be part of a global holy war.
But Trump didn't stop with false statements and fake research. He has also issued a stream of statements that
promoted violence against Muslims, and he did so when Americans were particularly vulnerable to the
language of hate.
After a horrific attack in which a Muslim husband and wife - Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik - killed 14
people in San Bernardino, Calif., during a Christmas party at Farook's place of employment, Trump called Fox News
and said, "The other thing with the terrorists is you have to take out their families, when you get these terrorists, you
have to take out their families."
Never mind that killing the families of suspected terrorists is against international law. Trump, in his own
words, believes Islam itself is the problem. That's why, in December 2015, he called for banning Muslims from
the country.
"Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States until our
country's representatives can figure out what is going on," Trump said at a campaign rally in South Carolina.
After he won the presidency, Trump tried twice to make good on that Muslim ban by targeting several Muslimmajority countries. Each time, the courts stopped him from implementing his unconstitutional ban.
Unfortunately, no court in the land can stop individual bigots who have been radicalized by Trump's anti-Muslim
rhetoric. The courts can only respond in the wake of the violence they inflict.
As a Christian, I am ashamed that our country has sunk to a place where more people won't stand up in the face of
anti-Muslim rhetoric. But I am glad to know that Best, Namkai-Meche and Micah David-Cole Fletcher looked bigotry
in the face and did the right thing.
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Sadly, men such as Jeremy Joseph Christian, who allegedly stabbed all three men, will continue to act on the hate
they've heard from the very halls of American power.
I only hope that next time such a man resorts to violence we will ask ourselves one relevant question: Who radicalized
him?
The answer could very well save us all.
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Homegrown extremism rivals threat of Muslim fanatics
Portland, Oregon, is known as the City of Roses. Last week, it was nicked by a thorn.
Two men were killed and a third seriously injured Friday after they came to the aid of two women who became the
target of an anti-Muslim tirade by an avowed sociopath on a transit train.
Jeremy Joseph Christian, 35, is in jail, accused of slashing the three Good Samaritans in their necks. Rick Best, 53, a
retired career soldier and father of four, died at the train station. Taliesin Myrddin Namkai-Meche, 23, a recent college
graduate, died at a hospital. Micah David-Cole Fletcher, 21, survived after another Samaritan came to his aid and
applied pressure to his wound. He is expected to recover.
Witnesses said the attacker yelled "Muslims! Die!" at the women, one of whom was wearing a hijab. The
women reportedly tried distancing themselves from Christian, who persisted with his insults. The men then
intervened fatefully.
Most of us think of a peaceful, quirky city when Portland is mentioned. Unfortunately, it has been a magnet for white
supremacists since the 1980s. Demographically, among cities with more than 500,000 people, it is the whitest. And
according to the Southern Poverty Law Center, Oregon saw the greatest number of incidents involving intimidation
and harassment per capita in the days following last November's election.
"That people feel emboldened to come out and show their racism and bigotry in that way is horrifying to me,"
Christopher Douglas, who stopped at a makeshift memorial at the train station, said. "It's a gut check for everywhere
- and absolutely for Portland."
The incident demonstrated again Americans are more likely to be attacked by a domestic terrorist than a foreign-born
one, a fact documented by the Justice Department. No fewer than 101 anti-Muslim groups have been identified by the
Southern Poverty Law Center. That's up from 34 groups ID'd the previous year.
According to the SPLC, anti-Muslim hate groups tend to treat Islam, the world's fastest-growing religion, as
a monolithic and evil political ideology. Forget that Muslims have two distinct sects and never mind Christianity
itself has more than 33,000 denominations. Many of the hate groups identify as Protestant, despite their obviously
non-Christian tenets.
The Portland attack took place the first day of Ramadan, a monthlong period of reflection for Muslims, in which they
fast, pray and focus on doing good deeds.
To suggest the young women on the train reflected a threat by just being there would be the equivalent of believing
the Ku Klux Klan, which professes to uphold Christian morals represents the ideals of all Methodists, Presbyterians
and Baptists. It's nonsensical. But knowing such irrationality persists should give each of us pause. Knowing it is
leading to violence is nothing short of alarming.
Thankfully, Best, Namkai-Meche and Fletcher represent the ideals reflected by most Americans. Their heroism is
being acknowledged by friends and strangers alike.
"He was always the first person you would go to for help," Kareen Perkins said about Best. "I've talked to most of his
coworkers today, and several of them said it's just like Rick to step in and help somebody out."
"He saw something. He did something. And that made sense to me," Jamie Beckett said of his friend. "Taliesin was
the kind of guy who made you believe that you can be bigger than yourself."
Three spontaneous fundraising efforts for the stabbing victims and their families have raised nearly $1 million. It's
quintisentially American.
To preserve that sentiment, is it incumbent upon each of us to fight intolerance, ignorance and violence - at every
opportunity.
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Federal probe opens after city rejects mosque
The Associated Press
BAYONNE, N.J. - Federal law enforcement officials are investigating a New Jersey city that prevented a Muslim
group from building a mosque, a rejection that the group said was motivated by religious hatred.
Matthew Reilly, a spokesman for the U.S. attorney's office in New Jersey, confirmed that it is investigating after
Bayonne rejected the mosque's application. The Department of Justice on Tuesday unveiled a $3.25 million settlement
between a different New Jersey town and an Islamic group - a deal that requires the town to allow a mosque to be built
after a similar zoning dispute.
The Bayonne Muslims filed a federal lawsuit against the city and its zoning board last week arguing that their twoyear effort to convert an abandoned warehouse into a mosque and community center was met by virulent attacks
against their religion and then unfairly voted down by a zoning board.
The zoning board in the working-class city across the harbor from New York City voted, 4-3, in favor of the mosque
proposal in March, but it needed a minimum of five votes to pass. Those who voted against it cited parking and traffic
concerns, although the Bayonne Muslims say that the building is in an uncongested part of the city with ample parking.
The Bayonne Muslims' lawsuit takes issue with the zoning board's reasoning for its denials but also lays out
the anti- Muslim attacks they were faced with after proposing the community center.
They say that included flyers calling for boycotts of Muslim-owned businesses with references to the Sept. 11
attacks and anti-Muslim graffiti on the walls of the church they rented for prayer services. Signs saying "Save
Bayonne" and "Stop the mosque" were displayed in town.
At one zoning board hearing, a group began loudly reciting a Christian prayer while a group of Muslim attendees was
praying quietly in a corner, the suit says. One person argued to the zoning board that the mosque should be denied
because people would become radicalized and kill people, while another said that the Muslim' beliefs should be
carefully examined, according to the suit.
WNYC-FM was the first to report on the federal investigation.
In the other case, The Islamic Society of Basking Ridge sued Bernards Township, an upscale town in central New
Jersey, last year, claiming it changed its zoning ordinances in order to deny the group's plans. The Justice Department
also sued the town last year, alleging it treated the group differently than other religious groups.
The $3.25 million is to settle the Islamic Society's lawsuit against the town, split into $1.75 million for attorneys' fees
and costs and $1.5 million for damages.
Through a spokesman, the township committee denied discriminating against the Islamic Society and maintained the
denial of the group's proposal was "based on accepted land use criteria only." It noted that the group's members have
used other township facilities to practice their religion for years.
A similar lawsuit cost nearby Bridgewater Township almost $8 million in a 2014 settlement.
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San Diego school anti-Islamophobia program leads to parents' lawsuit
Alex Swoyer
A group of San Diego parents are suing to try to stop the school district's campaign against bullying of Muslims,
saying that officials' plans go beyond anti-bullying and end up actually promoting Islam.
That, the parents said in a complaint filed last week, amounts to an unconstitutional promotion of a religion.
The school's plans include sending a letter to staff and parents warning about the dangers of Islamophobia, seeking
to recognize Muslim holidays in the school calendar, providing resources for students during Ramadan and engaging
in what the parents called "formal partnerships" with the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR).
The parents said the San Diego Unified School District has joined with CAIR to "set up a subtle, discriminatory
scheme that establishes Muslim students as the privileged religious group within the school community."
The school district didn't want to comment on pending litigation, but a spokesperson directed The Washington Times
to an op-ed in The San Diego Union-Tribune addressing the policy decisions.
"In San Diego, the local Muslim community brought its concerns to the school board. Their testimony included
parents and students who had been reduced to tears by the taunts of their peers," reads the op-ed by Richard
Barrera, president of the district's board of trustees, and Kevin Beiser, the board's vice president. "These meetings -still available for viewing online -- are truly heart-wrenching to watch."
It's because of these reports that the school board decided to take action.
"Our goal was not to endorse a religion, but rather to assure a vulnerable segment of our community that our schools
are safe places for them, just as they are safe spaces for all children," they wrote.
But the lawyer for the parents said singling Muslims out for special protections against alleged bullying is just
a false pretext.
"There's really no evidence that Muslims are disproportionally bullied," said Charles LiMandri, the lawyer. "The
bullying thing, we see it as a pretext."
Mr. LiMandri said his clients believe the curriculum is "going to be biased in favor of Islam and give a distorted
picture of Islam." He also said the pubic school district should not be working with CAIR because of the
organization's purported ties to terrorist groups.
"These are serious issues when you have an organization that is infiltrating the public school system," he said.
Lawrence A. Alexander, a law professor at the University of San Diego, said the lawsuit lends him to think it's "a
silly PC policy, as the plaintiffs allege, but that it is unlikely to be found to be an unconstitutional religious preference."
CAIR, based in Washington, D.C., promotes Islam and a positive image of Muslims. But the group also was named
as an unindicted co-conspirator in the Justice Department prosecution of a terrorism-fundraising scheme a decade ago.
CAIR didn't respond to a request for comment, but it dismisses "conspiracy theories" about the organization on its
website.
"Because of CAIR's high profile and very public record of principled advocacy of civil liberties, interfaith relations
and justice for all people, a small but vocal group of anti-Muslim bigots has made CAIR the focus of their
misinformation campaign," the group says. "Internet hate sites then recycle these attacks using a template-like style
without verifying the authenticity of the information."
Mr. LiMandri said he believes CAIR's politics and ideology are "inconsistent with our constitutional form of
government."
He said CAIR's definition of bullying would extend to a Muslim student taking offense at criticism about some
Muslim countries' treatment of women and homosexuals.
"What we don't want is to chill free speech so that people can't have discussion about these important issues," the
lawyer said.
But Peter Montgomery, senior fellow at People for the American Way, is skeptical of Mr. LiMandri's claims and said
they are reminiscent of "right-wing campaigns against bullying statutes" and "anti-Islam propaganda."
"I think that this fits into that sort of culture war rhetoric," said Mr. Montgomery. "I think there are a lot of nonprofit
organizations that provide curriculum and educational materials."
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IT WAS A HATE CRIME, SAYS MUSLIM VICTIM OF ACID ATTACK
INDERDEEP BAINS

THE victim of a horrific acid attack says he and his cousin were the random targets of a hate crime' because
they are Muslims.
Jameel Muhktar, 37 and aspiring model Resham Khan, 21, were in a parked car when a man threw a corrosive
substance through the window, leaving them with life-changing injuries.'
Mr Muhktar spoke out as police released a picture of a tattooed man, John Tomlin, 24, wanted in connection with the
incident.
The police said they were keeping an open mind' as to the motive of the unprovoked attack but added there
was no information to suggest it was racially or religiously motivated. But Mr Muhktar told Channel 4 News:
It's definitely a hate crime. I believe it's something to do with Islamophobia.
Maybe he's got it in for Muslims because of the things that have been going on lately. I don't know if people are trying
to retaliate. We're innocent people. We didn't deserve that. I've never seen this guy in my life. Why would anyone do
that to us?'
An emotional Mr Mukhtar described the moment the attacker knocked on his car window on the morning of June 21.
I opened the window and he had a clear bottle from what I can remember and he squirted it at us. I thought it was
water to begin with. I thought it was a practical joke.
Until my cousin started to scream. I was watching her burning. Next thing you know, I'm burning. The guy's run off.'
Mr Muhktar and Miss Khan, who was celebrating her 21st birthday, tried to drive away after the attack in Beckton,
east London, last week but the car crashed into a barrier.
He said: I'm burning, my seat's burning, my trainers are burning. The skin on her face is peeling.
This is happening within seconds. I've put the window up... driving blind I decided to drive into the barrier. It was a
really bad accident.'
The victims tried to strip off their clothes and were helped by members of the public who threw water on them. They
were driven to a nearby hospital where they received skin grafts for severe injuries to their faces and bodies.
The public are advised not to approach Tomlin, who is described as 6ft tall and of stocky build with tear drops tattooed
on each cheek.
Miss Khan said on Twitter she hoped the suspect was found and that she feared she will never look the same again'.
The business management student at Manchester Metropolitan University, had recently returned from an exchange
year in Cyprus and was looking forward to starting a new job.
A friend has set up a GoFundMe page to raise money for ongoing treatment for the pair, which has nearly reached its
target total of £30,000. Thanking people for their support on social media, Miss Khan tweeted yesterday: I am so
confident my face and body will be back. I can't wait to recover and have my hair and make-up done.
I survived an acid attack and a car crash. I welcome the job interview question, "describe a time you've overcome a
hurdle".'
Detective Superintendent Neil Matthews, of the Metropolitan Police, said: I would like to reassure the public that our
continued focus remains on finding the person responsible for this horrendous act of violence.'
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US Supreme Court set to rule on Trump's travel ban; If the judges rule to
allow it to proceed, its implementation would begin withinjust 72 hours and
put a stop to travellers from Syria, Libya, Iran, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen
MYTHILI SAMPATHKUMAR IN NEW YORK
The US Supreme Court is set to make a ruling today on Donald Trump's controversial travel ban on the last day of its
current term.The executive order had put a halt to all travellers from six Muslim-majority countries - Syria, Libya,
Iran, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen - entering the US for 90 days.
The Trump administration said the ban was in the best interests of national security.Mr Trump repeatedly said on the
campaign trail: "A complete shutdown of Muslims ... Until country's representatives can figure out what the hell is
going on."
The White House said vetting processes for visas and those attempting to enter as refugees had to be reviewed and
strengthened in those 90 days.The original travel ban included Iraq also. An exception was made after it was pointed
out to the administration thatseveral interpreters and otherswho aided US troops during the war would have been
barred from entering the US.
The initial order was met with thousands of protestors at airports across the country with makeshift legal aid clinics
set up in waiting areas for arriving travellers.Two lower courts put a halt to the revised 6 March order. The Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals in Richmond, Virginia, ruled the order was unconstitutional because it imposed religious
discrimination. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the largest circuit in the country, ruled that the immigration ban
required a more substantive national security reason than the White House provided. They cited Mr Trump's favoured
medium of communication, Twitter, in their argument.
White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer has maintained his message from January 2017: "It's not a Muslim
ban. It's not a travel ban ... It's a vetting system to keep America safe." However, on 5 June Mr Trump tweeted
that it was in fact "a travel ban".
A recent study by Investigative Fund at the Nation Institute, a nonprofit media centre, and news outlet Reveal from
the Center for Investigative Reporting found that only three of the 201 domestic terror incidents that occurred between
2008 and 2016 "involved a perpetrator or alleged perpetrator" that came from one of the six travel ban countries.
The Supreme Court is expected to decide whether to hear the appeal of the lower courts and fulfil the White House's
request that the ban be implemented while litigation is ongoing.If the Court rules to allow the ban to proceed,
implementation would begin within 72 hours. Though the order does not apply to citizens of the six countries already
in the US or those holding valid visas when the ban goes into effect, many worry people will be caught in the legal
confusion caused in January when the order was first implemented.
Should the full bench of nine judges rule to keep the ban on pause, the White House could still review the order and
issue another revised one.
Even if the court schedules arguments, 26 June is the last day of the current term for the court. Any oral arguments
will be scheduled after the 90-day ban and review period has already taken place. The travel ban could be rejected all
together as well. However, legal experts have said this is unlikely given the political leanings of each of the Justices.
Another issue at play on the last day before the summer recess is the rumoured retirement of Justice Robert Kennedy,
who is turning 81 soon. Though Mr Kennedy was appointed by Republican President Ronald Reagan, he has proven
to be more left-leaning on social issues such as reproductive rights, gay marriage, and limiting the use of the death
penalty.
His retirement would mean Mr Trump would have an opportunity to appoint another conservative Justice in addition
to Neil Gorsuch, calling into question landmark rulings such as Roe v. Wade on the right to abortions. Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, 84, has indicated no signs of stepping down from her lifetime appointment on the bench.
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Politics; Politics this week
Theresa May launched her minority Conservative government's slimmed-down programme for governing Britain
over the next two years. The speech, as usual, was read out by the queen, but without much of the normal ceremony.
The prime minister also used the speech as an opportunity to dump controversial manifesto promises on social care,
selective education and corporate governance.
A van driven by an anti-Muslim extremist rammed worshippers leaving a mosque in London's Finsbury Park
neighbourhood. Several people were injured and one subsequently died. The assault is the latest in a string of
attacks in Britain's capital.
Forest fires in Portugal killed at least 64 people and burned more than 26,000 hectares of land as temperatures topped
40°C. More than 2,000 firefighters were deployed to fight the blazes.
Emmanuel Macron's party, La République En Marche! and its allies, won a majority of 350 seats in France 's 577seat National Assembly. The opposition Republicans and their allies took 136, while the Socialists and theirs ended
with just 45. Three days later, the president reshuffled his cabinet after four ministers resigned in connection with
financial inquiries.
Donald Trump, America's president, said he would partially reverse his predecessor Barack Obama's opening to Cuba.
New rules will make it harder for American tourists to visit by obliging some to join group tours rather than letting
them travel as individuals. American citizens and firms will not be allowed to do business with Cuban enterprises
controlled by the army, including many hotels.
In Atlanta's suburbs, the most expensive race ever for America's House of Representatives resulted in a victory for
the Republicans' Karen Handel, who defeated the Democrats' Jon Ossoff, a 30-year-old film-maker. Ms Handel takes
the seat vacated by Donald Trump's secretary of health, Tom Price. Republicans have held the seat since 1979; a loss
would have been a great blow for the party.
An explosion at a shopping centre in Bogotá, Colombia's capital, killed three women and injured 11 people. The
attack happened on a busy weekend when many people were shopping for Fathers' Day. The government called it a
"terrorist act". Investigators have not named any suspects.
The ELN, a guerrilla group, kidnapped two Dutch journalists near Colombia's border with Venezuela. They were
looking for the Colombian mother of a child adopted in the Netherlands.
Spyware sold to Mexico's government for snooping on criminals has been found on the mobile phones of prominent
journalists and human-rights activists, according to investigations by the New York Times and other organisations.
Among the 15 people identified so far whose phones were infected with the Pegasus software are Carmen Aristegui,
a journalist who has been critical of Mexico's president, Enrique Peña Nieto, and employees of Centro Prodh, a group
that worked with families of 43 students who disappeared in 2014.
Saudi Arabia's monarch, King Salman, named his son Muhammed bin Salman as crown prince, putting him next in
line to the throne. The move marked a sharp break with Saudi tradition. The new crown prince is known for
impetuousness abroad (he backed a military intervention in Yemen). At home he favours bold economic reforms, such
as selling shares in the national oil firm.
An American fighter jet shot down a Syrian warplane that had been preparing to bomb American-backed rebels who
are fighting Islamic State.
Fighting resumed in the town of Bria in the Central African Republic, leaving as many as 100 people dead. This is
despite the signing of a peace agreement by almost all of the country's armed militias.
Islamic State (IS) fighters blew up the Great Mosque of al-Nuri in Mosul, Iraq, as government forces advanced on it.
The mosque became a powerful symbol for IS in 2014 when its leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, used its pulpit to
announce the formation of his caliphate.
The Catholic church released a report saying that at least 3,383 people have been killed since October in the central
Kasai region of the Democratic Republic of Congo in fighting between the government and rebel forces. The church's
research on the violence provides the most authoritative estimate so far of the number of casualties.
Otto Warmbier, an American student jailed by North Korea, died on Monday in his home state of Ohio, a few days
after being released. He was arrested in January 2016 for stealing a propaganda placard while visiting Pyongyang as
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a tourist. In March 2016 he fell into a coma for reasons that remain unclear, and was returned to America earlier this
month "on humanitarian grounds". Three American citizens are still in North Korean jails. Donald Trump said it was
a "total disgrace" that Mr Warmbier was not released sooner.
Islamic terrorists on the island of Mindanao in the southern Philippines attacked an army post and then briefly
seized a nearby school. The attack took place about 80km south of the city of Marawi, where the army has been
battling Muslim militants for weeks.
A prominent pro-democracy politician in Hong Kong, Cheung Man-kwong, was allowed to cross the border into
mainland China for the first time in nearly 30 years. After the crushing of the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989,
China blocked visits by some people in Hong Kong, such as Mr Cheung, who had supported the unrest. In recent
months it seems to have eased restrictions on some of them.
A controversial dog-meat festival began in the southern Chinese city of Yulin. The annual event has triggered
widespread protests by animal-rights groups in China and elsewhere because of the brutal way in which dogs are
sometimes slaughtered for their meat. Despite reports that the authorities would tone down this year's event, dead dogs
were reportedly displayed for sale on hooks.
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Islamophobia & the Catholic Media
Why give a platform to anti-Islam polemics?
When I went to Catholic elementary school in the 1960s, the Crusades were taught as a glorious fight against the
"Mohammedans". One teacher said the next great war would be about religion, which presumably meant that we boys
needed to be ready when called on to storm the bastions of atheistic communism.
That strain of the faith lingers in the anti-Muslim, Steve Bannon-style Catholicism found among some Baby Boomers
and their elders, notwithstanding the new direction the Second Vatican Council charted in 1965 with Nostra Aetate,
its document on relations with non-Christian religions.
And, according to astudy issued last week [.pdf]by Georgetown University's Prince Alaweed bin Talal Center for
Muslim-Christian Understanding and its Bridge Initiative, anti-Islam polemics find friendly platforms across
substantial segments of the Catholic media. Meanwhile, the study reports, nine out of ten Catholics have never heard
of Nostra Aetate, and only 16 percent surveyed in a poll said they knew about church teaching on Islam.
In Nostra Aetate, the council stated that the Church "has a high regard for the Muslims" and expressed appreciation
for the religiosity of Islam's faithful. "Over the centuries many quarrels and dissensions have arisen between Christians
and Muslims," the document reads. "The sacred council now pleads with all to forget the past and urges that a sincere
effort is made to achieve mutual understanding."
Since then, popes and others in the Catholic world, such as the Franciscan order, have steadily sought dialogue and
cooperation with Muslims. Pope John Paul II, in particular, worked tirelessly at it. Pope Francis has too while
challenging the claims of anti-Islam polemicists that Islam encourages violence.
The Georgetown study covers a lot of ground, so I'll focus on just one aspect: The attention it gives to the
prolific author Robert Spencer, who runs the hardline website Jihad Watch. Spencer's argument is essentially
that Islam is inherently violent.
He says Pope Francis was wrong for saying, "It's not fair to identify Islam with violence. It's not fair and it's not
true."Spencer argues that the pope was also wrong when he wrote in Evangelii Gaudium that "faced with disconcerting
episodes of violent fundamentalism, our respect for true followers of Islam should lead us to avoid hateful
generalizations, for authentic Islam and the proper reading of the Koran are opposed to every form of violence" (No.
253).
Further, Spencer counters John Paul II - who said Christians and Muslims worship the same God - by insisting that
Vatican II's call for dialogue must be qualified in light of earlier Church tradition, such as the teachings
ofPopeCallixtus III.
He says this pope pledged in 1455 to "exalt the true Faith and to extirpate the diabolical sect of the reprobate and
faithless Mahomet in the East".
You get the idea. Spencer disagrees with the thrust of modern church teaching on Islam and Muslims. He is part of
what the study calls the "Islamophobia industry", inflammatory to the point that the British Home Secretary's office,
then under Theresa May, barred him from entering the United Kingdombecause his views "foster hatred which might
lead to inter-community violence".
Nonetheless, according to the Georgetown study, he has a substantial Catholic media resume. It says he has published
books with Ascension Press and Catholic Answers; contributed to an audio program of St. Joseph Communications,
and was described by the National Catholic Register as the "foremost Catholic expert on Islam in our country".
Spencer was also quoted as an expert in an Our Sunday Visitor article on Islam and violence; wrote for Crisis
Magazine and Catholic Answers; has given talks on Islam and violence at the Franciscan University of Steubenville,
some of which were televised on EWTN, and was cited in Homiletics and Pastoral Review and Catholic World Report.
His book Inside Islam: A Guide for Catholics, authored with Daniel Ali, carried in the bookstore of the Basilica of
the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception.
The study concludes:
Some more than others have been featured in Catholic publications and venues in recent years, and one in particular,
Robert Spencer, has exercised influence in conversations about Islam on the national stage. Spencer and others who
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have been named as part of the Islamophobia industry have contributed to the production of content for an American
Catholic audience.
It is unclear whether Catholic publishing companies and media outlets are aware of these connections to the
Islamophobia industry. In any case, they would do well to examine closely their content on Islam and its authors.
In a time of increased Islamophobia, Catholic publishers and media outlets should inform their readers of authors'
activities and their statements about Islam, particularly if they have generated controversy.
In other words, the study isn't calling on any point of view to be repressed; it just asks media outlets to provide
appropriate context. Which, I would add, is their job.
I should disclose that in the fine print of the 146-page study, I found that my book The Saint and the Sultan: The
Crusades, Islam, and Francis of Assisi's Mission of Peace (Doubleday, 2009), was among the 100-plus books
surveyed. (The director of the Bridge Initiative, Professor John Esposito, provided a comment for the book jacket.)
The book draws a favorable picture of Islam - and I've always been grateful to the Catholic media for getting the word
out about it, and to the many Catholic institutions that have given me a forum to speak on Francis of Assisi's encounter
during the Fifth Crusade with Egypt's Sultan Malik al-Kamil.
I found that many Catholics are willing to listen.
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We should all be British first - leave religion out
SO yet another atrocity is perpetrated by a coward, driving his van into a crowd of individuals in London who had just
left their place of worship.
It probably is too late, but nevertheless the message needs to go out from all areas of the media that anyone living in
this country (legitimately) is British.
Not British Protestant, British Catholic, British Muslim, British Methodist, British Athiest etc etc, just British.
Let's dispel the myth that everyone must integrate with everyone for there to be harmony - it's a pipe-dream.
It's never going to happen. Look at the British communities in, say, Spain.
People live where they are comfortable, where the same language is spoken and where culture is understood.
This is what has happened over decades in Middlesbrough and which is mirrored all around the country.
But there needs to be a massive change in our mind-set. The coward who blew himself up in Manchester wasn't
looking to kill Christian infidels, he was just looking to kill.
The attack in London by three cowards was indiscriminate. A nyone of any faith could have been killed. The media
should stop feeding religious hatred.
This is not Islam versus Christianity. Then a revenge attack by Christianity on Islam.
Because that's the way these cowardly attacks are being reported, and that is dangerous.
Everyone of EVERY religious persuasion should get on the same page NOW, stop religious bigotry and start thinking
of themselves as British first and last.
NEIL HARRISON, Stokesley Reporter should be congratulated IN March I attended the Employment Tribunal in
which Karen Whitmore, ex Assistant Director of Organisation and Governance in Middlesbrough Council, was
claiming unfair dismissal. The decision reported in yesterday's Gazette showed that Karen's claims of unfair dismissal
had been upheld. I should like to congratulate The Gazette on its extensive, accurate and very fair reporting on the
tribunal, when it was held in March and in yesterday's Gazette.
Your reporter James Cain deserves a pat on the back for his diligence and his powers of concentration during a lengthy
hearing.
I am concerned that this was going on under the noses of the top rank of senior Labour councillors who control
Middlesbrough Council. Perhaps the mayor and his executive can comment on the result of the tribunal and give us,
the council tax payers of Middlesbrough, the reassurance that this will not happen again on their watch. I also think
that the mayor should consider his position. Surely the buck stops with him.
JOHN MCPARTLAND, Acklam Lesson for politicians throughout history DO those wishing to be elected ever read
history? 1945: our hero Winston Churchill went in to an election expecting to win hugely and lost massively, the
people spoke.
1950: Mr Attlee went in to an election expecting a majority and scarcely scraped home, a year later another election
and Labour were in the wilderness for many years.
1974: Two elections in one year, very similar to what is happening now.
I was too young to vote in 1945 though old enough to have an opinion. My father, a business man, was Tory but at
school one of our teachers told us about how Labour would rule if elected, a new age, new look for health and the
general renewal of the UK after the war ended. It looked good to me.
Mrs May went in to a snap election and failed, the people once more spoke For goodness have some for us, the UK.
an Empire, are long and I would say mainly young people who had enough of being told what to do.
Frank Now The Gazette letters are the usual mish mash of each party blaming the other and we head for another
election in the near future.
For goodness sake let us have some firm policies for us, the UK. We are not an Empire, those days are long gone.
France has just got itself a government that is looking after its own people. The party that puts us, the people, first will
get my vote next time.
Read your history and form your policies accordingly I say.
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FRANK P MEE, Stockton Nice union job in the bag for former MP ONE wonders what people will think reading The
Gazette (21.06.17) on former MP Tom Blenkinsop returning to what appears to be a newly created Community Union
job as a Teesside project officer.
This mainly steel union must have plenty of resources, to create a union job where we have seen several thousand
steel jobs disappear.
sake let us firm policies We are not those days gone.
P Mee To be fair, we have also seen other local past MPs, like Ian Wright and Ian Swales take up other jobs outside
mainstream politics. Jobs for the former political boys? BERYL DUNNING, Ormesby Keep those details coming
Joan!
INDEPENDENT councillor Joan McTigue asks if readers know who pays councillors and where the money comes
from.
Well I for one knew that the people of Middlesbrough paid them via our council tax, but had no idea they could pop
off on holiday for three months and still be paid! How many do this? As for being able to claim £400 to over £1,300
for chairing a meeting is incredible and ought to be stopped immediately. I thought Middlesbrough Council was feeling
the pinch after government cuts, well some perks have not been cut have they and my question is why? Keep such
information coming councillor McTigue because we the tax payers and voters of the town have a right to know.
MRS JENKINS, Middlesbrough ¦¦¦ I TOTALLY agree with Joan McTigue's points on how council tax payers' money
should be spent prudently.
I won't be listing any Labour "achievements" though, because I will vote for who has the best chance of beating them
while Corbyn and McDonnell lead them.
I believe I am fairly much on the same side as Keith Jackson over benefits - but stand by my point that all benefits
should be means tested, as long as it is in a non-demeaning way with no holding of payments while looked at.
P KELLEHER, Stockton
in to COMMUNITY For goodness sake let us have some firm policies for us, the UK. We are not an Empire, those
days are long gone. Frank P Mee
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Woman told to remove black hijab because it 'made her look like a terrorist'
LIZZIE DEARDEN
A Muslim woman is suing her former employers after allegedly being ordered to remove her black headscarf
because the garment had "terrorist affiliations". The estate agent, who did not want to be named, had been
working for Harvey Dean in Bury for almost a year when she says managers took issue with her hijab.
A complaint filed at the Manchester Employment Tribunal says the woman was told that moving from a back
office into public view meant "that it would be in the best interest of the business for her to change the colour
of her hijab, due to the supposed terrorist affiliation with the colour black". A colleague allegedly claimed that
the predominantly white and non-Muslim community around the company's office would "feel intimidated
and scared if they saw the claimant".
The woman, who had been wearing a black headscarf that left her face uncovered since starting at Harvey Dean, said
she was not prepared to change her attire for the reasons given. She says she refused again in a phone call and a
meeting held the following day with the male manager, who had allegedly brought coloured hijabs into the office for
her to change into.
Hours later, the claimant says she was reprimanded for sending a text message to her father. "He then went on a tirade
accusing the claimant of not working," read tribunal documents seen by The Independent. "The claimant informed
him that she was on her lunch break but he told her that he did not care [and] then proceeded to tell her to: 'Get the
f*** out of here.'"
The woman left the office and, after hearing nothing further from the company, submitted a letter of resignation the
following week. She claimed to The Independent that her objections to the order "fell on deaf ears" and left her feeling
unable to remain at the company. "I was shocked at what they were asking and the reasons they were giving," the
woman added.
The former housing sales negotiator said she felt "singled out" as the only Muslim woman in the office and claims the
company discriminated against her on the basis of both religion and gender. The tribunal complaint argues that her
treatment created an "intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating and offensive environment", and is seeking a
written admission that she was subjected to unlawful discrimination.
The case, which will be considered at a preliminary hearing at the Manchester Employment Tribunal on 20 July, could
result in Harvey Dean paying "aggravated damages" and compensation covering loss of earnings, holiday pay and
legal fees. "If I receive anything, that will be of secondary importance," the claimant said.
"What is of primary importance to me over and above anything is that this serves as a warning to employers that such
pressure upon employees is absolutely and categorically unacceptable based upon illogical ideas with no evidence,"
she added. "Young Muslim women, whether they attend schools, colleges or work in professional environments,
should never have to feel that they have to compromise their religious beliefs or water down their Muslim identity for
fear of intimidating people of other or no faith."
Zillur Rahman, an employment lawyer representing the claimant for Rahman Lowe Solicitors, believes the case is the
first of its kind in the UK following a landmark ruling at the European Court of Justice in March. Judges found that
companies could legally ban employees from wearing the Islamic headscarf, but only as part of prohibitions
encompassing all religious and political symbols equally.
"An internal rule of an undertaking which prohibits the visible wearing of any political, philosophical or religious sign
does not constitute direct discrimination," the court ruled. "However, in the absence of such a rule, the willingness of
an employer to take account of the wishes of a customer no longer to have the employer's services provided by a
worker wearing an Islamic headscarf cannot be considered an occupational requirement that could rule out
discrimination."
The complaint in Bury alleges that Harvey Dean had no such rule in place, noting that Muslim male employees were
allowed to wear beards and the company's staff handbook stated that it "does not seek to inhibit individual choice as
regards appearance". The company could not be reached for comment .
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500pc surge in Islamaphobic crime; POLICE FIGURES REVEAL RISE IN
ATTACKS, THREATS AND VANDALISM AGAINST MUSLIMS IN THE
WEEKS AFTER MANCHESTER ARENA ATROCITY
DOMINIC SMI THERS

ISLAMOPHOBIC crimes and incidents in Greater Manchester increased 500 PER CENT after the Manchester bomb
attack, according to police figures.
Hundreds of complaints about attacks, threats, vandalism, and other incidents directed against Muslim residents were
received by GMP in the wake of the Arena attack on May 22.
Muslim organisations - as well as individuals and families - now say they face daily harassment and abuse by those
who wrongly blame them for the actions Islamist-inspired Salman Abedi. Police in Greater Manchester have promised
to take tough action but say they believe the spike of hatefuelled incidents is only temporary. The new figures obtained
by the M.E.N. come just days an attack on London's Finsbury Park Mosque which saw one man killed and 11 injured.
According to official GMP figures, there were a total of 224 reports of Islamophobic crimes in the four weeks
following the Manchester bomb attack, until June 19.
Some of these complaints were later classed by police as hate 'incidents', meaning that while not categorised as
criminal the events were disturbing enough to be recorded. In the same period last year, there were only 37
hate crime and hate incidents reported - equal to a 500pc increase.
There was no official breakdown about the nature of the incidents. But businesses, mosques leaders and individuals
have told the M.E.N. about facing physical and verbal abuse.
The M.E.N. reported how a mosque in Oldham has hit by a fire bomb just hours after the Arena attack.
Tell Mama, an organisation which records Islamophobic crime, earlier this week reported a UK-wide increase
in incidents. A senior GMP officer has acknowledged the spike in hate crimes directed against Muslims in the
immediate wake of the attack, but says that in recent days the volume is now returning to similar, more expected
levels.
Assistant Chief Constable Rob Potts said: "Greater Manchester has a diverse population, with people from different
faiths and backgrounds and this is something that we are proud of, it's what makes us the city we are. We will not
tolerate hatred or discrimination of any kind.
"When a major tragedy occurs such as the attacks in Manchester and London, it is sadly not unusual for there to be a
spike in the amount of hate crimes, specifically against race and religion, but thankfully they do decrease again quickly.
"We continue to monitor the levels of hate crimes that are reported and it is essential that we remind people about the
importance of reporting when a hate crime happens to you, or you see it happening.
"Hate crime is often under reported for a number of reasons, but we want people to have the confidence in coming
forward as no one should be the subject of hate and intolerance."
In the wake of the Finsbury Park Mosque attack, GMP promised to carry out extra, visible patrols outside mosques
and other religious buildings in Greater Manchester. Mr Potts urged the public to continue to report any hate crime to
police or Crimestoppers.
Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime Beverley Hughes said: "There is no place for hate crime in Greater Manchester.
There is no excuse for targeting someone because of who they are or what they believe."
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Jo Morris: Condemn all forms of extremism
Joanna Morris
FINSBURY Park terrorist attack: 'It's a shame they don't hire out steam rollers or tanks, could have done a tidy job
then.'
World Refugee Day: 'If Germany had won WWII, I wonder how long it would have taken the SS and Gestapo
to get rid of the Muslim vermin? NOT LONG!'
The murder of a Muslim teenager: 'She had it coming. Good muzzie = dead.'
Syrian refugee dies in Grenfell Tower fire: 'One refugee down, millions to go.'
Muslim councillor urges his community to report potential terrorists: 'Muslim wan*er, send them all back, all
they are is trouble! Go and bomb each other in your own country.'
These are genuine comments gathered online in the wake of recent incidents, comments that represent the tip
of the iceberg in terms of the anti-Muslim, anti-refugee sentiment that is growing at an alarming rate.
It is difficult to articulate just how strongly I condemn such statements and the staggering hypocrisy and hatred they
represent.
In many such cases, those espousing such inhumane views are the same individuals who would decry the horrendous
acts of extremism linked to a distortion of the Islamic faith, those who rail understandably against the death of
innocents in senseless terror attacks.
Until those innocents are Muslim or migrant, at which point such speakers - still in the minority but growing in
influence -align themselves with the very values they claim to oppose and adopt a hateful and damaging rhetoric they
rightfully abhor in others.
As they protest controversial Quran passages on the grounds that they could be interpreted to incite violence, they
celebrate an appallingly misdirected 'eye for an eye' Biblical reaction to terror.
As they reject obscene celebrations of death and destruction from supporters of ISIS and their ilk, they in turn celebrate
and mock the loss of innocent lives.
Recent reports state that more than 100 mosques have been targeted and attacked in the UK since 2013, that
anti-Muslim hate crimes increased by 500 per cent since the Manchester Arena bombing in May, that since the
London Bridge attacks in June, authorities have received 50 reports a day.
Just this week, a man - reportedly inspired by a hatred of Muslims - felt justified in driving a van into
worshippers outside a mosque.
These acts are rooted in a kind of extremism that is creating a culture indelibly marked by innocent lives needlessly
lost or damaged beyond repair.
Such incidents attack a community that is already hurting, with those responsible using the acts of a minority of
extremists as an excuse to target innocent Muslims, contributing to building the kind of divisive society terrorism
cannot achieve alone.
The extremist factions of the far-right can all too often echo in strategy and sentiment the hate-driven agenda of those
they stand against and should be resisted equally as vehemently, treated equally as seriously.
Every terror attack linked to a warped view of Islam has been followed by demands on the Muslim community to
condemn those responsible, to do more to tackle extremism. It is only right that we all do the same, wherever it
manifests.
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Whether terrorists or not they are all common criminals
Leo McKinstry
EVEN in the bright sunshine the scourges of extremism cast their shadow. This week's lethal anti-Muslim
attack in Finsbury Park follows a trio of savage jihadist assaults in recent months, including the bomb massacre
at Manchester in May that killed 23 people.
As the catalogue of atrocities mounts the public sense of foreboding is compounded by the inadequate reaction
of the political class. The security forces may have done a sterling job but the truth is that they are overwhelmed
by the sheer scale of the problem, with at least 23,000 jihadists in our midst in addition to far-Right extremists.
Even worse the political authorities are hopelessly schizophrenic in their response. On one hand they use ferocious
rhetoric about a national emergency, declaring that we are engaged in a "war on terror". On the other they tell us that
life must simply "carry on as normal", a fatalistic attitude encapsulated by the London Mayor Sadiq Khan when he
said that terrorism is just "part and parcel" of urban life.
This duality does nothing to safeguard Britain. If we were really at war the Government would have imposed farreaching defence regulations, taken over civilian life and ordered the mass internment of extremist suspects.
IN May 1940 Churchill presided over the incarceration of all 73,000 German and Italian nationals living in this
country, as well as the entire leadership of the British Fascist www.movement.No one today would dream of such
drastic steps, not least because the curtailment of basic British liberties would represent a victory for terrorists.
But it is equally absurd to pretend that what we now face is "normal". There is nothing "normal" about a society where
a teenage concert is bombed by a suicide killer and white vans are used as weapons of mass destruction.
Yet the choice between a phoney war and phoney normality is false. There is a third option. We could stop colluding
with the terrorists by pretending that there is any political justification to their actions. Instead we could treat them
and their facilitators as nothing more than dangerous criminals who belong behind bars.
At present the habitual impulse of the British state is to look for a social and political rationale behind terrorism. But
this has proved disastrously counter-productive. It is a policy that gives a spurious legitimacy to mass murder and
promotes a climate of grievance.
It also feeds the guilt-tripping belief in the West that we are somehow to blame for the violence because of our failure
to combat global poverty, or provide good housing for all or show sufficient obeisance to Islam. Disgracefully, after
the Manchester attack, Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn implied that Western foreign policy was one of the culprits for
Muslim terrorism.
The same hand-wringing runs through many of the de-radicalisation programmes such as the £40million Prevent
initiative. These promote the idea that extremists are not really responsible for their actions but have been infected
with an ideological virus which the state must cure. The growing number of hardliners suggests this method is not
working.By concentrating on the criminalisation of extremists we can sweep away all this institutionalised
enfeeblement. The full majesty of the law should be applied. We should be asking less what motivates the terrorist
and more how long his jail sentence should be.
And there is a lesson from recent history as to how well criminalisation can work. During the Troubles in Northern
Ireland in the early 1970s the British government had tried a twin-track approach of imposing a kind of martial law,
complete with internment, alongside secret negotiations with the IRA to find a political solution. The violence
continued.
BUT from 1976 a new policy of "normalisation" was adopted whereby the paramilitaries were treated purely as
criminals rather than political fighters. While the British Army was gradually withdrawn, the Royal Ulster
Constabulary was given new resources and powers.
The architect of this was Roy Mason, the brave Labour politician and former coal miner who is the unsung hero of
the Troubles. When he took over as Northern Ireland secretary in 1976 he declared: "Ulster has had enough of
initiatives, White Papers and legislation for the time being and now needs to be governed firmly and fairly."
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His approach was a success.Within two years the annual death toll from terrorism had fallen from 295 to 80. The late
IRA commander Martin McGuinness once admitted in a back-handed tribute that: "Mason beat the s*** out of us." It
was the beginning of the end for the IRA as the RUC and British intelligence gained the ascendancy. The peace process
in the 1990s was effectively the Republicans' declaration of surrender.
The same could happen now if the Government focuses on criminalising the hardliners instead of wallowing in
sociology and politics. That means beefing up the police, Special Branch and MI5, expanding prison capacity,
lengthening jail terms, stopping the abuse of human rights by professional agitators and upholding the law instead of
allowing the spread of sharia.
Normality is achievable if our ministers can summon the courage that Roy Mason once showed.
'Stop looking for social and political rationale'
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Man armed himself with knives and body armour for 'war' with Muslims
Rory Cassidy
AN East Renfrewshire man armed himself with knives and body armour for the "war" with Muslims he
believes is coming.
David Kerr also spouted bile about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish in front of shocked members of the
public.
He threatened to kill Catholics and Muslims and burn down churches in a rant while on a bus in August last
year.
And, in January, he made inappropriate remarks about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish to a woman
in the street.
Police investigating his shameful antics went to his home on January 10.
And, once inside, Kerr showed them a drawer full of knives and body armour he had bought, saying he'd gathered the
items in preparation for the war he believes is coming.
He was arrested and charged, pleading guilty to behaving in a threatening or abusive manner by shouting
threats of violence against Catholics and Muslims while on a bus in Clarkston Road, Glasgow, on August 16,
2016, in breach of the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2010.
Kerr admitted breaking the same law on January 6 this year by making inappropriate remarks to Francis Carruthers
about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish in Busby Road, Clarkston.
He also admitted both offences were aggravated by religious prejudice.
And Kerr pleaded guilty to a third charge of acting in a racially aggravated manner which caused or was intended to
cause alarm and distress to four police officers in his home on January 10 by showing them his weapons and armour
stash.
Kerr admitted breaking the same law on January 6 this year by making inappropriate remarks to Francis Carruthers
about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish in Busby Road, Clarkston.
He also admitted both offences were aggravated by religious prejudice.
And Kerr pleaded guilty to a third charge of acting in a racially aggravated manner which caused or was intended to
cause alarm and distress to four police officers in his home on January 10 by showing them his weapons and armour
stash.
He admitted his guilt at an earlier Paisley Sheriff Court hearing, with sentence deferred for background reports from
social workers and psychiatrists.
Procurator fiscal depute Frank Clarke said the incident on the bus involved Kerr saying phrases such as "kill
the Catholics and all the Muslims, burn the churches."
He was reported by a Muslim woman who was on the bus.
The second racist incident took place when Kerr was in Boots the chemist in Busby.
He sat next to a woman on a seat in the store and then stood next to her a short time later when she was waiting for a
taxi outside.
Kerr made comments about Catholics, Protestants, Jews and the Irish, leaving her so uncomfortable that she called
the police.
Officers later attended Kerr's home in Busby and he showed them his 'war drawer.' Mr Clarke explained: "In the
presence of police officers, he ranted - this was the word used by police officers - stating 'all the Muslims entering
the country, we are going to war over this, look how serious I am.'
"At this point, he opened a drawer, revealing to police officers body armour and knives."
Defence solicitor Paul Lynch asked for leniency for Kerr, pointing out that his mum had died on January 2 this year
and he had been affected by her passing.
Sheriff Susan Sinclair opted to spare Kerr jail, instead placing him on a 12-month Community Payback Order which
will see him supervised by social workers he is already working with.
As she did so, Sheriff Sinclair said: "He may be entitled to these views but he's not entitled to express them - that's the
problem."
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Far-right extremists flagged to government terror unit soar by a third in a
year
LUCY PASHA-ROBINSON

The number of suspected far-right extremists referred to the Government's key anti-terror programme soared by 30
per cent in the past year, The Independent has learnt.
The dramatic rise can be revealed after Muslim worshippers were mowed down outside a north London
mosque in the early hours of Monday morning by a man driving a van in what police described as a terrorist
attack.
The suspected attacker has been named as 47-year-old Darren Osborne, a father-of-four from Cardiff, who
was arrested on suspicion of terror offences and attempted murder and remains in custody.
One man died at the scene and a further 11 were injured, but the attacker was not previously known to security
services. Eyewitnesses claimed he shouted: "I'm going to kill all Muslims," before making "taunting" gestures
and laughing.
Theresa May said the attack was "every bit as sickening" as the recent Islamist terror attacks on Manchester and
London and promised to stamp out extremist ideologies of all kinds.
The Government's counter-terror Prevent scheme - championed by the Prime Minister during her time as Home
Secretary - has been criticised amid claims it has focused disproportionately on Islamic terrorism.
But just under a third of all people being monitored under the Channel programme in 2016/17- part of the Prevent
terror prevention scheme - believe in extreme right-wing ideologies and are vulnerable to radicalisation, according to
unpublished Home Office figures. The figure rose from 25 per cent in 2015/16.
The spike in cases comes a year after MP Jo Cox was murdered by far-right terrorist Thomas Mair and follows a
dramatic rise in the number of hate crimes reported against black and minority ethnic groups and religions.
Tim Farron, leader of the Liberal Democrats, said a lack of government action to tackle the rise of the extreme farright has produced a "better climate" for attacks to occur.
"While all the rhetoric from the Conservative government has been about Islamic fundamentalism, it has
largely ignored the rising threat from white extremists who are every bit as dangerous and depraved as any
other terrorist," he said.
"Sadly I am not convinced that Theresa May even knows where to start when it comes to bringing our divided
communities together. Instead of being open, tolerant and united she is practising the politics of divide and rule.
Clearly the responsibility for terrorist outrages lies with the terrorists. But that doesn't mean government can't produce
a better climate."
Fiyaz Mughal, founder of Tell Mama, a group that aims to tackle anti-Muslim hatred, said there had been a "systemic
failure" in identifying the threat posed by the far-right in the UK. "It is high time judges, it is high time this government,
and it is high time the police start to really address this issue and accept it is not just 'free speech'," he said.
"We knew this was coming, I could have told you two years ago that it was going to be a mosque and it was going to
be Ramadan, we knew it and we have been lobbying and we have been pushing for this threat to be taken more
seriously."
The jump in the number of far-right cases being dealt with by Prevent comes after a record number of white people
were arrested last year on suspicion of terrorism.
Official statistics found 91 out of a total 260 people held on suspicion of terrorism offences were white - a rise of 20
from 2015 and the highest number since 2003.
White suspects made up 35 per cent - or one in three - of all terror related arrests in 2016, compared with 25 per cent
in 2015. Home Office figures also showed 41 per cent of people who were stopped and searched under anti-terror
legislation between 2009 and 2016 were white.
Ms May and Jeremy Corbyn visited the scene of Monday's attack on Seven Sisters Road to offer their solidarity to the
local community, along with Home Secretary Amber Rudd and London Mayor Sadiq Khan.
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Mr Khan said the attack, like those perpetrated in Manchester and London Bridge, appeared to be targeting a particular
community and was "an assault on all our shared values of tolerance, freedom and respect".
Shadow Home Secretary Diane Abbott said the Prevent scheme must now undergo a "complete overhaul" to better
encompass the diverse range of threats facing UK residents, including far-right extremism.
"There is a widespread distrust because it is felt that it targets just one community," she said. "Tragically, we see that
there are multiple terrorist threats facing us, including the far right, al-Qaeda or Isis-inspired terrorists as well as others.
"We know that a large proportion of referrals to Prevent involve far right or fascist terrorism, but it is far less clear
whether this is reflected in the charging or conviction rates.
"Terrorism affects us all. To be effective, counter-terrorism needs the support of us all. This means effective
intelligence ... it also means uniting all communities against our common enemy, the terrorist perpetrators."
Dr Paul Jackson, a historian from University of Northampton and an expert on far-right terrorism, said far-right threats
are often not recognised as terrorism as they do not always fit the stereotypical ideas of organised terror networks.
"People have a certain image in their head about terrorism - with Islamist extremism they think of Isis, of it being
directed by an overarching network, meanwhile the far-right doesn't have a single organisation that pushes people to
commit these acts," he told The Independent.
He said many of the far-right groups such as the English Defence League or British National Party had produced
"splinter groups" that hold more hardline extremist motivations. He believes even if there is not one single overarching
ideology, lone far-right extremists can "sometimes be really sophisticated and very engaged in violent political acts."
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When are we going to ask who radicalised the Finsbury Park mosque
attacker?
BASIT MAHMOOD

For years, Muslim communities and activists up and down the country have demanded that more be done to tackle
Islamophobia, and for years our concerns were dismissed as nothing more than being overly sensitive to criticisms
about their faith. Islamophobia was portrayed as a nonsense term: for some it was deemed logical and rational
to fear Islam and Muslims, to portray Muslim communities as the "other", the threat within. After yesterday's
terrorist attack outside a Finsbury Park mosque, in which Muslims leaving Ramadan prayers in the early hours
of the morning were mowed down by a van, we saw what can happen when Islamophobia is allowed to go
unchecked.
This attack didn't occur in a vacuum. For years there has been a rise in anti-Islam sentiment. After the London
Bridge attack, the London Mayor's office released a statement that said there had been a 40 per cent increase
in racist incidents compared with the same day last year, and a five-fold increase in the number of Islamophobic
incidents. Similarly, Muslim leaders reported a worrying rise in Islamophobic incidents following the
Manchester attack.
The question must be asked about the Finsbury Park incident, as it would be asked if the attack had been
perpetrated by a Muslim: who radicalised this person? Was this person emboldened by an increasingly antiimmigrant and anti-Muslim agenda in the right-wing tabloid media? Did he feel his actions were justified
because of the popularity of Donald Trump and Brexit? I've already been told not to "politicise" this attack as if it
weren't inherently political.
Don't tell me that Islamophobia doesn't exist, or that it's been overplayed by Muslims "playing the victim". If
anything, Muslims are wary of reporting hate crimes against their communities, fearing that their concerns
will not be taken seriously or that even if they are it will not result in a successful prosecution. Women like my
own mother are anxious of going outside alone, with news regularly coming in of hijabs being pulled off and
women being spat at. Yesterday we saw people exercising the very British right of religious freedom came under
attack.
It's about time the Government did more to tackle the dangers posed by those who whip up Islamophobic sentiment
that lead to attacks like these. For too long we have allowed a double standard to occur in which this type of extremism
is seen as the less dangerous counterpart to Islamic extremism, even though both are driven by the same motivations
and desires, a worldview that hates diversity and believes in asserting its own supremacy. Following Islamist terrorist
attacks, hate preachers and their ideology are interrogated, and yesterday's incident can be no different.
From America to Britain, attacks against Muslims are on the rise and if we can work together across borders to tackle
the rise of extremism, I'd like to know why governments can't work across borders to tackle the terrorist threat posed
by Islamophobic extremists. It is both dangerous and very real. This isn't just a time for bold statements: many Muslims
wish to see bold action. Those who played a part in the rise of Islamophobia, who portrayed Muslims as the enemy
within, should hold their heads in shame.
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'It felt like a war zone' Finsbury Park Muslims reel at targeting of
community; For some locals, the attack was a result of rising anti-Muslim
sentiment
Denis Staunton

It was shortly after midnight and still balmy after the hottest day of the year when a white van mounted the pavement
on Seven Sisters Road and drove at speed towards a crowd of people.
They had just left evening prayers at the Muslim Welfare House across the road after breaking their Ramadan fast.
"They were worshippers coming out of the prayer. A man took ill and they were trying to help him and support
him. That's why there was a large crowd. They were clearly Muslims and the guy was looking to kill as many
as he could. So he saw a crowd of people and he drove at speed towards them," said Toufik Kacimi, the Muslim
Welfare House's chief executive.
By the time Kacimi arrived on the scene, the van's driver, a 48-year-old white man, had already been restrained
on the ground by passersby, while an imam told the crowd not to hurt him. Kacimi described the scene, with
bodies on the ground and under the wheels of the vehicle, as one of madness.
"It felt like a war zone. Lots of people, the crowd, nobody understanding what's going on. A lot of police. It was
like you were in a war zone. A terrible scene. I hope it will never happen again and I hope Theresa May will
come out strongly and do something for us," he said.
'Got a shock'
Mona Mohammed lives in the street where the attack took place and she and her eight-year-old son were woken up
by the noise. Dressed in a black hijab and abaya, she held her son close as she spoke about how she came to Britain
from Somalia 13 years ago to find safety.
"This is the first time I've seen this. Last night when I've seen it in front of my door, I really got a shock. I didn't really
know what to do but I really got a shock. I don't really expect this in Britain, having this terror within one month. You
know, Manchester, London Bridge, today it's Finsbury Park. I don't know what's going on," she said.
"I don't know anything about this man. All I know is that this incident happened on purpose. They know that the
Muslim people finish their prayer at 12 o'clock. In that time he came to that area where all the people were standing
outside and he hit them on purpose."
A few hours after the attack, the streets near the scene were sealed off, with Seven Sisters Road blocked at one end by
three large police vehicles. One of the most diverse neighbourhoods in London, Finsbury Park has a large Muslim
community but it is still home to many Irish people, and to numerous other nationalities. It is perhaps best known to
outsiders as the home of Arsenal football club, whose merchandise shop wraps around the side of the local Tube
station.
"I drive for a living so I'm always in the area," said Hassan Yassin, a young bearded man wearing a white robe who
often prays at the Muslim Welfare House.
"It's a lovely community. It's highly populated by Somalis, it's highly populated by Moroccans, north Africans and
people get along. There's a lot of non-Muslims here as well. Finsbury Park is known for Arsenal and a lot of Muslim
fans watch Arsenal."
The Muslim Welfare House is one of a number of mosques in this area, including Finsbury Park Mosque across the
road. During the 1990s and early 2000s, Finsbury Park Mosque was associated with radical extremists, including Abu
Hamza, who was later convicted of terrorist offences and sentenced to life imprisonment. For more than a decade, the
mosque has taken a different direction and is regarded as a model of how to turn away from extremism. There has
been a sharp rise in attacks on mosques and on Muslims since the Manchester bombing last month and Yassin
said he saw some signs of heightened security at his local mosque.
"When I went to Friday prayers last week, I saw about three policemen outside the mosque and I thought, okay, maybe
that's needed, maybe the mosque was attacked the day before, or maybe it was just precautionary. At the end of the
day, no matter how much security you have, you can never be too safe. As much as we tell each other to be vigilant,
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or to be cautious, you can never know what's in a man's mind. You can never know why they are renting a van, for
example. They're not going to tell you," he said. Yassin believes that the way attacks such as those in Manchester,
Westminster and London Bridge are reported can serve to radicalise white right-wingers and inspire attacks such as
that in Finsbury Park.
Radicalisation
"What you do is that you push out the narrative that these attacks are actually from Islam and that in its
essence is radicalisation. You are radicalising young non-Muslims to hate Muslims. We have been saying for so
many years, every attack that happens, it is not Islamic. Muslims have actually fought for this country. Muslims
are in the police force. Muslims are in the army. So it's crazy," he said.
Yassin did not explicitly blame the media but other Muslims at the scene yesterday complained about the way the
Finsbury Park attack was reported. One man suggested that, by reminding the public of the link between Finsbury
Park Mosque and Abu Hamza, journalists were suggesting the community had brought the attack upon itself.
Mohammed, a young man who lives nearby and declined to give his surname, complained that early reports of the
attack suggested it might have been an accident.
"Because there was a white guy getting bundled into a van, it's just an accident. If it was a Muslim guy, if it was a guy
with a beard, he would have never survived today, no way. He would have been dead, 100 per cent, he would have
been dead. It's a white guy, let's take him prisoner, give him a chance, let's feed him. I don't care, I don't wish death
on him for a minute. Life is really precious, regardless of what religion you got," he said.
"You're always demoralising our name. For what? What have we done to you? Let's be real. When England plays any
team, we support England, mate. Come on, man. We're Arsenal supporters here, man.
"You guys don't see it like that. You just see it as Muslims. And Isis. The media is messed up, man. You lot portrayed
us like this. That's why we've got these crazy guys thinking these Muslims killed our f**king people. It's the hate
they're putting into the people."
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Bradford Telegraph and Argus
June 19, 2017

'Urgent' call for extra security around mosques after 'senseless and evil'
Finsbury Park attack
The Muslim Council of Britain has called for extra security around mosques, describing the Finsbury Park van
attack as "the most violent manifestation" of Islamophobia.
The council's secretary general Harun Khan said he expected authorities to step up security "as a matter of
urgency", adding many would feel "terrorised" following the incident outside the Muslim Welfare House in
Seven Sisters Road.
He said: "According to eyewitness accounts and videos taken after the incident, it appears that a white man in a van
intentionally ploughed into a group of worshippers who were already tending to someone who had been taken ill.
"We do not know how many were injured or killed, but our prayers are with the victims and families.
"During the night, ordinary British citizens were set upon while they were going about their lives, completing their
night worship. It appears from eyewitness accounts that the perpetrator was motivated by Islamophobia.
"Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia and this is the most
violent manifestation to date.
"Given we are approaching the end of the month of Ramadan and the celebration of Eid with many Muslims going to
local mosques, we expect the authorities to increase security outside mosques as a matter of urgency.
"Muslim communities have been calling for increased action to tackle the growth in hate crime for many years
and transformative action must now be taken to tackle not only this incident but the hugely worrying growth
in Islamophobia.
Many will feel terrorised, no doubt be angry and saddened by what has taken place tonight.
"We urge calm as the investigation establishes the full facts, and in these last days of Ramadan, pray for those affected
and for justice."
Mohammed Shafiq of the Ramadhan Foundation, a Muslim organisation which speaks out against extremism, said:
"I utterly condemn the senseless and evil van attack against Muslim worshippers outside the Finsbury Park Mosque
in London.
"According to eyewitnesses this was a deliberate attack against innocent Muslims going about their life.
"We should make clear that if this attack is confirmed as a deliberate terrorist attack then this should be classed as an
act of terrorism.
"The British Muslim community requires all decent people to stand with us against this evil violence.
"Rampant Islamaphobia has been on the rise for a number of years and those on the far right have perpetuated
hatred against Muslims.
"They should be called out for their hatred.
"The days ahead will be difficult, but with unity and tolerance we will prevail. We will not allow these far right
extremists to divide our diverse communities.
"Enough is enough, my condolences and prayers for all the victims and their families. They are in my prayers."
Labour leader and local Islington North MP Jeremy Corbyn expressed his shock at what had happened, writing on
Twitter: "I'm totally shocked at the incident at Finsbury Park tonight.
"I've been in touch with the mosques, police and Islington council regarding the incident. My thoughts are with those
and the community affected by this awful event."
Meanwhile, chairman of the mosque at Finsbury Park, Mohammed Kozbar, tweeted: "Our thoughts and prayers with
those who got injured and effected by this cowardly attack in Finsbury Park area, many casualties in the floor."
The widower of murdered MP Jo Cox spoke out on Twitter as news of the attack broke, saying that the far right and
Islamist terrorists shared an ideology and both must be defeated.
Brendan Cox tweeted: "Far right facists & Islamist terrorists are driven by same hatred of difference, same
ideology of supremacy & use same tactics. We'll defeat both.
"When islamist terrorists attack we rightly seek out hate preachers who spur them on. We must do the same
to those who peddle Islamophobia".
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Mother-of-two Mrs Cox, who represented the Batley and Spen conctituency in West Yorkshire, was shot and stabbed
as she arrived for a constituency surgery in Birstall on June 16 last year.
Right-wing loner Thomas Mair was given a whole life term at the Old Bailey in November after being convicted of
her murder.
The attack happened after a weekend of events as part of The Great Get Together, which saw communities across the
country get together to mark the anniversary of the Labour MP's murder with positivity.
London Mayor Sadiq Khan urged people to "remain calm and vigilant".
He said: "We don't yet know the full details, but this was clearly a deliberate attack on innocent Londoners, many of
whom were finishing prayers during the holy month of Ramadan.
"While this appears to be an attack on a particular community, like the terrible attacks in Manchester, Westminster
and London Bridge it is also an assault on all our shared values of tolerance, freedom and respect.
"The situation is still unfolding and I urge all Londoners to remain calm and vigilant. Please report anything suspicious
to the police, but only call 999 in an emergency.
"The Met have deployed extra police to reassure communities, especially those observing Ramadan."
Home Secretary Amber Rudd said: "My thoughts are with all those affected by the appalling incident at Finsbury
Park.
"I am in contact with the Metropolitan Police who have confirmed it is being investigated by their Counter Terrorism
Command.
"We must all continue to stand together, resolute, against all those who try to divide us and spread hate and fear."
Labour's shadow home secretary Diane Abbott, whose Hackney North and Stoke Newington constituency lies close
to the scene, called for police to review security at mosques.
She tweeted: "Terror attack outside #FinsburyPark mosque. Police must urgently review security for all
mosques #StandTogether."
Green Party co-leader Caroline Lucas said her thoughts were with the community and emergency services, adding:
"We will not be divided."
Muhbeen Hussain, founder of British Muslim Youth, said: "We strongly condemn this horrendous suspected terrorist
attack and pray for the innocent victims and their families that have been affected by this incident.
"I have personally visited the scene of the attack and spoke to many eyewitnesses, many of whom were quite emotional
after witnessing a murder and seeing many people being injured.
"There were also high emotions as many witnesses saw this as a deliberate attack on Muslims.
"Other reports even suggest that the individual that has now been arrested for the incident was taken under citizen
arrest by many of the Muslim worshippers at the scene and handed over to the police.
"I have also heard that this individual was shouting, 'I want to kill all Muslims'.
"In less than a month, we have witnessed horrific attacks in Manchester, London Bridge, Borough Markets, a tragedy
at Grenfell Tower and now this horrific attack.
"We as communities stood united in all of these difficult times and we must come together once more.
"I also urge anyone that has further information to speak to the police, so they have as much information as possible
to deal with the on-going investigation."
Rabbi Herschel Gluck, president of Shomrim, a Jewish neighbourhood watch group, was at the police cordon to show
"solidarity" with the community.
He said: "We have very good community relations here.
"(My reaction was) deep shock and deep concern about the ramifications of this terrorist atrocity.
"On one hand, I feel the people deeply appreciate our presence here and feel reassured that we are here with them, but
on the other hand a lot of anger and frustration that members of their community have been attacked."
Fiyaz Mughal, the founder of Tell Mama, which works on tackling anti-Muslim hatred, said there had been an increase
in anti-Muslim sentiment in recent weeks.
He said: "The way it works is pretty much there are very large spikes or spikes, we call them measurable spikes, after
major terrorist incidences, so Islamist extremist incidences create the largest spikes we see.
"We saw that very clearly after Manchester, a very high peak, we saw that clearly after London Bridge, we didn't see
it after Westminster.
"So the answer to that is yes, these peaks of anti-Muslim hate incidences reported in do go up in very high numbers
after terrorist incidences."
The chief constable of Greater Manchester Police has tweeted his sympathy for the community caught up in the
Finsbury Park attack.
Ian Hopkins wrote: "#finsburyattack such awful news. The victims & their families are very much in my thoughts and
prayers."
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It was less than a month ago that terrorist Salman Abedi detonated a suicide bomb killing 22 people, including children,
after an Ariana Grande concert at Manchester Arena.
French President Emmanuel Macron tweeted: "Thoughts for London and victims after this new ordeal."
London Mayor Mr Khan later told a radio station: "Terrorism is terrorism, whether it's Islamist-inspired or inspired
by others.
"London has been through an extremely difficult time, it's been a tough few weeks, but I'm so confident that we're
going to come through this, we'll be strong, we'll stay strong and we won't allow these people to divide us."
Mr Khan also warned about indoctrination of extremists on the internet.
In a statement posted on its website, the Finsbury Park Mosque said it "condemns in the strongest terms a heinous
terrorist attack".
"The van driver deliberately mowed down Muslim men and women leaving late evening prayers from Finsbury Park
Mosque and Muslim Welfare House just after midnight," the statement said.
"This is a callous terrorist attack, which coincides with the murdered MP, Jo Cox, anniversary."
The mosque's chairman, Mohammed Kozbar, described the incident as "a cowardly attack which is no different than
the attacks in Manchester and London".
"Our community is in shock, our thought and prayer with those who have been affected by this," he said.
The statement added: "Finally, our thoughts and prayers are with the victims and their families.
"We urge all attending mosques and going about their business to remain vigilant in this difficult time."
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South Wales Argus
June 19, 2017

One dead, eight injured after van driven into crowd near Finsbury Park
mosque
A pedestrian has died after a man in a white van drove into worshippers near a mosque and then shouted, 'I'm
going to kill all Muslims'.
The van driver, described by witnesses as a large white man, was detained by members of the public after the
attack in Seven Sisters Road at 12.20am on Monday.
The attacker struck as the area was busy with worshippers attending Ramadan night prayers at Finsbury Park
mosque. One witness described being surrounded by bodies in the wake of the attack outside the Muslim
Welfare House, yards from the mosque.
Another witness, who wanted to be identified as Abdulrahman, which is not his real name, told the Press
Association: "I managed to get the driver of the van. He wanted to run away and was saying, 'I want to kill
Muslims'. "So he came back to the main road and I managed to get him to the ground and me and some other
guys managed to hold him until the police arrived, for about 20 minutes I think, until the police arrived."
Abdulrahman claimed the driver said, 'kill me,' as he was held on the ground. He added: "I said, 'tell me why
did you try driving to kill innocent people?' "When he went into the [police] van he made gestures, he was
laughing."
Video posted online of the aftermath of Monday's attack showed a scene of chaos as people tried to help the injured.
One man could been seen giving CPR to a victim in the street while another man's head injury was treated with a
makeshift dressing.
People could be heard shouting and screaming amid the chaos and bloodstains were visible on the pavement. In one
video, a group of men are seen holding the suspect to the ground as they call for the police.
Eight people were taken to hospital and two more were treated for minor injuries at the scene.
The Metropolitan Police said the investigation of the incident is being carried out by the Counter Terrorism Command.
The force said in a statement: "The driver of the van - a man aged 48 - was found detained by members of public at
the scene and then arrested by police in connection with the incident. "He has been taken to hospital as a precaution
and will be taken into custody once discharged. He will also be subject of a mental health assessment in due course."
Some witnesses at the scene said more than one attacker may have been involved.
But the Met said: "At this early stage of this investigation, no other suspects at the scene have been identified or
reported to police, however the investigation continues."
The force also dismissed reports that the van driver produced a knife, saying: "At this stage there are no reports of any
persons having suffered any knife injuries."
London Mayor Sadiq Khan urged people to "remain calm and vigilant" and said the Met had deployed extra police to
reassure communities, especially those observing Ramadan.
Muslim Council of Britain secretary general Harun Khan condemned the attack and also urged calm. He said: "During
the night, ordinary British citizens were set upon while they were going about their lives, completing their night
worship. "My prayers are with the victims and their families.
It appears from eyewitness accounts that the perpetrator was motivated by Islamophobia. "Over the past weeks and
months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia, and this is the most violent manifestation to
date." Given we are approaching the end of the month of Ramadan and the celebration of Eid with many Muslims
going to local mosques, we expect the authorities to increase security outside mosques as a matter of urgency.
"Many will feel terrorised, no doubt be angry and saddened by what has taken place tonight. "We urge calm as the
investigation establishes the full facts, and in these last days of Ramadan, pray for those affected and for justice."
There has been an increase in hate crime reports since the Manchester Arena bombing and the London Bridge attack.
Prime Minister Theresa May issued a statement saying she would be chairing an emergency meeting on Monday
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morning and adding: "All my thoughts are with the victims, their families and the emergency services on the scene."
One resident told the Press Association he jumped out of the way as the van struck pedestrians. The man, who did not
want to be named, said: "The gentleman went straight down this road, people were just conversing, talking, just doing
what we're doing. "And he just came into all of us. There was a lot of people. I was shocked, shocked, shocked. There
were bodies around me."
Abdikadar Warfa said: "I saw a man underneath the van. He was bleeding. My friend said he had to lift the van. "I
was busy with a man who tried to escape. My friend said he said some words, but I didn't hear it. They (people who
were hit) were mostly young. They are very bad. "I tried to stop him (the suspect), some people were hitting him but
I said stop him and keep him until the police came.
He was trying to run away but people overpowered him. He was fighting to run away."
Images of the van showed it was rented from Pontyclun Van Hire in Pontyclun, near Cardiff. Finsbury Park mosque
was once infamous as the stamping ground of hook-handed hate preacher Abu Hamza.
But it was raided and shut down and later reclaimed by the local Muslim community, who have transformed it into a
place which actively promotes better community relations across faiths.
In 2015 it was the target of an attempted arson when a white man with a jerrycan full of petrol tried to light it and
throw it over the railings in front of the site before fleeing on a moped.
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Swindon Advertiser
June 19, 2017

Fear in Swindon communities following London mosque attack
Muslim community leaders have spoken of Swindon communities in fear following the London mosque attack.
Mohammed Ishak Mogul, chairman of Swindon Muslim Council, said he heard the news as he returned from midnight
prayers.
"I was shocked - very, very shocked. We've had incidents of islamophobia and hatred reported across the country. But
this is a very violent manifestation of islamophobia, which worries us greatly. Our prayers are with the victims and
their families.
In the early hours of Monday morning a man driving a large white van into a group of worshippers near London's
Finsbury Park Mosque. Muslims are currently celebrating Ramadan.
Witnesses said the man, who was detained by members of the public before police arrived, shouted: "I'm going to kill
Muslims."
Mr Mogul said: "This is an act of terror on British Muslims. People are right to be angry and take
precautionary measures. But you can't fight hatred with hatred. That doesn't resolve anything.
"We need to bring people together. In Wiltshire we believe we have a community spirit and we want to keep it going."
Kenyan-born Mr Mogul, who moved to Swindon in 2001 to open a factory for Motorola, says that Muslim community
leaders are working closely with the authorities to tackle hate crime - and a similar attack in Swindon is highly unlikely.
"We've had a few hate crimes, but we work with the community policing on addressing those. We try and combat it
there and then."
Wiltshire Police received 467 reports of hate crime offences in 2015-2016, including 23 where the hatred was aimed
at the victim's religion.
Kier Pritchard, Assistant Chief Constable for Wiltshire Police, said: "This incident will undoubtedly cause shock and
concern and we would like to reassure all our communities in Wiltshire that we will not tolerate hate crimes of any
nature. We are working closely with community leaders to ensure that we are doing everything we can to keep people
safe. Security measures at mosques and other significant sites are being reviewed and high visibility patrols for
reassurance are being increased.
"I must stress that there is no known specific threat to the county or to the South West region at this time.
"Following incidents such as this, there can be an increase in hate crimes within communities and we must unite and
stand together against such hatred. We have seen communities working together offering support to each other after
each of these attacks and this is the spirit in which we must continue."
Police urged people to report hate crime by calling 101 or online via www.report-it.org.uk.One person is thought to
have died in the Finsbury Park attack, which left eight people in hospital and another two requiring treatment at the
scene. All of the casualties were Muslim, the Metropolitan Police said.
Metropolitan Police Deputy Assistant Commissioner Neil Basu said: "This is being treated as a terrorist attack."
Earlier this morning the Muslim Council of Britain called for extra security around Britain's mosques.
Robert Buckland, MP for South Swindon, spoke out against the attackers: "My thoughts are with all of those caught
up in the terror attack in Finsbury Park. I am shocked and appalled by this senseless act."
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The Economist
June 17, 2017

Fearing the "suicide" of Europe; Europe's future
"EUROPE is committing suicide," says Douglas Murray in the opening words of his book. The British journalist
thinks cities such as London or Malmo in Sweden have been irrevocably changed by migration. European culture has
been diminished by a mixture of self-abnegation and political correctness, while declining Christian values have left
most western European countries unmoored. Strands of Islam, he feels, are bringing with them the kinds of prejudices
any liberal society should abhor. Terrorism, sexual assault and female genital mutilation are, in his telling, all on the
rise.
Mr Murray backs up this bleak vision with reporting from squalid refugee camps in Greece; from asylum shelters in
Germany; and from a conference held by the Sweden Democrats, a right-wing political party. The central event in the
book is the migration crisis of 2015, in which over 1m asylum-seekers from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq and elsewhere
came to Europe (most to Germany and Sweden). But Mr Murray's views have also been formed by four decades in
Britain. The Muslim population of England and Wales increased from 1.5m in 2001 to 2.7m in 2011.
The author does hit on some unfortunate truths. The migrant crisis of 2015 was unexpected, but also badly managed
by the European Union. Laws to combat anti-Islamic hate speech tend to clamp down on free expression, and worsen
the tensions. The policy of isolating anti-migrant parties tended to make them even more popular: when the Sweden
Democrats were first elected into parliament with 5% of the vote in 2010, other politicians "treated the new MPs as
pariahs". The party is now one of the most popular in Sweden, scoring 24% in recent opinion polls. In some places
the police or social services have indeed failed to act against pathologies in Muslim communities, fearful of being
tarred with racism.
The book would benefit, however, from far more reporting. Meeting an Afghan asylum-seeker who had been
tortured and raped by the Taliban, Mr Murray momentarily seems to understand the "generous instinct" that
led European politicians to welcome refugees two years ago. But in support of his idea that Islam has no place
in Europe, he lets fear trump analysis. He cites polls showing that voters worry about the number of
immigrants, but not those showing that people vastly overestimate those numbers. He is prone to exaggeration:
housing shortages in Sweden are "largely caused by immigration", rather than decades of under-construction; NGO
boats rescuing migrants in the Mediterranean do so "minutes" after they leave the north African shore (in reality, it
takes hours or even a day for refugee boats to be found, which is why around 5,000 died or went missing on that
crossing last year). He puts nearly all of the blame for the migration crisis on the shoulders of Angela Merkel, the
German chancellor, who in 2015 "opened a door that was already ajar".
As a result, he shows an incomplete picture of Europe today. Mrs Merkel was indeed temporarily damaged by the
migration crisis, with her poll ratings falling. But her party still looks set to win the elections this autumn, and allies
have won local elections, while support for a far-right party has fallen. Mr Murray argues that Marine Le Pen's National
Front, one of a handful of "thoughtful and clearly non-fascist parties" often described as on the "far right", should be
accepted into the mainstream. Yet Ms Le Pen's bleak vision did not convince France's voters to make her president,
while her party now looks much diminished. Mr Murray is right to point out that many European politicians have not
yet come to grips with how to manage migration in the coming decades. But Europe is a long way off from its last
gasp.
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Leicester Mercury
June 16, 2017

Extremists aren't welcome already
I write again in reply to Ray Newcombe, ("Time for radicals to be ostracised", Mailbox, June 13).
Firstly let me assure Mr Newcombe there is no need for him to apologise for his initial letter.
In fact, I am glad to have the opportunity to publicise the efforts of the Muslim community to combat terrorism.
Again, please note that vocal radical Isis sympathisers are being ejected from mosques and being reported to the
relevant authorities.
In addition, 130 imams recently publicly pledged that they will no longer perform Islamic burials for individuals who
carry out attacks.
Radicals are ostracised in both life and death.
The message to any misguided Muslim on a radical path is loud and clear - terrorism goes against the teachings of
Islam.
The Koran says (5:32) "Whoever kills an innocent human being it shall be as if he has killed all of mankind, and
whoever saves the life of one shall be as if he saved the life of all mankind."
On the subject of saving lives, you may be interested to know that in both Manchester and London there were many
Muslim doctors and nurses who worked alongside colleagues to treat the victims of these atrocities.
Sadly, some of these same Muslim heroes became the victims of racist and Islamophobic abuse.
It is a sad fact that ignorance and hatred exists in every community.
The murder of MP Jo Cox by white supremacist Thomas Mair is another shocking and horrifying example of this
hate.
Thankfully, love and humanity is also present in all communities and hopefully these unifying factors can bring about
understanding, respect and positive change which benefits all.
Name and address supplied.
Ray Newcombe makes simplistic and unhelpful statements on terrorism and Islam, pointing the finger at
mosques as breeding grounds for terrorists.
Often the witnesses have reported hearing the words "Allah hu Akbar" during an attack.
This utterance is commonly interpreted as the command from the holy book to kill.
In all cultures, there are believers who, when embarking on a "mission", would pray for a successful outcome, which
is not the same as a command from the holy book. There is a stark difference.
It is impossible for the security service to detect and preempt any civilian attack.
Despite the highest level of security, we had the Brighton bombing to destroy the Tory government of Mrs Thatcher.
As a non-Muslim, I have visited a local mosque to see for myself. All I saw was hospitality and faith.
May I suggest Mr Newcombe to invite himself to any mosque to educate himself with the reality.
Subhash Varambhia, Leicester.
I write with regards the future of Leicester City FC and the possibility of a new stadium beyond the city limits.
Manchester United, strictly speaking, play in Salford, not the city of Manchester, so why don't City cross the border
into Braunstone Town / Enderby?
True, the stadium where it is holds fantastic memories for many.
For a team, at this moment in time, known as Leicester City FC, contemplating its future in 2017, shouldn't we all be
thinking big?
The owners have the ability.
Leicester has been one of the fastest growing cities in the British Isles.
On the map Leicester could be described as Greater Leicester, such is the growth of neighbouring villages joining and
linking in conurbation type fashion.
We have changed over the decades and continue to evolve.
Is the time not right now to up sticks and build a brand new stadium from scratch, perhaps near Fosse Park?
If Leicester want to be more than a flash in the pan and keep up with the giants of British, European and world football,
now this is the moment where we should build a brand-new stadium fit for purpose for at least the next 50 years or so.
The goliaths of this world can have an Achilles heel and we must not be afraid to prove to ourselves what we can do
as a club or individually.
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There was many a tear shed and laugh when we made history proving that, against all the odds, magnificence can be
gained for those who face adversity.
We need our story to twist and turn off the M1 Leicestershire to ensure the Leicester City glory continues well into
the 21st century and beyond.
Mark James, Leicester.
I was an enthusiastic supporter of Tony and Julie Wadsworth on BBC Radio Leicester, particularly the Sunday
morning Clueless show.
This had a strong following as they were always friendly to listeners and participants.
They showed a good rapport as presenters, with a great sense of humour.
The verdict in the Wadsworth trial shows just how past misdemeanours can come back to haunt people.
It was even more disappointing that they denied the charges throughout, leading to daily detailed reports of their past
activities.
Perhaps they enjoyed this last bit of publicity?
What a terrible downfall for two successful and likeable people.
Jeff Rosenthal, Bushby.
First of all, a big thank you to all UKIP candidates, activists and voters who took part in the General Election last
week.
The election is over and now is the time to deliver the will of the people and not allow a watering-down of Brexit.
The people voted last year to leave the EU and UKIP is as important as ever in helping to ensure their wishes are
followed through - there must be no back-sliding.
Far from being finished, UKIP is re-energised and ready to fight on. We will be the guard dogs for Brexit - of that you
can be sure.
Margot Parker, UKIP MEP for the East Midlands.
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The Observer (London)
June 11, 2017

Stop fretting over religious sensitivities. We must push hard against Islamists;
It was fine in theory to defend the right of extremists to free speech. But this
left them widely uncontested
Sara Khan

In this time of political uncertainty, we can be certain about one issue. The battle against Islamist extremism is
one we are losing. News of 23,000 jihadis living in Britain, each considered to pose at least a "residual risk",
indicates the breathtaking scale of the challenge facing us. The horse, as they say, has well and truly bolted.
We need to learn lessons from previous mistakes, including our comatose response to growing religious
fundamentalism. Yet the truth is we remain blind to the facts. With our liberal blessings, extremist preachers are free
to promote their hatred, virtually unchallenged. Anjem Choudary radicalised hundreds, if not thousands of Muslims
freely over 20 years. As a result, he influenced more than 100 Britons to carry out or attempt to carry out terrorist
attacks at home and abroad.
We defended the right of extremists to free speech in the belief that the most effective way of undermining them was
for us to counter their speech. This was nice in theory; there was, however, one rather large problem. Apart from a
handful of people, no one did counter them. And those who did were promptly labelled "Islamophobes."
Fully exploiting the uncontested space we provided them, extremists promoted their supremacist, hate-filled ideology
to thousands of Muslims on satellite channels, through social media, on campuses and community events, day in, day
out. In the battle of ideas, deconstructing their ideological world view was then and remains now one of our greatest
failures. And fail we did - collectively, as Muslim institutions, human rights organisations, anti-racist groups and
governments.
While the Muslim Council of Britain perfected the art of issuing press statements, it did nothing to push back on such
poisonous teachings. For 10 years, my organisation Inspire, in an attempt to build resilience to extremism in Muslim
families, taught theological counter-narratives to extremist ideology. The response I heard from hundreds of Muslim
mothers was the same. No one has taught us this before and no one has taught our children it either. What was apparent
is that the weak "community" defence system would not be able to hold back the tidal wave of extremist propaganda.
As extremists continue to radicalise people, we, however, are still flapping our hands over what we even define as
extremism. Extremism has never been just about violence. Inciting hatred, discrimination and supremacist ideals for
political, religious or ideological causes should be considered extreme in a 21st-century Britain which aspires to
establish a culture based on equality, human rights and a pluralistic outlook. Yet thousands of videos of extremists
such as Abu Haleema who seek to radicalise remain online.
Our inability to recognise the ideological nature of the beast, in particular Salafist, Islamist and Barelviinspired extremism, meant we never fully understood who the key extremist groups, websites and preachers
were. We lack the essential insight into the activism of these groups and their influence among British Muslims.
Instead of recognising the diverse picture, we blindly continue to lump all 3 million Muslims - the good, bad and ugly
- all under the mythical banner of a "Muslim community". This serves the interests not of the ordinary Muslim, but of
the extremists who hide behind this same banner. As a result, we continue to legitimise the voices we should be calling
out.
Take Sky News for example. Last week, it invited Dilly Hussain of the Islamist-run website 5Pillars to take part in a
discussion on how we should tackle Islamist extremism. Hussain has expressed his support for key 20th-century jihadi
ideologues including Sayyid Qutb and Abdullah Azzam. Qutb's book Milestones became the blueprint for modernday Islamist extremist ideologies and influenced Osama bin Laden. Azzam is a pivotal ideologue in shaping the alQaida network. Yet despite this, you may want to ask why is it 5Pillars has more than 184,000 likes on Facebook
alone? Yet here was Sky News asking an Islamist sympathiser how we should tackle Islamist extremism.
So what do we need to do? Inevitably, a huge responsibility falls on Muslim faith leaders and institutions in our
country. Statements condemning terror attacks do not reduce the Islamist threat we face, nor address the
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challenge of 23,000 jihadis. They have a religious obligation to build resilience in teaching young Muslims
theological counter-narratives to extremist ideology, while promoting a contextualised understanding of Islam
in the UK and amplifying such teachings to the masses both in the online and offline space.
We must provide platforms for young people to air their grievances, whether they are concerns around anti-Muslim
prejudice or foreign policy and challenge wild anti-western conspiracy theories. It is vital that we hammer home the
message that violence and terrorism, no matter what grievances the terrorists claim to hold, is never justified in Islam.
Crucially, Muslim activists and scholars must weed out the extremists in our midst who justify their beliefs in the
"name of Islam." As one scholar said last week, it's time we #CallEmOut.
Second, we need to start investing in grassroots Muslim counter-extremism organisations. At the moment, these lack
essential funding and resources. Philanthropies and charities have a social responsibility to support Muslims who are
on the frontline. A disastrous combination of muddled thinking about political correctness and a risk- averse outlook
has acted as an obstacle.
Government must do more to explain the threat emanating from Islamist terrorism and build trust among Muslims so
we work together in countering the extremists. This work should be supplemented with broader government strategies
that empower communities through programmes of engagement, inclusion and integration.
Investing and reinvigorating a civil society movement based on our shared values is desperately needed to push back
against the extremists. This requires all of us to defend our values over and above political correctness or religious
sensibilities, to help build the united Britain we all want. We have already lost too much ground to Islamist extremists.
We will continue to do so unless we urgently step up to the mark.
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Christianity is considered fair game for attack ... so why is criticism of
Muslims always 'Islamophobic'?; SATURDAY OPINION
David Quinn

It is time to put the Catholic Church "in the dustbin, where it belongs", Left-wing TD Brid Smith announced in the
Dail last week. There are strong echoes here of former US President Ronald Reagan, who once memorably said
communism belonged in "the dustbin of history".
There was barely a murmur of protest in response to Ms Smith's statement. Approached by The Irish Catholic
newspaper, Micheal Martin said it was an example of "intolerant populism". It was at least that.
If Ms Smith had said it was time to put Islam "in the dustbin, where it belongs", the denunciation of her fellow
politicians and the commentariat generally would be ringing in her ears. She would be asked on to radio shows to
defend herself against her accusers.
But she would never say such a thing about Islam - and it would not be out of fear of retaliation by a jihadist. It would
be out of concern for the Muslim community as a minority. Catholicism is not considered a minority - even in Britain,
where Catholics are in a minority. It is considered fair game (as is Christianity) for every kind of attack, no matter
how extreme, whereas almost any criticism of Islam is condemned "Islamophobic".
This is how political correctness works. Its defensible wish to defend anything it considers to be a minority spills over
very quickly into a wish to defend minorities even from justifiable criticism, as well as the silencing of critics as
"bigots" of one kind or another.
Worse than this, it has led to cover-ups of the most appalling crimes and abuses by minorities. Voter fraud in Tower
Hamlets in London was covered up by the authorities, because those responsible belonged to an ethnic minority.
On a much worse level, the systematic sexual abuse and rape of hundreds of young teenager girls in towns like
Rotherham and Rochdale, dramatised recently in the BBC series Three Girls, was also covered up because the guilty
parties were mainly of Pakistani origin.
This is reminiscent of the cover-ups by the Catholic Church. We cover things up when we don't want our reputations
damaged, or the reputations of whatever it is we respect or revere.
Racial and religious minorities, especially Muslims, are currently placed above almost all criticism and
anything that might subject these minorities to criticism is covered up and those who would throw a light on
abuses are silenced and demonised.
But the terrorist atrocities carried out in London, Manchester, Paris, Brussels, Berlin etc are linked to a
particular religion, namely Islam. All of the terrorists in these cases say that they were acting on behalf of Islam.
Are Buddhists or Christians or Hindus terrorising our cities like this? "Islamophobia" is now considered an
even greater sin than anti-Semitism. This is why the targeting of synagogues and Jewish graveyards, and Jews
themselves, by Islamist fanatics does not draw the ire it should, nor does the routine and revolting depiction of
Jews in the Middle East.
Jews are a vastly smaller minority than Muslims, but despite the Holocaust, and despite the growing number of attacks
on Jews in Europe, they are considered to be a less vulnerable minority than Muslims. This, I think, is because of the
existence of the state of Israel, which is a far bigger bogeyman for the Left than Isis, never mind Hamas, or Hezbollah.
Islam will never be vilified the way Catholicism and Christianity are. The misdeeds of Christians are held against all
Christians, and many people are angrier by far at wrongs committed by the Church decades, or even centuries ago
than at what is being done today in the name of Islam.
Anything bad that happens in the name of Islam is an "aberration", a "perversion" of the faith, not "true
Islam". The more terrorist attacks are carried out in the name of Islam, the more we are told Islam is a "religion
of peace" and the very name Islam means "peace", when in fact it means "submission", as in submission to the
will of God. In any event, even though it is true that Isis is a perversion of Islam, can the same be said of Saudi
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Arabia, or Iran? These are the leading Sunni and Shia countries respectively and both enforce very harsh
versions of Sharia law.
Both export radical, violent versions of their respective versions of Islam, as the Soviet Union once exported violent,
socialist revolution.
Are Saudi Arabia and Iran "aberrations", because if they are, then a very great deal of Islam in the present age is an
"aberration".
The truth is that Islam is in need of reform. Muslims need to tell us whether Sharia law can be reformed in such a way
that apostates from Islam, or blasphemers, or adulterers, are not subject to the death penalty, as they are in some
countries. They must tell us whether Saudi Arabia's attitude to women is an aberration, or a true expression of Islam.
Above all, ordinary Muslims must take the lead in stamping out Muslim radicalism. This means not simply stamping
out the violence, it also means ensuring that in the Muslim communities of the West, only moderate versions of Islam,
compatible with broad Western values, take root and nothing else.
Radical Islam is what must be defeated.
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It's telling that we excuse Islam's 'aberrations', but not the Church's
David Quinn

IT IS time to put the Catholic Church "in the dustbin, where it belongs", left-wing TD Bríd Smith announced
in the Dáil last week. There are strong echoes here of former US president Ronald Reagan, who once
memorably said communism belonged in the dustbin of history.
There was barely a murmur of protest in response to Ms Smith's statement. Approached by 'The Irish Catholic'
newspaper, Micheál Martin said it was an example of "intolerant populism". It was at least that. If Ms Smith had
said it was time to put Islam "in the dustbin where it belongs", the denunciation of her fellow politicians, and the
commentariat generally, would be ringing in her ears. She would be asked on to radio shows to defend herself against
her accusers.
But she would never say such a thing about Islam, and it would not be out of fear of retaliation by a jihadist. It
would be out of concern for the Muslim community as a minority. Catholicism is not considered a minority
even in countries like Britain where Catholics are in a minority. It is considered fair game (as is Christianity)
for every kind of attack, no matter how extreme, whereas almost any criticism of Islam is condemned as
'Islamophobic'.
This is how political correctness works. Its defensible wish to defend anything it considers to be a minority spills over
very quickly into a wish to defend minorities even from justifiable criticism, as well as the silencing of critics as
'bigots' of one kind or another.
Worse than this, it has led to cover-ups of the most appalling crimes and abuses by minorities. Voter fraud in Tower
Hamlets in London was covered up by the authorities because those responsible belonged to an ethnic minority.
On a much worse level, the systematic sexual abuse and rape of hundreds of young teenage girls in British towns like
Rotherham and Rochdale, dramatised very recently in the BBC series 'Three Girls', was also covered up because the
guilty parties were mainly of Pakistani origin.
This is reminiscent of the coverups by the Catholic Church. We cover things up when we don't want our reputations
damaged, or the reputations of whatever it is we respect or revere.
Racial and religious minorities, especially Muslims, are currently placed above almost all criticism and anything that
might subject these minorities to criticism is covered up and those who would throw a light on abuses are silenced and
demonised.
Garda Commissioner Nóirín O'Sullivan this week declared that "we should not link terrorism with any specific
religion". This is classic PC-speak, a refusal to look something in the face and call it what it is. The Commissioner
spoke the opposite of the truth. The terrorist atrocities carried out in London, Manchester, Paris, Brussels,
Berlin etc are linked to a particular religion, namely Islam. All of the terrorists in these cases were acting on
behalf of Islam. Are Buddhists or Christians or Hindus terrorising our cities like this? 'Islamophobia' is now
considered an even greater sin than anti-Semitism. This is why the targeting of synagogues and Jewish
graveyards, and Jews themselves, by Islamist fanatics does not draw the ire it should, nor does the routine and
revolting depiction of Jews in the Middle East.
Jews are a vastly smaller minority than Muslims, but despite the Holocaust, and despite the growing number of attacks
on Jews in Europe, they are considered to be a less vulnerable minority than Muslims. This, I think, is because of the
existence of the state of Israel, which is a far bigger bogeyman for the left than Isil, never mind Hamas or Hezbollah.
(How many anti-Isil demonstrations has the left in Ireland ever organised?) Islam will never be vilified the way
Catholicism and Christianity are. The misdeeds of Christians are held against all Christians, and many people are
angrier by far at wrongs committed by the Church decades, or even centuries ago than at what is being done today in
the name of Islam.
Anything bad that happens in the name of Islam is an 'aberration', a 'perversion' of the faith, not 'true Islam'. The more
terrorist attacks are carried out in the name of Islam, the more we are told Islam is a 'religion of peace', and the very
name Islam means 'peace', when in fact it means 'submission', as in submission to the will of God.
One commentator this week told us, in effect, to get used to terrorism. Islam wasn't even mentioned in the article.
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Ms Smith made her comment about the Church in the context of an exchange in the Dáil about the mother and baby
homes. What happened in those places is considered a true manifestation of Catholicism, which is why the Church
must be destroyed.
It will be said that these places were run by nuns, who are official representatives of the Church, which is true. But
where did Jesus say, 'cast the first stone'? Didn't he tell us not to cast the first stone? Mother and baby homes existed
in Britain, in America, in Social Democratic Sweden where unmarried mothers were also treated appallingly until the
1960s or so. Was this a true expression of social democracy, or an aberration? In any event, even though it is true that
Isil is a perversion of Islam, can the same be said of Saudi Arabia or Iran? These are the leading Sunni and Shia
countries respectively and both enforce very harsh versions of Sharia law. Both export radical, violent versions of
their respective versions of Islam, as the Soviet Union once exported violent, socialist revolution.
Are Saudi Arabia and Iran 'aberrations' because if they are, then a very great deal of Islam in the present age is an
'aberration'.
The truth is that Islam is in need of reform. Muslims need to tell us whether Sharia law can be reformed in such a way
that apostates from Islam, or blasphemers, or adulterers are not subject to the death penalty as they are in some
countries.
They must tell us whether Saudi Arabia's attitude to women is an aberration or a true expression of Islam.
Above all, ordinary Muslims must take the lead in stamping out Muslim radicalism. This means not alone stamping
out the violence, it also means ensuring that in the Muslim communities of the West, only moderate versions of Islam,
compatible with broad Western values, take root and nothing else. Radical Islam is what must be defeated.
Nóirín O'Sullivan ; ; wants us to believe ; ; terrorism isn't linked ; ; to any specific religion ;
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The dangerous myth of a single 'Muslim community' fuels Islamic extremism
Sara Khan

OUR tolerance to intolerance is a familiar story. The book-burning rallies during the 1989 Rushdie affair should have
been a wake-up call to religious fundamentalism. Instead we became paranoid about causing offence and tried to
appease regressive community leaders who dishonestly claimed to be speaking on behalf of the "Muslim community".
We lacked the confidence to challenge them or extremists, and as a result they have thrived.
It is clear we have learned little about the diversity of Muslims. We have not only been prepared to legitimise Islamist
preachers and groups, we continue to hold the misguided belief that we are serving the interests of the so-called
"Muslim community". We unhelpfully lump Muslims under the banner of a singular "community".
This myopic perception of Muslims is part of the problem. How many times do we hear politicians and others
tell us Muslim terrorists are not "true Muslims", that they "don't represent the Muslim community"? Yet this
outdated language conceals the problem. We fail to understand the battle taking place among Britain's Muslims
between those who advocate for a pluralistic humanistic interpretation of Islam against those who subscribe to
a supremacist, intolerant and anti-Western Islam.
There are Muslims in our country who support this hostile Islam; they represent the far-Right of British
Muslims, and the unfortunate truth is that they are pretty popular.
They preach on campuses, at community events, and have a large online following, some in their hundreds of
thousands. Promoting conspiracy theories, calling for the establishment of a caliphate, pouring suspicion on any
engagement with state agencies, endorsing anti-Semitism, and intolerance to other Muslims who don't share their
Islamist world view... they then employ the language of multiculturalism and human rights to win supporters while
duplicitously playing the victimhood card.
I have seen this for a long time, yet naïve politicians with their singular myopic lens about the "Muslim community"
are so eager to stand up against anti-Muslim hatred they end up legitimising the very people who provide the climate
for extremism, and attack progressive Muslims who seek to counter Islamist extremism.
This tolerance to extremism was demonstrated by Citizens UK when it invited chief imam of Lewisham Islamic Centre
Shakeel Begg to speak at a demonstration on child refugees outside Parliament last year.
Only six weeks earlier a High Court judge had ruled that Begg was an "extremist Islamic speaker" who had "promoted
and encouraged religious violence" and had glorified key 20th-century jihadist ideologues.
Citizens UK's defence was that the event it asked Begg to speak at was about the issue of child refugees. One wonders
if the charity would extend such a warm invitation to far-Right extremists who have advocated violence to come along
and speak about child refugees. I doubt it.
Our tolerance to extremism is also demonstrated by anti-racist groups unwilling to challenge Islamists.
Hope Not Hate is one of the very few; it has dipped its toe in the water to find itself - rather typically- of being accused
of racism and Islamophobia. Yet socalled anti-racist groups like Stand up to Racism and the NUS invite groups like
Cage and Mend to speak at their events, while last year the NUS "noplatformed" Hope Not Hate's Nick Lowles for
"being Islamophobic". In other words, challenging Islamist extremism is seen as bigotry.
As a Muslim, I find this to be nothing but outright hypocrisy by anti-racist groups who, consumed by identity politics,
are unable to see the wood for the trees. Although they are prepared to challenge traditional far Right extremists, they
are not prepared to call out far-Right Islamist extremists in the erroneous belief that to do so is Islamophobic.
This is the dismal out of touch state of our antiracist movement today.
Which is why two days before the election, it is imperative that we ask our prospective candidates what their position
on how they would challenge Islamic extremism. Find if they even have any understanding of the issue.
A few days ago I received an email from a councillor. For two years, he told me he had been pressing his council to
deal with the alarming rising risks from Islamism, which he saw taking root among Muslims in his and neighbouring
towns. With increasing segregation, it was clear policies were needed to reverse segregation.
He came across resistance from others councillors "who rely heavily on the Muslim vote" but also "officers who seem
to live in a parallel multicultural universe". His story is unbearably familiar to me.
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Almost 30 years on from the Rushdie affair, we remain stuck in a vortex of outdated multicultural, multi-faith policies
and our ignorance about Islamist extremism remains unchallenged. Muslims need to acknowledge this without getting
defensive and redouble their efforts in countering Islamist ideology. We are not doing enough. However, what is also
needed is a broad coalition that seeks to defend our shared values and counters all divisive hate beliefs based on our
common www.humanity.No such movement, fit for purpose in the 21st century, exists. It's high time it did.
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Muslim feminists have their work cut out for them
The great social project of both Islam and feminism has been putting an end to injustice. Feminism tackles a very
specific form of injustice based on sex, whereas Islam has a broader mission to tackle all forms of injustice.
Nobody likes Muslim feminism. I know this because I used to have a t-shirt that read "this is what a radical
Muslim feminist looks like" and I got my fair share of raised eyebrows and challenging questions.
The most obvious group that thinks Muslim feminism is oxymoronic are those who we've started to call the
"alt-right". They subscribe to Huntington's "clash of civilisations" and hate Islam with the proverbial fervour
of Shakespeare's thousand suns.
This group salivates over images of burqa-clad Muslim women scuttling in fear from their bearded oppressors. It is
not that they want to free Muslim women so much as it is they don't want the Brown Man ruling. This is why the
Imperialist Lord Cromer spoke of liberating Egyptian women from Islam, while opposing British women's suffrage
back home.
Scratch an alt-right Islamophobe and often a misogynist emerges. They hate feminism almost as much as they hate
Islam. This is because theirs is a fear-based worldview in which the White Man's dominance is under constant threat.
Feminism (along with Black Lives Matter, multiculturalism, LGBT-rights activism and a host of other lefty concerns)
tells them they have had it too good for too long and it's time to spread the power and resources around a bit.
Of course, many alt-right subscribers have very little real power and authority, the poor schlubs are cannon-fodder to
sustain the lifestyles of the 1 per cent, surviving off the pipe-dream that they could possibly, one day, join their ranks.
Then, there are the secular lefties, many of whom wrinkle their noses in distaste at the idea of Muslim-flavoured
feminism. To be fair, they don't seem to like Christian or other religious feminists much either.
In their eyes, all religions are inherently patriarchal, oppressive to women, and should be jettisoned in order to pursue
emancipation and equality. There is little recognition that it is possible for believers to pursue a feminist agenda
through respectful engagement with religious resources.
They infantilise Muslim women by denying their religious beliefs could be helpful, and accuse them of being
brainwashed by the patriarchy. Prominent secularist and ex-Muslim, Maryam Namazie, for example, has called for
forced un-veiling of Muslim women, arguing: "It is about protecting human beings sometimes even from themselves."
Of course, there are plenty of Muslims opposed to Muslim feminism too. Sometimes they misunderstand the concept,
believing it is a Western plot to destroy Islam through corruption of family life; a criticism not entirely without merit
if you look at how feminism has been "sold" to them.
When George W. Bush wanted an excuse to invade Afghanistan after the September 11 terrorist bombings, he (or
more likely his strategists) had Mrs Bush guest deliver the presidential radio address in which she characterised the
War on Terror as necessary to save women.
Sometimes it's the terminology and the caricatures that get in the way. If you think being a Muslim requires advocating
domestic violence, hindering girls' education, and turning a blind-eye to honour killings, and if you think being a
feminist requires burning bras, hating men, and banning religions, then yes I can see how you might find it difficult
to conceive of a Muslim feminist.
But a great many women, and men, have deeper and more nuanced definitions of both Islam and feminism.
For me, the great social project of both Islam and feminism has been putting an end to injustice. Feminism tackles a
very specific form of injustice based on sex, whereas Islam has a broader mission to tackle all forms of injustice:
gender, racial, religious, class and more.
But Satan's best trick is to hide among the outwardly religious. He finds partisans to inflict great evil by using religious
oppression against the vulnerable. When the fair-minded then turn away from religion, in a sense who can blame
them? What does that mean for us religious feminists and social activists?
Simply that we have our work cut out for us.
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Far right raises £50,000 to target boats on refugee rescue missions in Med;
Aid charities have saved more than 6,000 from drowning this year. Now antiIslam 'Identitarians' are crowdfunding to pay for vessels to chase them down
Mark Townsend

Far-right activists are planning a sea campaign this summer to disrupt vessels saving refugees in the
Mediterranean, after successfully intercepting a rescue mission last month.
Members of the anti-Islam and anti-immigrant "Identitarian" movement - largely twentysomethings often
described as Europe's answer to the American alt-right - have raised £56,489 in less than three weeks to enable
them to target boats run by aid charities helping to rescue refugees.
The money was raised through an anonymous crowdfunding campaign with an initial goal of (EURO)50,000
(about £44,000) to pay for ships, travel costs and film equipment. On Saturday the group confirmed they had
reached their target but were still accepting donations. A French far-right group hired a boat for a trial run
last month, disrupting a search-and-rescue vessel as it left the Sicilian port of Catania. They claimed they had
slowed the NGO ship until the Italian coastguard intervened.
Figures from the UN's migration agency, the IOM, reveal that 1,650 refugees have died crossing the
Mediterranean so far this year with a further 6,453 migrants rescued off Libya and 228 bodies pulled from the
waters. Humanitarian charities operating in the Mediterranean have helped save the lives of thousands of
refugees, with women and children making up almost half of those making the crossing.
The threat from the far right infuriates charities operating in the Mediterranean. One senior official, who
requested anonymity, said politicians had helped create a climate where supporters of the far right felt
emboldened to act in such a way. "When the British government and its European counterparts talk about
'swarms' of migrants, or perpetuate the myth that rescue operations are a 'pull factor' or a 'taxi service', that
gives fuel to extreme groups such as this. The simple reality is that without rescue operations many more would
drown, but people would still attempt the crossing," the official said.
Simon Murdoch, a researcher at the London-based anti-racist organisation Hope not Hate, which is monitoring the
Identitarian movement, said: "While these actions are appalling, unfortunately they don't shock us. The fact that these
far-right activists are seeking to prevent a humanitarian mission, helping some of the most vulnerable people in the
world today - including women and children at risk of drowning - speaks volumes about them and where their
compassion lies."
The crowdfunding campaign began in the middle of last month when a French faction, Génération Identitaire, set up
a "defend Europe" website to target refugee rescue boats, mimicking the direct action tactics of groups such as
Greenpeace. Its mission statement says: "Ships packed with illegal immigrants are flooding the European borders. An
invasion is taking place. This massive immigration is changing the face of our continent. We are losing our safety, our
way of life, and there is a danger we Europeans will become a minority in our own European homelands."
An accompanying video, filmed on the Sicilian coastline, features a far-right activist saying: "We want to get a crew,
equip a boat and set sail to the Mediterranean ocean to chase down the enemies of Europe."
Alongside raising funds for ships, it also requests funds for "research" above the logo of the favourite alt-right message
board, 4chan. One recent 4chan thread encourages users to track NGO ships in the Mediterranean, then report them
to the navy and police to investigate, particularly "ships idling near the coast of north Africa". Although not specified,
the operation will almost certainly be based in Sicily, most likely operating from the island's ports of Pozzallo or
Catania.
Powerful rigid inflatable boats able to travel faster than 20 knots can sell for less than £10,000 and would be sufficient
to slow down and obstruct ships leaving port. An Italian far-right group claims it has been offered ships and support
from people with boat driving licences.
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Last month three young members of a French Identitarian group targeted a search-and-rescue vessel belonging to the
charity SOS Méditerranée as it left Catania. Italian coastguards intercepted the far-right supporters and briefly detained
them. The SOS Méditerranée website says that the charity was created because of the "dramatic increase of boats in
distress and the insufficiency of existing measures" to the Mediterranean crisis.
The efforts of humanitarian organisations have been credited with saving huge numbers of refugees. Médecins Sans
Frontières began operations in the Med in May 2015 and rescued more than 22,500 people, many off the Libyan coast,
over the next seven months.
During the first five months of 2015, no European or NGO search-and-rescue operations took place with 1,800 people
drowning trying to make the crossing. In April alone 1,000 lives were lost. All search-and-rescue operations in the
Mediterranean are coordinated by the official Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre in Rome in accordance with
international maritime law.
Yet the European far-right groups have accused NGOs of working with traffickers to bring migrants to Europe
and claim that search-and-rescue boats are not carrying out a humanitarian intervention. The central aim of
the new wave of far-right groups is preserving national differences in the belief that white Europeans will be
replaced by immigrants, a stance that is articulated with anti-migrant, anti-Muslim, anti-media sentiments but
repackaged for a younger audience.
The number of far-right groups is difficult to establish, but Génération Identitaire has held demonstrations in France
that drew around 500 people, while its Facebook page has 122,662 likes. Its Austrian counterpart, Identitäre Bewegung
Österreich, has 37,628 likes on Facebook, although critics warn of increasing links with the US alt-right which helped
to propel Donald Trump to the White House.
Also on the boat that attempted to obstruct SOS Méditerranée's vessel last month was the Canadian alt-right journalist
Lauren Southern, who has 278,000 Twitter followers and whose presence confirms a transatlantic convergence.
Breitbart, the favourite website of the US alt-right, frequently praises Europe's pro-Trump Identitarian movement.
"The whole project is emblematic of an increasingly confident international far right which is willing to hinder
lifesaving efforts to advance their xenophobic politics," said Murdoch.
One of Europe's most prominent Identitarians, Martin Sellner, hosted a pro-Trump party in Vienna on election night.
But there are tensions within Europe's young far-right activists. London-based Paul Joseph Watson, described as
"editor, staff writer" for the conspiracy website InfoWars - and who has 946,942 subscribers on YouTube - recently
attacked the Identitarians for their "futile stunts". Last week Sellner released a message criticising Watson as being
wrong to condemn "activism".
Human tide
· So far this year, 71,029 migrants and refugees have entered Europe by sea.
· Of these, 80% arrived in Italy, with the remainder in Greece, Cyprus and Spain.
· Forty migrants died of thirst in northern Niger when their vehicle broke down during an attempt to reach Europe via
Libya last week.
· About 1,650 migrants have died crossing the Mediterranean so far this year.
· Worldwide, 2,300 migrants have died this year, with the Mediterranean region accounting for the largest proportion,
about two-thirds of the global total.
Sources: IOM, UN Migration Agency
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A war reporter treks through the Muslim heartlands of Britain
SAM KILEY

Mention the words Muslim, Islam, Islamofascism or Islamophobia and someone goes nuts. It has become almost
impossible to discuss rationally the influence that Islam has had on the United Kingdom. Severe criticism or,
worse, lampooning the tenets of the Prophet or the Prophet himself, and there's a real chance someone will
want to kill you.
Try to explain to a racist Islamophobe that the teachings of the Prophet are less bloodthirsty and, frankly, point to a
more benevolent God than much of the Old Testament and you'll get accused of supporting terrorism.
It's this madness, this clash of civilisations, that the extremists intend to spread using the tactic of terror. Osama bin
Laden could never have dared dream of the chaos that his Twin Towers attack would unleash: war in Afghanistan,
war in Iraq, war in Syria; Europe reeling in fear of a flood of refugees from those wars and elsewhere. Brexit, even,
may have part of its roots in 9/11.
The consequences for Britain's Muslims have been disastrous. British governments, Fergusson argues, have been
crass and heavyhanded. By clumsily establishing the "Prevent" strategy, thousands of young people especially have
felt singled out, spied upon and alienated from their own country. That's not surprising if you turn teachers and NHS
workers into spies for the government who are being asked, indeed required, to report children at risk of
"radicalisation".
A veteran of wars in Muslim nations and a journalist of many years' experience outside his home country, Fergusson
embarks on a meandering trek through British Muslim "heartlands", from High Wycombe to Bradford, Whitechapel
to Dewsbury and Glasgow. Manchester, however, where Salman Abedi was part of a community that has produced a
frightening concentration of vicious Islamic State killers, goes unexplored.
A Christian, Anglo-Scottish public schoolboy, Fergusson is scrupulous about acknowledging his own preconceptions
and spends a lot of time in the company of reasonable people who espouse the hard-line Salafist version of Islam and
with the conservative Deobandis who dominate the clerical scene in Muslim Britain. Few, if any, tell him they support
the ideals of IS.
Poverty, drugs, a young man's search for meaning, a young man's arrogance and a thirst for power and structure emerge
from Fergusson's travels as the motivations for joining these death cults. But these are my words, not his. In giving
voice to his subjects it's hard to know or hear how Fergusson has synthesised his knowledge.
The Muslim comedienne Shazia Mirza sums up the appeal of travelling to Syria for young IS brides: "They want to
get laid," she says, IS is "the One Direction of Islam". She might have added that most recruits to IS have only a
rudimentary understanding of Islam.
Fergusson shies away from the more worrying conclusion, perhaps, which is to ask why even more idiotic young men,
full of testosterone, don't follow the call of jihad? To a certain type of young man who has lost his way it probably
looks like fun. Like joining the Blackshirts or the Hitler Youth.
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Keighley councillor at centre of anti-Islam comments row apologises but
disputes Keighley Town Council's response
Miran Rahman

A KEIGHLEY councillor who compared burqa wearing Muslim women to "walking black post boxes" has
apologised for his online remarks but is challenging Keighley Town Council's response to his comments.
Town councillor Samuel Fletcher, who faced a storm of criticism after also saying that Muslim in culture in
Britain should be banned, has said he regrets writing these words on Facebook.
But he hit back at the town council's statement that he had breached its social media policy, had brought the council
into disrepute and failed to comply with the member's code of conduct.
Cllr Fletcher, who represents Bracken Bank and Ingrow Ward, said the town council's stance was "false and incorrect".
He explained: "I operate and maintain a 'Councillor Samuel Fletcher' Facebook page, but the comments [I made] do
not appear on that official Facebook page, which I operate in my public role, and use for public announcements in my
capacity as a councillor.
"The fact is that the comments were personal remarks made using my personal Facebook account that I use for personal
activity on Facebook, and nothing whatsoever to do with my public role as a councillor, or the council.
"Therefore, I believe I've breached neither the council's social media policy nor the member's code of conduct, because
the comments were not in fact made under my Councillor title."
A spokesman for the town council responded that it would be making no comment at this stage, as it is dealing with
the issue as an internal matter.
Cllr Fletcher's original Facebook comments during a debate about Muslim women's clothing were spotted and
condemned by East Midland's resident Carl Walters, and subsequently described as "disgraceful and abusive" by
Keighley town mayor Mohammed Nazam.
Cllr Fletcher said: "I do apologise to anyone concerned, including council officers, the town mayor and all other
elected members of the Town Council, for particular remarks that I've already retracted, as I feel on reflection that
they were crass and crude.
"I'd been taking part in a Facebook discussion to do with what many people view as the creeping 'Islamification' of
our country, and the best form for British Islam to take.
"Personally I view British Islam as part of the rich fabric of British society. Many of my fellow Keighley town
councillors who I know are Muslims. "Plenty of other people I know in Keighley are Muslims. From shopkeepers to
taxi drivers to local councillors, they are all valued members of Keighley society.
"The fact is that the vast majority of British Muslims are moderate, honourable, decent people who do not
abuse their religion, certainly not in the way that the terrorist attackers in Manchester just lately abused the
name of Islam and Allah.
"All the ones I've met are honourable, decent and trustworthy people.
"I certainly hope I've not offended one single Muslim that personally knows me, or knows of me."
Cllr Fletcher has come under fire from at least two other members of the town council since last Thursday. (May 25)
Cllr Michael Westerman said he had been warned before about his behaviour on social media, adding that he should
now "do the decent thing" and resign.
And Cllr Julie Adams said Cllr Fletcher should recognise his position as one of representing the people of Keighley,
so must think before he speaks in future.
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Pub customers claim suspect thrown out of pub for rant on eve of attack
THO MAS DEACON; JOHANNA CARR; CLAIRE HAYHURST

A GROUP threw the Finsbury Park mosque terror suspect out of a Cardiff pub for "ranting and raving" about
Muslims a day before he drove a van into worshippers, it was claimed yesterday.
At about 9pm on Saturday evening, terror suspect Darren Osborne was reportedly forced to leave the
Hollybush Pub in Pentwyn after three friends confronted him about his anti-Muslim outbursts.
Osborne, 47, has been named as the person arrested after a man drove a hire van into people near the north
London mosque on Sunday night.
A Pontyclun Van Hire vehicle was used in the attack which injured 10 and left one man dead at the scene.
Osborne has been arrested on suspicion of "the commission, preparation or instigation of terrorism, including murder
and attempted murder".
He has been described as an "ordinary" family man who lived in a semi-detached house on a quiet estate in Glyn
Rhosyn, Pentwyn, in east Cardiff, with his partner and four children. But yesterday neighbours reported he had been
living in a tent in woodland near his home.
Referring to Saturday night's alleged incident in Cardiff, Hollybush regular Jack Norman, 20, said he was one of the
group to confront Osborne and force him to leave.
Jack said: "Darren was just ranting and raving about terrorism.
"He was saying 'all your family are going to be Muslim. Your grandchildren are going to be Muslim and live
under Sharia law'.
"He was sat in the corner drinking and writing stuff down."
Jack added: "We said it's time for you [Darren Osborne] to leave.
"Then he downed his pint as he was walking out and left."
Another pub regular Phil Henry said: "He was kicked out of here, the landlord said, for shouting about Islam. He was
asked to leave quietly and he went.
"When he came in the landlord said he was on his own and started shouting.
"They said 'We don't want to hear that' and he just left of his own accord."
Mr Henry said the community was "absolutely shocked" and that it was a mixed community and he had never seen
any trouble.
A few hours later, a neighbour on Mr Osborne's Pentwyn estate in Cardiff said he saw a man, who smelt of drink,
sleeping in a Pontyclun Van Hire vehicle.
Edward Gardiner, 28, a selfemployed builder and plumber, called police at 12.27am on Sunday to report his concerns.
The man was sleeping across the front three seats of the van with the door open, close to Osborne's home.
"I called police because I saw a random van in my cul-de-sac with someone drunk in it and the door open," Mr
Gardiner, who lives in a nearby property, said.
"I could smell alcohol on him and he was grunting and groaning. I poked him but he didn't respond so I called 101.
"It was a Pontyclun Van Hire van. They said they would sort it out. They didn't give me a crime reference number, I
don't know if they came out." A spokesman for South Wales Police said: "At 12.27am on Sunday, June 18, South
Wales Police responded to a call made to the non-emergency 101 number following a report of an insecure van parked
on a street in the Llanedeyrn area of Cardiff.
"Officers attended, a male was asleep inside the vehicle, which showed no signs of having been driven recently.
"The officers' assessment was that no offences were disclosed.
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"This is a significant investigation and anyone with any information is asked to call the police confidentially on 0800
789 321."
Meanwhile, neighbours in Pentwyn said Osborne and his partner had an on-off relationship and would argue in the
street.
In recent months Osborne had been living in a tent in nearby woodland but would regularly see his children.
One neighbour said Osborne was always being thrown out by his partner.
She said: "He's always arguing with her and shouting at her.
"They will stand in the street swearing and shouting at each other."
Neighbours said they did not know what Osborne's job was but he changed cars frequently and would be seen working
on them in the street.
One neighbour, who said she thought Osborne and his partner had been living on the estate for about 10 years, said:
"Some people have been saying that he was mentally unwell but he never once came across like that."
She added: "He just seemed so ordinary."
Neighbours also said they had recently seen Osborne behaving in an ordinary manner - picking up his children from
school on Friday and singing with them in the kitchen on Sunday afternoon.
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An Attack on Muslims Shakes Cosmopolitan London
KATRIN BENNHOLD

This proudly diverse and tolerant city is now confronted with the tensions and ugliness that have been simmering on
the fringes for years and are boiling to the surface.
LONDON - Like many of London's Muslims, Mohammed Abdullah grew tired of defending himself, and his
religion, after Islamist terrorists carried out two attacks in the city and another in Manchester during the past
three months. Hostile glances followed him on the street, and rising fury greeted him on social media.
Then came last week's devastating fire at Grenfell Tower, a citywide tragedy that killed at least 79 people inside the
24-story tower, including many Muslims. "Good riddance," one far-right forum commented.
But early Monday, a white British man rammed a rental van into a congregation of Muslims leaving prayers during
Ramadan, the holiest month on the Muslim calendar. One person was killed and at least 10 were injured.
"It feels like you're under siege," said Mr. Abdullah, 23, a law student standing outside Finsbury Park Mosque
in North London on Monday morning hours after the attack. "I wonder," he said, "is anyone going to write
about a 'white Christian terrorist' this time round?"
London may be the most diverse and tolerant city in the world and is home to more than one million Muslims from
dozens of countries. The city's mayor, Sadiq Khan, is Muslim, and he enjoys broad support outside the Muslim
community, too. When Britain voted to leave the European Union, London voted to stay.
But this proudly cosmopolitan city is now confronted with the tensions and ugliness that have been simmering on the
fringes for years and are boiling to the surface.
As Hamdan Omar, another student who grew up in the area, put it, "There are people on both sides who want the clash
of civilizations."
The man under investigation for the mosque attack was identified by the police as Darren Osborne, 47, of Cardiff,
Wales. Prime Minister Theresa May, who has been criticized for her response to the Grenfell fire, denounced the
assault as an act of "evil" and "hatred" and promised to bolster security at mosques.
The authorities said they were treating the attack as an act of terrorism against Muslims, while many of the city's
Muslim leaders pleaded for calm and warned against a rising tide of anti-Islamic sentiment.
"Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of Islamophobia, and this is the most
violent manifestation to date," said Harun Khan, the secretary general of the Muslim Council of Britain.
In the week after the June 3 terrorist attack on London Bridge and at Borough Market that killed eight people
and was carried out by three men inspired by the Islamic State, the Metropolitan Police reported 120
Islamophobic events, compared with 36 the previous week. Similar increases were recorded after the terrorist
attacks in March on Westminster Bridge in London, and in May at the Manchester Arena.
On Monday in Finsbury Park, one of London's many diverse neighborhoods, residents left flowers and messages of
solidarity outside the mosque.
"With love, sympathy and support to our Muslim neighbors, victims of this horrific act of terrorism," one handwritten
note read. "This does not represent Finsbury Park," another read.
The children of a local school had drawn a colorful, even cheerful, sign: "One Community. Standing Together."
By late morning, the initial fear and shock over the attack had given way to anger - anger at the government and at the
news media for too often amalgamating Islam and Islamists. But by the afternoon, another sentiment made itself heard
powerfully here: defiance.
"Things like this will only strengthen London," said Mr. Abdullah, the law student. His grandfather and father had
both been praying at the mosque before the attack and were inside when it happened. "An event like this will be met
with resilience."
Uba Osman, 20, a local business manager, concurred: "There are some people who are trying to divide us," she said.
"But they won't divide us. Londoners are not like that."
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There was a sense of relief here, carefully expressed, that the man suspected in the attack was not from the city.
"Somehow, it would have been even worse if he had been from our city," said Zahra Mounia, 45, a mother of two who
lives in South London but traveled here to see a friend after the attack. "We are so proud of this city and what it stands
for."
But some worried London's tolerance was fraying on the edges, too. Over the past three months, as Islamist militants
struck three times, several residents said they experienced small but unsettling episodes of hostility.
"In London, people feel they must tolerate you, so they won't say anything but you get the dirty looks, people avoiding
eye contact," said Suzanne Stone, 42, a convert to Islam and a writer of children's books. "My friend outside of London
gets real abuse."
Her husband, Omar Faruq, said he worried about some of the things in the news media. "They say things on the radio
and are not held to account," he said, recalling one show in which a member of the far-right anti-Muslim English
Defense League "was calling on people to form militias."
Mr. Faruq was also concerned that the government might further stigmatize Muslims by expanding the country's
already powerful antiterrorism legislation. "Now there is a lot of talk about nonviolent extremism," he said. "What
does that mean? If you don't believe in a certain way, you are extremist? Everything is extremism now."
He pointed out the way the news media had been quick to identify Finsbury Park Mosque as a former hotbed of
radicalization. He wondered if that was appropriate. "It just takes away that little bit of sympathy," he said.
Details matter. That is something many people here said on Monday. It was Muslims, awake because of Ramadan,
who saved a lot of lives in Grenfell Tower by waking up neighbors and alerting the fire department. And it was an
imam of the Muslim Welfare House who helped form a protective ring around the van driver on Monday before the
police arrested him. "How many people know that?" asked Omar Hussain, a community worker.
Language matters, too. When The Daily Mail initially described the assailant outside the mosque as a "white
van driver" rather than a terrorist, Muslims were not alone in their indignation. J. K. Rowling, the author of
the "Harry Potter" books, criticized The Mail, an influential right-wing tabloid, for the way it referred to him.
"The Mail has misspelled 'terrorist' as 'white van driver,'" she wrote, but later deleted, on Twitter. "Now let's
discuss how he was radicalised."
One answer, said Jacob Davey of the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, who analyzes extremist online narratives, is that
Islamist militants and far-right extremists have fed on one another's hatred to recruit people for their causes.
After the Grenfell fire, the English Defense League posted an image of the tower on Facebook (later removed) with
the caption: "They say Ramadan saved Lives. It would be the first time Islam saves lives."
In another Facebook thread about Monday's mosque attack, one comment read, "What do you expect?" Another, "Civil
war has begun."
Meanwhile, on Ummah News, a forum that supports the Islamic State, commenters reacted to the Monday attack by
calling for Muslims to fight back: "Oh Muslims you need to wake up the war is starting now in your own streets
outside your own Masajids. Your elders could be killed, your sisters could be attacked. They hate your Oh Muslims."
Nazir Afzal, who was once the acting chief prosecutor for London and has lived in the city for 20 years, said it was a
powerful message to people "on the cusp of radicalization."
In Finsbury Park, some linked last year's vote to leave the European Union to a change in atmosphere in the country
that also left its mark on London, its opposition to the British exit notwithstanding.
"Since the 'Brexit' vote, things have been crazy," said Mr. Abdullah, the law student. "The spotlight is on minorities.
The signal is, 'You're not wanted here.'"
Brendan Cox, whose wife, Jo Cox, a member of Parliament, was shot and killed a week before the referendum by a
right-wing extremist, urged the country to fight hateful ideology against Muslims, just as much as it was fighting
Islamist militancy.
"When islamist terrorists attack we rightly seek out hate preachers who spur them on," Mr. Cox wrote on Twitter. "We
must do the same to those who peddle Islamophobia."
Mendy Korer, the rabbi of Islington, one of many local faith leaders who had come to Finsbury to show solidarity,
said he was confident the local community would beat hatred. "We have a duty to break that cycle," he said.
Not everyone was so optimistic.
"I think it could escalate," said Shiraz Kothia of the London Muslim Community Forum, who helps the Metropolitan
Police to manage community relations during major episodes like this. "We've got the right-wing extremists and we've
got the Muslim extremists."
"I'm really worried," he added. "Today outside a Muslim mosque. Tomorrow outside a church?"
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The real factors behind extremist acts
RICHARD SHUMACK
Debate over political Islam is complex and involves more than just sociological reasons.
Efforts by well-meaning apologists to absolve Islam when Muslims in Australia turn to violence are ultimately
futile, as the tragic case of Yacqub Khayre in the recent Brighton siege demonstrates.
As a refugee worker among Khayre's Somali community, I was among the many Melburnians who welcomed his
family from the horrors of civil war. In that decade, I grew to deeply love the Somali people - including Khayre's
family. My heart was continually rent by the stories of unimaginable pain and loss so many of my friends had suffered.
It was rent again as refuge in Australia failed to break the cycle of violence for the troubled Khayre.
Khayre was clearly sending (yet another) salvo across the bows of the narrative that "this has nothing to do
with Islam". Surely this has at least something to do with Islam.
I know this because I have discussed theology with the people Khayre hung out with; listened to the Islamic teachers
Khayre was influenced by; been to the Islamic centres Khayre has been to; and read the theologians that outline the
traditional Islamic approach to politics. In short, whatever social or personal factors drove Khayre's act it was, to
some degree, also driven by a traditional Islamic political theology.
Before I explain, let me try to head off the standard "Islamophobia" cry that usually accompanies this kind of claim.
I'd like to think my years living and working within Muslim communities offer strong clues that I'm afraid of neither
Muslims, nor Islam.
But if that's not enough, I also invested years into understanding Islam on its own terms in the academic setting. I have
a PhD in Islamic thought from Melbourne University, undertaken under Muslim supervision, and passed by Muslim
markers. Of course, this is no guarantee that my thinking is correct, but at least I'm arguing having read vast quantities
of classical and modern Muslim scholarship - in Arabic where necessary. Hopefully this qualifies me for a voice at
the table.
If so, my point is this: like it or not, the main schools of traditional Islam have always embraced a theology of
politics that recognises the proper use of force in the name of religion.
It is a distinctive feature of Islam that it is inherently, not just incidentally, political. In short, the traditional
Islamic ideal is for any society to be governed by Islamic law. This implies that various state apparatus including the justice and law enforcement systems - would be legitimately at the disposal of Islamic religion.
This is not controversial. Theologically trained traditional Muslims do not dispute whether political force can be used
to enforce Islam. Instead, the controversy lies in debates about just what forms of force are legitimate, especially
within a modern democratic context.
Obviously, these debates are complex, particularly in their handling of situations where Muslims are a minority. They
are especially complicated when a Muslim minority perceives itself as victims of serious injustice. This is precisely
the situation we are in. All contemporary Islamic political theorising takes place under the shadow of more than a
century of Western geopolitical impositions upon the Muslim world that have failed to produce just and prosperous
societies.
Given this melding of perceived injustice and a political theology that can legitimise the use of power, radical Islamism
should be an unsurprising global development.
Of course, for nearly all Islamic legal schools, acts of terror are unquestionably an illegitimate use of force in any
situation. Moreover, and unquestionably, the vast majority of ordinary Muslims do not fully embrace any sort of
traditional Islamic political theology at all. Most simply want to live productive and peaceable lives.
The problem is, any faith that incorporates a doctrine that its laws might properly be enforced upon society, in any
way, opens a range of possible activities to the imaginative disaffected political activist. We should not be surprised,
then, when troubled individuals take this to the extreme. Instead, we should expect it.
If I'm right about this, then it will not do to couch the debate around handling extremism in purely sociological terms,
even though there is clearly a role for that. For all our sakes - including Muslims - we need to embrace mature
discussion about political theology. Studies of deradicalisation programs observe the tragic irony that, in tackling
extremism as primarily a problem of social dislocation, the message is being sent loudly to Australian Muslims that
they are a dislocated "other".
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I suggest that a better way forward is to treat Muslims as worthy of rich theological/philosophical engagement.
Unfortunately, this is a debate that the Australian public square is increasingly ill-equipped to handle. Theological
literacy, of any sort, is in rapid decline among Australian intellectuals - including the academy. Indeed, the notion that
theology is properly intellectual is an idea subject to ridicule.
Those with the theological nous to engage fruitfully - most obviously Christians and Jews - are lumped by radical
secularists into the same "crazies" boat as Islamists. But in the encounter with political Islam, we ignore theology at
our peril.
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Blood on the streets of Britain again: revenge feared to have fuelled attack
Jacquelin Magnay, London
A van attack on Muslims leaving a London mosque had "all the hallmarks of a terrorist incident", police said
last night, as Britain's Muslim Council described it as the "most violent manifestation" of Islamophobia to
date.
After what was feared to be a revenge attack for three Islamic State-inspired terrorist strikes in Britain over the past
three months, a 48-year-old driver, who witnesses described as white, was under arrest on suspicion of -attempted
murder.
One man died and eight were injured when the rented van was rammed into them in Finsbury Park, north
London, about 12.20am (9.30am) yesterday after late-night Ramadan prayers. All the victims were Muslim,
Deputy Assistant Commissioner Neil Basu said, triggering fears of a wave of reprisals.
Abdul Rahman told the BBC he saw the van "deliberately run over about 10 or 15 people". He said he and
another man wrestled the suspect to the ground and held him down for 20 to 30 minutes before police arrived. He said
the -attacker had said "I want to kill all Muslims" and "kill me, kill me".
The worshippers were outside the Muslim Welfare House after the end of prayers nearby at the Finsbury Park mosque.
Bystanders were assisting a man who had collapsed near a bus stop when the attacker appeared.
Abdiqadir Warra said "he turned left into the alleyway, and he just drove at people".
"Some of them he took a few metres. A man was inside in the van, I saw with my eye, and the old man was also on
the ground, and I see some people were also injured. Some of them were very bad," he said. "The man, he tried to
escape ... but they caught the driver." Khalid Amin told the BBC that the van turned deliberately left and "just hit the
people".
One man was trapped under the van and people tried to lift it to free him. Mr Amin said that when people seized the
driver, "he was shouting: 'All Muslims, I want to kill all Muslims'. Literally, he said that. Word by word." Mr Basu
- the senior national co-ordinator for counter-terrorism - said at least two of the -injured were in serious condition.
The suspect "was very quickly and calmly given over to the police", he said, as he praised the -community.
He thanked members of the public for helping detain the driver. "Their restraint in the circumstances is commendable,"
he said.
He dismissed reports of knife injuries and said no other suspects had been identified. Nothing that "would cause a risk
to the public" was found in the van, he said.
It shows that "Londoners will act together to protect themselves, and will do so in a way that doesn't feed into terrorists'
hands", he said.
Mr Basu admitted that it was an "incredibly challenging time" for police and that the emergency services were
stretched. He added: "This was an attack on London and all Londoners, and we should stand together against
extremists, whatever their cause." He said it was too early to say whether the person's death near the mosque was due
to the attack by the van driver who ploughed into worshippers.
"The attack unfolded as a man was already receiving first aid at the scene, sadly that man has died," he said. "Any
causative link between his death and the attack will form part of the investigation. It is too early to say if his death
was as a -result of this attack." The incident came after two attacks in London in the past three months involving
vehicles ploughing into crowds of people, as well as the suicide bombing at a Manchester pop concert in May.
British Prime Minister Theresa May chaired an emergency cabinet meeting following the attack.
"All my thoughts are with those who have been injured, their loved ones and the emergency services on the scene,"
she said.
Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, whose constituency includes the scene of yesterday's attack, also expressed shock. "I've
been in touch with the mosques, police and Islington council regarding the incident. My thoughts are with those and
the community affected by this awful event." London Mayor Sadiq Khan said it "was an horrific terrorist -attack on
innocent people".
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"While this appears to be an -attack on a particular community, like the terrible attacks in Manchester, Westminster
and London Bridge, it is also an assault on all our shared values of tolerance, freedom and respect," he said.
Mr Khan said there had been a 40 per cent increase in racist incidents in the city and a fivefold -increase in the
number of anti-Muslim incidents following this month's London Bridge and Borough Market atrocity. That
Islamist-inspired attack killed 22, including Australians Kirsty Boden and Sara Zelenak.
Muslim leaders immediately called for the violence against their community to be taken seriously and said they were
also under -attack from terrorists. "Over the past weeks and months, Muslims have endured many incidents of
Islamophobia and this is the most violent manifestation to date," said Harun Khan, head of the Muslim Council
of Britain.
The Finsbury Park mosque was a hotbed for radical Islamists from 1997 to 2003 under its former imam, Abu Hamza.
Hamza is now jailed for life in the US for inciting violence. His followers included the failed "shoe bomber" Richard
Reid, 9/11 plotter Zacarias Moussaoui, and Mohammed Sidique Khan, one of the four suicide bombers who attacked
London's Underground on July 7, 2005. Imam Mohammed Kozbar said: "We have worked very hard over decades to
build a peaceful and tolerant community here in Finsbury Park and we totally condemn any act of hate that tries to
drive our wonderful community apart."Additional reporting: Agencies
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It's time for Waleed Aly to lead Islamic reform
ANDREW BOLT

With every fresh Islamist attack, Waleed's reaction seems the same: Deflect or deny
I appeal to Waleed Aly: stop spinning for Islam and start demanding reform before more of us get killed.
Start now, even if simply to save your beloved faith from seeming such a threat that we put up bollards to save
ourselves from being run down.
I appeal to Aly for two reasons.
One, because he's our most prominent Muslim, beamed into thousands of homes by Channel 10 and ABC radio.
He is the "moderate Muslim" so desperately sought by the political class that it has showered him with positions and
awards, from a university lectureship to a board position on the Australia Council.
He is also highly articulate and charming, so he could do great good. But there is a second reason: who else can we
turn to?
Islam's top religious leaders here have failed to reform their faith, drive out the extremists and contradict the
apologists.
Take our past three grand muftis. The first, Sheikh Taj El-Din Hilaly, called suicide bombers "heroes" and the
September 11 terrorist attacks "God's work against oppressors".
The second, Sheikh Fehmi Naji el-Imam, praised the Hezbollah terrorist group as " freedom fighters." The latest, Dr
Ibrahim Abu Mohammed, initially claimed the "causative factors" of the 2015 massacre by the Islamic State in Paris
were all alleged failings of the West - our "racism", "Islamophobia", excessive "securitisation", "duplicitous foreign
policies" and "military intervention" in Muslim lands.
Not a word about Islam's failings. Talk about blaming the victim. So Islam's top religious leaders have been
worse than useless. Other influential Muslims must step up, and who is more influential than Aly?
But here is the tragedy. Aly, in my opinion, has so far been the problem, not the solution.
For instance, when Islamists staged the Boston Marathon bombing in 2013, Aly shrugged that terrorism was just "a
perpetual irritant" which "kills relatively few people".
When Boko Haram kidnapped more than 200 Nigerian schoolgirls in 2014, Aly claimed this notorious movement was
"hard to describe" and "might just be vigilantes." Never did he mention it was Islamist and committed to jihad. When
Australia in 2014 sent more military to fight the Islamic State and stop genocide in Iraq, Aly suggested we were
fighting something that didn't threaten us.
"This is a movement on the other side of the world that seems to be importing people rather than exporting them," he
said of the world's biggest terrorist army.
As for the Islamic State's attempted genocide of Yazidis, Aly objected: "But can we call it a genocide?" Same
denialism again in 2015, when the Islamic State exported fighters to help massacre 130 people in Paris.
This time Aly - incredibly - told viewers "ISIS is weak", and turned on Pauline Hanson, accusing her of doing the
work of terrorists by dividing us with her warnings against radical Islam.
Same in 2016, when an Islamic State supporter killed 49 people at a gay nightclub in Florida.
Aly spent most of an ABC show discussing the slaughter, yet never once mentioned Islam.
He instead appeared to blame the freedoms of the West: "This freedom just kind of ends up consuming itself in a very
strange, dark sort of a way." With every fresh Islamist attack, Aly's reaction seems the same: Deflect or deny.
Discuss the failings of the West, not the failings of the faith that the terrorists insist is their inspiration.
So when asked by The Age to file 500 words on the 2014 police raids on Australian jihadists, Aly refused to mention
"Muslim" or "Islam" even once.
Same silence this month in a long piece for the New York Times on the Manchester suicide bombing. Again, Aly
failed to mention "Islam", "Islamic" or "Muslim" once, even though the bomber blew up 22 people in the name of the
Islamic State.
I suspect Aly is tortured, trying to reconcile the faith he loves with the horrors done in its name, but this intelligent
man cannot keep running from this debate.
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Waleed, step up. Be frank about how in the eyes of some the Koran licenses terror. Be brave in demanding
reform. Defy the apologists who turn terrorist attacks into debates on how the West was asking for it.
Bring light to the debate, and fight the lethal culture of Muslim victimhood that has Hizb ut-Tahrir spokesman
Wassim Douheiri shouting: "Even if a thousand bombs go off in this country, all it will prove is that Muslims
are angry and they have every reason to be angry." Lead, Waleed, because if you don't, who will?
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Trump's mate fosters terrorism
DONALD Trump's best friend in the Middle East - Saudi Arabia - is promoting radical Islam via a university right on
Australia's doorstep.
The Saudi Arabian-funded Institute for the Study of Islam and Arabic in Jakarta has produced some of
Indonesia's terrorist leaders.
Established by Saudi royal family decree, it offers free university degrees to poor students in the world's largest
Muslim country.
Known as LIPIA, an acronym of its local name Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Islam dan Arab Indonesia, the university
segregates female from male students.
It enforces strict dress codes for both men and women and forbids music, television, wearing jeans and "loud laughter".
The hard-line Islam taught at LIPIA approves of death for homosexual people and blasphemers, stoning for
adulterers and the amputation of hands for thieves, reports Voice of America.
Located in a glittering building in a university district in south Jakarta, the university teaches Islam and sharia law in
classes conducted in Arabic by mainly Saudi lecturers.
The Boston Globe reports LIPIA is the centre of Saudi Arabia's campaign to convert Indonesians to Wahhabi Islam
and the Salafi movement.
Wahhabiism is the ultraconservative or fundamentalist form of Islam and a branch of Salafi, Sunni Islam's extremist
movement.
It is the anti-Western, anti-Christian, anti-Semitic brand of religious militancy followed by Saudi Arabian 9/11
mastermind Osama bin Laden.
All LIPIA students learn the teachings of Ibn Tamiyah, the 14th century Muslim reformer. His iconoclastic
medieval texts are said to be the dominant influence on al-Qaeda and other jihadist groups.
The Indonesian branch of al-Qaeda called Jemaah Islamiah carried out the bombings that killed 202 people, including
88 Australians, in Bali in 2002.
Indonesia's Muslim population was once regarded as largely tolerant and open-minded. However,
fundamentalist Islam is on the rise, reports the Boston Globe, fuelled and funded by mega-rich Saudi Arabia.
As well as the LIPIA university, Saudi Arabia has financially supported dozens of boarding schools and built 150
mosques. The schools have included jihadi breeding grounds such as Al-Mukmin Islamic boarding school in Solo,
Central Java.
Jemaah Islamiah's spiritual godfather, Abu Bakar Bashir, opened the school in 1972. Thirty years later he conspired
with the Bali bombers Imam Samudra and brothers Mukhlas, Ali Imron and Amrozi to detonate car bombs in the
popular Western tourist enclave of Kuta Beach, Bali.
Ali Imron and Mukhlas taught at Al Islam boarding school in East Java, notorious as a terrorist production line.
The Boston Globe describes Saudi Arabia's inroads into Indonesia as part of a "long campaign to pull the
world's 1.8 billion Muslims back to the 7th century".
"Successive American presidents have assured us that Saudi Arabia is our friend and wishes us well," the Globe wrote.
"By refusing to protest or even officially acknowledge this far-reaching project, we finance our own assassins - and
global terror."
Just three weeks ago, Mr Trump and First Lady Melania were special guests of King Salman in Riyadh.
During the visit, Mr Trump agreed to a $100 billion arms deal. ""Candace Sutton
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TACKLING DEADLY BELIEFS
Peter Kurti
Don't leave Islam out of discussions on ending terror
Fears that Australians face an imminent deadly attack on the scale of the recent attacks in England have prompted
religious, community and political leaders to offer the familiar assurance that this kind of terrorism has "nothing" to
do with Islam.
We've heard it often enough before.
Speaking in the House of Commons after the Westminster attack in late March, British Prime Minister Theresa May
said, "It is wrong to describe this as 'Islamic terrorism'; it is 'Islamist terrorism', it is a perversion of a great faith."
However, the distinction May was making depends on an assumption that Islam and Islamism are distinct religious
forms.
Statements such as these indicate an inability or an unwillingness to understand that attacks of terror
committed in the name of God almost always have theological and ideological roots.
And they also indicate a reluctance to accept that when religious extremists launch such attacks in the name of God,
they are very serious about the claims they believe their religion makes.
Efforts in Australia to counter jihadist extremism often have focused on so-called deradicalisation programs, which
attempt to identify a "problem" individual, then intervene before that person makes the fateful transition from
"moderate" belief to militancy.
It's an unreliable approach. For one thing, it tends to reduce the broader social phenomenon of religious violence to a
disaggregated collection of individual pathologies or crises. Find the "troubled" individual, goes the approach, and the
problem will be fixed.
But as Clive Kessler, emeritus professor of sociology and anthropology at the University of NSW, and an expert in
political Islam, has argued, deradicalisation programs can amount to a form of avoidance because they fail to
take seriously the religious component of religious violence.
Instead of regarding the issue of religious violence as merely a succession of individual "problems", Kessler
says we need to develop a "solidly grounded, well-informed and knowledgeable critique of radical Islamist
doctrine".
There are several reasons it is difficult to do this.
First, we are timid when it comes to criticising Islam for fear of being denounced as Islamophobic - something of a
catch-all trick that effectively turns Muslims into victims and shuts down all discussion about Islamic practice and
belief.
But a second, more serious, reason is that many citizens in secular, pluralist societies such as Australia have lost the
ability altogether to think critically about religion. They are comfortably of the view that there are many sources of
truth - all of which can coexist more or less peacefully.
Appeals to reason, tolerance, and other Enlightenment virtues, they believe, will do the work of allowing us to live
together in reasonable disagreement about the sources of value.
Pluralists, who are happy to live with ambiguity concerning the sources of meaning and value, make the mistake of
assuming that because they don't take religion seriously, there is no one who takes it seriously.
The problem is that religious believers - especially those with fundamentalist or, worse, extremist views - for the most
part take religion very seriously.
They reject pluralism. They say there is only one source of meaning and truth. Most believers, of course, are lawabiding. But there are some who are violent and prepared to kill in the name of that "truth". They have no sympathy
for their victims, whom they view as enemies of God, and they are ready to sacrifice their own lives as martyrs.
Dislodging such deadly ideas from the heads of those kinds of believers is extremely difficult.
Modern secular pluralists tend to assume that if a religious-minded individual is asked to weigh political and religious
considerations against each other, the scales will tip in favour of the political. But -religious believers who resort to
violence are almost certainly expressing a rejection of secular norms of belief and conduct.
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Given the eternal nature of the believer's relationship with God and the high stakes that turn for them on obedience to
God's law, it is hard to believe that secular political authority would always -prevail for the believer who found
themselves in conflict with the state.
Nor will it do simply to tell them their religious faith is hopelessly misguided. What committed believer will agree
with that?
When religion has to be challenged, this needs to be done on -religious rather than secular grounds. But who is best
able to make that kind of challenge? Politicians may do so effectively if they speak from within their areas of expertise
or from their own religious experience, but there is always a risk for them of losing wider support within the electorate.
It is generally far better if the task of challenging unreasonable religious actions or teachings is delegated to citizens in particular those who share the same doctrinal beliefs.
Acts of religious violence, especially those committed in the name of Islam, pose a growing challenge for
Western countries long accustomed to the conventions of tolerance and liberty.
And we know that terrorists hold the upper hand: security services simply cannot keep track of everyone who is of
concern. What is to be done?
We make a serious mistake if we persist with the idea that acts of terror committed in the name of God have
nothing to do with religion. It is a mistake that must be called out again and again.
Multicultural Affairs Minister Zed Seselja did just that this week when referring to Islamic extremism in a speech in
Sydney. "Pretending that Islamist terrorists are simply mentally ill and not driven by an extreme ideology is
not only dangerous," he said, "it is insulting to all Australians, whatever their religious or cultural
background." He called for an honest conversation about the ideological roots of Islamist terrorism.
We need to have plenty of those honest conversations. Effectively countering the violent ideas held by death-obsessed
religious extremists will depend on our readiness to renew our commitment to liberty, tolerance and the rule of law.
We need to reassert the principles of Western civilisation, instilling them in every citizen, and working hard to ensure
newcomers to a country are integrated into the wider society.
We also need to safeguard freedom of religion so that we may openly discuss religious ideas, and criticise them where
necessary, without fear of attack or legal action under the guise of stamping out "Islamophobia".
This is no quick-fix solution. It will take a long time and it will not eliminate the threat of religious violence altogether.
But it will temper the environment in which such violence breeds. Religious violence is provoking a deadly contest
about our fundamental beliefs. Each one of us is now engaged in that contest - and we need to know what it is we
must defend.Peter Kurti is a research fellow at the Centre for Independent Studies and author of the research paper
Terror in the Name of God: Confronting Acts of Religious Violence in a Liberal Society, released this week.
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TWISTED BELIEFS DRIVING ISLAMIST BUTCHERS
ANTHONY BERGIN
Defensive politically correct position betrays us all
Terrorists operating against Western targets claim their acts are inspired, and in many cases required, by Islam.
Federal Social Services and Multicultural Affairs Assistant Minister Zed Seselja should be commended for his
plain speaking when he argues we have tolerated extremism too often and that the Muslim community should
now do more to call out Islamic extremism ("Minister tells Muslims to call out terrorism", The Australian, June 8).
"Those who believe in this Islamist ideology are a small minority of Muslims, but there are still far too many of them.
So it's on the majority - including the moderate, peaceful Muslims of our world - to rise up against this," he said.
Seselja suggested his colleagues should stop dancing around the issue and "call it for what it is", saying it was
an insult to suggest terrorism wasn't religiously motivated. "Pretending that Islamist terrorists are simply
mentally ill and not driven by an extreme ideology is not only dangerous, it is insulting to all Australians â€¦
"We are surely mature enough as a nation to have an open discussion about the inspiration for Islamist terrorism in
Salafist jihadist teaching, while acknowledging that most Muslims in Australia are good citizens who reject this
extremism." Seselja is absolutely right that too many public figures have been walking on eggshells and becoming
hostage to political correctness in failing to state publicly the underlying cause and motivation of terrorism.
Australians are reaching a boiling point of frustration when they hear some of our senior political leaders refuse to
speak the most obvious truths about terrorism. It seems they're afraid of being called a bigot or Islamophobic, rather
than being concerned about protecting innocents from being butchered by Islamist -jihadists.
It's true that our political elites aren't experts on Islam. They may not have much credibility disputing Muslim scholars
who point to Islamic sources that reject terrorist behaviour.
Publicly saying there's a link may be self-defeating if it stirs up trouble with moderate Muslims who oppose ter-rorism.
After all we need our Muslim communities to put trust in and co-operate with our counter-terrorism agencies.
Most political leaders will want to avoid be-ing open to the charge they are somehow at war with Islam.
But Seselja is right that this doesn't require them to keep silent on the issue of the links be-tween Islam and terrorism.
That's because when you don't call things by their real name, you insult the public by pretending the jihadist
violence we're seeing isn't coming out of Muslim communities.
It's delusional to silence debate on how we tackle Islamist ideology to protect the image of Islam. So Malcolm Turnbull
was right to point out on Wednesday in an interview on Melbourne radio that "we are facing a global threat, this
Islamist terrorism. It is a disease and it is corrupting, seeking to destroy from within the Islamic religion and
of course, lashing out to destroy and undermine our way of life." When our political leaders and public intellectuals
abandon the debate about how to tackle terrorism, the field is left open for extremists and fringe opinions such as those
in the virulently anti-Western Hizb ut-Tahrir, which encourages the separation of its members from the mainstream,
including the Muslim mainstream. Without directly organising terrorist attacks, its indoc-trination can motivate
members to turn fiery words into explosive deeds.
Killing innocents isn't condoned by any religion and our leaders shouldn't be cowed when they call a spade a spade
and talk about the extremist ideology linked to Islam.Anthony Bergin is a senior research fellow at the Australian
National University's National Security College and a senior analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute.
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Those malevolent forces of which we dare not speak
Chris Kenny
Compare the pair; our national -responses to domestic violence and Islamist extremism.
We are encouraged to talk about the murderous scourge of domestic violence. Whether or not it has touched our lives,
we need to be aware of signs and causes, vigilant for victims and culprits.
With the deadly threat of Islamist extremism, we are expected to do the opposite. Politicians and commentators
urge us not even to utter its name lest somehow the very word Islamist suggests all Muslims are to blame.
Far from fearing we tar all men with the brush of domestic violence, we spend millions urging all men to recognise
risks in the behaviour of themselves and others. Television commercials focus on the language we accept from children
lest it manifest itself in verbal or physical abuse of women.
On Islamist extremism, officialdom encourages ignorance. No meaningful public information is spread and most do
not dare discuss the religious motivation of terrorists or the need for Muslim communities to be alive to signs of
radicalisation in their midst. The only "causes" of terrorism acceptable in public debate are those grievances used by
terrorist propaganda to blame us - Western foreign policy, Islamophobia, social dislocation and the like. In rooting out
domestic violence, we know awareness and vigilance are -crucial. This could inform our -efforts to destroy the very
different threat of Islamist extremism.
After I highlighted (again) in The Weekend Australian - the day before the latest London atrocity - how we are
susceptible to "jihad denialism" and that we must "confront and defeat the ideology" of Islamist extremism, it was
encouraging to see British Prime Minister Theresa May's statement the day after the attack.
She noted that recent terror -attacks were "bound together by the single, evil ideology of Islamist extremism
that preaches -hatred, sows division, and promotes sectarianism".
"Defeating this ideology is one of the great challenges of our time," the Prime Minister said, outlining a four-prong
approach to combating it.
Yet on SkyNews Australia yesterday, Safe International chief executive John Bruni urged us to focus on mental health
rather than Islamist motivations. The denial was made no less extraordinary by its predictability. Over on ABC
News24, we saw Clarke Jones of Australian National University. "Aggression against aggression only leads to more
aggression," Dr Jones said, "so we've got to be very careful - it doesn't mean going soft on terrorism by no means but we've really got to get down to the crux of the social issues that's driving this problem." Here we go again; it's our
fault.
We now await details of specific British actions. Perhaps May will ban the fundamentalist political group Hizb utTahrir, already outlawed in many Middle-East countries for nurturing extremism.
Hizb ut-Tahrir supports the restoration of a caliphate and sharia practices, and opposes plurality and the principles of
liberal dem-ocracies. Concerned about rising extremism, the world's most populous Muslim nation, Indonesia, is
looking to ban Hizb ut-Tahrir.
In Britain (and Australia) it operates actively and openly. We don't like banning political groups but we are confronted
by an organisation that nurtures strident opposition to our way of life and can be seen as gateway to other groups that
act on those aims with murderous intent. We are obliged to challenge it in some way. As Ayaan Hirsi Ali has said:
"Tolerance of intolerance is cowardice."More broadly, the challenge is to work more actively with Muslim
communities on integration. Its failure is dire and palpable in Britain and we have drifted down the same path. We
need to avoid the same pitfalls. The greatest weapon against domestic extremism is successful integration.
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Denial is deadly
CAROLINE MARCUS
Political correctness has stifled meaningful debate about the true source of terrorism in the West despite the
extreme interpretation of Sunni Islam staring us in the face
CLUTCHING his bleeding throat after being stabbed by a terrorist in London, Darwin electrician Andrew Morrison
was almost reluctant to describe the monster who attacked him.
"He looked like - I hate because, you know, I know the thing with Muslims and terrorism, but he looked like a
f***ing Muslim terrorist," Morrison says.
Who can blame the poor guy?
Simply mention the words "Muslim" and "terrorist" in the same sentence and even after all these attacks, all
these senseless deaths, you'll still likely to find yourself denounced as an Islamophobe.
Call out Islamic terror for what it is and some will even accuse you for radicalising the terrorists in the first
place, in the way we'd never dream of blaming other victims of serious crime.
This is a paradoxical - not to mention dangerous - cautiousness that has seeped into both academia and public office.
Interviewing the CEO of international security think tank SAGE International, Dr John Bruni, on Sky News yesterday,
it was astonishing to witness such denialism in full flight.
"Let me say something quite clearly: there's nothing Islamic about the actions of random violence perpetrated by
people who are criminally deranged," Dr Bruni said.
Dr Bruni, a former defence adviser, claims we should be focusing on a mental health response to terrorism rather than
a militarised one.
"We talk about Islam, Islamist terrorism, jihadism; by using these labels, by calling out this kind of atrocity at
an individual level something that it is not, we are giving the people who are perpetrating this violence a cause,"
he added.
"All they'll end up doing is becoming the poster children of the next group of criminally deranged people. Psychopaths,
sociopaths - call them what you will, but do not link them in any way, shape or form to religion." You see, this is
where we've been going wrong.
We've been misinterpreting their screams of "Allahu Akbar!" and, as in the most recent attack, "This is for
Allah!" before necks are slashed and people are run down as a clue that this is something that is being carried
out in the name of Allah.
This isn't just patently ridiculous, it's dangerous.
The NSW State Coroner Michael Barnes highlighted the fatal error in writing off Islamic terrorists as simply mentally
ill when he handed down his findings into the Lindt Cafe siege.
Barnes found that gunman Man Haron Monis was not "deranged", but was in fact a terrorist inspired by Islamic State
ideology, and advice police had relied on from an underqualified psychiatrist that Monis was simply "bluffing" was
flawed. Meanwhile, hours before the Manchester attack, visiting US academic Lawrence Krauss had told ABC's Q&A
that "you're more likely to be killed by a refrigerator in the United States falling on you" than terrorism.
It's unclear where he got his highly dubious stats on whitegoods-related casualties, but even if true, it doesn't negate
the horrors of Islamic terrorism one iota.
Sadly, this political correctness has now reached even our intelligence agencies, the people at the very forefront of
dealing with this threat.
Last week, ASIO boss Duncan Lewis was forced to clarify remarks he'd made to a Senate hearing in which he
underplayed the link between religion and terror, saying at one point, "we are not interested in religion". Days after
he made the comments, Lewis admitted on ABC radio that the reason for terrorism was the "violent, extremist
interpretation of Sunni Islam." Now, that wasn't so hard, was it?
All most of us want is our authorities to give the information to us straight; don't treat us with kid gloves and dismiss
us as idiots who are going to make the leap to thinking all Muslims are terrorists.
And the idea that otherwise peace-loving Muslims are going to be so upset by facts they're going to suddenly transform
into knife-wielding madmen is so offensive - the very definition of the bigotry of low expectations.
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Former prime minister Tony Abbott summarised it well yesterday: "All too often in officialdoms' ranks there is this
notion that Islamophobia is almost as big a problem as Islamist terrorism." Thankfully, our leaders are finally
waking up to this.
British Prime Minister Theresa May was typically no-holds-barred in responding to the latest attack, saying there was
too much tolerance of extremism in the UK.
While at home, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull called terrorism "a corruption, a disease within Islam".
The first step to treating a disease? Diagnosing it properly.Caroline Marcus is a journalist with Sky News.
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'Opportunist' Hanson remains anti-Asian as well as anti-Muslim; New study 'Instinctive politician' in the spotlight
Nick O'Malley
A new study of One Nation's stance on racial issues has found that, while the party has shifted its rhetoric from
the "Asianisation of Australia" to the perceived threat of Islam, the party remains broadly anti-Asian and
increasingly anti-Chinese.
The author of the study, Phil Dorling, has analysed policy positions and public statements by party leader Pauline
Hanson over two decades in public life.
During her maiden speech to Parliament, Ms Hanson infamously declared that Australia was at risk of "being swamped
by Asians".
On her return to Parliament last year, she said the nation was now at risk of being "swamped by Muslims".
After One Nation's return to the centre stage, the Liberal Party moved to accept it into the mainstream. Senator Arthur
Sinodinos declared it had "evolved" and the West Australian branch forged a preference deal with it.
But Mr Dorling says there is no evidence of such evolution. He argues that Senator Hanson instinctively changes her
rhetoric to suit current sentiment on the far right of the Australian political spectrum.
In the report, to be published by progressive think tank the Australia Institute, Mr Dorling writes that, when the party
emerged in 1996, Ms Hanson harnessed concern on the right about Chinese and Vietnamese immigration and the
Labor Party's declaration that Australia was an Asian nation.
He notes that Ms Hanson's focus on Islam did not begin after the attacks of September 11, 2001, but after the 2005
Cronulla riots, which broke out as a result of anti-Muslim sentiment fanned in part by conservative media.
"[Hanson] is an instinctive politician. She has some deep-seated ideas about race and culture and small government,
but beyond that she is an opportunist," Mr Dorling told Fairfax Media.
As a result, Mr Dorling says, Senator Hanson is keeping her rhetoric targeted at Islam, while focusing the party's
preoccupation with the so-called "Asianisation of Australia" on China and Chinese Australians. "She sees China and
Chinese Australians as a more viable political target at the moment," as a result of public disquiet at the rise of China
and Chinese investment in Australia, Mr Dorling told Fairfax Media.
"Fear of Chinese investment and acquisition of land and infrastructure are major One Nation themes, as is the alleged
impact of the entry of Asian, predominantly Chinese, workers and students, on Australian employment and housing
costs," he writes in the report.
"In 2014, in an article posted on the One Nation website under her own name, Pauline Hanson expressed strong
opposition to the China-Australia free-trade agreement, with one of her 'greatest concerns' being the prospect of
increased movement of Chinese labour into Australia and Chinese ownership of Australian land and infrastructure.
"Senator Hanson and One Nation are opposed to free-trade agreements broadly, but it is very clear that Australia's
agreement with China is a focus of particular concern."
The report is titled: Still anti-Asian? Anti-Chinese? One Nation policies on Asian immigration and multiculturalism.
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Donald Trump ends decades-long White House tradition of celebrating
Ramadan with iftar dinner
After first iftar dinner in 1805, the White House started yearly ritual in 1996, under former First
Lady Hillary Clinton
Rachael Revesz
Sunday 25 June 2017 08:05 BST
475 comments

White House issued brief statement to say 'Eid Mubarak' to American Muslims AP
Donald Trump’s government has not held an iftar dinner for the end of Ramadan, breaking a Muslim tradition held at
the White House for more than two centuries.
The iftar dinner occurs at sunset at the end of the holy month of Ramadan, the ninth month of the Islam lunar calendar
and a time of prayer, reflection and fasting.
White House officials reportedly spend months planning the event, which has been held every year under the Clinton,
Bush and Obama administrations, but 2017 took a different path.
The White House issued a statement on late Saturday evening.
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"Muslims in the United States joined those around the world during the holy month of Ramadan to focus on acts of
faith and charity," the statement read. "Now, as they commemorate Eid with family and friends, they carry on the
tradition of helping neighbours and breaking bread with people from all walks of life.
"During this holiday, we are reminded of the importance of mercy, compassion, and goodwill. With Muslims around
the world, the United States renews our commitment to honour these values. Eid Mubarak."
Earlier this year Secretary of State Rex Tillerson reportedly said the government would not host the dinner. He also
issued a statement on Saturday, which read, "This holiday marks the culmination of Ramadan, a month in which many
experience meaning and inspiration in acts of fasting, prayer, and charity.
"This day offers an opportunity to reflect on our shared commitment to building peaceful and prosperous communities.
Eid Mubarak."
The brief statements provide a stark contrast to the holiday message issued by former President Barack Obama, who
warned against the “rise in attacks against Muslim Americans”.
"Muslim Americans have been part of our American family since its founding," he added.
Former President Thomas Jefferson, a staunch advocate of religious freedom, famously hosted a White House iftar in
December 1805 in honour of Tunisian ambassador Sidi Soliman Mellimelli during the American conflict with what
were known as the Barbary States.
"Dinner will be on the table precisely at sun-set – " the invitation read. "The favour of an answer is asked."
John Quincy Adams noted in his diaries that the dinner was served late in the evening as it was "in the midst of
Ramadan".
The nature of the dinner has divided opinion over the last two centuries, with far-right critics insisting the dinner was
only moved back as a “courtesy” and that the menu was not changed for the guests.
Regardless of what is served at the meal, anyone present at the dinner who is breaking their fast means an iftar is being
held.
READ MORE
Images of people breaking Ramadan fast in ruined Syrian town go viral
Finsbury attack witnesses vow to return to mosque for evening prayers
Muslim charity leader describes all-day rescue effort during Ramadan
The White House tradition started with earnest in 1996, when First Lady Hillary Clinton hosted 150 people after
learning more about the ritual from her daughter Chelsea, who had reportedly studied Islamic history in school, as
reported by Muslim Voices.
President George W Bush hosted the dinner every year for his two terms, including just after the 9/11 attacks. He said
at the dinner that the fight was against terrorism, not Islam.
American Muslims might have been hoping for the dinner to be held at the White House this year as a symbol of unity
after a spike in hate crimes against the community, the highest level since 2001. Mr Trump has been strongly criticised
for his proposal in December 2015 to ban Muslims from entering the US and also for his executive order as President
to temporarily ban all immigration and refugees from seven Muslim-majority countries. The order, later revised, was
knocked down by federal courts.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/eid-al-fitr-donald-trump-white-house-stops-tradition-muslim-american-ramadan-fastreligious-freedom-a7806836.html
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Racist Snapchat story targeting Sikh man on flight sparks outrage on social

media
A Sikh professor said the bigoted posts highlight 'what it's like for anyone who appears to be
Muslim to travel by plane'
Greg Wilford
Sunday 25 June 2017 15:54 BST

6 comments

An airline passenger who mocked a Sikh man's turban and suggested he was a terrorist in a series of Snapchat posts
has sparked outrage on social media. Twitter @SikhProf
An airline passenger who mocked a Sikh man's turban and suggested he was a terrorist in a series of racist Snapchat
posts has sparked outrage on social media.
The bigoted outburst began when the man took a picture of the Sikh from behind, circled his turban, and included
the caption: "Never mind I might not make it to Indy."
He later snapped the Sikh as he slept during the flight, writing: "Update I'm still alive."
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The bigoted post outraged social media users (Twitter @SikhProf)
And in one post he suggested that the passenger was behaving suspiciously, saying: "Ok he just walk to the back of
the Plane then to the front then to his seat."
Sikh academic Simram Jeet Singh posted screen grabs of the Snapchat posts on Twitter and claimed they show "what
it's like for anyone who appears to be Muslim to travel by plane".
The professor, who teaches religion at Trinity University in Texas, has frequently spoken out against xenophobia and
says he often experiences "uncomfortable stares and misguided fears" while travelling.
"This series of snaps should give you a sense of what it's like for anyone who appears to be Muslim to travel by
plane," he tweeted."I try to live my life by the
Sikh maxim, "Fear none, frighten none". I think about this teaching often when I travel.
"How do I retain my confidence and dignity on an airplane while also being thoughtful not to strike fear in the hearts
of others?
"I think twice about getting up to use the restroom. I feel self-conscious when opening the overhead bin to take
something out of my luggage.
"I look forward to the day when our kids can travel freely, without having to worry about what others might be
thinking or saying about them."
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/snapchat-racist-twitter-sikh-terrorism-muslim-islamophobia-airplane-passengeroutrage-racism-hate-a7807161.html
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Brooklyn Man Arrested For Threatening To Taser And Kill Mosque-Goer
JAKE OFFENHARTZ
JUN 25, 2017 3:34 PM

A Brooklyn man has been arrested and charged with a hate crime for pointing a taser at and threatening to kill a man
outside a mosque, police said on Sunday
.
Kevin Keating, 27, approached the man after midnight on Friday morning as he he was leaving a mosque in the
Kensington neighborhood of Brooklyn, according to police. "You f-cking Muslim," Keating allegedly taunted. "Why
you doing Ramadan, motherf-cker? Next time I see you I'm going to kill you."
According to the police source, Keating then brandished a taser, pulling on the weapon to produce electrical sparks
and instructing the victim to "come here." The encounter ended there, police said, and Keating was subsequently
arrested and charged with harassment as a hate crime and menacing in the third degree.
The confrontation came one day before the end of Ramadan, and on the heels of several other threats made toward
local Muslims.
Hours before the taser incident, two Muslim institutions in Manhattan—the Islamic Cultural Center on the Upper East
Side and the Muslim Education and Converts Center in Midtown—received threatening letters, according to the Daily
News. "Muslim Dear Scum," read the letter sent to the Islamic Cultural Center, "a bomb has been placed very close
to your mosque. If you continue to worship your pedophile messiah we will be forced to detonate it. Good day.
"
That letter was postmarked from England, and police are reportedly investigating the threat in connection with a letter
sent Wednesday to the Masjid Manhattan Mosque, which promised a coming massacre "on a scale never seen."
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Albert Fox Cahn, legal director at the Council on American-Islamic Relations-New York, told Gothamist: "We
continue to be concerned about the apparent spike in the number of anti-Muslim attacks and attacks on mosques. We're
urging mosques across New York state to take all appropriate security measures, especially during the Eid holiday."
Sunday is the first day of Eid al-Fitr, a three-day Muslim festival marking the end of Ramadan.
http://gothamist.com/2017/06/25/man_who_threatened_to_kill_muslim_o.php
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Supreme Court reinstates Trump's travel ban, but only for some immigrants
Richard Wolf and Alan Gomez, USA TODAY
10:37 a.m. ET June 26, 20175:52 p.m. ET June 26, 2017

Top of Form
It's a big win for the Trump administration as the Supreme Court allows Trump to partly enforce his controversial ban.
Elizabeth Keatinge (@elizkeatinge) has more. Buzz60
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WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court agreed Monday to let President Trump's immigration travel ban go into effect
for some travelers, reversing the actions of lower federal courts that had put the controversial policy completely on
hold.
The court also agreed to hear the case involving travelers from six predominantly Muslim countries and
international refugees in October, leaving open the chance that it could reverse Monday's verdict if challengers can
prove the ban is illegal or unconstitutional.
The justices' action gives Trump a partial victory following a string of defeats from coast to coast, and he wasted no
time applauding it.
"Today's unanimous Supreme Court decision is a clear victory for our national security," Trump said in a statement.
"It allows the travel suspension for the six terror-prone countries and the refugee suspension to become largely
effective."
That was immediately contested by immigrant rights and civil liberties groups challenging the travel ban, who argued
that most would-be travelers cannot be barred under the court's compromise ruling. "The hope is that this really only
impacts a very small number of people,” said Becca Heller, director of the International Refugee Assistance Project.
Of the more than 100,000 people who legally entered the U.S. from the six countries last year, most would have
qualified to enter under the Supreme Court's criteria, according to State Department data. Nearly 30,000 had
immigrant visas, and more than 25,000 arrived as refugees matched up with non-profit groups or sponsor families.
Going forward, however, travelers in a wide range of visa categories will have to prove their connection to a U.S.
organization or individual in order to avoid the ban – at least until the Supreme Court hears and decides the overall
dispute.
"The government's interest in enforcing (the ban), and the executive's authority to do so, are undoubtedly at their peak
when there is no tie between the foreign national and the United States," the court said.
On the other hand, it said the ban "may not be enforced against foreign nationals who have a credible claim of a bona
fide relationship with a person or entity in the United States."
Some in, some out
Until Monday, the travel ban had been under siege in federal courts. Some courts struck it down as a form of religious
discrimination against Muslims. Others said it showed bias based on nationality and exceeded the president's authority
without a firm national security justification.
The high court's action, therefore, represents a setback for immigration rights and civil liberties groups that had bottled
up two executive orders through legal action, exacerbating the president's battles with federal courts that began during
the election campaign.
The court's action was written without an author, but with a partial dissent from Justices Clarence Thomas, Samuel
Alito and Neil Gorsuch, who would have given Trump a complete victory by allowing the ban to apply to all travelers.
"The government has made a strong showing that it is likely to succeed on the merits -- that is, that the judgments
below will be reversed,' Thomas wrote. "The government has also established that failure to stay the injunctions will
cause irreparable harm by interfering with its 'compelling need to provide for the nation's security.'"
The Supreme Court also upheld a lower court's decision to allow the administration to finally begin a global
review of vetting procedures used to screen foreign travelers. The White House has said that review was the
most important component of Trump's executive order, and that the travel ban was merely an effort to free
resources to conduct the review.
The Department of Homeland Security said it officially began that review on June 19.
The court's action isn't expected to set off the kind of chaos seen around the world when Trump signed the first travel
ban into effect on Jan. 27. That executive order, which went into effect immediately, barred all travelers from seven
countries from entering the U.S. even if they had green cards, valid visas or refugee status. It led to at least 746 people
temporarily detained at U.S. airports, some being deported back to their home countries, and untold numbers of others
prevented from boarding their flights at airports overseas.
The revised travel ban, with the court's limitations, cannot go into effect before Thursday at the earliest, based on
a memorandum recently signed by the president.
A chaotic history
From the very beginning, the travel ban has led to chaos at U.S. airports and courthouses across the country.
Because visa and green card holders were included in the first ban, it immediately produced confusion and protests at
U.S. airports. Within days, federal judges in New York and Boston intervened, and a third federal judge in
Seattle issued a nationwide injunction in early February.
Trump unveiled a revised order in March that smoothed out some of the original ban's rougher edges and narrowed
the list of countries to include Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. It called for a 90-day ban on
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travelers from six countries and 120 days for refugees, but excluded visa and green card holders, deleted a section that
gave preference to Christian minorities, and included a waiver process for those claiming undue hardship.
That order was blocked by a federal judge in Hawaii hours before it was to go into effect on March 16, as well as
by another federal judge in Maryland. The Justice Department appealed both rulings, leading to similar slap-downs
by federal appeals courts in Richmond May 25 and San Francisco June 12.
As it reached the Supreme Court, the travel ban had been struck down on both constitutional and statutory grounds.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 4th Circuit ruled 10-3 that it discriminated against Muslims by targeting only
countries with overwhelmingly large Muslim majorities. But a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
9th Circuit ruled unanimously that the ban violated federal immigration law by targeting people from certain countries
without improving national security.
Through all the defeats, Trump was forced to play on what amounts to his opponents' home turf: The 9th Circuit,
based in San Francisco, is dominated by President Bill Clinton's nominees. The 4th Circuit, based in Richmond, is
dominated by President Barack Obama's nominees. All 13 judges on those two courts who voted to strike down the
revised travel ban were appointed by Democratic presidents.
By contrast, the Supreme Court includes five justices named by Republican presidents and four by Democrats. Chief
Justice John Roberts is a strong proponent of executive authority, particularly in foreign affairs. Alito has spent his
entire career working for the government. Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote in a 2015 immigration case that a
"legitimate and bona fide" reason for denying entry to the United States can pass muster. Gorsuch is a stickler for the
written text of statutes — and banning Muslims isn't mentioned in Trump's executive order. Thomas is the most
conservative of all.
Despite those advantages, Trump at times has been his own worst enemy. His presidential campaign speeches, official
statements and tweets gave opponents of the ban fodder for their challenges -- from Trump's vow in 2015 to seek "a
total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States" to his lament this month that his lawyers should
have pushed for a "much tougher version" rather than the "politically correct" order he signed in March.

The U.S. Supreme Court agreed to allow a limited version of the Trump administration’s travel ban on travelers from
six predominantly Muslim countries from entering the United States Monday, the final day of the high court’s
opinions.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/06/26/supreme-court-reinstates-president-trumps-travel-ban/103134132/
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Travel Ban Ruling Begs Question: What’s ‘Bona Fide’ Tie to U.S.?
Erik Larson
Kartikay Mehrotra
June 26, 2017, 11:40 PM GMT+5 June 27, 2017, 1:35 AM GMT+5
Supreme Court narrows Trump order set to take effect Thursday
People from six countries with no U.S. connection barred
Donald Trump declared victory after the U.S. Supreme Court said a narrowed version of his travel ban can take effect.
But the ruling, which allows the government to deny entry to people from six mostly Muslim countries who don’t
have existing ties to the U.S., is creating a new set of questions.
At the top of the list: What qualifies as a "bona fide" relationship to the U.S.? That’s what residents of those countries
will need to show before being allowed to enter, the Supreme Court said on Monday. Another question: Are existing
visa holders secure?
The Supreme Court agreed to hear the case in October, meaning the 90-day travel ban will expire before the high
court gets to the merits. The fresh uncertainty may force lower-court judges to again weigh in on the immigration
fight just as aspiring visitors, immigrants and refugees believed the dispute was winding its way toward a conclusion.
"We’ll see how the ’bona fide’ connection is construed," Cecillia Wang, an attorney with the American Civil Liberties
Union, said in a phone call.
That leads to yet another question, said Cornell University Law School professor Stephen Yale-Loehr. He said it’s
unclear whether the individual seeking entry or the government will have to provide the proof about the bona fides.
"I predict chaos at the border and new lawsuits as foreign nationals and refugees argue that they are entitled to
enter the United States,” Yale-Loehr said in an email.
Travel Ban QuickTake Scorecard
The narrowed travel ban will take effect in 72 hours. That gives the Trump administration some time to clear up
many of these questions. The Department of Homeland Security could issue a definition of a ’bona fide’ relationship,
and say precisely how the travel ban will be enforced at U.S. airports. They may also want to address how rejected
refugees will be treated if they seek asylum in the U.S. for fear of persecution at home.
That could avoid some chaos at embassies and airports, ahead of the Fourth of July holiday in the U.S. and the Eid
al-Fitr Muslim holiday in the affected region.
In its 13-page order temporarily allowing a portion of the travel ban to go into effect on June 29, the justices detailed
some examples of a bona fide relationship. They include a foreign national who wishes to live with or visit a family
member, a student who has been admitted by a university, or a worker with an offer of employment from a U.S.
business.
But as Justice Clarence Thomas warned in a brief dissent, even this temporary order may prove “unworkable” and
lead to a “flood of litigation” as U.S. customs and border officials wrestle with whether persons from the six counties
have sufficient ties. Courts “will struggle to determine what exactly constitutes a ‘bona fide relationship,’ who
precisely has a ‘credible claim’ to that relationship,” he said.
‘Clear Definition’
"There is no clear definition of what that means," said Justin Gest, assistant professor of public policy at George
Mason University. "This puts into danger people who had relationships that may be unconventional, or unrecognized
by the Trump administration."
The Merriam Webster dictionary defines bona fide as "made in good faith without fraud or deceit."
Perhaps the central question is how the Trump administration interprets the Supreme Court’s order. Immigration
advocates say that most visas go to travelers with ties to the U.S. so there should be little discretion for customs
officials and few should be denied entry.
“The implementation of the executive order will be done professionally, with clear and sufficient public notice,
particularly to potentially affected travelers, and in coordination with partners in the travel industry,” the
Department of Homeland Security said in a statement. The department said more details will be provided once it
has consulted with Justice and State departments.
Immigration Hotline Immigration advocates pledge to be especially vigilant as travelers with visas arrive at U.S. ports.
A coalition of immigrant rights groups, including the Council on American-Islamic Relations, will continue to man a
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hotline for travelers facing roadblocks at U.S. points of entry. Since Trump’s revised ban was blocked by a federal
court in Hawaii, the hotline has been mostly silent. Denials of entry will likely end up being challenged in courts.
The next three days will be crucial to determine stability at most American airports as sections of the executive order
are re-introduced, said Zahra Billoo, executive director of the Council of American Islamic Relations in San Francisco.
‘Closely Monitoring’
"We’ll be sending lawyers back to airports to make sure people aren’t landing and having their visas turned
away," Becca Heller, the director of the International Refugee Assistance Project, said on a conference call with
reporters. “We’ll be closely monitoring what’s happening to people as they enter."
“It seems the intent of the Supreme Court order is anyone with U.S. ties could still come in,” she said, adding that
those already awarded a visa have a bona fide relationship with the U.S.
Airlines expect they won’t face the same issues as in January, when some travelers complained they weren’t allowed
to board U.S.-bound flights even though they could legally travel to the country.
“For all flights from foreign countries to the U.S., American electronically validates visas and passports against
Customs and Border Protection systems,” said Ross Feinstein, an American Airlines spokesman. That won’t change
under the Supreme Court ruling, he said.
Revised Order
Get the latest on global politics in your inbox, every day.
Bottom of Form
Trump’s initial Jan. 27 order barring citizens of seven nations regardless of their legal status set off a weekend of
chaos at airports and border crossings as hundreds of immigrants and travelers, including at least one translator who
worked with the U.S. military in Iraq, and even people with U.S. permanent resident permits -- or Green Cards -were detained or delayed in being admitted to the country. Companies, international allies and human rights
activists assailed the ban and judges quickly blocked it, forcing the administration into retreat.
Trump revised the order, removing Iraq from the list of countries subject to the ban -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan
and Syria -- after its government took specific steps to assuage the Trump administration’s concerns, including
agreeing to quickly repatriate Iraqis who overstay their U.S. visas and increasing information about its citizens that
it shares with the U.S.
Still, the revised order was also put on hold by two U.S. appeals courts, leading to Monday’s Supreme Court decision,
which allowed bans on people from the six countries, and refugees, with no connection to the U.S.
A final Supreme Court ruling won’t come until this fall at the earliest.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-06-26/supreme-court-travel-ban-ruling-may-prompt-fresh-legal-challenge
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CAUGHT ON CAMERA: Man slams into cars at Tampa mosque then speeds
off
Isabel Rosales
5:28 PM, Jun 26, 2017
11:23 AM, Jun 27, 2017
TAMPA, Fla. - Families are stunned as they anxiously watch a gray truck smashing into cars and right through the
front gate of the Islamic Society of Tampa Bay Mosque.
“He was aggressive and mean. Like he’s mean. He is like [acting like] 'I am going to do it!''” said Gamal Farag.
Farag witnessed the truck plow through the cars and front gate before he decided to follow the car himself. He tailed
the gray truck for almost a mile before he lost it.
The mosque was expecting up to 1,200 people that night breaking their fast for the religious month of Ramadan. It
was only a couple of hours before then that the truck made its way into the parking lot.

Hillsborough County woman impregnated by 11-year-old faces 14 more charges
Families were gathering for a religious celebration. The suspect, Shaun Urwiler, told deputies he was just trying to
"throw a few donuts and wreak a little havoc,” according to the official report.
ABC Action News spoke with the suspect’s brother, Neal Urwiler, over the phone, about the situation.
Neal Urwiler says his brother, Shaun, called him a few hours before the incident to let him know that he had a dream
about Fallujah, Iraq and believes it triggered him. He tells us, his brother is a combat veteran with PTSD and was not
taking his medication. He says Shaun Urwiler hit “rock bottom” but his intention wasn’t to hurt anyone.
“I apologize on behalf of my family if anyone was scared,” said Neal Urwiler, “This is not something a sane person
would do. He’s not that person and he’s going to get help.”
"Are my children outside? Thankfully, it was pouring rain outside, and I think that was a blessing in and of itself,"
said Aida Mackic, as a member of the Council for American-Islamic Relations.
Farag has questions for the suspect.
“What you do this for? What make you do this? I don’t understand. What the reason?” Farag asks.
Urwiler is charged with criminal mischief and property damage.
“In my opinion, God will take care of him," said Farag. He has faith that the justice system will work as it should.
Mackic has hopes that this will foster dialogue between the Islamic community and the greater Tampa area.
“We hope that people come inside, ask questions, get to know your Muslim neighbors," she said.
http://www.abcactionnews.com/news/region-tampa/caught-on-camera-man-slams-into-cars-at-tampa-mosque-then-speeds-off
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Reports of Discrimination Against Muslims Rise in Chicago
Maya Miller
June 27, 2017 1:13 pm

Hoda Katebi of CAIR Chicago speaks during a press conference. (Courtesy of Council on American Islamic Relations)
So far this year, the Chicago Council on American Islamic Relations has received about 400 complaints of
discrimination against Muslim-Americans, the same number it received during all of 2016, according to Hoda Katebi,
the organization’s communications coordinator.
While the civil rights and advocacy group has seen steady increases over the last few years, Katebi says the spike
significantly outpaces anything they’ve seen previously. Most of the reports cite incidents in Chicago and the
surrounding suburbs, where Katebi says CAIR Chicago has the greatest presence.
The reports of discrimination are varied. Some were filed by parents whose children experience bullying over their
religion; others by people citing hostile comments from colleagues.
Katebi, who wears a hijab, says that over the past few months she’s been called a “terrorist” while walking through
city streets. While Katebi says she occasionally encountered that type of discrimination while growing up in
Oklahoma, personal attacks like this have been occurring more frequently this year.
“I know I’m a target because of the way I dress,” Katebi said. “My anxiety walking and crossing the streets has
amplified.”
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CAIR Chicago hosts events that aim to bring together people from various faiths. (Courtesy of Chicago's Council on
American Islamic Relations)
The increase in complaints noted by CAIR comes on the heels of an incident involving the group’s deputy director
and counsel, Sufyan Sohel. According to Sohel, a middle-aged south suburban man left him a profanity-laced
voicemail that included threats to his life.
“I had chills, just listening to the man’s tone and hearing his words: ‘We’re not afraid of you, we’re going to kill you,’”
Sohel said.
The man, who included his phone number in the message, was charged with a felony count of a hate crime and a
telephone threat on June 17.
As an attorney for a civil rights organization, Sohel said he knew exactly who to call and how to report the incident.
But many people who experience acts of discrimination don’t know how to file a report, or may choose not to take
any action at all, he said.
A study by the Bureau of Justice Statistics found that 65 percent of hate crimes occurring between 2007 and 2011
were not reported to law enforcement.
“One of the biggest problems that we have in this country is a lack of reporting of hate crimes,” Sohel said.
Katebi attributes the lack of reporting to the normalization and frequency of such acts against Muslim-Americans, and
the fear of retaliation. Last week, CAIR launched a mobile app that allows users to report incidents of bias and provides
information on constitutional rights.
Data from the Chicago Police Department shows an overall increase in hate crimes.
In 2016, Chicago saw a 20-percent increase in hate crimes, with 60 reported in 2015 versus 72 in 2016, according to
police data. During the first five weeks of 2017, the CPD recorded 13 hate crimes—more than triple the number
recorded during the same period in 2016.
CPD data also shows that 2016 was the first year in which the majority of hate crimes were targeted against Muslims,
Jews, Arabs and Hispanic individuals rather than African-Americans and the LGBTQ community.
Federal Bureau of Investigation data found that anti-Islamic hate crimes increased by 6 percent between 2014 and
2015, more than hate crimes against any other religious group.
“We see the rhetoric that’s out there that Muslims are a threat to the fabric of America,” Sohel said. “But Muslims
make up the fabric of America just as much as anyone else.”
http://chicagotonight.wttw.com/2017/06/27/reports-discrimination-against-muslims-rise-chicago#.WVOoEfdVNoQ.twitter
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Iraq veteran drove truck through gates of Florida mosque and crashed into
cars before fleeing
Shaun Urwiler, 42, is reported to suffer from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, having fought in
Iraq.
By Josh Robbins
June 27, 2017 18:03 BST

Shaun Urwiler's brother thinks he may have been suffering from PTSDHillsborough County Sheriff's Office
An Iraq veteran drove a truck through the locked gate of a Florida mosque and rammed into parked cars shortly before
a special Ramadan meal was due to begin.
Shaun Urwiler, 42, smashed through the gates of the Islamic Society of Tampa Bay Mosque and began hitting cars
while around 1,200 terrified worshippers looked on from within, according to WFLA.
"[I was thinking] are my children outside? Thankfully, it was pouring rain outside, and I think that was a blessing in
and of itself," said witness Aida Mackic.
Online searches revel that Urwiler is an Iraq veteran. He made the headlines in 2003 when his girlfriend of the time,
who was concerned he may have died, discovered he was alive from a press photograph.
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Urwiler's brother Neal said the former infantryman had hit "rock bottom" after his experiences as a soldier and suffered
from post-traumatic stress disorder.
He also claimed that Urwiler had phoned him shortly before the mosque incident, telling him he had a dream about
Fallujah, an Iraqi city that had witnessed fierce fighting during the war.
"I apologise on behalf of my family if anyone was scared," said Neal. "This is not something a sane person would do.
He's not that person and he's going to get help."
Urwiler's explanation for his actions supported the suggestion he was not thinking clearly before the attack. He told
deputies he just wanted to "throw a few donuts and wreak a little havoc".
Fortunately, nobody was injured as a result of his actions. He drove away from the scene of his own accord and has
since been charged with criminal mischief and property damage.

The Islamic Society Tampa Bay Mosque was preparing to host a special Ramadan mealGoogle maps
Witness Mackic, a member of the Council for American-Islamic Relation, urged any US citizens with anxieties about
Muslims to go to a mosque and break the ice.
"We hope that people come inside, ask questions, get to know your Muslim neighbours," she said.
Other mosque-goers struck a less forgiving tone. Gamal Farag, who chased after Urwiler after the attack, said: "Like
he's mean. He is [acting] like 'I am going to do it.'"
"What you do this for? What make you do this? I don't understand. What the reason?" he added. "In my opinion, God
will take care of him," http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/06/muslim-girls-racially-abused-polish-holocaust-trip170628085035959.html
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/iraq-veteran-drove-truck-through-gates-florida-mosque-crashed-into-cars-before-fleeing-1628041?utm_campaign=/iraqveteran-drove-truck-through-gates-florida-mosque-crashed-into-cars-before-fleeing-1628041
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Muslim girls 'racially abused' on Polish Holocaust trip

Group of German high school pupils say they were threatened and spat on during Holocaust
study trip in Poland.
Armando Babani
Girls wearing a hijab were the main target of racial slurs and violence

Several German pupils say they were racially abused in Poland while on a trip to study the Holocaust, German
broadcaster Deutschlandfunk reports.
The group, led by their teacher Sabeth Schmidthals, counted 20 high school students, the majority of them Muslims,
the broadcaster said.
Anti-immigration protests sweep through Warsaw
"These are very active students," Schmidthals told Deutschlandfunk. "They go against the popular belief that
youngsters or Muslim students are not interested in this topic."
"I was spat on by a man in the street who then ran away", Sheida Nur, one of the girls in the group, told German radio.
She and three other girls wearing hijab were the main targets of racial slurs and threats.
Nur also said that police officers were idly standing by and did not offer protection during the abuse.
"We saw the policemen grinning. Then a Polish man explained that the police would not want to help us," one of the
boys in the group said.
Another girl was expelled from a shopping mall, allegedly for speaking Farsi in a phone call to her brother.
"They came up to me and asked me to leave. They said I was disturbing the people. I asked why. Just because I was
talking in Farsi and I was a foreigner? They said 'yes'."
Another girl had an encounter with a woman who "came at us yelling 'go away'. She then poured her drink on me and
my camera," she told Deutschlandfunk.
READ MORE: Racism - the real reason why Europeans fear refugees
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In a market in the city of Lublin, the girls wearing hijab (the hijab is a headscarf worn by many Muslim women who
feel it is part of their religion) were turned away from a stall where they tried to buy water, allegedly because they
were not Polish.
In another incident, one of the girls was reportedly threatened by a man with a knife. "I thought he wanted to ask me
something, but then I ran straight back to the hotel."
Polish police, responding to a request from the BBC, said that there was no complaint filed in connection with these
incidents and that review of security footage showed "no incidents involving foreigners".
No Muslim refugees
The organisers of the school trip, Haus der Wannseekonferenz, have expressed concern in the wake of the allegations
and promised to take the matter up with their Polish partners.
A letter will also be sent to the Polish ambassador to Germany, according to Haus der Wannseekonferenz director
Hans-Christian Jasch.
The group had visited the sites of World War II concentration camps in Treblinka and Maidanek in order to learn more
about the suffering of Polish civilians under Nazi occupation.
The Polish prosecutor's office told the BBC that the number of hate crimes against Muslims had doubled from 2015
to 2016.
Poland's conservative government refuses to take in Muslim refugees claiming they would not fit in a majority
Christian Catholic society.
During the peak of the refugee crisis in 2015, Education Secretary Jaroslav Gowin said, "every (…) people has the
right to protect itself from extinction".
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Will Donald Trump Ever Be Interested In the Death of a Muslim?
He tweets at the drop of a hat when a Muslim commits a crime. But what about when a
crime is perpetrated against a Muslim? Funny how he goes silent.
DEAN OBEIDALLAH
06.19.17 2:01 PM ET
Nabra Hassanen, 17, was known as a “really nice girl” who "always talked with a smile." Like millions of other
American Muslims, this hijab-wearing young woman was observing the month of Ramadan. In fact, very early Sunday
morning she was doing what so many Muslims do during Ramadan, which requires fasting from sunrise to sunset:
She was eating breakfast before sunrise and then heading to the mosque to pray.
But that’s where Hassanen’s story differs from others. While walking with her teenage friends toward the mosque
after eating a nearby IHOP, she was confronted by a motorist who jumped out of his car and began swinging a baseball
bat at this group of hijab-wearing teenagers. The girls ran for safety but soon they noticed that Hassanen was not with
them. That’s when the authorities were contacted.
Tragically on Sunday afternoon what was believed to be Hassanen’s lifeless body was located in a nearby
pond. Hassanen’s mother stated that the police told her that her daughter “was struck with a metal bat.” As Loudoun
County Sheriff Michael L. Chapman remarked, “I can’t think of a worse instance to occur than the loss of a 17-yearold on Father’s Day, as the father of a 17-year-old myself.”
Later Sunday the police arrested 22 year-old Darwin Martinez Torres, whom they had observed driving in the area
suspiciously. He was soon charged with Hassanen’s murder.
Was the hijab-wearing Hassanen targeted for her faith? The police stated Monday that as of now they are not
investigating this as a hate crime.
But still this murder has ratcheted up the fear many Muslim American parents have for their families during this
Ramadan. As I wrote three weeks ago in the days before Ramadan began, Muslims organizations and mosques were
adding extra security to protect their communities from hate crimes for this first Ramadan under Trump. After all in
2015 we saw a 67 percent increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes as reported by the FBI. And the Council on American
Islamic Relations released a report last month that found an alarming 44 percent increase in anti-Muslim hate crimes
from 2016, noting attacks on Muslims Americans and our places of worship with several mosques burned to the
ground.
I recall attending a dinner two years ago in Washington D.C. organized by Muslim Advocates where then U.S.
Attorney General Loretta Lynch was the keynote speaker. Lynch made it clear to us that we Muslims Americans were
not alone. Rather she vowed that her Department of Justice and the Obama administration were there to fight on her
behalf to ensure we had the same rights as our fellow Americans.
But under Trump we feel more than alone. We now have a President who made Muslim bashing a big part of his
campaign with lies like “thousands and thousands” of Muslims cheered in New Jersey on 9/11 to his dangerously
irresponsible comment “Islam hates us.” And of course Trump sought to bar all Muslims not already on U.S. soil from
ever stepping foot in our country with his “total and complete” Muslim ban.
Add to that Trump has put together the most anti-Muslim administration ever. To put it bluntly there is a direct line
from the Trump White House to anti-Muslim hate.
The Trump White House features such vile people as Steve Bannon who under his leadership
turned Brietbart.com into an anti-Muslim hate website. And then there are Trump officials like Sebastian Gorka and
CIA Director Mike Pompeo who have close ties to anti-Muslim hate groups.
Trump has also despicably ginned up fears of Muslims after ISIS inspired attacks but has been silent when people
plan to or actually kill Muslims. For example after the June 3 terror attack on the London Bridge, the very next
morning Trump tweeted three times about the attack, for example: “We must stop being politically correct and get
down to the business of security for our people. If we don't get smart it will only get worse.” Trump even slammed
the Muslim Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, clearly taking his words out of context.
But then last night we saw an attack by 48 year-old white man Darren Osborne who reportedly yelled “I'm going to
kill all Muslims” when driving his van into a group of Muslims exiting a local mosque in the Finsbury section of
London. As of now one person is dead and many injured. British Prime Minister Theresa May declared in response
that “this was a terror attack on Muslims near their place of worship,” adding that it was “every bit as sickening” as
the recent terrorist attacks on London Bridge and in Manchester.
Top of Form
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So did Trump tweet about this attack like he did with the London Bridge attack? Of course not. Muslims lives only
matter to Trump when he can demonize us for political gain. Instead Trump sent out two tweets Monday morning,
one urging people to watch his lawyer on Fox News, which he oddly deleted. And then a tweet about the special
congressional election in Georgia tomorrow.
But this is expected. Trump didn’t comment on his personal Twitter account after a white supremacist terrorist killed
two people in Portland in May for standing up to his anti-Muslim tirade. We didn’t see Trump tweet last week when
right-wing white terrorist Robert Doggart was sentenced to 19 years and 10 months in a federal prison for plotting to
kill Muslims in New York. Any doubt if Doggart had been Muslim and plotting to kill Christians Trump would have
used that event to gin up fears of Muslims?
As of now we don’t know if 17- year-old Hassanen was killed because she was Muslim. But I can say with great
confidence that even if she was, Trump truly wouldn’t care. After all, to Trump we Muslims are simply props for his
hateful campaign platform– not fellow Americans.
http://www.thedailybeast.com/will-donald-trump-ever-be-interested-in-the-death-of-a-muslim?source=twitter&via=desktop
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Victim of Bronx Beating Says He Was Targeted For Being Muslim
Bronx, Emily Smith,

June 19, 2017 6:46 PM

NEW YORK (CBSNewYork) — The victim of a violent Bronx beating believes he was targeted for being a Muslim.
As CBS2’s Emily Smith reported, the attack was caught on camera, and police are looking for the men seen in the
video.
The footage shows a Muslim man in traditional clothing being followed out of a cell phone supply store, only to be
attacked right outside the door.
Monammad Munshi said one of the men — who he’s never seen before — called him a terrorists, and told him to go
back to his country while the entire group beat him.
The fight happened at an electronics store on Union Port Road in the Bronx on Friday when Munshi went in to buy a
cell phone charger. Ultimately he spent a night in the hospital with a broken nose, and other injuries.
According to the NYPD, anti-Muslim hate crimes have more than doubled. Seven have been reported this year in the
Bronx.
Investigators are still working to investigate the nature of the latest crime.
Nazmul Islal said he’s never been targeted, but is living in fear.
“It’s terrible. I don’t feel safe. That’s all I say. I don’t feel safe,” he said.
Some other residents said they’re surprised something like this happened in their neighborhood.
“Where I live on the third floor we have Nigerians, Dominicans, Puerto Ricans. I’m third generation, so I can’t
conceive of that, but I guess if it happened, it happened,” Mike Logilo said.
While Police search for suspects, they’re asking people to take a good look at the video, and for anyone who recognizes
the suspects to call police.
Pending further information police are investigating the incident as an assault, but not as a hate crime.
http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2017/06/19/bronx-muslim-attack/#.WUjCU4CI960.twitter
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Man charged with a hate crime for voicemail left for CAIR official
CHICAGO NEWS

Marvin Meyer | Chicago Police
06/18/2017, 03:39pm

A south suburban man has been charged with leaving a threatening voicemail for an official with the Chicago office
of the Council on American-Islamic Relations.
Sufyan Sohel, CAIR-Chicago’s deputy director and counsel, arrived at his downtown office in mid-May and found a
threatening voicemail on his personal line that began with, “Hey, this is America calling,” Sohel said.
“You are not welcome here. Take your f***ing s*** back to Syria. We will kill you. F*** Democrats. We will kill
you. You are not welcome here. Get out. Take your f***ing Muslim law, F*** Allah. Jesus Christ is the only God
there is,” the voicemail continued.
The caller then left his phone number and said, “Do I seem afraid of you?”
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“We get frequent mail, faxes, emails, phone calls, but not to this extreme,” Sohel said, citing the death threat, which
led him to report the call to the FBI and Chicago Police.
Police arrested 45-year-old Marvin Meyer, who faces one felony count of committing a hate crime and one
misdemeanor count of telephone harassment.
Sohel said he has never met Meyer.
“We get a lot of ‘You’re not welcome here, get back home,'” Sohel said. “Some of it’s understandable, but especially
when it’s targeted at a civil rights organization, it is kind of a little bit ironic.”
“Then someone calls us and tells us to go home and I laugh because I am home,” Sohel said. “It perpetuates that
feeling of otherness or not being welcome.”
Meyer, an Oak Forest resident, was ordered held on a $75,000 bail Saturday, according to Cook County sheriff’s
records. He is scheduled to return to court Thursday.
“We’re so happy, especially these days when you hear of mistrust between police and communities,” Sohel said.
“We’re thankful that they were very thorough in their investigation, and that the state’s attorney’s office charged it as
a hate crime. We hope it holds up in the legal system.”
http://chicago.suntimes.com/news/man-charged-with-leaving-threatening-voicemail-for-cair-official/
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Galveston restaurant owner closing business due to 'death threats,' antiMuslim harassment, he says
Darla Guillen, Chron.com / Houston Chronicle

Updated 5:54 pm, Tuesday, June 13, 2017

Photo: GoogleMaps

The owner of ZaZa Bar & Bites said he is closing his establishment because of anti-Muslim harassment.
>>Click to see Houston-Galveston restaurants that already closed for good this year.
... more
A Galveston restaurant launched by a Muslim business owner is shutting down following months of alleged
harassment.
Late last year, Asad Khan said he arrived at his island establishment ZaZa Bar & Bites to find the front of the business
was covered in bacon and bacon grease. Khan, who immigrated to the U.S. from Pakistan in 1993, is Muslim. It's
common practice for Muslims to abstain from pork.
GUIDE: Where to find Galveston's best drinks
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He filed a report with the Galveston police immediately following the incident. Since the vandalism, he said the
harassment intensified.
Khan explained that he ultimately made the difficult decision to shut down his restaurant.
TOURIST ATTRACTION: Galveston hits record high tourism revenues
"I shut ZaZa down because of death threats towards me via phone calls," Khan said. "In the last seven weeks or so
(the) calls become worse. I did not enjoy being called "sand ni**er" or people telling me that I will die in ZaZa."
Some people on social media have accused Khan of fabricating the story. He refutes allegations that financial troubles
are the actual the reason for the shutter, adding that this business was not his sole source of income.
"I had seen on Facebook when ZaZa was 'baconed' last year that people down here believed that I was behind it. It
really hurt me. There is no bankruptcy, none being filed," he said. "It's easier to blame the victim than accept we have
a problem."
The closing comes at the peak of Galveston's tourism season.
"I opened ZaZa (as) a happy little fun project; this was supposed to (be) fun and love. Never did I think that people in
Galveston are so closed-minded," he said. "People want me dead because of me being a Muslim. I am honestly sick
to my stomach. And frankly, fearful."
http://www.chron.com/neighborhood/bayarea/business/article/Galveston-restaurant-ZaZa-Bar-closing-harassment-11217104.php?cmpid=twitterdesktop
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Blacklisting Muslim Brotherhood would complicate US diplomacy, Tillerson
says
#Diplomacy
US secretary of state says elements of Brotherhood have become parts of governments by
renouncing 'violence and terrorism'

Tillerson appeared to voice opposition to designating the Muslim Brotherhood a terrorist organization (Reuters)
MEE staff
Wednesday 14 June 2017 22:04 UTC
Last update:
Thursday 15 June 2017 4:07 UTC
Topics:
Diplomacy
Tags:
Rex Tillerson, Muslim Brotherhood, State Department, Trump
Show comments
US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson appeared to voice opposition to designating the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist
organisation, saying that such a classification would complicate Washington’s relations in the Middle East.
Tillerson’s comments come months after he lumped the Brotherhood with al-Qaeda during his confirmation hearing
when talking about militant threats in the region.
Republican lawmakers have led calls for blacklisting the organisation, while reports indicated that President Donald
Trump was seriously considering the move during the early days of his presidency.
Tillerson told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Wednesday that the Brotherhood has about 5 million
members and has become “somewhat segregated” within its own ranks, where subgroups “continuing to commit
themselves to violence” are already blacklisted by the US.
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“But at the top of the quality chain, if I can call it that, there are elements of Muslim Brotherhood that have now
become parts of governments,” Tillerson said, citing members of parliament in Turkey and Bahrain who belong to the
Brotherhood.
“Those elements have become so by renouncing violence and terrorism,” he added.
The top US diplomat said designating the Muslim Brotherhood in its “totality” as a terrorist organisation would cause
complexities in dealing with governments where the group is represented.
The Muslim Brotherhood, founded in 1928, is an active political organisation with offshoots participating in elections
in Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Gaza, Tunisia and Morocco. While the movement has engaged in violence in certain
places throughout its history, it has largely operated through political parties to achieve its Islamist aims.
The Brotherhood’s Mohamed Morsi became Egypt’s first democratically elected president in 2012, but he was
overthrown by a military coup a year later. Morsi's overthrow was followed by a massive campaign of repression
against the movement, in which most of its leaders in Egypt were jailed. Subsequently, Cairo banned the Muslim
Brotherhood and declared it a terrorist organisation.
Several Gulf countries that backed the Egypt coup also blacklisted the Brotherhood.
Blacklisting the organisation has also sparked domestic US civil rights concerns, where Muslim American activists
have expressed worries that the designation could be used to crack down on their freedom of religion.
“The Muslim Brotherhood, amongst anti-Muslim bigots in the alt-right, has been merely code language for Muslims
in general... as a means of demonising Muslim organisations and activists who are promoting Islamic education as
well as civic engagement,” Dawud Walid, the executive director of the Council on American-Islamic Relations
(CAIR), told MEE in February.
Qatar’s alleged support for the Muslim Brotherhood has been a major point of disagreement and a catalyst in the
diplomatic crisis between Doha and its Gulf neighbours.
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/blacklisting-muslim-brotherhood-would-complicate-us-relations-mideasttillerson-says-1917776395
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Love Trumps Hate: Counter-protests Outnumbered Anti-Muslim Marches
Laurel Dammann
In a powerful win for America, counter-protesters turned up in droves to overwhelm the anti-Muslim demonstrations
across the nation last Saturday.

An anti-Muslim marcher encounters counter-protesters during the March Against Sharia in New York City. Reuters

The anti-Muslim group ACT for America called for a National March Against Sharia on June 10, a poorly veiled front
for what were really nationwide demonstrations of Islamophobia.
Supporters turned out in full force, but America's better angels won the day as counter-protesters vastly outnumbered
the marchers.
In cities across the country, Muslims and their allies took to the streets to defy hate and send a very clear message to
the anti-Muslim marchers: America is our country, too.
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) told reporters that, thanks to the counter-protests, the antiMuslim marches were "a bust." Anti-fascist protesters, colloquially known as Antifa, showed up wherever there were
marchers to take a stand for American values. Al Jazeera reported that, in many places, the marching routes were shut
down.
The Southern Poverty Law Center defines ACT for America as an "extremist" group and believes it to be the largest
grassroots anti-Muslim movement in the United States. While the organization stated that the march was specifically
against the unconstitutionality of Sharia law (specifically their own misinterpretation of it) and sought to distance
itself from white supremacists seeking to partner with its cause, actions speak louder than words. Many people at the
rallies carried signs showing that, whatever ACT for America may say they are about, their loudest voices come
from racists and Islamophobes and they provide them a platform.
However, we are fortunate to live in a nation where people can shout back.
In a statement released before the march by activist group Refuse Facism, organizers called for massive counterprotests.
"The bottom line: these people are fascists," the statement said. "They will not go away if ignored; they must be
confronted and their program must be defeated."
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According to CAIR, counter-protesters outnumbered anti-Muslim marchers 20-to-1 in Santa Clara, California. In cities
like Austin, New York City, Syracuse, Berkeley, and Portland people went head-to-head with marchers and let them
know that their bigotry would not be tolerated.In addition, these counter-protests were beautifully and necessarily
diverse, showing that progress's greatest strength is internationality.
The March Against Sharia is representative of President Donald Trump's administration and its narrow-minded
policies targeting Muslims and other suppressed minorities. However, in contrast, the many counter-protests were
representative of the other side of America, the diverse communities of people who see an attack on one of them as
an attack on all.
http://www.carbonated.tv/news/antimuslim-protests-lose-ground-to-massive-resistance
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NEW STUDY: ISLAMOPHOBIA COMMON IN CATHOLIC MEDIA
Robert Spencer at a Franciscan U.
panel on Islam and Catholics.

FacebookTwitterGoogle+Share
When Steve Bannon gave a speech to the Institute for Human Dignity, a Catholic think tank advised by numerous
cardinals, he spoke of the need for the West to “take a very, very, very aggressive stance against radical Islam.” There
is a “long history of the Judeo-Christian West struggle against Islam,” he said in the 2014 appearance, calling Catholics
to “form an aspect of the church militant” in response to “barbarity.”
Though Bannon’s comments were welcomed by the Rome-based group, his views aren’t tolerated by many in the
Pope Francis wing of the Catholic Church. The pope — who recently returned from a trip to Egypt to meet with
Muslim leaders and others — is more hopeful in his take on Muslim-Christian relations. Pope Francis
frequently highlights examples of Muslim-Christian coexistence, embraces Muslim refugees, and speaks of
similarities across the faith traditions.
But, among many Catholics in the United States, Bannon’s view of a Muslim-Christian clash is more popular than the
pope’s positive message. Despite the pope’s insistence on a positive outlook on Muslims and their faith, Islamophobia
often finds a home in American Catholic institutions and media outlets.
As discussed in a report published by the Bridge Initiative,* there are some anti-Muslim voices whose negative views
have dominated significant portions of American Catholic media, including a number of mainstream Catholic outlets
that have elevated the voices of those with affiliations to anti-Muslim groups, touting them as experts on Islam. In
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addition, prominent Catholic institutions and public figures, including priests, have promoted materials on Islam
that depict a Muslim-Christian clash.
One of Steve Bannon’s favorite “experts” on Islam is Robert Spencer, whose anti-Muslim activism alongside Pamela
Geller has been well documented. Despite this, Spencer has become a respected voice in some Catholic circles. A
Catholic himself, Spencer has written two books for a Catholic audience, including Inside Islam, which
is distributed by multiple Catholic publishing houses and is sold by the bookstore at the Basilica of the National
Shrine, the major Catholic church in Washington, D.C. that welcomes more than a million pilgrims each year. In that
book, which he co-authored with a convert from Islam, Daniel Ali, Spencer writes: “Islam constitutes a threat to the
world at large. Despite having agreement with Christianity on some fundamental beliefs, Islam’s theology and its
aggressive growth are not benign realities. Indeed, Christians ignore them at their own risk.” It should be noted that,
while the book was originally published in 2003, it continues to be promoted as “an essential resource” as its publisher,
Ascension Press, noted in an email today.
As documented in the Bridge Initiative report, Spencer has written for numerous Catholic news outlets, and he has
been cited as an expert in others. While some of these are fringe websites, like Church Militant, others are more
mainstream, like Our Sunday Visitor, one of the most widely readU.S. Catholic magazines. Prominent figures like
Catholic-convert Scott Hahn and Fr. Mitch Pacwa, a popular Catholic T.V. personality, have also endorsed and
promoted Spencer’s work. Even the Catholic television network, EWTN, — whose CEO was recently appointed by
Pope Francis to advise the Vatican on communications — has advertised and aired Spencer’s talks at the Franciscan
University of Steubenville, a conservative Catholic college well-known for its youth conferences.
In his writing for Catholics, Spencer echoes the claims about Islam and violence that appear on his anti-Muslim site,
Jihad Watch, and he also argues that there is a “great chasm” between Christianity and Islam; that interreligious
cooperation is futile; that the average devout Muslim may be hostile to Christians; and that, despite these “dangers,”
Catholics should still proclaim their Christian faith to Muslims in the hopes that they convert.
Spencer isn’t the only Catholic voice who insists on the “threat” of Islam. William Kilpatrick is funded to take that
message to a Catholic audience specifically. His Turning Point Project is “dedicated to educating Catholics…about
the threat from Islam by arming them with the information…necessary to meet the challenge.” This project
is supported, in part, by the Shillman Foundation, which has also funded anti-Muslim groups.
Kilpatrick, who has written for popular conservative Catholic outlets like National Catholic Register, believes in a
“civilizational struggle with Islam” and that “Islam has been an enemy of the Church.” In the Catholic
magazine Crisis, where he writes regularly, he has called Muslims in Europe a “fifth column” and has chastised
“Catholic enablers of Islam,” who, he writes, “seem to have embraced” an “Islamic cultural invasion.” His
book, Christianity, Islam and Atheism: The Struggle for the Soul of the West, is published by the prominent Catholic
publishing company, Ignatius Press. Like Spencer, Kilpatrick has often criticized the Catholic Church’s outreach to
Muslims.
Other Catholics paint a similar picture of Islam for a Catholic audience. Radio host Al Kresta, former Georgetown
professor Fr. James Schall, and Robert Reilly advance a threatening view of Islam in their writings. Additionally,
those who have been identified as part of the “Islamophobia network,” like Maronite Catholic advisor to President
Trump, Walid Phares, and Zuhdi Jasser, a Muslim who works with anti-Muslim groups and advances the
Islamophobic rhetoric of his non-Muslim colleagues, have appeared as experts on EWTN’s primetime news program
to talk about Islam.
The role of these voices in shaping the discourse on Islam in prominent segments of U.S. Catholic media might explain
why Catholics who frequently consume Catholic media have more unfavorable views of Muslims than those who
don’t. It might also explain why Donald Trump was supported by a majority of white Catholic voters in the 2016
election. For Catholics who have long been exposed to the Steve Bannon-approved portrayal of Islam that appears in
some Catholic media, Trump’s campaign rhetoric and policy proposals (which were in part shaped by Bannon) would
have felt quite familiar.
Though Islamophobic narratives are welcome in some Catholic contexts, they aren’t popular everywhere. Robert
Spencer’s prejudicial and untrue claims about Islam and Muslims have been the source of controversy among
Catholics in the past, and some of his planned talks at Catholic institutions have been canceled.
But, even in Catholic circles where explicit Islamophobia is rejected, subtle insinuations about Muslims’ supposed
violence, misogyny, and intolerance can still be found. For example, the Bridge Initiative study found that half the
time the word “Islamic” was used in eight major Catholic news sites, it was in reference to the ISIS terrorist group.
This less-obvious negativity can have a significant influence on Catholics, most of whom have no personal
relationships with Muslims, and little knowledge of Islam or the Catholic Church’s teachings on interfaith dialogue.
Only a small fraction of Catholics is familiar with Nostra Aetate, the Vatican II declaration that says the Church
holds Muslims in “high regard.”
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Today, in a climate of increased anti-Muslim hate crimes and with an administration that has scapegoated Muslims
for political gain, it’s critical for American Catholics to be cognizant of the Islamophobia in their own communities
and institutions.
In a recent tweet, Pope Francis encouraged “everyone to engage in constructive forms of communication that reject
prejudice towards others and foster hope and trust today.” Catholic clergy, journalists, and other leaders should be
aware of the impact that anti-Muslim commentators have on Catholic discourse about Islam and reconsider the
message they’re sending.

*Although she has written this piece as an individual the author is a research fellow for the Bridge
Initiative.
http://religiondispatches.org/new-study-islamophobia-common-in-catholic-media/
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After Shooting of GOP Lawmakers, Senate Extremism Hearing Focuses
Only on Muslims
Christopher Mathias

And it featured testimony from witnesses pushing anti-Muslim conspiracy theories.

Early Wednesday morning in Alexandria, Virginia, a 66-year-old white man opened fire on a group of Republican
lawmakers practicing for an upcoming charity baseball game. Six were injured, including House Majority Whip Steve
Scalise (R-La.), who remains in critical condition.
But hours later and a few miles away inside the U.S. Senate, a hearing on violent extremism paid little to no attention
to extremism of this non-Muslim variety. Instead three selected witnesses spoke in sweeping generalizations about
the world’s second-largest religion, and submitted wild conspiracy theories about American Muslims into the public
record.
The Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs subcommittee hearing on “Ideology and Terror:
Understanding the Tools, Tactics, and Techniques of Violent Extremism” was organized by Sen. Ron Johnson (RWis.).
Among the witnesses invited to testify were Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Asra Nomani, who have used their positions to argue
in support of policies that target Muslims.
#ayaanasra persisted
to
stand
against
Islamist
extremism
for
humanity.
❤️
to
our
friends! #ShePersisted #HSGAC pic.twitter.com/zpRC6KZSIg
— Asra Q. Nomani (@AsraNomani) June 14, 2017
Ali, a Somali-born former Dutch Member of Parliament, is listed as an anti-Muslim extremist by the Southern Poverty
Law Center. She’s called Islam a “destructive, nihilistic cult of death” which needs to be “defeated” militarily. She
has said that Islam is “at war with America” and that “there is no moderate Islam.”
Nomani, a Muslim-American and former reporter at the Wall Street Journal, has supported the profiling of Muslims
at airports and said she was “relieved” the NYPD engaged in mass, suspicion-less surveillance of Muslims in New
York. She made headlines after the election in 2016 when she declared her support for President Donald Trump, whose
campaign was awash in anti-Muslim vitriol. She later went on to support Trump’s Muslim ban.
In Ali’s and Nomani’s submitted testimonies Wednesday, the pair describe mainstream American Muslim
organizations like the Council on American-Islamic Relations and the Muslim Public Affairs Council as players in a
worldwide conspiracy to Islamize Western countries like the U.S., replacing their laws with brutal interpretations of
Sharia, or Islamic law.
Both of their testimonies take on a decidedly McCarthy-esque tone at times, raising alarm over, as Ali puts it, Muslim
“subversion from within.”
In testimony today, Ayann Hirsi Ali calls @CAIR @mpac_national @IIITfriends & @ISNAHQ ‘Islamists,’ compares
them to Nazis & fascists #HSGACpic.twitter.com/13daQilQC7
— Christopher Mathias (@letsgomathias) June 14, 2017
Ali’s testimony speaks glowingly of efforts in Europe to shut down mosques, and calls on Congress to give President
Trump the power to “identify and dismantle” Islamist groups in the U.S.
Nomani’s testimony states that “we must investigate, expose and blacklist all state and non-state sponsors” of
Islamism, including “mosques, nonprofits, schools, think tanks, academic institutions and thought leaders.”
Another witness, John Lenczowski, founder and president of the Institute of World Politics, warned of “civilizational
Jihad,” the unhinged conspiracy theory that Muslims are plotting to take over Western countries.
After immigrating to non-Muslim countries like the U.S., Lenczowski writes in his testimony, Muslims seek to set up
“parallel” societies for Sharia law, and then, “through greater birth rates than those of the native population” establish
“irreversible” and “preponderate political influence.”
Lenczowski’s testimony also dredged up other thoroughly debunked ideas. He says there are “no-go zones” in Europe
― there are not ― “where the native police cannot venture without unusual danger...” He also states that Sharia law
is supplanting U.S. law in some places. It is not.
Wednesday’s hearing was the tenth held by Sen. Johnson on violent extremism, all of which have focused exclusively
on radical jihadism.
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“We face a threat from a variety of sources on radicalization, including white supremacists, eco-terrorists, ISIS, al
Qaeda sympathizers,” Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.), the subcommittee’s leading Democrat, said in her opening
statement.
In fact, non-Muslim extremism has taken nearly as many lives since Sept. 11 as so-called radical Jihadism in the U.S.
As Foreign Policy notes, a 2017 U.S. Government Accountability Office report found that far-right extremists killed
106 people in the United States between Sept. 12, 2001 and Dec. 31, 2016. Islamic extremists killed 119 people during
that same time period.

ANADOLU AGENCY VIA GETTY IMAGES
In a submitted statement to the Senate Wednesday, the Muslim Public Affairs Council said it was “dismayed” that the
hearing focused “almost exclusively on the Muslim community.”
“The singling out of Muslims in this manner only breeds fear, cements a narrative of a cosmic war between Islam
against the West, and flies in the face of actual trends of domestic violent extremism,” MPAC wrote.
MPAC also expressed concern over the selection of Ali and Nomani as panelists at Wednesday’s hearing.
“It is great cause for alarm that neither of the panelists who purport to understand the American Muslim experience
have any demonstrable experience working with American Muslim communities,” MPAC wrote. “If they had, they
would know that American Muslims across the nation work tirelessly to make our country safer, provide essential
services to their congregations, and contribute to the prosperity of our society.”
Johnson’s office did not respond to a HuffPost request for comment.
CORRECTION: This article referred incorrectly to the Senate committee as a subcommittee. Language has also been
amended to clarify the witnesses’ positions as critics of Islamism, and the timing of Nomani’s declaration of support
for Trump. Do you have information you want to share with HuffPost? Here’s how.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/senate-hearing-ayaan-hirsi-ali-asra
nomani_us_5942e7f2e4b01eab7a2c6b01?ir=Politics&utm_hp_ref=politics
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Hate crimes against Muslims in Canada increase 253% over four years
By Amy Minsky
National Online Journalist Global News

New data from Statistics Canada on police-reported hate crimes in this country paints a disturbing picture. As
Vassy Kapelos reports, victims say Canadians need to more reflecting, instead of deflecting.
-AA+
Listen
The number of police-reported hate crimes targeting Muslims in Canada more than tripled between 2012 and 2015,
despite the overall number of such crimes decreasing over the same period, according to Statistics Canada
data released Tuesday.
In 2015, police across the country recorded 159 hate crimes targeted at Muslims, up from 45 in 2012, representing an
increase of 253 per cent.
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In just one year, between 2014 and 2015, that number increased by 59 per cent: from 99 in 2014 to 159 the following
year.
READ MORE: Quebec City terrorist attack on mosque kills 6, injures 8
That trend seems set to continue, said Amira Elghawaby, the communications director with the National Council of
Canadian Muslims.
“The data we’re collecting indicates a significant increase from this time last year already,” she said.
“I believe we’re already way outpacing the data that we have from 2016 and therefore 2015.”
Elghawaby’s organization collects its own data, which may deviate from the numbers collected at Statistics Canada.
That said, the trend lines generally match up, she said.
WATCH: National Council of Canadian Muslims decry rise in hate crimes
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Statistics Canada defines a hate crime as a criminal incident that, following a police investigation, is determined to
have been motivated by hatred toward a specific and definable group, whether by race, sexual orientation, religion,
national origin, language, sex, age or disability, to name a few.
Overall, the number of police-reported hate crimes across the country decreased 3.8 per cent to 1,362 from a high of
1,414 in 2012.
Still, that total has increased since 2013 when the overall number was 1,165, representing a 14.5 per cent hike over
three years.

Racist and ethnic motivations
Race continued to be the most common motivator for hate crimes in Canada, the report indicated, increasing by five
per cent between 2014 and 2015, and representing almost half of all police-reported hate crimes in 2015.
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And though the overall number decreased by 14 incidents, members of the black community in Canada remained, by
far, the most targeted group in terms of police-reported hate crimes, representing 17 per cent of all hate crimes.
READ MORE: Anti-Muslim incidents in Quebec: a timeline
The overall increase in the category, however, was attributed mostly to hate crimes targeting Arabs and West Asian
populations, the report noted.
Though this report only includes incidents up until the end of 2015, many in Canada and around the world remember
vividly the attack at a Quebec City mosque in January that killed six people.
In Ottawa last fall, synagogues, a church and mosque were vandalized with spray painted swastikas and racially
charged language.
WATCH: Alberta faith-based theatre group tackles play about notorious hate crime killing of Matthew Shepard

In early November, Global News obtained a video showing a heated and racist exchange between passengers on
Calgary public transit.
At the time, many in Canada wondered whether these incidents were the consequence of Donald Trump’s rhetoric
south of the border.
While there may be something to say about Trump normalizing certain attitudes, the numbers in Canada are a
reflection of nothing except what’s happening in Canada, said Chelby Marie Daigle, the editor-in-chief of Muslim
Link, an Ottawa community newspaper.
“The media narrative has focused more on the religion aspect and also this sort of American political thing,” she said
Tuesday.
“If we actually take a closer look, when you realize this has been happening since 2012, this is very homegrown. This
is not something we can put on the U.S. It has to do with our own political rhetoric.”
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Religious hate crimes increase
In 2015, police reported 469, or 35 per cent, of all hate crimes were motivated by the hatred of a religion, according
to the report – that’s 40 more such incidents than the previous year, when they represented 33 per cent of all hate
crimes.
“What we consistently have been seeing is an increased number, not only of anti-Muslim hate crimes, but also
targeting the Jewish community and other marginalized communities,” said Elghawaby.
Although Jewish Canadians still experience the highest incidence of religion-related hate crimes, the number of
incidents declined to 178 in 2015 from 213 the previous year, whereas crimes again Muslim Canadians increased.
READ MORE: Hate crimes against Muslim-Canadians more than doubled in 3 years
Across Canada, only 10 per cent of the population belongs to a religion other than Christianity, according to Statistics
Canada.
Recent projections from the federal agency suggest that number could almost double by 2036.
“Within this group, the Muslim, Hindu and Sikh faiths would see the number of their followers grow more quickly,
although still representing a small portion of the population overall,” Tuesday’s report reads.
Trends across the provinces
Eight of the 10 provinces reported increases in the number of police-related hate crimes from 2014-15, though the
increase was most pronounced in Alberta.
Over the past year (incidents that wouldn’t be in Tuesday’s data release) Edmonton police investigated the a series of
claims that anti-Muslim literature was being placed in mailboxes, a man was walking in downtown Edmonton when
someone in a passing car yelled, “The n*****s are coming! The n*****s are coming!” and Calgary police investigated
graffiti at a park that targeted Muslims and Jews, to name a few incidents.
WATCH: Spokesperson Congress of Aboriginal Peoples joins NCCM in calling for action on hate crimes

Province-wide, police reported 193 hate crimes in 2015, up 39 per cent from 2014, when they reported 139.
“This increase was primarily driven by a higher number of police-reported crimes motivated by hatred against the
Muslim population, Arab or West Asian populations, black populations, and the Jewish population,” the report read.
“It should be noted that Alberta also reported an overall increase in their 2015 crime statistics.”
On the other side of the coin, Ontario – which has traditionally accounted for almost half the overall hate crimes in
Canada – saw a five per cent drop between 2014 and 2015. This decrease, according to Statistics Canada, was primarily
driven by fewer hate crimes motivated by hatred of Jewish and black people.
http://globalnews.ca/news/3523535/hate-crimes-canada-muslim/
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Counter-protests Outnumber Anti-Muslim Marches in Several Cities
Across U.S.
Daniel Politi
25.7k
1k
532

People hold up signs during a counterprotest to an anti-Shariah law rally origanized by ACT for America on
Saturday at City Hall in New York.
An anti-Muslim activist group held marches in about two dozen cities across the country on Saturday to protest
Islamic law. Although Act for America said the marches were specifically in opposition to Shariah law, the selfdescribed grassroots organization with a focus on national security has been labeled as an anti-Muslim hate group by
the Southern Poverty Law Center. Although the organization insists it doesn’t oppose discrimination, it is clear that
its protests gather together people who are opposed to Islam in principle. “I don't believe Islam can peacefully coexist
with the Constitution,” said a protester in Seattle. “I'm not going to tell them they can come here and take away my
Second Amendment right. We need unity in this country under no ideology and no banner except the Constitution of
the United States of America.”
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Hatewatch
✔@Hatewatch
At the March Against Sharia in #Chicago a woman holds up a sign that reads "Muhammad Was A
Pedophile" #CounterActHate
12:42 AM - 11 Jun 2017
5151 Retweets
6060 likes
Twitter Ads info and privacy
When the group’s supporters took to the streets on Saturday, they found they were hugely outnumbered by
counterprotesters in several cities. In New York, for example, the “anti-Shariah” rally involved about three dozen
people, while counterprotesters numbered in the hundreds. “Fascists out of NYC,” read a banner carried by the
counterprotesters. The anti-Muslim demonstrators derided the counterprotesters as out-of-touch elites. If you feel
unsafe “walking around in a hijab, try being a conservative on a college campus,” Pax Hart, who organized the New
York march, said. “We're here protecting their rights, and they’re trying to shut us down! It’s insane!”
Counterprotesters banged on pots and made other noise to try to drown out the anti-Shariah rally. “The theme of today
is drowning out racism,” said counterprotester Tony Murphy. “The more racists get a platform, the more people get
attacked.”
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People hold up signs during a rally to support muslims rights as a counter protest to an anti-sharia law rally origanized
by ACT for America on June 10, 2017 at Foley square in New York.
AFP/Getty Images

Activists take part in the "March Against Shariah" on June 10, 2017 in New York City.
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Getty Images
In Seattle, the counterprotest dubbed “Seattle Stands With Our Muslim Neighbors” was far larger than the antiShariah demonstration.

Great protest march today opposing the anti-Sharia gathering by a few dozen ppl in Seattle. We numbered hundreds
at least.
12:16 AM - 11 Jun 2017
In St. Paul, Minnesota, a few people were detained when fights broke out at the Capitol, where dueling rallies were
held. About 100 people got together inside the Capitol rotunda to hear to speeches about how Islamic law is a threat
to democracy. There were three times as many counterprotesters outside.
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2017/06/10/counter_protests_outnumber_anti_muslim_marches_in_several_
cities_across.html?wpsrc=sh_all_dt_tw_top
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‘Why do I need a note for my religion?’ Students are told to get permission
slips to wear hijabs.
By Moriah Balingit June 9
Hockstein/For The Washington Post)

Friends Fatmata Mansaray, right, and Hajah Bah outside Freedom High School in Woodbridge, Va. (Evelyn
When Fatmata Mansaray and Hajah Bah cross the stage Saturday for their high school graduation, they plan to do so
proudly wearing headscarves of black and gold tucked beneath their graduation caps. Those are the Freedom High
colors.
But last month their hijabs drew sharp questions from administrators at the Northern Virginia school — in what the
two observant Muslims described as an embarrassing level of scrutiny. School officials threatened them with
discipline, the students said, demanding that they remove the scarves and pressing them to get permission slips from
their parents to prove they were Muslim. The young women, both 18, said the principal suggested the scarves might
simply be a cover for an unfinished hairdo.
Mansaray said an assistant principal threatened to write her up for being disrespectful when she explained they were
wearing hijab for a religious observance.
“I interjected, ‘It’s religious. We’re fasting for Ramadan. You guys are constantly harassing us,’ ” Mansaray recalled.
Mansaray’s account of her discussions with administrators at the Prince William County school, which she shared on
Twitter on June 1, drew condemnation from civil rights activists and, ultimately, apologies from school officials. The
school’s handbook was amended to ensure that principals know students need not “prove” their religion to wear hijabs.
County Schools Superintendent Steven Walts, along with Freedom High Principal Inez Bryant and Assistant Principal
Christi Feemster, have personally apologized to the pair and their parents, the students said. Walts remained contrite
at a school board meeting this week, when he reaffirmed that the district — one of the state’s most diverse — welcomes
all religions.
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“We have fixed this issue and we have made it crystal clear throughout our school division that if you are wearing
something that has to do with your religious beliefs, we certainly accept that and honor you for your religious beliefs,”
Walts said Wednesday.
The Council on American-Islamic Relations condemned how administrators treated the students, saying officials
should receive training in religious-freedom issues.
Asking the women for permission slips “is a very ignorant request and also unconstitutional,” said Debra Katz, a D.C.based civil rights attorney. “The suggestion that somehow you have to prove the sincerity of your religious background
or belief is completely inappropriate.”
After Mansaray’s tweet, school officials sought to quickly rectify the policy that led Freedom High administrators to
press the students for permission slips. Schools spokesman Phil Kavits said the district’s code of behavior generally
prohibits hats and other head coverings, except those worn for religious reasons. Freedom High’s student handbook
was worded differently. It said the exception was only for “documented” religious reasons. Kavits said officials revised
the school’s handbook to remove that word, and took steps to ensure principals countywide know that no student
needs to “prove” their religion to wear a head covering.
Feemster did not respond to a phone call seeking comment. Bryant referred questions about the incident to the district’s
communications staff, who said Walts spoke on behalf of the administrators.
Like many women in her family, Mansaray said she wears a headscarf sporadically. But covers her head consistently
during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. Nearly every time she wore the scarf in the past school year, she said,
administrators told her to remove it, sometimes questioning its purpose. When she protested that she wore it for
religious reasons, she said, they frequently told her she needed a note.
In January, Mansaray said, Bryant approached her in front of the cafeteria and told her she needed permission to wear
the headscarf. That happened within earshot of her peers.
“That’s when I got a note, because I was just so embarrassed,” Mansaray said. After her mother wrote a note, another
assistant principal, Robert Schraml, then drafted a corroborating one which she was required to carry in case she was
stopped. The letter read: “Fatmata Mansaray is authorized to wear a head wrap (hijab) in school as she is wearing it
for religious reasons.” Schraml did not return a phone call for comment.
Bah said she began wearing the headscarf at the end of May in observance of Ramadan, which began May 26. Feemster
approached her early in the week, Bah said, telling her she needed a note to wear the scarf. Feemster approached her
again June 1 in an outdoor courtyard at the school, Bah said, threatening to send her home if she did not remove her
head covering.
Must Reads
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At that point, Mansaray said she jumped in to defend Bah, explaining to the administrator that they were wearing
hijabs for Ramadan. The two students said Feemster summoned a security guard and sent them to the main office,
where she threatened to write the pair up for being disrespectful.
“I’m like, ‘Why do I need a note for my religion?’ ” Bah said. “Why should you need to prove your religion?”
Mansaray and Bah said Bryant, the principal, joined the meeting, explaining that she required the notes because some
women wrapped their hair simply because they had not finished fixing it.
“She said, ‘Some of you women come into school with your head wrapped because you haven’t finished taking your
tracks out and your edges aren’t laid,’ ” Mansaray recalled.
Both were let go without being disciplined, but left the school in tears. Mansaray posted information about her
encounters with administrators on Snapchat and Twitter. Classmates rallied around a hashtag on social media —
#justice4hijabis — and organized a protest. One day last week, Mansaray said, about 40 non-Muslim classmates
covered their heads in solidarity, including a couple of boys.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/why-do-i-need-a-note-for-my-religion-students-told-to-getpermission-slips-to-wear-hijab/2017/06/09/1c04dc8e-4c80-11e7-9669250d0b15f83b_story.html?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.295ffcf069f1
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Miami Gardens mosque target of threat: ‘I hate you Muslims’
JAY WEAVER

A security guard who admitted that he has hated Muslims since the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks was charged with
leaving a phone message threatening members of a Miami-Dade mosque, federal prosecutors said Wednesday.
Gerald Sloane Wallace, 35, made several attempts to threaten South Florida mosques by phone before leaving an
expletive-filled voice mail at the Masjid Mosque in Miami Gardens, according to prosecutors.
Prosecutors will ask a magistrate judge to detain Wallace after his arraignment in Miami federal court on Friday,
claiming he is a “serious danger” to the community.
Wallace is accused of leaving the threatening voice mail message on Feb. 19 at the Masjid Mosque, also known as the
Muslim Communities Association of South Florida.
“I hate you Muslims, you Muslims are terrible. I hate you people,” Wallace’s recorded message said. “I’m gonna go
down to your center, I’m gonna shoot all ya’ll. ... I hate your Allah, I hate your Koran, I hate everything about Islam.”
Wallace was initially arrested by the Miami Gardens police and FBI agents in late February and held on state threat
charges. During questioning, Wallace admitted that since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, he has had an “absolute hatred” of
Muslims, especially Muslims in the United States.
The defendant, who has a concealed weapons permit to possess a gun for his security job at a Miami grocery store,
told investigators that he tried to call and threaten several mosques in Miami-Dade and Broward counties.
“Wallace said that he calls and emails these mosques because he hates Muslims and has thought about killing them,”
according to a court motion filed Wednesday seeking the defendant’s detention. “He believes that all Muslims must
leave the United States, whether voluntarily or by force.”
In May, Assistant U.S. Attorney Harry Wallace secured a grand jury indictment charging the defendant with
threatening to injure members of the Miami Gardens mosque. If convicted, he faces up to five years in prison.
Jay Weaver: 305-376-3446, @jayhweaver
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article154893504.html
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ARKANSAS SENATOR JASON RAPERT’S ANTI-ISLAM SPREE,
PROMOTES MAN WHO THREATENED ‘EVERY SINGLE MUSLIM,’
DOXXING
STEPH BAZZLE

JUNE 8, 2017
Arkansas Senator Jason Rapert has previously used his social media to promote anti-Islam messages. In September,
Rapert suggested that all Muslims and anyone who supported the rights of Muslims — ‘Muslim sympathizers’ —
should be ’rounded up.’ On Tuesday, Rapert doubled-down, sharing a series of videos that promote violence against
Muslims. Some of these videos come from a man who goes by the alias Tommy Robinson and include verbal
assaults on Muslims in a street, doxxing (providing personal information publicly for the purposes of harm) of
individuals, and threats to find “these men” whom he says the government is hiding.
Senator Jason Rapert also included a video released by Isis, depicting the destruction of a Catholic church in the
Philippines. When asked if he could state a purpose behind promoting these videos, and whether he is addressing
crime on a more local level, Rapert ignored the questions from his constituents, instead going on to post a report
by Todd Starnes that characterizes the right of Muslim children to pray during the school day as a “marginalization”
of Christianity.
Though Senator Jason Rapert shared the anti-Islam videos without any commentary of his own, he did
have something to add to the Starnes report, declaring it a show of liberal hypocrisy. Rapert further described Islam
as the following.
“…a cult of death and violence against all non-Muslims.”
The offense outlined in the report Rapert shared is simply that a school is allowing Muslim children to use empty
classrooms to pray during Ramadan, and notes that children of any faith are allowed to do so.
The videos included in Jason Rapert’s anti-Islam share-spree are more egregious, enough so that it’s necessary to
link them here rather than embed and to give a content warning. The first one (not safe for work, includes violent
language) can be found here (on Rapert’s social media) or here where it was originally posted in April.
The anti-Islam video shared on Jason Rapert’s social media, with very little context given, shows Stephen
Christopher Yaxley-Lennon, who, in his videos, uses the alias Tommy Robinson, standing outside a court, and
asserting that the individuals leaving are a “Muslim rape gang.” He then proceeds to shout at th ese individuals,
chasing them down and asking if they are child rapists, calling them pedophiles, and generally verbally provoking
them.
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[Image by Ben Pruchnie/Getty Images]
While there were 17 suspects arrested for the rapes Robinson describes, however, and they did appear in court on
the day of his video, per Oxford Times, they did so by video uplink from Bicester Prison. Neither Robinson nor
Jason Rapert explicitly claimed that the accused rapists (who will return to court to enter pleas next month) had
been released into the public to endanger children, but the anti-Islam rhetoric and calling the individuals who
walked away from the court rapists may give that impression to viewers.
The other video Jason Rapert shared from Tommy Robinson can be seen on Rapert’s timeline here or
Robinson’s here. This one is a matter of concern for a different reason
In this video, Robinson focuses first on Abu Hareema, a man who has been questioned on terrorism connections.
According to the London Evening Standard, Hareema was banned from using the internet to promote his beliefs,
and freed on bail. In the anti-Islam video shared by Rapert, Robinson points out the home where he says that
Hareema is living — essentially doxxing the man to the public.
He asserts the following.
“This man is one of 3,000 who are monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.”
Then, contradictorily, he declares that, despite its presence in the video, “Usually there’s no police car there,” and
that there’s nothing to stop Hareema from attacking the children attending school a short distance away.
In fact, according to the Australian, if police were indeed monitoring Hareema for connections to terrorism,
Robinson may have thwarted them, for after he released his video (and was banned from Twitter for a week for
doxxing), Hareema fled his home.
Of further concern is Robinson’s promise in closing the video, that he will also expose addresses of any other
Muslims if his viewers share the information with him. Several commenters on Jason Rapert’s page expressed
concern that the Senator might be promoting doxxing of individuals based on religion alone.
Notably, this anti-Islam video opens with a focus on Hareema’s anti-gay views. Rapert himself has made renewed
efforts in recent months to demand an amendment to the U.S. Constitution that would forbid same -sex marriage,
according to the Arkansas Blog.
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[Image by Danny Johnston/AP Photos]
The man whose videos Jason Rapert is sharing has controversies of his own. HuffPost UK reported in 2013 on
Robinson’s connection to National Front. He says he wasn’t aware National Front was whites-only, though the
party describes itself, among other things, as against “multiracialism.” Robinson has also been seen in
speechesthreatening “every single Muslim” with repercussions for a terror attack.
Aside from Robinson’s videos, Senator Jason Rapert’s anti-Muslim shares included an Isis propaganda video,
which depicts the destruction of a Catholic church in the Phillippines.
The Catholic News Agency reported on this video on Monday, describing terror attacks by Isis in the country. These
videos are typically expected to provoke broad anti-Islam responses, which in turn aid in radicalizing those who
suffer as a result.
Senator Jason Rapert did not explain why he is promoting Isis propaganda videos, and when a constituent
commented to ask if there was a reason for the anti-Islam videos, Rapert ignored the question.
Rapert did respond to one constituent who said Rapert was confusing Muslims and radical Muslims. By comparison,
the commenter pointed out that Jason Rapert is a Baptist, but would not want to be judged by the acti ons of the
Westboro Baptist Church.
To that Rapert responded, telling the commenter his statement was ‘not proper’ and asserted that the Bible does not
call for death of non-Christians. (Other commenters responded to point Jason Rapert to Deuteronomy 17, but Rapert
did not respond to these.) By comparison, he said,
…the Koran teaches to kill all non-Muslims if they refuse to submit or convert. I am not accusing anyone, their
own allegiance to the Koran tells us what they believe.
http://www.inquisitr.com/4278412/arkansas-senator-jason-rapert-anti-islam-spree-threatened-every-single-muslimdoxxing/
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Dozens of US cities brace for anti-Muslim marches
Al Jazeera Staff

Critics say the National March Against Sharia is organised by groups that promote hate speech
against Muslims.

Anti-Muslim group plans marches in dozens of cities across the US [File: Eric Gay/AP]
Cities across the United States are gearing up for the National March Against Sharia, an anti-Muslim campaign that
has been criticised by several rights groups and watchdogs.
ACT for America, described by the Southern Poverty Law Centre (SPLC) as the largest grassroots anti-Muslim group
in the US, called for Saturday's marches in at least 28 cities in more than 20 states.
In a statement on ACT for America's website, the group claims that sharia - or Islamic law - runs contrary to human
rights and the US Constitution.
Brigitte Gabriel, the group's founder, is a Lebanese American who has referred to Arabs as "barbarians" in the past.
She has been a vocal supporter of right-wing US President Donald Trump.
In a speech to a pro-Israel lobby group in 2007, Gabriel claimed that Arabs have "no soul".
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[Konstantinos Antonopoulos/Al Jazeera]
President Trump, who promised during his electoral campaign to ban Muslims from entering the country, has signed
two executive orders seeking to limit travel from Muslim-majority countries since taking office less than six months
ago.
After being overturned in a handful of courts, Trump's ban will be considered by the Supreme Court.
Corey Saylor, a spokesperson with the Council on American-Islamic Relations, told Al Jazeera rallies like the National
March Against Sharia contribute to "the creation of an environment in which violence [against Muslims] feels
permissible".
The SPLC says neo-Nazi, anti-government and white supremacist organisations have thrown their weight behind the
marches and plan to attend.
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[Konstantinos Antonopoulos/Al Jazeera]
In Batesville, Arkansas, local neo-Nazi Billy Roper has claimed he and his allies are organising the local rally in
tandem with ACT for America.
The anti-Muslim marches have also been promoted by the Proud Boys, a far-right nationalist group, and by various
organisations within the alt-right, a loosely knit coalition that includes white supremacists and neo-Nazis.
The nationwide marches come just weeks after Jeremy Christian, a 35-year-old white supremacist, allegedly stabbed
to death two men on a train when they tried to prevent him from harassing a teenage Muslim girl in Portland, Oregon.
Counterprotests are also slated to take place in California, New York, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Washington and
North Carolina, among others.
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http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/dozens-cities-brace-anti-muslim-marches170608135752352.html
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How US groups spread hate via the Islamophobia industry
Ahead of the nationwide 'March Against Sharia', Al Jazeera speaks to author Nathan Lean about
the Islamophobia industry.
Patrick Strickland

Anti-Muslim marches will take place in dozens of cities across the US [File: Eric Gay/AP]
Anti-Muslim marches are slated to take place in dozens of cities across the United States on Saturday, with several
counter-protests expected.
ACT for America, the country's largest grassroots anti-Muslim group described by the Southern Poverty Law Center
(SPLC) as an "extremist group", called for the nationwide "March Against Sharia".
Islamophobia in the USA - Al Jazeera World
In a statement on ACT for America's website, the group claims that Sharia - or Islamic law - runs contrary to human
rights and the US Constitution.
Yet rights groups and watchdogs, among them the SPLC and the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR),
have criticised the marches as Islamophobic.
In a report published last year, CAIR examined what it calls the "Islamophobia industry".
Between 2008 and 2013, the report found, ACT for America was one of 33 anti-Muslim groups that had access to
more than $204m in revenue and helped push for legislation targeting Muslims.
Brigitte Gabriel, the group's founder, is a Lebanese-American who has in the past accused the Muslim Brotherhood
political movement of conspiring to conquer the US. She has also referred to Arabs as "barbarians" and claimed they
have "no soul".
Gabriel, a vocal supporter of right-wing President Donald Trump, claims ACT for America has more than 500,000
members.
Members of the alt-right - a loosely knit movement that includes white supremacists, neo-Nazis and other far-right
groups - have announced their intention to participate in many of the marches.
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Al Jazeera spoke to Nathan Lean, author of The Islamophobia Industry: How the Right Manufactures Fear of Muslims,
about ACT for America and the prevalence of Islamophobic sentiment in the US.
Al Jazeera: The SPLC describes ACT for America as the largest grassroots anti-Muslim group in the country, while
CAIR classifies it as an "inner core group" within the Islamophobia industry. How influential is ACT for America
within this network?
Nathan Lean: ACT for America is, perhaps, the most influential anti-Muslim hate group in the country today. Their
significance in the Islamophobia industry has waxed and waned over the years.
However, with the slow rise of populist and nationalist sentiment that has ignited the birther movement, antiimmigration narratives and a groundswell of racist rhetoric targeting minorities, they have grown in size and scope.
(The birther movement subscribes to the conspiracy theory that former President Barack Obama was not born in the
US.)
READ MORE: Texas Muslims threatened amid increasing Islamophobia
Like most of the "organisations" in this network of bigots, they exist in a rather loose fashion, formally speaking, but
have used the Internet to establish contacts and so-called "chapters" all across the country.
Al Jazeera: How would you describe the support bases for organisations such as ACT for America? What kind of
impact do they have on the ground?
Lean: These bases of support, which often meet in people's living rooms or at local coffee shops, have served to
strong-arm local politicians, and [have] sown an anti-Muslim ideology amongst anxious [mothers and fathers] in the
heartland.
Upon hearing the screeches of ACT's leader, Brigitte Gabriel, these groups come to genuinely believe that Sharia and
the Muslim Brotherhood are lurking in every shadow.

CAIR has identified several anti-Muslim groups operating in a lucrative industry [Konstantinos Antonopoulos/Al
Jazeera]
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That sense of fear has not only led to the adoption of legislation that discriminates against Muslims but has, in my
opinion, spurred a smattering of hate crimes and other acts of violence and intimidation online and in the public that
create a very dangerous situation for American Muslims.
Al Jazeera: How has anti-Muslim discrimination evolved in recent years?
Lean: Today we are witnessing a very strange thing. Islamophobic groups like ACT for America are not only joining
forces with people and factions of the so-called alt-right, but they are also bringing into their fold noxious voices on
the left that paint themselves as liberals [while espousing] a blinkered and prejudiced world view when it comes to
Islam and Muslims.
Islamophobic groups are also bringing into their fold noxious voices on the left that paint themselves as liberals.
The issue of "free speech" is central to this new union.
It has allowed for people like the paedophile-defending blowhard Milo Yiannopoulos, the blogger-cum-anti-Muslimhate-monger Pamela Geller and a coterie of rabid 'New Atheists' who present themselves as progressive princes and
princesses to join forces in the name of fighting Islam.
In other words, as much as Islamophobia has been about the far-right in recent years, that's no longer the case.
OPINION: How Muslim Ban incites vigilante Islamophobic violence
Liberals who have long buried their animosity towards [Islam], or towards religion in general, are quickly cosying up
to a group of right-wing nuts who make it their business to attack the civil rights and liberties of Muslims, and smear
their religion with half-truths, lies, and intentionally slanderous accusations.
Al Jazeera: How should we understand the relationship between the Islamophobia industry and the uptick in antiMuslim legislation and hate crimes?
Lean: There is a mutual relationship between all of these things. If anxieties about Muslims - or even blatant
prejudices about them - did not exist organically, to some degree, the ground would not be very fertile for anti-Muslim
agitators of the Islamophobia industry.
But, of course, the argument can easily be made that the Islamophobia industry is responsible for the images,
narratives, memes, tropes, axioms and even policies that engender a climate of fear and hatred of Islam and Muslims.
People are not born prejudiced.
As the South Pacific song goes: "You've got to be taught to hate and fear, it's got to be drummed in your dear little
ear". Some of the people doing that drumming today are those who comprise the Islamophobia industry.
It's time we stop listening to them.
*This interview has been edited for clarity and brevity.
Follow Patrick Strickland on Twitter: @P_Strickland_
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/06/groups-spread-hate-islamophobia-industry170610092856852.html
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MARCH AGAINST SHARIA TARGETS MUSLIMS IN U.S.

ALEXANDER NAZARYAN
6/10/17 AT 7:00 AM

ACT for America founder Brigitte Gabriel says the Islamic law known as Sharia is taking over the land, eclipsing the
U.S. Constitution, with radical clerics turning the nation into a modern-day caliphate.
That isn’t even remotely true, but the inconvenient fact is unlikely to stop anti-Islamic zealots who disguise their
Islamophobia as a humanistic concern about Sharia’s infringement on American civic life.
This Saturday, ACT for America is holding March Against Sharia—March for Human Rights events in more than two
dozen American cities. “We, at ACT for America, are committed to protecting women and children from Sharia
Law,” says the group’s website, “and its impact on Muslim women and children, including honor killing and Female
Genital Mutilation. We must ensure that every woman and child enjoy the protection afforded by the U.S.
Constitution.”
Daily Emails and Alerts - Get the best of Newsweek delivered to your inbox

ACT FOR AMERICA
According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks radical organizations across the United States, ACT for
America is “the largest grassroots anti-Muslim group in America, claiming 280,000 members and over 1,000 chapters.
The group was founded in 2007 by Gabriel, who is a Lebanese Christian. The following year, it launched Stop Shariah
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Now, which would presumably 'inform and educate the public about what Shariah is, how it is creeping into American
society and compromising our constitutional freedom of speech, press, religion and equality.”’
That campaign and related efforts have resulted in anti-Sharia legislation in several states. Those laws, however, are
often supported by Republicans who are themselves far more prone to fundamentalism than the Muslims they fear. In
a report called "Manufacturing Bigotry,” the Institute for Social Policy and Understanding found that “80 percent of
the 102 anti-Sharia bills were sponsored or co-sponsored by an overlap legislator, or legislator who sponsored or cosponsored a restrictive law” targeting undocumented immigrants, women seeking reproductive health options, workers
seeking to organize and voter identification.

Brigitte Gabriel, founder of ACT for America, on Fox News.F O X N E W S
‘There is no ability under the Constitution to impose Sharia law,” says Heidi Beirich, who directs the SPLC’s
Intelligence Project. The vast majority of religious adherents, regardless of their faith, understand the American ideal
of separation between church and state.
Gabriel turned down requests for comment over email and social media. But last year, speaking at an ACT for America
conference, she called her group “the NRA of national security,” an apparent reference to the National Rifle
Association. During the talk, she suggested that some Syrian refugees are members of the Islamic State. She also
lambasted Chobani, a yogurt company that is a popular target of the far-right because it hires refugees.
For all the fearmongering by ACT for America, Sharia creep remains the stuff of right-wing fantasy. It seizes on
reports of criminal behavior by American Muslims, including female genital mutilation and honor killings. Both are
troubling yet extremely rare. Nor is there any evidence that mainstream Muslims are attempting to foist those fringe
practices on the American population at large.
“This is an attempt to make Muslims seem like these insidious, creepy beings whose only role here is to come and
steal constitutional rights,” says Beirich.
http://www.newsweek.com/anti-sharia-rallies-islamophobia-disguise-623395
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Trump’s Pick For Deputy Budget Director: Islam Is ‘A Deficient
Theology’
“They do not know God because they have rejected Jesus Christ,” Russell Vought wrote of

Muslims.
By Jennifer Bendery

NICHOLAS KAMM VIA GETTY IMAGES
WASHINGTON ― President Donald Trump’s nominee for deputy director of the White House Office of
Management and Budget, Russell Vought, thinks that Islam is “a deficient theology” and that Muslims “stand
condemned” for not believing in Jesus Christ.
At least, that’s what Vought wrote in a January 2016 post on the conservative blog, The Resurgent.
In his piece, titled “Wheaton College and the Preservation of Theological Clarity,” Vought makes the case that
someone can’t really “know God” without a focus on Jesus.
“Muslims do not simply have a deficient theology,” he writes. “They do not know God because they have rejected
Jesus Christ his Son, and they stand condemned.”
A White House spokeswoman did not respond to a request for comment on whether Trump stands by Vought’s
comments.
Vought, who spent seven years as vice president of the conservative Heritage Action for America, is set for his Senate
nomination hearing on Wednesday. He must be confirmed by the Senate to get the job.
Do you have information you want to share with HuffPost? Here’s how.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/trump-russ-vought-budgetislam_us_5935c8b2e4b0099e7fae799f?ncid=engmodushpmg00000004
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Somali Single Mother in Ohio Severely beaten by white man in alleged hate
crime
Sarah A. Harvard
June 5, 2017
The attack left Rahma Warsame with four missing teeth, swollen face, lips, nose and several facial fractures
Source: Asha Mohamood Noor/Facebook
The Council of American Islamic Relations' Columbus, Ohio, chapter is calling on law enforcement to investigate the
severe beating of a Muslim Somali woman by a white man on Saturday as a hate crime.
Rahma Warsame, the victim, said the man started beating her after she defended another Muslim woman he was
harassing with racial epithets.
"You all will be shipped back to Africa," the man said, according to Warsame.
Warsame said local police interviewed the assailant but released him without any charges. He has also reportedly
made several racist remarks to neighbors in the past.
View image on Twitter

Please support Rahma, who was brutally beaten yesterday by a white male in Columbus, OH. This is
unacceptable. http://www.launchgood.com/Rahma
7:54 PM - 4 Jun 2017
15,19915,199 Retweets
14,22414,224 likes
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"The fact that the perpetrator was not taken into custody and was not charged raises serious concerns and sends a very
dangerous message," Jennifer Nimer, executive director of CAIR-Columbus and one of the attorneys for the victim,
told Carbonated.TV.
"After what happened last week in Portland, police across the country should be sending a strong message that hate
crimes will not be tolerated," Nimer said. "We are asking law enforcement to investigate this as a hate crime and to
bring the perpetrator to justice immediately before he commits another act of violence."
The Columbus Police Department is now investigating the assault. A police spokesman said the assailant was released
without charges because it appears that both sides were involved in the incident on Saturday. According to CPD, the
assailant and his partner also filed a menacing report against the Somali community in their neighborhood.
"There wasn't enough evidence anyone needed to be charged," the spokesman said.
The attack left Warsame with four missing teeth and swollen face, lips, nose and several facial fractures. She is being
treated at Riverside Hospital in Columbus, where she is currently employed.
Advertisement
Warsame is a single mother raising a 12-year-old boy. A crowdfunding campaign has been launched to help raise
funds for her medical expenses. The campaign, created by Palestinian-American activist Linda Sarsour, has raised
over $80,000 toward their $100,000 goal since Sunday.
http://www.carbonated.tv/news/somali-rahma-warsame-attacked-facial-fractures-lost-teeth-white-racist
The victim was left with facial fractures and four broken teeth after the assailant attacked her for protecting another
Muslim woman.
View image on Twitter
Please support Rahma, who was brutally beaten yesterday by a white male in Columbus, OH. This is
unacceptable. http://www.launchgood.com/Rahma
7:54 PM - 4 Jun 2017
15,19915,199 Retweets
14,22414,224 likes
In yet another apparent hate crime, a Somali woman was brutally beaten unconscious for standing up to a white
supremacist.
Rahma Warsame of Columbus, Ohio, was viciously beaten, allegedly by a white man, for defending another Muslim
woman from racial harassment. The assault left her with severe facial fractures as well as several lost teeth.
According to the Warsame, the assailant reportedly shouted, “You all will be shipped back to Africa” before he
physically started attacking her.
The victim said the man was interviewed by the police but released without charges.
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR-Columbus) is representing the Somali mother in the case and has
condemned the alleged hate crime.
“The fact that the perpetrator was not taken into custody and was not charged raises serious concerns and sends a very
dangerous message,” said Jennifer Nimer, executive director of CAIR-Columbus and one of the attorneys for the
victim.
“After what happened last week in Portland, police across the country should be sending a strong message that hate
crimes will not be tolerated. We are asking law enforcement to investigate this as a hate crime and to bring the
perpetrator to justice immediately before he commits another act of violence.”
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Read More:Racist Woman In Australia Abuses Muslims On A Bus, Slaps Driver
Activist organization Yes We Can Columbus also issued a similar statement against the reported hate crime.
“There is no place for hatred or bigotry in Columbus, and we firmly denounce this disgusting attack,” the group stated.
“Yes We Can Columbus calls for an investigation into this incident and for the attacker to be brought to justice… If
we claim to be an Opportunity City, then we must also be a safe city for all.”
Local Somali leaders have also spoken about the oppression of the Somali community and the need to feel protected
in the city.
A fundraising campaign at Launch Good has also been set up by Palestinian-American activist Linda Sarsour to help
the victim with her extensive medical expenses.
The campaign generated $70,104 toward a $75,000 goal as of this writing.
Police have now begun an investigation into the assault.
Since President Donald Trump’s election, racists have become bolder than ever and the government seems to have
done nothing to deter their violent tendencies.
Over 1,000 hate incidents were reported in just the first month of Trump’s election and since then African-American
and Muslim-American communities have been attacked and harassed by white supremacists at an unprecedented rate.
As always, when it comes to an attack on a Muslim or an African American, Trump has not condemned the incident.
Where is trumps tweet condemning her attacker? Prayers for her and her family.
7:58 PM - 4 Jun 2017
77 Retweets
111111 likes
Twitter Ads info and privacy
4 Jun

Gabrielle @Minervasbard
Replying to @BarakatouKone @lsarsour
I noticed that too. It was young girls in NW on the train
Follow
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Christy @svizzerams
The common element is the women are wearing a hijab - this makes them easy to identify as an "other". That is why
muslim women are targets.
5:51 AM - 5 Jun 2017
11 Retweet
4646 likes

Libby Argat @herthirdthought
Replying to @lsarsour
All the love to you, Rahma, and I'm so incredibly and deeply sorry that this piece of scum did this to you. So many of
us stand with you.
8:07 PM - 4 Jun 2017
Retweets
6060 likes
Twitter Ads info and privacy

BluePixie @BluePixie3
Replying to @lsarsour @KatheleenMitro
I hope that these attacks on ppl standing up 4 others who r being attacked by emboldened tRumpers won't keep ppl
from speaking out.
11:36 PM - 4 Jun 2017
33 Retweets
66 likes
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Muslims ‘terrified’ after Galway mosque attacked during prayers
100 members of the Galway mosque left ‘terrified’ as windows smashed
Seán Dunne
Tue, Jun 6, 2017, 10:18 Updated: Tue, Jun 6, 2017, 11:13

Imam Ibrahim Noonan describes the events that saw the windows of Galway's Maryam Mosque smashed. Video: Joe
O'Shaughnessy
Share to FacebookShare to TwitterShare to Email App
The imam of a Galway mosque which was attacked during the hour of prayer on Monday evening has appealed for
“calm” in the wake of the London terrorist attack.
Imam Ibrahim Ahmad Noonan of the Masjid Maryam mosque in Galway told The Irish Times that up to 100 members
of the Galway mosque were left “terrified” when rocks smashed through the windows during the attack on Monday
evening.
The attack comes in the wake of the terror attack in London on Saturday night and news that one of the three
attackers lived for a time in Ireland and got married here. A cross-border inquiry is seeking to establish if Rachid
Redouane (30), who lived in Rathmines for a time, got married in Ireland for immigration reasons. Police said
Redouane claimed to be Moroccan or Libyan.
An investigation in recent years found some men who had been refused immigration status or whose marriage plans
had been questioned in Britain sought to marry in Ireland as a “back door” to staying in the European Union. It is
understood he married in 2011 or 2012 before leaving for London and that he made an unsuccessful application for
asylum in the UK in 2009.
Imam Noonan said the the attack in Galway took place at approximately 11.20 pm on Monday evening. “Last night,
during the time of prayer and actually as we prayed, rocks smashed through the windows”, the Imam said.

Imam Ibrahim Ahmad Noonan Tweeted pictures of broken windows at the Galway mosque. Photograph: Imam
Ibrahim Ahmad Noonan/Twitter
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“I was leading the prayers when we heard an extremely loud bang and obviously we were in the middle of the prayers
so continued on but there were one or two people who left the prayers to see what the bang was,” Mr Ahmad Noonan
told The Irish Times.
London terror attack: The dead, missing and injured
Brussels Central Station hit by blast, police say
Finsbury Park attack suspect named as Cardiff man (47)
Listen to World View
The Imam of the mosque in Galway said he feels that his community has been targeted as a “direct result” of the latest
terrorist attack in London over the weekend.
“A group of individuals were seen smashing our windows and we believe from the descriptions given, these men are
understood to be Irish. They ran away once we came outside to investigate. It’s a very disturbing attack for us as a
community because the prayer was going on.
The Imam said that cameras at the mosque had captured the culprits on film and they could be seen “quite deliberately”
picking up stones and throwing them at windows.
“Technically, one is not supposed to break the prayer, but we had men, women and children inside the mosque praying
at the time so they were quite anxious, so it was very stressful for us to have the windows smashed with rocks.
“The rocks came smashing through the windows and could have seriously injured one of my members. We have had
attacks in the past, but I feel this is a deliberate attack. We can tell that this is a deliberate attack based on the tragic
events in London and Manchester in recent weeks,” he added.
Mr Ahmad Noonan has appealed to the rest of the Irish public not to attack other mosques in retaliation to the London
attacks.
“I believe that this was a direct backlash on our community as a result of the weekend and I am fearful that more
attacks will come which could be worse. I am appealing to the Irish public that what is happening in London and
Manchester is sad and tragic and unforgivable but we cannot just assume that every Muslim and every mosque is
involved or supporting these so called radicals.”
Gardaí were called to the scene last night and it’s understood an investigation into the incident is now taking place.
“I am thankful that the rocks did not hit any of the children inside. People were anxious to leave the building last night
after the attack took place. We are now reassessing the situation for the next few days as we might encourage women
and children to pray at home to protect their safety in case of further attack.”
Meanwhile, Shaykh Dr Umar Al Qadri , Chair of Irish Muslim Peace & Integration Council, condemned the Galway
attack describing it as “shocking”.
“I absolutely condemn the attack that took place in Ireland. The Muslims are alive in the war against extremism and
we are victims of these extremists ourselves. We are as much appalled and as much saddened by the events in
Manchester or London as any other person.
“To blame Muslims would be doing exactly what Isis wants and it is falling into the trap of Isis. I urge everyone to
stand up against hatred and stand united with the Muslims. Extremists are enemies of all of us, so therefore I am urging
everyone to be united and all of us should stop any support of extremism,” added Dr al-Qadri.
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/muslims-terrified-after-galway-mosque-attacked-during-prayers1.3109231#.WTafPoBH9lo.twitter
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